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ABSTRACT
Lord Mansfield is typically remembered for his influence in common law and
commercial law, and his decision in Somerset v. Stewart, which granted a slave, brought
to England, habeas corpus to refuse his forced transportation out of that nation by his
master. Both conditions allowed observers to praise him for what they viewed as very
modern notions about economy and society (capitalism and anti-slavery, respectively).
Mansfield’s primary position as Chief Justice of King’s Bench in England, which
contributed most of the only published material from him, shielded him from any scrutiny
about his wider influence in general British governance in the period of his public career,
roughly 1740-1790.
Throughout his career, Mansfield played a large role in the general government of
the British Empire. Beginning with his role as Solicitor General in 1742 and continuing
after he became Chief Justice in 1756, Mansfield interacted and advised the highest
members of the British ruling elite, including the monarch. Because the nature of British
governance in the 18th Century was very porous, Mansfield partook in the exercise of
legislative (through his seats in the House and Commons and Lords), executive (through
a formal seat on the Privy Council and later in the King’s Closet), and judicial (through
his roles as Solicitor and Attorney General, Chief Justice of King’s Bench, and temporary
positions as Lord Chancellor) power practically simultaneously throughout his career. In
these capacities, Mansfield contributed to imperial policy at a critical moment. He was a
champion for the British Empire as the beacon of the most perfect society at that time – a
perspective he developed through his education and experiences during the crucial
formative years of the British nation. He channeled his support for Britain into a
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seemingly rigid dogma that saw any threat or challenge to British authority or culture as
inherently illegitimate. In this regard, Mansfield favored British domination over the
other imperial powers, and he immediately rejected the earliest complaints of the
Americans over British rule. Because of the nature of his position within British
governance, Mansfield’s view remained constant in a government that witnessed
continual turnover.
The potential of Mansfield’s influence was not lost upon the public. Many
factions from “true Whigs,” such as John Wilkes, and American patriots viewed him as
the epitome of the problem with the British government – its seemingly arbitrary,
unconstitutional, and tyrannical posture toward everything. Mansfield posed a particular
challenge for these groups because he was a Chief Justice, and they believed he was
supposed to adhere to a strong notion of justice. Instead, they saw him continually
leading their repression, and so they questioned the basis of the whole British system.
Through pamphlets, newspapers, and visual prints, these groups identified Mansfield as a
key conspirator, which they attributed to an anti-British disposition. In these ways,
Mansfield and his opponents squared off over the definition of true Britishness internally
and imperially. When these opponents gathered enough strength (Londoners during the
Gordon Riots, and Americans with their War of Independence), they aimed to pull down
Mansfield and his comrades for their violations. The former failed to overthrow society,
but they arguably hastened a change in government. The latter succeeded in their
movement to exit the Empire.
The Revolution was not a total transformation for the Americans, however. They
struggled to define their new nation and America had similar imperial aspirations. In this
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environment, Mansfield was the quintessential symbol of early national leaders’ bipolar
attitudes towards Britain. Some leaders such as John Adams embraced their British
heritage, and used Mansfield as a model to develop a strong, centralized, commercial
nation. Other leaders such as Thomas Jefferson saw Mansfield as the chief villain to the
idea of America. Jefferson coined the phrase “Mansfieldism,” which he identified as a
caustic relationship between law and government that favored the development of
political and legal elitism that challenged the interests and participation of common
citizens. Jefferson viewed Mansfield as the essential symbol of the American antirevolution. These first-generation independent Americans both remembered Mansfield
for his direct participation in the imperial crisis, but for Adams and his fellow Federalists,
they had to initiate redemption for Mansfield to justify their program to create America.
The redemption was successful. American institutions used Mansfield to fine-tune
the balance between their British heritage and uniquely American outlook. As successive
generations of Americans emerged into the political sphere, they remembered his
seemingly progressive positions on law and society as presented through his court
decisions over his actual participation against their independence. Especially through a
selective reading of his decision in Somerset, Mansfield became the legal prophet for
abolitionist nationalism. His decision arguably provided a legal precedent against the
institution of slavery, but it more importantly transformed into the moral imperative of
the movement. In this manner, Mansfield became fully redeemed among Americans.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: UNCOVERING THE POLITICAL MANSFIELD
Consider and compare for a moment the following two quotes from eminent
political men during the early nineteenth century, one British, one American:
Lord Mansfield, a man who may justly be called the father of modern Toryism, of
Toryism modified to suit an order of things under which the House of Commons
is the most powerful body in the State.
You remember also that our lawyers were then all whigs, but when… the honied
Mansfieldism of Blackstone became the Student’s Handbook, from that moment
that Profession (the Nursery of our Congress) began to slide into toryism, and
nearly all the young brood of lawyers now are of that hue. They supposed
themselves indeed to be whigs, because they no longer know what whiggism, or
republicanism means.
William Murray, more famously Lord Mansfield, was the object of each writer’s
focus. Both men were well versed in the background of Lord Mansfield: the first lived
after the death of Mansfield but was a well-respected political historian of the period; the
second achieved his legendary status at the height of Mansfield’s power and influence.
The two men hailed from opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean, and their quotes were
testaments to their contrasting views about the development of the Anglo-American
political tradition and the societies that formed under each. Yet both men, arguably,
believed in the same core political values. 1
Both men ascribed deep and lasting influences of Mansfield on their respective
polities, but the Mansfield of history largely remains relegated to the field of legal
history, where his judicial decisions served as the basis for any understanding of the
1

[Thomas Babington Macaulay], “Correspondence of William Pitt, Earl of Chatham,” The Edinburgh
Review 80, no. 160 (1844): 547-548, quoted: 547. The article does not attribute a name, but several
collections of his essays include this among his work, including: Lady Trevelyan (Hannah Macaulay), ed.,
The Works of Lord Macaulay (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1875): 7:227-228, quoted: 227;
Thomas Jefferson to James Madison, February 17, 1826, Thomas Jefferson Randolph, ed., Memoir,
Correspondence, and Miscellanies: From the Papers of Thomas Jefferson (Charlottesville, VA: F. Carr and
Co., 1829): 4:426-427.
1

modern common law in the Anglo-American world. If Mansfield made any notable
appearance outside this genre, it came largely through mention and occasional analysis of
his decision in Somerset v. Stewart, a landmark case in the history of Atlantic slavery, or
as an extremely minor actor in Parliamentary politics.
This compartmentalization of Mansfield was naturally understandable:
Mansfield’s voice largely emanated through his judicial decisions; otherwise, he was a
very private man with little in the way of personal correspondence, diaries, or public
speeches (the staples of the historian trying to understand the measure of his subject).
Mansfield was undoubtedly a legendary jurist, and the bulk of historical ink reinforced
this view. Yet, he left an indelible mark on the sociopolitical bifurcation that was the
American Revolution, where his presence and actions contributed to the fundamental
dispute in the cause: the boundaries of British power in their Empire. For the events of
the American Revolution, this traditionally had a very specific meaning: the reaction to
and protests against British policy after 1763. However, the substantive basis of the
dispute, the balance between liberty and governance, remained omnipresent in American
discourse, especially in the period between independence and the Civil War.
Mansfield provided this influence through other functions he served in British
governance. Besides his role as Chief Justice of Kings Bench, Mansfield was an adviser
to both George II and George III. He served in their Cabinets between 1757 and 1765,
where he cultivated close relationships with many other senior members of the British
government, which many continued to call upon him for advice after he officially left the
Cabinet. His position as Chief Justice elevated him to the House of Lords, which at that
time had equal power over legislation with the House of Commons, and was the court of
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last resort in Britain. Mansfield wore many “hats” throughout his career, and few
limitations existed to regulate where, when, or how many “hats” he wore at any moment.
In a constitutional environment with no clearly-defined separation of powers, Mansfield
had the purview to influence significantly the course of British policy, including imperial
management.
The historiography of Mansfield largely minimized these non-judicial roles. His
first biographer, John Holliday, “freely confesses, and has a pride in the confession, that
his views are confined to a delineation of the noble earl’s character in his judicial
capacity and in private life, in both of which he pre-eminently excelled.” His exclusion of
the political Mansfield was deliberate, as he warned the potentially interested reader that
“he will be misled, and his time will, in a great degree, be misspent, who expects to find
in these sheets the life of the earl of Mansfield in his situation of a statesman.” The bulk
of Holliday’s work amounted to an annotated case book of Mansfield’s decisions, but he
provided some unique glimpses of Mansfield’s personality due to his direct observations
of him in court. Lord John Campbell bristled at Holliday’s account, which he called “the
worst specimen of biography to be found in any language,” although he did not elaborate
except for Holliday’s assertion that Mansfield came to live in England at age three, which
became falsely embedded in historical memory according to Campbell. Campbell aimed
to create a more robust story of Mansfield: he spent considerable time on Mansfield’s
intellectual development. The shortcoming was that Campbell’s eyes remained fixed on
the chief justiceship, so his narrative framed all Mansfield’s actions within that mindset.
Campbell made some references to his political activities, so Campbell’s work was more
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comprehensive compared to Holliday, and Campbell’s work remained the essential
biography for over a century. 2
When James Oldham received permission to inspect and publish a large cache of
Mansfield’s trial notes, his work, The Mansfield Manuscripts, included an updated
biography for Mansfield in the first volume. Although the substance of the work was the
transcription of actual notes, he presented a very complex picture of Mansfield in his
short biographical narrative. He acknowledged Mansfield’s strong political connections
and extant influence within the British government throughout his career. He presented
Mansfield as a man torn between two worlds: the legal world where he was most
comfortable and the political world that Mansfield reluctantly endured throughout his
life. Ultimately, Oldham’s handling of Mansfield’s judicial life was much more buoyant
because of his intentions with the work – an exposition of Mansfield’s trial notes. Most
recently, Norman Poser’s biography expanded the scope of Mansfield’s biography. He
presented a very cosmopolitan Mansfield, and he was more comfortable with placing
Mansfield in political society than his predecessors. The expansive work rewrote the
Campbell narrative through much more detailed information about Mansfield’s
relationships with other leading members of British political, social, and intellectual
societies. Another key difference was that Poser discarded the heavy emphasis on
discussion of case law, which made the narrative much more approachable for non-legal
historians, and presented Mansfield in a more diversified light. Poser made a key advance
in Mansfield scholarship because he pulled Mansfield out of the limiting confines of legal
history. His work cracked the tomb of the political Mansfield, and Poser suggested boldly
2

John Holliday, The Life of William late Earl of Mansfield (Oxford: J. Cooke, 1797): vii-viii (both quotes);
John Campbell, The Lives of the Chief Justices of England: From the Norman Conquest till the Death of
Lord Mansfield (London: J. Murray, 1849): 2:307-308, quoted: 307.
4

that Mansfield was more important to Anglo-American history than just his judicial
career. 3
Yet, Mansfield’s significance to the events of the imperial crisis that developed
into the American Revolution and subsequently shaped the American republic was much
deeper than previously thought, even by Poser. By discarding biography and analyzing
Mansfield through the intellectual device of Mansfieldism, Mansfield was an important
figure in Anglo-American political development between 1700 and 1860. Using the
imperial crisis of 1763-1783 as a transition point, Mansfield’s importance to British
history in this period occurred out of his experiences and through his direct influences in
the development of the young British nation. Mansfield ultimately represented the strong,
British nationalistic attitude against American dissent during the crisis. He never saw the
American position because he thought the Americans were fundamentally wrong in their
complaints. In turn for the Americans, Mansfield served as a symbol of corrupted and
unjust British government. However, Americans could remedy corruption and injustice,
and they could sanitize Mansfield as well. In the many post-independence debates that
occurred over the boundaries of governance in the antebellum period, the idea of
Mansfield remained alive for Americans, and his legal and political legacies provided
important fodder in those debates.
Mansfieldism had two basic components. First were the direct actions of
Mansfield that derived from his evolving thought, influence, and power. Second were the
perceptions of Mansfield’s actions and intentions that coalesced into a single dialog that
3

James Oldham, The Mansfield Manuscripts and the Growth of English Law in the Eighteenth Century
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992): 1: part 1. Oldham remains much more interested
in general legal history in the 18th Century; however, Mansfield remains his conceptual frame, see: James
Oldham, English Common Law in the Age of Mansfield, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
2004). Norman Poser, Lord Mansfield: Justice in the Age of Reason, (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s
University Press, 2013).
5

discussed power and authority in Anglo-America. Mansfield initially contributed to
Mansfieldism by his drive to make Britain the greatest nation in the world through central
planning and control from London, but under the motivation that British values were
universally supreme. Observers of Mansfield’s actions wove Mansfieldism into a general
debate about the means and ends of governance. Mansfield’s eminence and reputation
provided a common means and understanding to discuss the boundaries of governance.

British History and the “Father of Modern Toryism”

Thomas Babington Macaulay, the famous British Whig politician and historian,
wrote of Mansfield in these terms for an essay in the Edinburgh Review in 1844. While
Lord Chatham (William Pitt the Elder) was the subject of the essay, Macaulay inserted
the comment about Mansfield in the context of Lord John Bute’s ministry in the early
1760s. Traditionally, Bute received the distinction of leading the first Tory ministry in
Britain since the 1710s. Bute’s personal connections to George III and his Scottish
background allowed historians to cast him as a typical Tory, one who favored the
absolute rule of the monarch. Similarly, Mansfield’s close association with the monarch,
his confrontations with the radical Whig John Wilkes, and his Scottish background as
well initially made Mansfield easily identifiable as a classic Tory and therefore an easy
ally with Bute. However, Macaulay intended the comment to create a stark distinction
between Mansfield and Bute. Macaulay assigned them similar ends – they both possessed
the Tory desire for strong, centralized government – yet Bute was the proxy for a
potentially dictatorial George III, while Mansfield acknowledged Parliament’s place as
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the supreme authority. Macaulay cast Mansfield as a new Tory who understood the new
political calculus of modern Britain. Neither matched-up well with the greatness of
Chatham (for Macaulay was a loyal Whig, and Chatham was the Whigs’ hero), but
Macaulay acknowledged that Bute’s ministry was a turning point for the Tories.
Macaulay’s Tories attempted to emerge from a political wilderness of nearly fifty
years’ duration. Their isolation started as somewhat genuine but ultimately exaggerated
connections to the general Jacobite sentiment lingering since the abdication of James II in
1688, and manifested in three rebellions in 1689, 1715, and 1745. Their seemingly allied
stance in support of the monarchial (especially Stuart) interests and power banished
Toryism from mainstream discourse in the 1710s. In tandem, the fortuitous circumstances
of the ascendance of ambitious, young Whig upstarts like Robert Walpole and the alien
but benign and deferential reigns of the early Hanoverian kings concentrated power and
patronage in the hands of an insular group who managed Parliament with an iron fist
thereafter. Economic success and international peace aided Whig’s efforts to convince
those who mattered that the reins of government were in the right hands. Tories did not
totally disappear, but they were easily marginalized. The Whig oligarchy began to crack
in the 1740s, when international events overwhelmed Walpole and the economic
prosperity and peace evaporated. Parliament forced his resignation. His political machine
had confederates waiting to assume control, but the continual pressures of imperial
management and the increasing age of the leadership created faults in the machine
through the 1750s. Increasingly, factions erupted within Parliament, which practically
assured a realignment; the question was the extent and composition of that realignment.

7

Picture 1 Scotch Amusements, Printed for the Oxford Magazine, 1768, Etching, Lewis
Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield is pictured in the center. He wields a dagger to
destroy the Liberty Cap. His quote, “Awa to the Deel with the feulish bauble of Liberty. I’ll stick
my Dirk in him Wem,” utilizes a mock Scottish accent to complete the scene.
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A Tory party managed to keep a noticeable presence in Parliament throughout the
entire period, but they too had some soul-searching to contemplate. Under the Whig
oligarchy, the Tories formed the largest contingent of a loyal opposition, whose primary
function was to identify and underline the Government’s malfeasance towards its own
political philosophy. As the decades progressed, this opposition provided havens for
temporary dissenters from Whig policy. As the Whig leadership aged, their hold over
Parliament weakened. The oligarchy fractured, and this challenged the entire basis of
Whig power. The older leadership faced a double threat from philosophically dedicated,
young Tory upstarts and even young Whigs, who espoused Whiggish attitudes fused with
some old Tory principles. The challenge for the Tory ideology was their ability to accept
and absorb the seemingly irrevocable change to Parliamentary sovereignty – the
domination of Parliament, especially the House of Commons, in the management of the
nation – wrought by the Glorious Revolution and cemented by the Whig oligarchy.
Mansfield was a part of the latter group, and it is within this contextual frame that
Macaulay meant his statement. 4
When Macaulay wrote this in 1844, the Tories were at a similar crossroads in
their intellectual history. The reform acts of the 1830s attempted to shift the loci of power
in Great Britain toward the cities that remained far too long underrepresented in
Parliament. The acts also sought to expand the franchise among the people, although it
took a few more decades to achieve universal male suffrage and many more after that for
female suffrage. Nevertheless, Macaulay’s Whig Party sponsored the changes, and the
electorate handsomely rewarded them with power through massive Parliamentary

4

Linda Colley, In Defiance of Oligarchy: The Tory Party, 1714-60 (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1982), remains the standard work on the Tory Party in this era.
9

majorities. Save for a brief period at the end of 1834 into 1835 when King William IV
used dissension in the Whig Party to offer the government to the opposition, the Whigs
dominated government for the first since time the days of Robert Walpole and the
Pelhams in the early half of the eighteenth century.
The Tories had to adjust to the new political order or face extinction. Robert Peel
offered a pathway for survival by publically pledging his party to accept the reforms
passed by the Whigs – his famous Tamworth Manifesto – but finding balance with the
patrician interests of his traditional allies. A nominal but arguably significant change also
was the rebranding of the Tories into the Conservative Party. Although the former
moniker remained as a vestige in Conservative politics, the new party embarked on a
grand coalition between old Tories and moderate and right-wing Whigs, those who had
some trepidation about the radical elements within their party and the close association
between party leaders and Irish protestors. Peel needed to draw in these Whigs because
the strength of the old-style Tories imploded due to the reform acts, and they no longer
were sufficient to secure even the taste of a Parliamentary majority. Peel’s efforts chipped
away at Whig power throughout the remainder of the 1830s and capped off with electoral
victory in 1841. Macaulay spent time inside and outside Parliament during this entire
period, so he witnessed this transformation of the Tories. 5
Macaulay’s words had deep implications for the events of the American
Revolution. The context of his quote denoted a significant political realignment around
1760 – precisely at the moment when British policy toward America changed. As the
5

Matthew Cragoe, “The Great Reform Act and the Modernization of British Politics: The Impact of
Conservative Associations, 1835-1841,” The Journal of British Studies 47, no. 3 (2008): 581-603; Michael
Ledger-Lomas, “The Character of Pitt the Younger and Party Politics, 1830-1860,” The Historical Journal
37, no. 3 (2004): 641-661; Ian Newbould, “Sir Robert Pell and the Conservative Party, 1832-1841: A Study
in Failure?,” The English Historical Review 98, no. 388 (1983): 529-557.
10

Great War for Empire wound down, British leaders had to rethink their management of
their empire for the new international conditions. The reality of Macaulay’s reference
was that the British entered a major political realignment exactly when the fundamental
structure of the empire had to change, and it manifested as more centralized, metropolitan
power. Americans largely bristled at this basic shift in authority, but the debate was as
great within Britain as well. Many professed British Whigs, both inside and outside
Parliament, had great trepidation about this shift in power in both its actual and symbolic
implications. They wrestled with the apparent need for more centralized management in
the Empire against their principled instincts against such unbridled power. The imperial
crisis partially evolved from this push and pull within the metropole, and at least from
Macaulay’s perspective, Mansfield was a key figure in these events. 6

Jefferson’s Concern about “Honied Mansfieldism” and the Legacy of the American
Revolution

6

The terminology, “Great War for Empire,” derived from Lawrence Henry Gipson. He sought to place the
foundations of the American Revolution in the events following imperial warfare between 1754 and 1763.
One major hurdle for Gipson was that American and British historians approached this period from
different mindsets, best displayed by the name each side gave to the struggle. The Americans termed
warfare in this period as the French and Indian War, while the British framed the period under the moniker
of the Seven Years’ War and analyzed it mainly through European developments and warfare from 17561763. Gipson believed a unitary narrative was achievable through an honest rendition of what both
narratives were about – the trials and tribulations of empire for everyone. After he coalesced the narratives,
he proceeded to describe the motivation for British policy toward America that led to the War for
Independence: Lawrence Henry Gipson, “The American Revolution as an Aftermath of the Great War for
Empire, 1954-1763,” Political Science Quarterly 65, no. 1 (1950): 86-104. Gipson saw the imperial crisis
as a practically inevitable event once British authorities tightened their control over the Empire. In contrast,
Ian Christie, while equally convinced that the Great War for Empire was the foundation of the imperial
crisis, saw its evolution more in disagreement over unintended consequences of imperial realignment than
constant struggle: Ian Christie, Crisis of Empire: Great Britain and the American Colonies, 1754-1783
(New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1966).
11

The complexity of a Whig-Tory axis also concerned Thomas Jefferson. As the
author of the second quote, he saw great dangers in these monikers because American
definitions of those words were starkly different than British pundits. For Americans,
Tories were synonymous with Loyalists, those who chose to reject the Revolution and to
side with the British. In the fervor of the Revolution, Loyalists were easy targets for scorn
and retribution. Individual state governments passed laws to confiscate their properties,
and the social backlash against them forced many to flee the country. In essence, the term
“Tory” in American parlance was an abhorrent word, and no hearty American patriot was
a Tory. This definition also fit well with the circumstances; if Toryism meant support of
arbitrary, despotic power, and the American Revolution was the struggle to disempower a
corrupted, disconnected Parliament that enabled a tyrannical monarch, then Americans
were naturally Whigs.
Jefferson’s worry formed around this narrow definition of Toryism. As the
“author of the Revolution,” Jefferson understood that his Declaration of Independence
was as much an indictment of the entire British system as a rejection of the monarch.
Parliament was as equally dictatorial as the monarch in its management of the Empire,
and the purpose of Whiggism was to reduce the incidence of despotic power through
greater democratic republicanism. In the context of the Revolution, this meant that the
metropole had to create a mechanism to share power with the colonies or defer to their
individual circumstances. Britain chose neither option, and independence was the final
recourse. In the end for Jefferson, though, British governmental malfeasance was only
one mere manifestation of anti-Whiggism; Jefferson’s Whiggism was a constant and
vigilant process. The people had to monitor constantly the actions of their government,

12

and safeguard their liberties from despotic power. As Americans embraced the unifying
aspects of the Constitution almost a decade later, Jefferson and his followers remained
guarded against any encroachments by the national government on the prerogatives of the
individual states. If the Constitution provided the strong unity that the nation needed
following the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation, the states maintained the
desired individual sovereignty that existed since the colonial era. His message resonated
with people, especially displayed by his ascendancy to the Presidency in 1800 and the
unbroken string of mostly similarly-minded Virginian compatriots for the next 24 years.
However, when Jefferson wrote this quote in 1826, his American political view was one
where the centralization of power in the national government proceeded despite this
political monopoly, and a new batch of political leaders were at the fore, who all by his
account forgot history. 7
This despite the fact that, as Jefferson noted explicitly in his remark on “honied
Mansfieldism, by 1826 lawyers constituted a majority of legislators including Congress.
Implicitly, Jefferson’s tone denoted that he was somewhat displeased at this
development, which initially appeared ironic because he himself was a lawyer. Yet
Jefferson put much emphasis upon classical education (the extract came from a larger
letter to Madison about a law professorship at the University of Virginia), and he
believed, as did many others, that classical education produced the best leaders. Under
this paradigm, anyone properly trained in the classics had the appropriate background to
be a successful leader. Law was typically an outlet for many classically educated men, so
Jefferson’s problem was not so much that Congress was full of lawyers; his horror was
7

For some background on Jefferson’s view of the Articles of Confederation and Constitution, see: Brian
Steele, “Thomas Jefferson, Coercion, and the Limits of Harmonious Union,” The Journal of Southern
History 74, no. 4 (2008): 823-854.
13

that many of them were not trained properly in this manner. This was not a sudden
revelation for Jefferson, as American legal education was largely a mixture of
apprenticeship and self-study – his establishment of the University of Virginia was a
means to remedy this. The latter aspect was the concern, and Jefferson was highly
focused, as displayed in the excerpt, on what sources aspiring lawyers read in their selfstudies. Jefferson identified William Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England
as a major textual influence on the burgeoning American legal community. 8
Blackstone was not the center of his criticism, though, as he called the work
derivative: “honied Mansfieldism.” What did Jefferson mean by “Mansfieldism,” and
how pervasive was it that he applied the suffix –ism? Jefferson coined the term within an
intellectual environment where it was becoming fashionable to refer to any competing
ideologies as -isms. Prior to the late eighteenth century, -isms usually denoted
sectarianism within Christianity, and that was only since the sixteenth century. Before
that, -isms, although linguistically dating to the ancient Greeks and Romans, rarely
appeared at all. Jefferson was well acquainted with the liberal use of –isms at the turn of
the nineteenth century because he translated some works of the philosopher Destutt de
Tracy, the very person who established the term “ideology.” His use derived from a shift
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that ultimately secularized –isms to connote debates within and between fields. What did
“Mansfieldism” compete with, and why was it such a threat? 9
On the surface, Jefferson’s Mansfieldism had a very legally esoteric meaning: the
combination of common law and equity powers that judges could use to adjudicate
disputes. Common law was the mainstay of the Anglo-American legal tradition, because
it provided social and legal stability through justice via consistency and tradition,
especially as it related to property rights. Judges and juries applied the law to
circumstances. Equity provided a forum to temper the common law: instances where the
common law provided no remedy because of novelty, circumstances where the
application of common law actually produced a gross injustice, or where the parties in the
dispute petitioned for equitable relief. Equity provided flexibility, but its authority rested
on seldom and measured usage. Equity could influence the common law, but only after
long periods of deliberation through trial and error within the justice system, or more
desirably, through consideration and acceptance by a sovereign legislature. Otherwise,
equity and common law were kept apart, each administered by its own officials and
judges (chancery judges did not have to be trained lawyers). Jefferson’s problem with
Mansfield, which was shared by others, was that he seemingly legitimized the practice
where common law judges applied equitable reasoning to alter the common law under
their sole authority. 10
Common law courts utilized juries, and provided a safeguard against judicial
abuse. The danger for Jefferson and others was that juries largely took their cues of the
9
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law from judges’ instructions. If a judge applied equitable reasoning in his articulation of
the common law, then unwitting jury-members applied the law as stated to them. If
appealed, the merits of the law became jury-less debates within appeals courts, and if the
appeals court disagreed with the innovation, then it was remanded to the lower court for
retrial, otherwise they approved of the innovation. This process insulated the judicial
system from outside influences; their authority was only challenged in narrow
circumstances when political capital could prevail. Jefferson experienced such a
circumstance while President with the famous Marbury v. Madison case. Although the
case hardly established the constitutional principle Americans ascribed to it (judicial
review), Jefferson had to accept the ability of the Supreme Court to nullify laws because
his interests prevailed in the dispute – the Court refused to order Madison to give the
commission to Marbury (thereby nullifying the provision in the Judiciary Act of 1789
that allowed the Court to issue writs of mandamus). If Jefferson railed against the details
of a favorable decision, he potentially risked looking petty. In contrast, Andrew Jackson
had the political capital to defy the Supreme Court over Indian policy in the 1830s,
because his policy of Indian removal was publicly popular. Nevertheless, Jefferson
believed the American judiciary, particularly the national judiciary, was of Federalist hue,
and he was distraught in his perception that this Federalist judiciary undermined the
principles of his political victory in 1800. These judges and lawyers increasingly looked
to Blackstone for their structural education and to Mansfield as their legal deity.
Ultimately, Jefferson desired America to develop its legal system more along the lines of
the ancient Roman civil law system rather than the common law. This Roman system
allowed for the legislature to take a leading role in creating a definitive, written legal
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code that minimized gray areas in the law to avoid the hazard of potential Mansfields
using their discretion to adjudicate disputes. Typically in common law, only those people
with the time, desire, and means to master the case law succeeded to power in the legal
world. Jefferson viewed Mansfieldian common law as an oligarchy of lawyers. 11
This quality of Jefferson’s (anti)Mansfieldism made his problem philosophical as
well as structural. Jefferson was a constitutionalist at heart, because constitutions took the
form of the very civil codes he desired. The benefit of written codes was their assumed
clarity; carefully crafted words on a page ideally provided no ambiguity. Constitutions
had greater significance because unlike traditional civil codes that managed society,
constitutions managed the actions of government. In the aftermath of independence, of
which Jefferson was an ideological father, written constitutionalism became the panacea
for Americans’ dispute with Britain. The reality of written constitutionalism was that the
words on the page were easily debatable, particularly when the constitution writers
inserted provisions (such as the Necessary and Proper Clause in the Constitution) that
provided flexibility for unforeseen circumstances.
Following the passage of the Constitution, Jefferson created the DemocraticRepublican Party to advocate the “strict interpretation” view of the Constitution. They
opposed the Federalist Party, who, from their perspective, wanted to conglomerate power
within the hands of the upper socioeconomic classes through clever and selective
readings of the Constitution, especially through centralization of power in the national
government. The Federalists defended their ideas as vitally important to the long-term
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success of the young and vulnerable America nation. As to the issue of centralization of
power, Federalists largely promoted their plans as the logically sound and efficient means
to achieve a prosperous nation. Similarly, John Marshall, in the aforementioned Marbury
v. Madison case, made the argument within for the legal sphere when he declared that it
only made sense that the Supreme Court, composed of men noted for their training,
experience, and eminence, had the sole authority outside the amendment process to
interpret the meaning of the Constitution. For Jefferson, the Federalists largely espoused
British constitutional ideology; written documents solved temporally situated problems
(as the Constitution did to alleviate the problems of the Articles of Confederation), but
the inevitability of facing future unforeseeable circumstances and challenges permitted
flexibility for the good of the general welfare. Jefferson’s famous quotation about
periodic revolutions was his solution to the British constitutional problem – the American
people should reevaluate their priorities and make the necessary changes to the
Constitution. Unfortunately for Jefferson when it came to the Constitution in 1826,
flexibility trumped constitutional reevaluation too often. 12

The Two Mansfields

John Adams once wrote to John Marshall, “It is the pride of my life that I have
given this nation a Chief Justice equal to Coke or Hale, Holt or Mansfield.” 13 Adams’
meant his words to be laudatory because he believed Marshall provided the bedrock of
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lasting American jurisprudence and by extension national success. Adams was also an
arch Federalist and an Anglophile. Adams and his followers admired British success, and
their primary complaint was that Britain artificially and arbitrarily denied them their
birthright because they feared America as a potential rival. Their American Revolution
was largely against the men of the system, not the system itself. In this context, Mansfield
was a flawed man, but he contributed to the “right” formula that was British imperial
success.
Despite Jefferson’s problems with the common law and its execution, no state
discarded it. This virtual sanctity of the common law permitted the creation of two
Mansfields, the judicial messiah and the forgotten politician. On both sides of the
Atlantic, the messianic Mansfield modernized the common law to account for the
commercial complexities of empire, whose economic domination brought great wealth to
Britain. If case law was the mainstay of the common law, then the well-versed lawyers
reinforced the messianic Mansfield every time they cited one of his decisions in their
arguments.
For others too, this messianic Mansfield also provided legitimization for the
Anglo-American abolitionist movement through his decision in Somerset v. Stewart. As
the movement gathered momentum and became a stable political force, Mansfield largely
was the clinching legal argument as to why slavery was the unnatural institution in
Anglo-American tradition. Although abolitionists proceeded from a false premise with
his Somerset decision – Mansfield’s decision had no direct impact upon the institution of
slavery and he showed no abolitionist tendencies – many of the circulated texts of his
decision (which had their own transcription problems) focused upon language that called
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slavery an “odious institution,” which fit squarely with the ideology of abolitionism. The
intention of Mansfield’s decision was immaterial; it was enough that an eminent jurist
(purportedly) said it. In the abolitionist cause, the Somerset decision became the key legal
precedent for the movement. The messianic Mansfield was also the inspiration for
Mansfield’s earliest biographers, whose admirations for his legal accomplishments were
apparent in their narratives of his life. Their works immortalized the messianic Mansfield
into historical memory.
Mansfield’s biographers had many reasons to obscure his political history. One
major reason was the inherent challenge with any examination of Mansfield political
career: he had no lengthy, or at least traditionally sourced, paper trail; he published no
confirmed political tracts, and his correspondence was mostly either publicly unavailable
or destroyed. The judicial cases were the record of his career. Another reason was that
Mansfield’s roles in government proceeded from legal positions. When he was in the
House of Commons, he was first the Solicitor General and later the Attorney General. In
the House of Lords, his seat came largely from his elevation as Chief Justice. His
biographers knew he served in the Cabinet, but he was easily lost in a sea of ambitious
political dynamos who all aimed to become the next head of the ministry (which many
did). The biographers probably also had personal reasons to avoid the political Mansfield.
Mansfield’s political reputation was largely as a shadowy figure. He seemingly preferred
“drawing room politics” over official meetings. Mansfield’s opponents always cast the
direst aspersions over this behavior, which contributed to this poor political reputation.
His biographers appeared to accept the lack of a paper trail as evidence of a politically
disinterested Mansfield, not a politically secretive Mansfield.
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The glaring omission by Mansfield’s earliest biographers was that he increasingly
became a public figure of contempt on both sides of the Atlantic through the progress of
the imperial crisis. Mansfield’s direct words were rarely recorded because Parliamentary
speeches in this period were loosely chronicled (even his legal decisions came with
transcription issues), but Mansfield’s contemporaries referred to him frequently in their
diaries and letters, and protestors rallied against his actions. From these sources,
Mansfield arguably represented the definitive British position in the imperial crisis –
Parliamentary supremacy and its unquestioned power over the management of Britain
and her empire. Many in the transatlantic public ascribed Mansfield much of the
responsibility for the events of the looming imperial crisis, but as Andrew
O’Shaughnessy recently asserted, the conduct of the war was the confluence of actions by
many actors. O’Shaughnessy presented King George as the tyrant and the ipso facto chief
villain in the dispute, and he was undoubtedly an important figure. However, his role as
villain came only after the Declaration of Independence condemned him; the colonists
were angry long before this. Mansfield was a truer intellectual source of the British
position in the crisis than the King ever was, and the continued debate in postcolonial
America about the boundaries of authority signaled that much more was at stake than the
removal of the monarch. Under a Mansfieldian framework, Mansfield’s political
influence was a postcolonial legacy. 14
Two of the earliest post-independence American historians, Mercy Otis Warren
and David Ramsay, had very choice words to describe Mansfield’s primary role in the
imperial crisis. Warren commented on Mansfield’s “superior talents, profound erudition,
law knowledge, and philosophical abilities,” but she remained befuddled that he
14
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encouraged severe suppression of American demands for redress of rights. His qualities
“should have elevated him above all local or party prejudices… a declaration so devoid
of the principles of rectitude, from a man of his lordship’s celebrity, at once shocks the
feelings of equity and wounds the sensations of humanity.” Ramsay wrote of similar
circumstances, “The great abilities and profound legal knowledge of Lord Mansfield,
were both known and admired in America. That this illustrious oracle of the law should
declare from the seat of legislation, that the justice of the cause was no longer to be
regarded, excited the astonishment, and cemented the union of the colonists.” Warren and
Ramsay expected more out of Mansfield, and he failed miserably from the American
patriot perspective. Ramsay especially pointed to Mansfield as a lightning rod in the
dispute; if wholly blaming Mansfield directly for the Revolution was hyperbolic, then
Mansfieldism served as the means to describe the intellectual conditions of the imperial
crisis because many other key ministers shared Mansfield’s position on America. 15
Warren’s depiction cast Mansfield’s actions as a willful abandonment of his
constitutional duty. Under those terms, Jefferson’s construction of Mansfieldism came
more into play, and described Mansfield’s position as equally askew in British
constitutionalism as in American constitutionalism. Using Jack Greene’s analysis of
constitutional dynamics, Mansfield punished the American periphery for attempting to
participate in the operation of the empire. The typical view of good British constitutional
innovation in this period, especially in the direct shadow of the Glorious Revolution,
followed the theme of increasing political participation and representation in government.
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If the British were truly Whigs, then Jefferson and his fellow Americans expected the
British to be much more accommodating to their demands. As Greene argued, this
experience remained foremost in the minds of American political leaders in the drafting
of the Constitution, especially in their articulation of American federalism. Under these
terms, American constitutional development had Mansfieldian undertones. 16
Coincidentally, the 1760s also marked an important time of social unrest within
Britain by groups of people who claimed to be the true Whigs, and who condemned their
government for willful tyranny. Inspired largely by the trials and tribulations of John
Wilkes, these vocal and largely jingoistic Englishmen (because Wilkites believed that
Scotsmen were foreigners too) believed their beloved country was in shambles because
their government sold out their interests to England’s traditional enemies, which included
the Scots. Mansfield was a particular target for their scorn because foremost he was a
Scot, but he also presided over court proceedings that punished many figures in their
movement, including John Wilkes, and attempted to silence newspaper printers, such as
John Almon or Henry Woodfall, who criticized the government. They cast Mansfield as
the snake of the government – one who promoted evil deeds (corruption) through the
exploitation of words (the law) for the benefit of the devil (tyrannical government).
Wilkes and his followers believed the government left them disempowered and
16
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Picture 2 The Hydra, Designed and engraved for the Political Register, 1770, Etching, Lewis Walpole
Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield appears in the upper right in serpentine form.
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unrepresented. George Gordon tapped into a similar vein in his protests against the
Catholic Relief Act in 1779-1780. Gordon and his followers believed that the enactment
of such a measure was a clear sign that the British government abdicated its duty to the
Protestant British nation. His protest in June 1780 ignited the most devastating London
riot of the 18th century. Mansfield became a direct target and victim in this
demonstration too, as his position toward religious toleration was well known, but
arguably too because he was a well-recognized member of the government who enacted
these laws. In these cases, Mansfield was a symbol of violations of British
constitutionalism among Britons.
Much as the juxtaposition of Macaulay and Jefferson, so different and yet similar
and related, painted a significant retrospective light on Mansfield’s influence on British
policy and early American national development, the articulation of Mansfieldism
provided a continuity for American colonialism and American independence. At the very
least, how Mansfield projected Mansfieldism was vitally important to the circumstances
and to persons on both sides of the Atlantic, before and after independence. Despite the
plaudits of Mansfield’s biographers and the sneers of his opponents, Mansfield was very
similar to many of his peers in the heady times of eighteenth-century Britain. He wanted
the project of Britain to succeed. The entire purpose of British Unionism was to
consolidate the resources of the British Isles to unleash their maximum potential in the
imperial battleground. Imperial success pivoted on the ability for nations to spread and
dominate their economic and military power throughout the world. In order to achieve
this, the British experiment required Englishmen and Scots to discard their old rivalries
and differences to project a common identity and purpose to the rest of the world.
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Mansfield’s generation was literally the children of this new British Empire, and they
became her willing students and adherents. Mansfield’s advocacy for the British Empire
throughout his career was a reflection of this education and experience.
As partially defined by the life of Mansfield, Mansfieldism reflected these same
key ideas, and the success of Britain gave those ideas credence. Mansfieldism became
decoupled from Britain, however. Mansfieldism provided the schematic of national
success, but any peoples – including the Americans – could arguably replicate it without
abandoning their own identities. In fact, the success of a Mansfieldian scheme only
worked if the national government cultivated a common identity. The imperial crisis
occurred because Parliament in London failed to cultivate the common identity between
the periphery and metropole, and it also appeared to refuse the periphery its fair share of
the earnings of empire. Caught between a rock and a hard place, the Americans blazed a
narrow pathway to safety through their independence movement. In the aftermath, the
Americans maintained much of their Britishness, but they aimed to replace the
undesirable aspects. In this respect, this post-independence reflection defined the other
aspect of Mansfieldism. Mansfieldism allowed Americans to use Mansfield as their
symbolic yardstick to measure the parameters of the government of their burgeoning
nation. The uses of Mansfield were not always accurate, but few denied his authority
whether in his good or bad actions. Jefferson’s quote was a reflection of the importance
of Mansfield to American political development, despite his personal distaste for him.
The trouble with the terminology of Mansfieldism was that Jefferson was the sole
user of the word (and only once by all accounts), but he was confident that Madison
knew exactly what he meant by Mansfieldism. Presumably, Madison had to know who
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Mansfield was, what he did, and why Jefferson worried about his influence. All questions
led back to an understanding of who Mansfield himself was. A major sociopolitical
challenge in Mansfield’s life was the practical application of the British Union. In a long
view, the British Union came at exactly the right moment in time for the British Isles in
both countries’ imperial developments, and the Union of 1707 delivered on the promise
of great power from the merger between England and Scotland. Mansfield lived during
the crucial early years of the Union, when Britishness was a contested space between its
two major peoples, the English and the Scots. Mansfield was a witness and sometimes a
victim of the practical Union; his Scottishness made him a legitimate but suspicious
member the community. Opponents of Mansfield constantly reminded the public about
his “alien” background. If common identity was a major component of Mansfieldism,
Mansfield’s experiences in the conditions of the young nation contributed to his actions
throughout his life.
Mansfieldism only developed because Mansfield was an influential member of
the British government. Mansfield became an important figure in British governance
during the imperial crisis. He had a very distinguished career as a politician and a jurist.
Contrary to the heroic image of the wise, modern judge, Mansfield was a successful jurist
precisely because he was a good politician – not merely because he had been one once or
previously. He gained access to the political elite through the nuances of gentlemanly
education and sociopolitical patronage. He proved his worth to the establishment through
his actions as a member of the House of Commons in the 1740s and 50s, where he served
as their chief lawyer and spokesman. King George II considered him as a potential prime
minister, but he ultimately spurned the opportunity through the acceptance of the chief
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justiceship. As Chief Justice, he escaped the kinds of public scrutiny of his actions to
which ministers and MPs were subject, and he gained a measure of political security
because his position was not dependent upon the political winds. Although Mansfield
refused the topmost political positions and the guarantee of power which they provided,
his office granted him the ability to provide unshakeable political advice to whoever
solicited it. Under this condition, Mansfield’s influence was arguably more prevalent
over time. These conditions also placed Mansfield in prime position to represent the most
hardline position against the Americans during the imperial crisis.
From the structure of Mansfield’s schooling to his direct experiences in colonial
disputes, Mansfield had some intimate knowledge about the nature and practical function
of the empire. However, these experiences were not in themselves enough to create
Mansfieldism because it relied too upon the events of the imperial crisis – Mansfield’s
reactions to colonial protests and others’ perceptions of Mansfield’s actions – to give
Mansfieldism a lasting intellectual legacy. Although Mansfield held no official
responsibility in Lord North’s administration, he lurked in the background, and the
transatlantic public remained convinced that he was a major factor in the development of
tensions between America and Britain. Mansfieldism ultimately had weight precisely
because Mansfield was in a position to influence policymakers with his views of empire
and governance.

A Note on the Use of Print and Visual Sources
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Public perceptions of Mansfield completed the definition of Mansfieldism,
because these reactions provided the lasting symbols of Mansfield’s power and influence.
In this regard, newspapers and political cartoons played a huge part in the articulation of
Mansfieldism. Newspapers exploded in late eighteenth-century Britain and America as
the availability of licenses became much greater, and the popularity of print convinced
anyone with a bit of money and an opinion to start their own newspaper. Parliamentary
rules still limited the ability for exact replication of the proceedings on the floors of the
two houses to appear in newspapers, but enough information flowed out through rumor
and speculation to inform the public of events. Within these conditions, newspapers
created the political characters as much as the politicians themselves. In these societies
that already attempted to balance the paradox of a loyal opposition, newspapers
splintered between those “loyal” to the government and those “opposed.” Surely, each
side had its unwavering true believers, but the reading public proved to be both part
patriot and part rebel. Newspapers greatly informed the public on both sides of the
Atlantic, and it is from those sources that Anglo-Americans saw harsh depictions of
Mansfield, whose shady and dangerous influence pushed the entire empire, including the
homeland, to impending doom, but they also read valiant defenders who trumpeted
Mansfield’s contributions to the greatness of the British nation. 17
Newspapers were problematic, though, because they favored members of the
literate classes, and in many cases only the most well-connected had the ability to
contribute directly to newspapers. Political cartoons offered the opportunity for nonreaders to participate in political discourse. As politics became more “out of doors” in the
17
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eighteenth century, political cartoons became important tools for persuasion and attack
for the wider public. Political prints melded the “politics of aesthetics” with the
“aesthetics of politics” because people expected the politicians to run the kingdom
smoothly and efficiently whether it was the truth or not. For Mansfield, artists portrayed
him as an active and powerful member of the government, whose actions and influences
directed events and policy, especially in the events surrounding the imperial crisis. The
prints overwhelmingly placed Mansfield as a key player in the subversion and corruption
of the British Empire. He abused his power and treated the judicial bench as a means to
settle political scores. He participated in secret cabinet meetings with the king and other
politicians, with their goal to limit proper British rights, privileges, and liberties.
Particularly frightening to English commentators, Mansfield allegedly conducted cabals
with other leading Scottish politicians to launch a clandestine invasion of Britain by
Scotland. Mansfield became the most potent representative of all British corruptions,
which was most troubling because in his judicial office he had to defend the laws and
traditions of (English) Britain. His alleged usurpations – most common was his utter
disregard for the rule of law and the British constitution when it came to the enemies of
the government (for example, John Wilkes) – were the problems with the empire and the
structure of the British polity during the imperial crisis. These views permeated both in
the metropole and the colonies. 18
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Another perspective to view this fear was a growing social movement to limit the
“popery” of government. As evidenced from Mansfield’s holding a paper entitled
“Quebec Bill” in some of the prints, these critics viewed Mansfield as a papist for his
style and position on the centralization of imperial power in Parliament, and not any
support directly for the Roman Pontiff. The fear of popery had real resonance for the
crowd as the events of the Gordon Riots of June 1780 displayed. They began as a
massive protest against the Catholic Relief Bill, but evolved into wider violence
throughout the streets of inner London which lasts over a week. The riots occurred at a
very crucial moment when the British public and politicians wanted to reevaluate their
actions concerning the imperial crisis. The rioters targeted the politicians and institutions
of power directly, and they rebuked them in word and action. Mansfield became a major
representation of personal loss in the riots, as rioters looted and destroyed his central
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Picture 3 The Trial of Mr. Cumberland for Spreading Distemper Among the Horned Cattle at St. Albans
& Other Parts, Engraved for the Oxford Magazine, 1770, Etching, Lewis Walpole Library,
Farmington, CT. Mansfield presides over the complaint of the Duke of Cumberland for criminal
conversation. The demon’s wings demonstrate his evil disposition. He holds two books, “The Law of Divorce
and Adultery” and “The Law of Power.”
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Picture 4 The Way of the World, Things as They are, or, A Touch of All Parties, c. 1774, Etching and
engraving, Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield stands on the left ladder, and supports
the pedestal of John Bute. He holds two documents, “Arbitrary Government the Best” and “Canada Bill.”
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London home. The symbolism of the Gordon Riots signaled a strong public desire for a
change in political guard and policy.
The Gordon Riots marked a minor turn in sentiments toward Mansfield. He
received much sympathy for his personal losses, and some even bemoaned national
losses in the ashes of Mansfield’s house. The riots also confirmed the changing political
winds in Britain. Mansfield’s generation of politicians received their walking papers in
favor of a new generation that hoped to learn from the successes and failures of
Mansfield’s generation. The major failure was the loss of America, but Britain gained a
new conception of empire. For Americans, they embarked on an experiment of their own
in postcolonial governance. Implicit in this process was the debate over the form and
substance of American governance. The judicial Mansfield influenced the development
of the American legal system in the early national period, but his transatlantic influence
power begat other questions about governance in general. Mansfieldian thought
permeated the debate about the form of American government. The iterations of this
debate redeemed Mansfield’s reputation in some American eyes. Initially, only lawyers
and judges uttered Mansfield’s name positively in their legal arguments and decisions
that created the boundaries of governance and financial power in the young country. His
view of power emanated clandestinely through the education of the lawyers who came to
control government throughout the country. Eventually, Mansfield’s influence came to
bear upon the most crucial debate in the antebellum period, whether the United States
was a free or slave nation. In this capacity, Mansfield was no longer a name to silence,
but one to honor and project, as he provided the intellectual heft of the abolitionist cause.
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Mansfieldism ultimately had two faces as well. The first was the personal thought
and actions of Mansfield, which came from his education and professional career. This
aspect of Mansfieldism wanted to preserve the 1763 empire at all costs, because the
colonial challenge to British authority questioned Mansfield’s understanding of the
greatness of the British nation. Opponents interpreted Mansfield’s reaction as a naked
power grab by the metropole over the periphery, which exaggerated Mansfield’s view
about the sanctity of the empire. During the imperial crisis, the transatlantic public
largely received the distorted picture of Mansfield, and Mansfield’s speeches and actions
only validated the accuracy of the depiction but not the motivation. He witnessed the
dissolution of the empire that he cherished on the very principles he proclaimed. He was
duly blamed but also arguably reprimanded by the London crowd in the Gordon Riots
and by the Americans through independence. This appeared to be apt remuneration
because Mansfieldian Toryism continued under Pitt the Younger, and many key
American political elites, such as John Adams, supported the substance of his vision if
not the means. For them, Mansfield was problematic because he represented the excesses
of power; Mansfieldism was not a problem under proper controls (the American system).
Once American institutions internalized Mansfieldism and separated it from the direct
symbolism of Mansfield, Mansfield returned as an exalted figure for his judicial prowess.
The home of “separation of powers” cleansed Mansfield by forgetting his executive and
legislative contributions to the foundation of their country.
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CHAPTER 2
THE FLUIDITY OF BRITISH IDENTITY
In December, 1746, a letter appeared in Old England or the Broadbottom Journal
under the name “Arentine,” which warned his fellow Englishmen that their country and
way of life was endangered by the increasing presence of Scotsmen in their society. His
direct concern was a proposal before Parliament to coordinate better judicial relief
between the separate and English and Scottish legal systems, and his appeal was a
moment to decry his perceived social and legal ramifications for the legislation. The
moment of the letter’s appearance gave it extra weight, as the recently concluded Jacobite
Rebellion of 1745 had all Britons on edge about the security and viability of their young
nation. The criticisms of Scotland and those Scotsmen who held positions of authority in
the British Government were not unique to his observation; pundits had repeated these
words since the 1707 Act of Union. The difference at this time was that others publically
replied to Aretine. One notable reply, The Thistle, expressed frustration directly at
Aretine’s anti-Scottish bigotry, but also attacked the prevalence of this attitude among
Englishmen generally. 19
While the goal of Union supporters was to pool together the economic and
political prowess of both Scotland and England, the social union remained hotly
contested. The debate centered on the very definition of “Britishness,” which provided
the identity to maintain this new nation. For its combatants, the struggle was over whose
values, Scottish, English, or both, would dominate the definition. Mansfield became
entwined in this war because he was basically Aretine’s epitome for this indirect and
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Old England, or the Broadbottom Journal, December 27, 1746; The Thistle: A Dispassionate Examen of
the Prejudice of Englishmen in General to the Scotch Nation (London: H. Carpenter, 1747).
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silent Scottish invader, as represented through Aretine’s example “Strix.” Some
historians also considered Mansfield the author of The Thistle. Nevertheless, Mansfield
was among the first group of Scots who took advantage of the newly porous boundary
created by the British Union and became successful members of the new British political
and social society. Aretine spoke for many Englishmen who remained unhappy with
these developments, and Aretine’s attitude represented the continual suspicion that
Scotsmen endured from Englishmen as the idea of British Union developed. 20
For Mansfield, his Scottish background remained a somewhat unshakeable
detriment to an otherwise successful career. The foremost issue was the connections
which many in Mansfield’s family had to the Jacobite cause. His father was an ardent
supporter of the Stuart claim to the throne, and he organized troops to restore them to the
throne. His brother served as the Secretary of State to the Stuart court-in-exile. These
associations certainly tainted many perceptions of Mansfield throughout his career, and
he had to spend much time emphasizing his disconnection with his family. In other subtle
ways, Mansfield’s initial education was at the Perth Grammar School in Scotland, so his
subsequent matriculation at Westminster School in London subjected him to some
scrutiny from his fellow students. In addition, Mansfield’s early education in Scotland
laden him with a Scottish accent that he spent much of his life trying to cure. Mansfield
20
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remained an outsider in many ways in English society, but Britishness arguably promised
a transcendent means to claim a valid place in society despite these challenges. The
pamphlet war had no direct impact on the survival of the Union, but it provided a glimpse
into Anglo-Scottish attitudes about the British project at a crucial moment of reflection,
and Mansfield, whether directly or indirectly, was a major part of that debate. 21

Mansfield’s Direct Contribution to the Debate on British Identity?

The 1745 Jacobite Rebellion was unique among its previous iterations. In this
struggle, disaffected Highland Scots and marginalized Northern English malcontents
combined to press a rebellion that came dangerously close to succeeding. Unlike its
predecessor rebellions in 1689 and 1715, this rebellion was a bit more organized and
diverse within its ranks. The 1745 rebellion did not rely upon the restoration of the Stuart
monarchy as its unifying principle; it reflected a general discontent with the social,
economic, and political realities of the Union. However, authorities treated the rebellion
in its traditional Jacobite sense primarily because it commenced in Scotland, and its main
leaders were noted Scottish nationalists, most of whom were more than willing to become
martyrs to the cause. The 1745 uprising marked a watershed in the concept of Britishness,
but the contextual underpinnings of all the rebellions stained many views of the Scottish
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people, especially those Scots, like Mansfield, who aspired to important positions in the
British government. 22
This Scottish background became the backdrop in the perception of Mansfield,
which received its first airing in the 1746 pamphlet war. Critics of Mansfield always
perceived his actions as a derivative of his Scottish mannerisms or some kind of extended
plot devised by all Scots to subjugate the English people. In a greater sense, the success
of Britain pivoted on the Scottish question: was Britishness extended Englishness, an
ethnic amalgam, or a quaint notion? The pamphlet war of 1746-47 debated this question.
The initial salvo came in an article published in Old England, or the Broadbottom
Journal by Aretine. Aretine excoriated the Scots for their innate inability to be good
Britons (that was, as an English person would act). The Thistle: A Dispassionate Examen
of the Prejudice of Englishmen in General to the Scotch Nation followed with a pointed
reply. Thistle appeared as the diametric opposite of Aretine and demeaned English
culture. Interestingly, both authors concluded that Britain was untenable. Moderating
pamphlets and commentary followed under various names: The Rose, The Umpire, Argus
Centoculi, and Scoto Britannius. These tracts criticized the tactics employed by Aretine
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and Thistle as divisive and potentially destructive to the overwhelmingly beneficial
concept of British Union. 23
Although each pamphlet was an anonymous work, pundits speculated that
Mansfield wrote The Thistle. Only two of Mansfield’s biographers, John Almon and John
Campbell, mentioned the work at all in their writing, but they reached opposite
conclusions as to whether he was the author. Almon, a contemporary of Mansfield,
referenced excerpts from works within this pamphlet war to contend that Mansfield
participated in order to defend his besmirched ethnicity. However, he then hedged that
claim by suggesting that Aretine’s depictions were only a plausible exaggeration of
Mansfield’s character, and that “probably the complexion of it will continue doubtful for
ever.” Almon’s original contention was unsurprising. He admired many of the enemies of
Mansfield, and Mansfield even prosecuted him for libel. Campbell, the mid-nineteenthcentury chronicler of England’s chief justices, placed authorship on “some discreet
friend,” who felt compelled to respond to “scurrilous articles in newspapers, written by
disappointed and envious rivals.” Campbell pointed to Mansfield’s vigorous prosecution
of the Scottish rebels of the 1745 rebellion as proof that he condemned the Jacobites and
harbored no anti-English rancor. 24
Both authors agreed that Mansfield had some connection to the pamphlet, and
both accounts described Mansfield with some awareness of Aretine’s attack. Ultimately,
though, the issue of authorship was a red herring. While verified authorship by Mansfield
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would directly insert him in the debate, the topic of the debate – the Scottish question –
was more important because it explained the difficulties that Mansfield endured
throughout his career and which shaped later perceptions of Mansfieldism. In the first
case, Mansfield’s dedication to the British Empire derived from a demonstrated desire to
eschew an ethnic identity for a nationalist one. This also partially explained his
conception of the eighteenth-century British Empire, because Mansfield concocted an
answer to the “Britishness” formula. In the latter case of Mansfieldism, the pamphlet
exchanges highlighted stereotypes of Scottish people that undergirded others’ perceptions
of Mansfield directly, but more importantly the operation of British governance, where
Mansfield was a well-known power player. The examination of the pamphlets and other
sources demonstrate the lasting terms of the Scottish question and its relation to British
identity.

The Challenges of Identity in a Young Composite Nation

Aretine premised his article on a recently-enacted Parliamentary law that required
British judges to ride circuit in Scotland. While such a law seemed very logical in a
British context, Aretine viewed it as a violation of the confederate nature of the Union.
As a technicality, he pointed out that the Union treaty preserved the separateness of the
Scottish and English legal systems. From a practical standpoint, he sensed general
English and Scottish mistrust, and English judges presiding over Scottish cases under
Scottish law and vice versa had potential ramifications for judicial legitimacy. After this
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astute observation, Aretine began his tirade against the Scots directly and the British
Union abstractly. 25
Despite the logic of Aretine’s initial complaint, the real problem lay in the
application of metropolitan law by the Scots. Since Aretine viewed the Union as an
extended English polity, he saw their “proud and poor, restless and overbearing” tempers
as a hindrance to the proper execution of the law. He implied that Scottish judicial
practices mimicked those of the Spanish Inquisition, where tyranny came through abuse
of the legal authority. His model for the typically sneaky Scot, who wormed his way into
power in the Anglo-British system, was a lawyer, whom he named Strix, well versed in
English practices but secretly corrupted and engaged in overthrowing English rights and
liberties. Aretine’s Strix also consorted with powerful English figures and married into
“an English family of Distinction, which procured him not only a much higher
Preferment in his own Way that he deserv’d… but had like to have push’d him up to the
Summit of the Bench.” Scots turned the British system heavily in their favor, and
corrupted the very core of what Britishness, as an extension of Englishness, promised. 26
Aretine’s view reflected a widespread belief that Britain was besieged by a
Scottish “invasion” (reappeared repeatedly in views of Mansfield). In the 1768 cartoon
Scotch Amusements (see Picture 1), Mansfield appeared centrally among a panoply of
25
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Scottish stereotypes. The Jacobite sat on the left, where he read a history of the
rebellions. In the right foreground, a pot of haggis stewed, with an ambiguity about
whether the main ingredient was sheep or Englishmen heads. Behind this scene was
another where Scottish Highland soldiers fired upon an English protestor. The center of
the piece conformed to Aretine’s suspicions. The top showed Lord Bute consorting with
the Princess Dowager. His relationship with her was so pervasive that it smothered the
figure of Britannia. Below this, Mansfield leaned against stairs marked “Pride” and
“Ingratitude” while he destroyed the liberty cap. His response, “Awa to the deel with this
feulish bauble of Liberty / I’ll stick my Dirk in his Wem,” conveyed the height of
Scottish aversion to good English values, including their mutilation of the English
language. 27
The use of the words “Pride” and “Ingratitude” echoed specific additional
problems that Aretine had with Scots. He reiterated typical English views of the British
Union as a rescue mechanism for the Scots. English “Lenity, Generosity, and friendly
Dealing” provided the Scots with a place in the expanding imperial marketplace and the
economic prosperity it promised. The exchange for England was cooperation and stability
on the home island. The Jacobite rebellion served as the clearest violation of this
relationship, and Aretine placed the blame on an “innate Animosity which they have
always entertain’d and invidiously shewn, upon all Occassions, against us.” According to
Aretine and the cartoonist, the Scots had an obligation to honor the English for their
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support, but all too often, the Scots only exploited the British Union and refused to defer
to superior Englishness. 28
Aretine concluded that total dissolution of the Union was the only option to save
England. He jokingly pondered the reestablishment of “the famous Boundary-Wall so as
to shut them among their Rocks and Hill” (referring to the Roman-era Hadrian’s Wall),
but he seriously called for the English “to build up and fortify our Minds against them.”
He viewed the benefits of the Union as absolutely skewed in Scotland’s favor, and
narrowed English benefits to “Herrings, Plaids, and his Mannoeks.” When Aretine said,
“An Englishman ought not to be put under the Dominion of a Scot,” he not only
condemned the Union’s evolution; he also expressed a timeless English ethnic bigotry
against the Scottish people about their human inferiority. 29
Aretine’s pointed attack compelled Thistle to compose a thorough response. As a
mode of comparison, Aretine’s letter was more a broadside than a pamphlet – it covered
the entire first sheet and half a column of the second sheet of Old England newspaper.
When reprinted for reference in Thistle’s pamphlet, Aretine’s writing spanned seven
pages; Thistle’s reply was thirty-two. The underlying theme of Thistle’s work was that
the Scots joyfully extolled the “Zeal for our Constitution, and Loyalty to the present
Royal Family, beyond all doubt and Cavil.” 30 He denied an inherent Jacobitism among
the Scots, citing the countless Scots who participated in the suppression of all the postUnion rebellions. The Jacobitism expressed in these rebellions were largely the result of
general and widespread disfavor for the British Government, not an inherent ethnic
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predisposition. On the balance, the Scots were well invested in the concept and defense of
Britain.
To buttress this point, Thistle defended the actions of Parliament to revise the
judicial system, and also to rewrite the Test Act to satisfy Scottish Presbyterians, who felt
unfairly barred from participation in the machinery of British governance simply because
of their dissenter status. Although Thistle conceded that the actions of Parliament
technically defied the intentions of the original Union treaty, the evolution of the Union
relationship required a reinterpretation. As the impetus for this reinterpretation came from
the elected representatives of the people in the British Parliament, Thistle felt this was a
legitimate use of power, and a fairer incorporation of its citizenry. If justice was the
ultimate goal of law and order, Thistle asked, why did it matter whether the one
dispensing the justice was English or Scottish, especially if the laws were nominally
British? The only answer for him was that Aretine’s vitriol had strong personal roots
tinged by traditional English hatred of others.
For Thistle, the thrust of Aretine’s anger was in response to the legal
progressivism Scots were bringing to the practice of British law. He argued that the
members of the English Bench and Bar were overly traditional and insular. They relied
upon oratorical flourishes instead of logic to make their cases. The success of Scottishborn lawyers at the Bar came from their superior practice of the law. Aretine was a
mouthpiece for those English lawyers who were aware of these shortcomings and wanted
to protect their position, which was why Aretine’s depiction of Strix focused upon his
shortcomings at speech.
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While the personal vendetta was apparent, Thistle saw the deeper attitude it
represented as engrained in the English psyche: a sense of themselves as the “chosen
People.” 31 English superiority flowed in all their actions. Thistle continually interwove
stanzas of Daniel Defoe’s 1701 poem, Introduction of the True-Born Englishman, to
complement this argument about English cultural hubris. The English “problem” was
their desire to stratify everything in terms of better/worse comparisons. The English
believed themselves the best culture in the world, and even their sociopolitical structure
revolved around a notion of respected hierarchy. Because no reformation ever dislodged
this system, Thistle saw corruption as another example of this egotism of a powerful
“chosen” people over all others to maintain their authority. The government, Thistle
asserted, only changed because a new set of people wanted to be the chosen. 32
Thistle seized upon Aretine’s terms of English virtue – lenity, generosity, and fair
dealing – to condemn the English for their treatment of the Scots and other outsiders.
Thistle pointed to recent memory to challenge the veracity of the terms. The brutality of
English victories at Glencoe and Culloden, each ending the Jacobite rebellions of 1689
and 1715 respectively, illustrated the callous disregard the English had for the lives of
others. The occupation and plantation strategy employed by the English in Ireland
represented their true repressive and tyrannical nature. Their willful design to undermine
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Scotland’s Darien colonization scheme successfully led to its abandonment, and even
bankrupted the Scottish nation. In response to the latter, England offered the plan of
British Union to provide for stability and “aided” Scotland into economic recovery. For
Thistle, this was not a benevolent action for the English, but a means to complete an
indirect invasion of Scotland. 33
Following Aretine, Thistle too attacked the British Union, but as an object of
coercion and control. The English silenced a potential competitor at their most dire hour
– a condition arguably caused by English (in)actions – and secured the dominion over
Scotland they had desired since the reign of Edward I in the thirteenth century. Thistle
praised the Scots for eliciting some concessions on English authority in the treaty, which
allowed the Scots to maintain some separate identity. In the evolution since 1707, Scots
found their niche in the British system, and Parliament began to acknowledge those
contributions. Thistle saw Aretine as part of a vocal hard-line pro-English faction who
wanted to reassert English dominion over the British Union. Thistle understood Aretine’s
continual reference to Jacobitism as a cover to justify crackdowns on all dissent. If this
had any inkling of truth, the British Union would lose its legitimacy, and its dissolution
would be the only, albeit undesired, logical outcome.
In the young British Union, both Thistle and Aretine represented the extreme
poles of how each constituent member viewed the other. Of course, general sentiment
33
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usually existed somewhere in between based upon geography and tradition. Metropolitan
sentiments concentrated in the southern parts of each country embraced the Union as a
means for cooperative aggrandizement. These areas contained the largest cities and
experienced the greater population densities. Also, these areas were the traditional centers
of power, and so each areas’ hierarchies debated and molded the Union treaty. The
peripheries hosted the traditional sentiment, not so much upon the acceptability of the
Union per se, but upon an historical antipathy toward established hierarchy. In this
regard, the Midlands and the Highlands of England and Scotland were farthest from their
countries’ respective areas of traditional power. Their perceived disenfranchisement and
virtual coercion to accept the Union rubbed many of these people the wrong way. For
northern Englishmen, Scots were an inferior and barbaric people, and it was northern
England that always felt the initial pain of rebellion led from Scotland. For the
Highlanders, the sanctity of Scottish sovereignty – their independence – remained
paramount because since antiquity the Scots were one of the few unconquered peoples,
repelling invasions from the Romans and the English particularly. For Englishmen, the
Scots were opportunistic, boorish leeches; for the Scots, the English were egotistical,
vindictive bullies. 34
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Direct replies to Thistle and Aretine came from anonymous writers such as Argus
Centoculi, Scoto Britannus, The Rose, and The Umpire. All denounced in varying terms
the invectives written by Thistle and Aretine. They agreed that neither side exhibited all
the faults cited by each side. They also expressed a belief that England and Scotland
contributed very talented people for the service of the Union. They pointed out crass
overstatements, and clarified evidence presented by both authors. Rose and Umpire
continued the mystery game of true authorship begun by Thistle. Rose and Umpire were
suspicious that Aretine and Thistle were not genuine writers. One theory speculated that
the works were a deliberate attempt by the Stuart pretender, Bonnie Prince Charlie, to
undermine British unity and to launch a new invasion. This fit well with the general
anxiety surrounding the Jacobite rebellion at the time. Another theory was that the
pamphlets were a means to provide support for the government at a crucial moment when
they faced challenges internally (from armed rebellion) and externally (the war of
Austrian Succession occurred during this period too). This theory posited that the
pamphlets were obvious exaggerations meant to promote national unity at a moment
when the government appeared weakened. The last theory speculated that the pamphlets
were merely public extensions of an on-going spat between two politicians. Mansfield
was a rising star at this moment in Parliament, so he was possibly a target for Aretine.
The ambiguity over his direct involvement stemmed from credible references made about
him – for example, Aretine’s Strix was only a thinly veiled pseudonym for Mansfield, or
Thistle’s “Mr. M----y” was Mansfield defending his public reputation.

The Sting of Jacobitism
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The British Union proved to be a wild success economically, and it was largely
because of that success that the strains inherent in the conglomeration of diverse people
in the British Isles became manageable. The British Union was not perfect, though, and
critics of its operation in difficult moments frequently framed their complaints in ethnic
terms. This pamphlet war reflected common themes and stereotypes about AngloScottish relations that were prevalent before its time, and would recur. For Mansfield,
Scottish defamation remained a specter throughout his public life, and while most
occurrences were nuisances of gross caricature, some attacks aimed to use his Scottish
background as a formal condemnation of Mansfield’s status and position. 35
The most serious case of this prejudice came relatively early in Mansfield’s career
(years before he was Lord Mansfield). In early 1753, Mansfield faced an inquiry led by
Lord Ravensworth over an alleged toast given by Mansfield about 20 years beforehand
while at Oxford. In the company of two other individuals (Andrew Stone, by 1753 an
eminent barrister, and James Johnson, the current Bishop of Gloucester) at Vernon’s Pub,
informants claimed that they toasted the health of the Old Pretender. The charge was that
Mansfield and his friends were known Jacobites, which at the least brought their oaths of
office into question. Ravensworth’s case fluctuated between conflicting testimonies about
who was actually present and the precise wording of the toast. Only one witness,
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Christopher Fawcett, came forward to connect all the dots by claiming that he directly
participated in the toasts with the three other men. When put under direct questioning, his
story became inconsistent and erratic. The Cabinet Council presented the circumstances
to the House of Lords, who refused to proceed with the interrogation, but they had a
spirited debate about the carelessness of the accusation.
The matter never entered the public press; Horace Walpole, John Almon, and
Lord Melcombe disseminated different iterations of the story in their respective later
works. Walpole claimed that Mansfield pressured Fawcett into a recantation; Melcombe
reported that Mansfield threatened to resign instead of responding to allegations he
vehemently denied; Almon pointed to external help from the Pelhams and Prince
Fredrick that sabotaged the vote in the House of Lords, thus protecting Mansfield. While
the three authors did not agree on the veracity of the claim of Jacobitism, the outcome of
the proceedings confirmed for them the insidious corruption of the political machine,
within which Mansfield was a rising star. Walpole pointed to “the [Lord] Chancellor’s
hackneyed sophistries, the Bishop of Gloucester’s pedantic scorn, and the Duke of
Newcastle’s incongruous volubility” as the major reasons why Stone and Mansfield were
acquitted, and added that “it effectively did the business, of the secret junto.” Almon was
not less verbose; he simply said that “they had the dexterity and influence sufficient to
stop the progress of the inquiry.” Walpole and Almon both knew the charge of Jacobitism
was flimsy, but the insulation of Stone and Murray confirmed for them that the
government was corrupt, which in itself was the principle fear of anti-Jacobites –
arbitrary government by cabal. 36
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Other observers dismissed the charges as the height of scurrility, and they
defended the action, if it were true, as a reflection of youthful naivety. Walpole’s friend,
Horace Mann, thought at the time that “Lord [Ravensworth] was very weak to make
himself a principal now in an accusation of so old a date upon the assertion of one man.”
Fawcett’s inconsistencies in relaying the story confirmed this observation. The biggest
defense for Mansfield was his loyal service to the government, which allowed his
defenders to dismiss the charges whether the toast occurred or not. Murray’s defensive
manner throughout the interrogatory suggested complicity according to his opponents,
but it also reflected his compulsion to distinguish between his ethnic background, which
he could not control, and his unshakeable dedication to the British nation, which he could
control. 37
The Jacobite label was the easiest charge to pin upon any Scotsman in power, and
it served as an easy means to deny people British identity. Aretine and Thistle in their
pamphlets directly addressed this condition. Aretine generalized the term to describe all
Scots, “’Tis observable, that a Scot is a natural hereditary Jacobite.” Thistle bristled at
this and vehemently declared the loyalty of most Scots to the cause of Great Britain,
especially in the recent suppression of the 1745 Jacobite Rebellion, “For whether we rest
on the Active or Passive Conduct of different Scotchmen in the late Confusions, we shall
find the present Tranquility, to be owing to Scotchmen.” Thistle trumpeted the
participation of Scots in the violent suppressions of the rebellions, especially the latest at
Anecdotes, 1:227-229, quoted: 227; The Diary of the Late George Bubb Dodington, Baron of Melcombe
Regis, 3rd ed. (London: D. and T. Wilkie, 1785): 212-222; Horace Walpole to Horace Mann, March 4,
1753, W.S. Lewis ed., The Yale Edition of Horace Walpole’s Correspondence (New Haven: Yale
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Culloden in 1746, which Thistle claimed demonstrated to King George the Scots’ loyalty
to him. Thistle felt compelled to prove Scottish loyalty at all costs, even though it
contradicted his statements later in the pamphlet that Culloden was a prime example of
English “lenity.” Scotsmen had to prove continually their worthiness to claim British
identity. 38
Following the 1745 Jacobite rebellion, Mansfield served as counsel in the House
of Lords’ trial of the noble ringleaders of the revolt. These nobles used the tribunals to
trumpet the perils of the British Union. Walpole described an incident that took place
during a break in a trial against Lord Balmerino: Mansfield “officiously and insolently”
rebuked Balmerino for wasting the House of Lord’s time with his continued defense in
the wake of damning evidence of his guilt. Balmerino instantly scolded Mansfield for his
insolence, and demanded to know his name. When Mansfield responded with “Murray”
(because this incident predated the Mansfield peerage), Balmerino instantly relented and
praised members of his family for their “great use to us at Perth” during the rebellion.
Mansfield successfully prosecuted many of the ringleaders with voracious, perhaps
overzealous, loyalty to the British regime, but Balmerino’s gratitude instantly undercut
Mansfield’s legitimacy. As this too was an anecdote repeated by Horace Walpole, this
depiction of a diminished Mansfield had some weight among Mansfield’s detractors. The
bottom line for opponents was that Mansfield particularly and Scots generally were unfit
to be Anglo-British because they fundamentally rejected it by embracing Jacobitism. 39

Mansfield’s Obscurity and the Innuendos of Mischief
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The meteoric rise of Mansfield’s power in the government provided ample
opportunity to utilize continual anti-Scottish rhetoric to attack him. In the 1760s,
Mansfield was forced to respond to two ongoing events that significantly influenced the
public’s reaction to him: the Wilkes saga and the hostility directed at Lord Bute’s
ministry. Both circumstances highlighted to Mansfield’s opponents everything that was
inherently flawed about the Scots: their conniving disposition, their penchant for
violence, and, most dangerously, their inclination toward autocratic power – all
undesirable and anti-Anglo-British political traits. The appearance of Scots in important
positions of power by the 1760s worried many English observers as the looming imperial
and internal political troubles eerily coincided with their rise. When combined with the
anti-Jacobite rhetoric, the rise of Scots in the government reflected a feeling that the
downfall of Britain would be led by people within her own ranks. Lord Bute largely
served as the figurehead leader of this imagined coup, because he had had direct
influence over King George III since the King’s youth, and the King promoted him to the
duties of Prime Minister at the first opportunity. As a Scot, Bute was the embodiment of
this nefarious influence, and he blazed the trail for the invasion. Mansfield, however, was
the constant figure. He remained in power long after Bute’s ministry fell, and as Bute’s
prominence faded, Mansfield became the lasting symbol of the Scottish threat to AngloBritish political institutions. As Sparta later warned his fellow Englishmen:
She [Britannia] will ever render him those honours which she must be sensible his
merits demand: but as to all other constitutions, or kingdoms, he proposes to
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regard ‘em no further than as they submit to his judgment, and are desirous of
admitting his IMPROVEMENTS. 40
For Mansfield’s chief critics, Mansfield’s Scottish background defined everything about
him, and his motivation was to undermine the nation.
Criticisms frequently placed Mansfield and Bute in tandem, which reflected the
perceived severity of the threat posed by the Scottish invasion of Anglo-British
governance. Some artists’ opinion of the Scottish people contributed highly to their
reaction to the Scottish “invasion.” For instance, The Scots Triumph No. 1 depicted a wild
scene of chaos caused by the Scottish invasion. Mansfield appeared in the foreground
right with two bestial barristers, a horse and a fox. They discussed strategies to keep
Wilkes, who represented the last guard against Scottish domination and the decline of
Anglo-British virtue, incarcerated by employing old precedents and arbitrary decisions.
In the background, Wilkes sat in a prison window appalled at the carnage occurring
outside, but consoled by an apparition imploring him to remain resolute. Examples of this
carnage included Bute, in the form of a crocodile named “Molock,” feasting upon the
defenseless body of Britannia in the foreground; the murder of William Allen by swordwielding, tam-wearing Scots on the right background; and a regiment of Highland
Scottish soldiers firing upon a crowd in the central background. Although The Scots
Triumph No. 1 was a print largely about Wilkes’ fate, it displayed the symbolic potential
of Scottish power. 41
Other prints such as The North Star and The Hydra (see Picture 2) mimicked
these sentiments while also underlining the Bute-Mansfield power dynamic. In The North
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Picture 6 The North Star, Printed for J. Almon, 1768, Etching. Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington, CT.
Mansfield prepares a sacrifice before “The Altar of Baal,” whose smoke provides a platform for Bute to command over
the scene.
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Star, Mansfield immolated the “Rights and Subjects” and “Habeas Corpus” to build a
smoke cloud to lift Bute into the air as a godlike figure. Such power allowed the Scots to
continue a reign of oppression over Britain, whether it was through violence (the soldier
wielding his sword over Britannia) or institutional subversion (the Scots trampling on
“English Constitution” or presiding over “America,” “Bank of England” and “India
House”). In The Hydra, both men were mythical beasts (Bute was a head on Cerebus;
Mansfield was the Serpent) who managed to subdue Britannia. Although this print
featured Lords Chatham and Rockingham and Earl Temple as the potential heroes, the
symmetrical layout of the prints suggested that the artist was unclear which side would
prevail. Implicit in these prints was a sense that Anglo-Britishness was corrupted by the
Scots. Britannia was the collective symbol of the nation, but the other constituent parts
were nominally English. In both prints, Englishmen remained underneath Bute and
Mansfield in subservient poses. When figures stood up to these men, the people were
potential English heroes of English stock, including Wilkes. The inclusion of terms like
“English Constitution” and “Bank of England” described the true virtue of the British
nation as an English construction – Scots only wanted to destroy the true Anglo-British
ideal. 42
The printed word confirmed these artistic speculations. A writer to the London
Evening Post contended that the Scots made “the people of England desperate, that they
may draw out their trusty Scotch to shoot them.” The insertion of Scottish officers into
the army essentially made it a tool of Mansfield and his Scottish brethren. “Manlius”
echoed this sentiment in his piece, “Scotch Reformation,” in which he disclosed the
42
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Scottish strategy of “setting on the 3rd Regiment of Guards to blow out their patriotic
Brains, in order to cure them of a superstitious Veneration for Wilkes and Liberty.”
Manlius attributed the plan to Mansfield, but placed more blame upon both George II and
III for their implicit approval. When George gave Bute the premiership, “the subtle Scot,
and his very gued friends, were put in possession of all places… they leveled all
distinction before them” and these Scots promoted “prostitution, corruption, venality, and
arbitrary dominion, [as] their uniform pursuit.” Scots inherently destroyed the integrity of
a stronger Anglo-Britain. 43
The vice of Scottishness even made news in private affairs. In June, 1773 a bill to
allow the Adam brothers to dispose of the famous Adelphi buildings via lottery struck a
nerve within London society. Critics maligned the sale as a form of gambling, and saw
the entire strategy as a Scottish cabal, “and marks, in the strongest colours, the influence,
contrivance, and jobbing of Lord Mansfield.” The project itself was very expensive and
ambitious, and a particular London Evening Post critic viewed the scheme as another
example of “arrogant Scots thought” that sought to exploit Englishmen with “glare and
fine shew,” in order to increase artificially the value of the properties. The veracity of the
criticisms seemed plausible as all the chief actors, even the Adam brothers, were Scots,
and that similar accommodation was not made for an English developer some months
beforehand. 44
Despite the warnings and struggles, The Thistle Reel (1775) provided a satirical
victory pose for the Scottish victors. Bute, Mansfield (holding a copy of the Quebec Bill),
and North pranced around an enlarged shoot of thistle growing out of the ground – the
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Picture 7 The Thistle Reel, Printed in the London Magazine, 1775, Etching and engraving, Library
of Congress, Washington, DC. Mansfield, holding his trademark “Quebec Bill,” admires the splendid
growth of their thistle.
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flowering bud dubbed “carduus benedictus” or “blessed thistle.” The bud radiated a
bright hue, but the inclusion of the bagpipe-playing demon within the radiance
represented that the blessing was not saintly. Entwined around the thistle reel was a
banner which read, “Honi soit qui mal y pense,” which loosely translated from French
was, “Shame be to him who thinks evil of it.” The symbolism of the motto extended
beyond its translation, as it was (and is) the motto of the Order of the Garter, the most
distinguished chivalric order in England. Headed by the sovereign, the order included the
most distinguished and trusted individuals within the monarch’s circle – each of whom
wore a special star to denote membership. Its appearance around the thistle represented
the Scottish seizure of the king’s influence. Two other Latin phrases appeared at the
bottom. The first, “Noli me tangere” – literally, “Touch me not” – could have many
meanings. Traditionally, it represented the words spoken by Jesus to Mary Magdalene
after his resurrection in the Gospel of John. Touch-me-nots were also a species of flower
native to Northern Europe. The life cycle of the plant included a phase where its seeds
were forcefully cannoned out of it pod, so that it could spread some distance away.
Another explanation for the quote’s inclusion could be its literal meaning, as a warning or
boast to others about the rootedness of the Scottish order. The second quote, “Nemo me
impune lacessit” – literally, “No one provokes me with impunity” – was the motto of the
Order of the Thistle, which, beyond its direct connection with the thistle motif, was the
highest chivalric order in Scotland. This print displayed a popular perceived notion of the
Scottish grasp on monarchial influence. 45
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These mottos fittingly echoed the growing tension between Britain and her
American colonies. “William Tell” analyzed Thomas Gage’s letter describing the events
of Lexington and Concord. He focused upon the arrogance of the letter in belittling the
American soldiers while fleeing from them. In this early stage of the war, William Tell
had little confidence in the British forces securing victory. The call for reinforcements
was only a means to salvage a bad situation, and reduced the chances for a peaceful
settlement. Tell believed that “before Winter, there will not be a single Soldier of Lord
Bute’s and Lord Mansfield’s mercenary Troops left upon the Continent of America.” He
placed the blood of both sides on their hands for “these bloody Stuart measures.” Tell
wanted Bute and Mansfield severely punished for seeking revenge against the Americans
for speaking out against governmental tyranny – a tyranny foreign to Anglo-British ideas,
which many Americans arguably fought to protect during their struggle. The New
Hampshire Gazette reflected this sentiment, and added the corollary that Bute and
Mansfield sought to “plunge the Nation into civil war” in order to encourage the return of
the Stuarts. The author characterized the Scots as an unforgiving people who stopped at
nothing to avenge their defeat in the Jacobite rebellions. For this author, the Americans
became an indirect tool to fulfill the desire of the true rebels of Britain. Identical accounts
in the New York Journal and Connecticut Gazette called for the removal of “Lord
Mansfield and the tools of Lord Bute” before any successful peace negotiations took
place, because “there can be no doubt, it is the secret intentions of the Scotch cabinet to
carry on the war with America. They are resolved upon bloody measures.” In this regard,
the corruption of the British system, for which the rebellion commenced, rested greatly
on Scottish influence. 46
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As Britons came to view the American war as a great debacle, many criticisms
arose to mock the effects of the “Scotch improvements.” One writer recited a mock litany
of great Scottish influences on English society, which included Mansfield and Bute’s
marks on “our common law and civil government” respectively. Another example of this
influence was The Botching Taylor Cutting His Cloth to Cover a Button. Bute directed
King George to cut along a particular line in a linen marked with “Ireland,” “Great
Britain,” and “Hanover.” The cut would remove “Ireland” from the linen. Mansfield had
his hand on the King’s shoulder, clasped with Bute’s hand. Mansfield had his other arm
draped around a disconsolate-looking Lord North, who peered downward to view the
other swatches of linen already cut away. North held “North America” in his right hand,
but “West Indies” and “Africa” already sat at his feet. Under the table, other swatches
lain on the floor, marked with constituent parts of a properly managed British
government: “Bill of Rights,” “Magna Charta,” “Dispatches,” “Intelligence,” and
“Protestants.” The French king and the Pope watched anxiously at the destruction of
Great Britain. The impotence of the Crown as a result of the Scottish invasion gravely
weakened the British nation. “Anticipation” summarized this point in another way. He
equated Scots and Germans as people “born in poverty, and trained in mean æconomy,
low cunning, and love of despotism.” The power for these people came from “providing a
patroness, and rearing up future Princes in their maxims.” Germans and Scots bred their
future kings to rely upon them for survival. George III was no exception, and his listless
son, with his exorbitant demands on the civil list, seemed poised to follow in his
footsteps. “Anticipation” called for the royal family to “learn the constitution of this
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Picture 8 The Botching Taylor Cutting his Cloth to Cover a Button, John Simpson, aqua forti, Published by James
Tomlinson, 1779, Mezzotint with etching, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. Mansfield stands on the left
between a despondent Lord North and a confused King George III. He clasps hands with Lord Bute behind the king’s
back.
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country from Englishman.” Only through this re-education would Britain break the power
of the Scotch tyrants. 47
The Scots spilled much less ink than the English in defense of their ethnicity, yet
intrepid writers used Mansfield as the best example of Scottish accomplishment and
talent. In 1762 when the Bute ministry was in its infancy, “David Macgregor” was
“astonished at the many Invectives thrown out against the Scotch Nation.” He admitted
that while he was born in the territory called Scotland, he was most certainly “a Briton.”
He praised Mansfield’s rise to “the Head of the Law” as a reflection of his talent and
usefulness to the entire British nation. In instances where many critics complained of the
access of the Scots to the Royal Family (and the patronages they controlled), “A
Physician” deflected those notions into a general admiration that such favors came to the
best people for the job, especially referring to Mansfield. “Finis” attributed suppositions
of a grand Scottish cabal to “wanton ignorance, and disappointed malevolence… to the
common-place hacknied idea of insuperable partiality for Scotchmen for each other.”
“Finis” saw no reason why Mansfield would jeopardize his reputation for fairness and
impartiality in the name of ethnic loyalty. 48
Americans too exhibited anti-Scottish tendencies, and Mansfield served as a
symbol of the Scottish problem. In one particular instance, Mansfield became embroiled
in a public religious dispute over the favorability of a Dr. Blair and a Dr. Lardner.
Supposedly, Mansfield recommended the preaching of Blair to the Queen of England,
47
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which provided Blair added authority when he embarked on an American speaking tour.
“Sufficit” pointed to Blair’s Scottish background and therefore branded him “an enemy to
liberty,” and claimed Mansfield’s aim was to position Blair in a way to regain power over
the empire. “Reason” countered that the fact of Scottish ethnicity did not equate to
automatic despotism. He admitted that Blair and Mansfield both opposed American
independence, but that hardly translated into a general distaste for liberty. “A.B.” wrote
more tersely that “Sufficit’s” attack upon Blair primarily because of his Scottish ethnicity
was “ridiculously childish.” A Morning Star writer reflected over the large presence of
Scots in governmental offices, and praised the new circumstances where “the ancient
prejudices which so long fatally subsisted [were] now done away.” Such sentiments were
easier to proclaim in the 1780s after the fall of the North ministry, when Mansfield fell
out of favor. The rise of Pitt the Younger’s ministry effectively cancelled the Scottish
“threat,” and the reaffirmation of British imperial governance potentially alleviated any
lingering animosity between both sides. In addition, if the opinion of “A.B.” was
anything to go by, then the public was tired of political invectives devoid of any cogent
criticism of actual policy. In this regard, Mansfield was a symbol of the transcendence of
Britishness above its ethnic components. 49
Several newspapers relayed a purported quote of Samuel Johnson in reference to
Mansfield, “Much may be made of a Scotchmen, if he be caught young.” In prefacing
this comment, each article stated that Johnson refused to allow Scotland to take credit for
the achievements of Mansfield because his education and training occurred in England.
“The Temple of Rhapsody,” writing at the apex of criticism against Mansfield, accepted
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the comparison of Mansfield to the infamous English judge Jeffreys as long as the point
was made that, although Mansfield came from Scotland, “he was bred in England.” In
these regards, Mansfield earned his admission into the Anglo-British society because he
embraced the perceptibly more successful English way of life, and shunned the insular,
traditional, falsely nationalistic Scots who vainly continued to fight against the Union. It
reflected as well the need for Scots to gravitate toward English values in order to be
legitimate members of the British community, while the Irish Catholics and Welsh failed
to qualify because of religious differences or previous subjection to the English. 50

The Viability of a Composite British Identity

The competition over the definition of Britishness fluctuated throughout
Mansfield’s life. When the Union came in 1707, the English were certainly the better
economically positioned nation, which under mercantilist thought meant they were the
nominal “winners.” In a move to solidify their wealth by reducing local competition, the
English brought in Scotland to complement their control of Wales and Ireland to create
an economic protection zone called Britain. Although the concept of an interconnected
British zone existed well before the Union, its codification created an entirely new entity
with its own dynamics. The Union began with the idea English domination with some
institutional separateness, but the success of the Union rested on the integration and
acceptance by a critical mass of the idea of Britain, which was the idea behind the
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original law (streamlining judicial systems between Scotland and England) that incensed
Aretine and caused him to write his screed.
The direct impact of the Scottish question on Mansfield’s life and thought must
remain open to interpretation. If Thistle served as the closest approximation we have to
the mindset of Mansfield, the conclusion was that he saw the Union as a good thing and
was willing to participate in its success. His disagreement with Aretine (if he read
Aretine’s pamphlet) would have been on the proper place of Scots in the Union. Aretine
saw it as a junior, subservient relationship. Thistle advocated dissolution of the Union
because of English arrogance and pomposity, and both were arguably weak reasons,
which was why he spent the majority of the pamphlet defending the virtues of Scotsmen
against Aretine’s attacks.
Sticky points remained in the debate, and this was why Mansfield remained a
distinctive symbol in the conversation, but also why Mansfieldism had common identity
as a component of its construction. Mansfield wanted an integrated state that directly
connected the British Empire through the metropole. His actions within British
governance signaled his belief that all members of the British community had to feel an
equal part of the apparatus to have a stake in its success. Anglo-Britishness coupled that
equality with a certain ethnic disposition; Mansfield’s Britishness contained some
English fundamental political and legal values, but their evolutionary perfection came
through the interconnectedness of the constitutive members of the empire directed by
London. If anything, the targeting of Mansfield by critics reflected a level of his
importance in the changing British political scene, and the use of his Scottish background
denoted the noticeable break people saw between the old and new. The attacks on his
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Scottishness were certainly meant to discredit him and the government. They also were
also emblematic of the enduring question of how to judge the value of the Union in its
relative infancy, a question that also served as a means to evaluate the state of the nation
since the Glorious Revolution.
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CHAPTER 3
THE MAN WHO MADE MANSFIELDISM AND THE
PULIC THAT DEFINED IT
Throughout the eighteenth century, Britain endured great changes in its social
composition. As discussed in the previous chapter, the development of the idea of Britain
necessitated a social shift that united once divided peoples. In more concrete ways,
though, the people of Briton saw great changes in their fundamental daily lives. For the
poor, the transition toward an industrialized economy provided some opportunity for a
better life, but such a transition was slow and uneven. Apprenticeships also declined, as
the need for specialized artisan labor was offset by industrializing processes. On top of
this, the process of enclosure effectively ended traditional agricultural subsistence
farming, thus restricting a traditional economic pursuit for the lower classes. With the
expansion of imperial power, the need for soldiers became greater, and the burden of
manning the army and navy fell onto the poorer classes. In any case, the wealth of the
poor remained grossly lower than other groups in society.
For a burgeoning middle class, the transition from agriculture to industry created
competing factions among these groups. On the one hand, a modestly wealthy
landowning class enjoyed credentials to enter Parliament (some wealth but notable land
ownership). On the other hand, imperial merchants and manufacturing entrepreneurs
enjoyed the potential of great wealth (comparable to the highest classes) from their
efforts, but both largely lacked sufficient property and connections to qualify for election
to Parliament. The burden of taxation fell on all three groups to varying degrees, as each
had the means and responsibility to pay for the Government’s operations, primarily for
imperial administration and security. For all groups, the protectionist policies enacted by
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successive ministries since the 1740s caused price fluctuations that stretched purchasing
power and access to goods. In total, many Londoners (and more generally Britons) had
deep economic motivations for unhappiness with the King and his ministers and their
purported duty to them. 51
Upon Mansfield’s birth in 1705, the prospect that someone of his stature, Scottish
low nobility, would rise into a symbolic figure of prominence was practically
nonexistent. Mansfield fortunately was luckier than most people. Through the confluence
of talent and timely circumstances throughout his life, Mansfield became a symbol of
British imperial prominence. The “British” aspect of this was the first fortuitous
occurrence for Mansfield. The 1707 Act of Union brought together England and Scotland
into one government. In one stroke, Englishmen and Scotsmen were granted equal
citizenship and power in this new nation-state. For Scotsmen, the development was a
boon, because there were many obvious economic benefits of the Union. For Mansfield
and his ilk particularly though, the Union allowed for access to positions within an
increasingly dominant imperial power. The Union opened doors for potential glory that
an independent Scotland by itself could not provide. When the young Mansfield
displayed his raw talent at Perth Grammar School, his family had many options to place
their son in the right circumstances for success.
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The Technical and Practical Education of a Young Upstart

The primary pathway to success in eighteenth-century British political life
depended on connections. The foundational arena for the cultivation of these connections
came through the public schools. Mansfield’s family, through the intercession of friends
and their connections, was able to secure him a place at the elite Westminster School in
1718. Education at the public schools at this time was largely limited to lessons in Greek
and Latin grammar and reading comprehension, but the Westminster school had one
unique advantage against the other elite schools in this period – its location and
connection with Westminster Abbey and by extension the palace of Westminster.
Students were highly encouraged to attend Parliamentary sessions and interact with the
politicians, many of whom were Old Westminsters as well. In the general period 17201760, Westminster achieved dominance over the more traditionally respected public
schools of Eton and Winchester for the first and only time in its history. The school
catered to the rising generation of Whig families who came to power following the
Glorious Revolution. For parents, schooling was a means to an end of entering the higher
social ranks and positions of eminence. All three schools, although in significant ways
unique, conducted their curricula similarly. Despite the growing opposition to the
practical usefulness of the curricula, it instilled values of immutable rules for society that
had to be followed for clarity, consistency, and most importantly order. For boys
groomed for future government service and in a period of political transition, these values
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were critical. At Westminster specifically, the access to the governmental apparatus
provided that practical educational experience for these ambitious young men. 52
The lasting experience of the public schools concentrated on the social
environment and social training that these schools promoted, which became their
distinctive quality. The schools were rigid hierarchies. The topmost tier was the Board of
Trustees, who managed the schools in a general sense. The extent of their participation
varied by school – at Westminster they were very active. The next tier was the Anglican
Church. All public schools required their students to attend daily services, and the
schools provided basic foundations for training toward ordination within the Church of
England (Oxford and Cambridge completed the training). The trustees and Church
supplied the secular and spiritual tools for the well rounded gentleman. The headmaster
was the next level, and in many ways was the functional apex of the internal school
hierarchy. He was directly responsible for the delivery and comprehension of these
gentlemanly qualities. The reputations of most headmasters derived from their ferocity as
master repudiators of students' shortcomings in these qualities. Whippings and beatings
were very common, but justified as modes of proper education in public comportment.
Moreover, in tandem with the faculty instructors (the next link in the chain), all utilized
corporeal punishment as part of the process of teaching the curriculum. Especially as
students moved up from first to sixth forms, the tolerance for mistakes in grammar and
reading comprehension declined. At the lower levels, punishments were more frequent
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but less severe, but circumstances switched as students progressed through the upper
levels. 53
The harsh adult hierarchy had lasting effects on the students, albeit in a
paradoxical dualism. On one hand, the students learned the respect of hierarchy and
authority. On the other hand, the students did not like the treatment they endured, and so
they had natural tendencies to challenge secular, spiritual, and even intellectual power.
Each school presented varying degrees of this latter condition – Westminster remained
the most reverent to authority – but all schools created a hierarchy among the students
that borrowed the adult structures but operated them under their own terms. It was the
development of these student hierarchies that solved the paradox among the students. The
student structures provided a mode of empowerment to challenge the adult tyranny.
Students remained respectful to the adults, but they were loyal to their peers. The students
guaranteed solidarity through the application of the prefect-fagging system. Students
stratified according to form and social class. The prefects served as student headmasters;
they meted out punishments for transgressions against the community’s rules (at least
their interpretations of them) in the same vein as the adult headmaster. The fagging
system instilled a quality of service, where uppers expected lowers to serve them
dutifully. The students created their own world within the educational institution,
complete with their own rules and regulations. The system developed extrainstitutionally, but as time progressed, it was normalized into the general structure of the
school. While the prefect-fagging system was no less severe than the adult version (many
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referred to it as systemic bullying or virtual slavery), it created camaraderie among the
students and institutionalized loyalty. The common experiences tied students from
particular schools across time and space. For example, qualification for governmental
service derived not necessarily from a particular skill set but from an implicit
understanding that an individual had the “right” qualifications depending upon where
they went to school (which also depended upon who provided the patronage). 54
Beyond the general structural aspects of public school life that permeated all of
the public schools at this time (and in some ways provided an initiation by fire for the
privilege to serve in government), Westminster had unique characteristics that left
indelible marks on Mansfield. Among the public schools, Westminster was the most
respectful to state and church based upon its close affiliations with Westminster Abbey
and Parliament. Westminster School also contained 40 endowed King’s/Queen’s
scholars. Granted since the school’s endowment under the Tudors, a third of Westminster
pupils owed their education to this patronage of the monarchy. With such connections,
headmasters at Westminster had frequent audiences with the monarch, and the students of
Westminster had the privilege (and still do) to proclaim the first huzzahs to a new
monarch following their coronation. This affinity toward the monarchy provided another
layer to the character of a Westminster – Tory inclination. Ironically, though, its students
and patrons constituted during Mansfield’s attendance some of the most important Whig
families in the British nation. In many ways though, these qualities underpinned the basic
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complexity of Mansfield and the political environment of the eighteenth century: the
Whig-Tory party dynamic. 55
“Whig” and “Tory” were inconsistent terms of identification in British political
life throughout the majority of Mansfield’s life. The original dichotomy for the terms
arose out of the Exclusion Crisis of the late seventeenth century. The terms did not denote
organized parties per se but they signaled one’s position on the right of Catholic James II
to ascend to the throne of England. The events surrounding the Glorious Revolution
complicated the terms because the physical opposition to William’s accession to the
throne after the abdication of James melded somewhat to the ideological support for the
Stuart line’s right to reign. While the lasting exponent of the Glorious Revolution, the
English Bill of Rights, served as a stern rebuke to the Stuart vision of governance in favor
of Parliament, Whigs and Tories sparred on the extent of the monarch’s position in the
new order (although some Tories were staunch Jacobites). Many Tories also were
supporters of a meaningful place for the Anglican Church in governance, although the
English Bill of Rights effectively dissolved the ecclesiastical courts. The Church itself
was beholden to the monarchy for its protection and well-being, so the alliance between
the Tories and Anglican Church was somewhat natural. Over the reigns of William,
Mary, and her sister Anne, the influence of the Whigs and Tories seesawed completely as
each monarch maneuvered between each faction to exercise legitimate power.
Nevertheless under these conditions, Whigs and many Tories generally accepted the new
order created by the Glorious Revolution.
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The definitions became skewed again beginning with the death of Queen Anne in
1714. In order to maintain a Protestant lineage, Parliament had to dig deep into the family
tree to find a suitable Protestant monarch, the Elector of Hanover, George Louis, who
became George I. The perceived illegitimacy of George as rightful king precipitated
dissention among some Tories in government and contributed to a second Jacobite
uprising. With the failure of this rebellion, the Tories as a major political faction became
decimated because sentiment greatly turned against any Jacobite restoration. The
rebellion rekindled old memories of English governance: tyrannical monarchs, puppet
Parliaments, and a repressive religious establishment. In 1710s Britain, this was a
regression, and Toryism became anathema not only for its original support for James’
ascension to the throne in the 1680s, but its vocal support of a rightful place for the
monarch and Church in the direct operation of government – Jacobite positions. George I
and II remained deeply focused on Hanoverian affairs (the German states were a constant
theater of war in the first half of the eighteenth century), and their advisers implored them
not to aggravate the political situation within Britain by taking clear sides. Through this
approach, power stabilized within Britain and the Whig’s post-revolutionary goal of a
Parliament as not only a legislative branch but an effective executive branch (through the
Cabinet) organically formed. In tandem with this, the label Tory became a lost cause.
Unable to shake its relationship to Jacobitism, most aspiring gentlemen identified as
Whigs, but not necessarily because it was politically advantageous, but because
Whiggism was the new order that most people accepted. 56
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The students of Westminster School likely made no direct connection between
their schooling and the existence of a Whig-Tory dynamic. The political order forming in
the period of Mansfield’s attendance at the school fulfilled the seemingly competing
values of the school. Most of the students, or at least their families, were good Whigs and
found the transition away from the despotism of the Stuarts and the de-emphasis of power
away from the very top tiers of the nobility and Anglican Church a very ripe and
refreshing development – arguably this was why they were at school to take advantage of
these opened opportunities. Success of the entire system though required a sense of
strong unilateral authority. The evolution and acceptance of ideologies of King-inParliament and King-in-Council catered to Toryish sympathies that pleaded for some
place for monarchical sovereignty in the constitutional system. Most of the yearning from
“Tory elements” over time promoted more systemic, centralized, and authoritative
government – all of these qualities were possible within the general Whig ideology of
of the Whig oligarchy under Walpole commenced. Although Mansfield will be an actor within much of the
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Parliamentary supremacy. The academic and social experiences of the public schools
solidified these views on government, and for Old Westminsters like Mansfield, the
experiences generally reflected attitudes later branded Tory after the 1760s. 57
Mansfield’s subsequent matriculation at Christ Church, Oxford was natural
considering that the Dean of the College had jurisdictional privileges at the Westminster
School. Matriculation from Westminster to Christ Church was not a given though, and in
a masterful display of Latin grammatical recitation, Mansfield won the annual
“Challenge” and was at the head of the line to enter Oxford. University education in the
eighteenth century composed mostly of continuing grammar training and finishing
religious study for ordination in the Church of England. Unlike the grammar schools, the
universities provided auxiliary outlets for study of other subjects, which amounted to the
attendance at a few lectures and self-study proctored by a tutor. Oxford widened the
scope of classical education beyond the mere recitation of grammar that Mansfield
experienced at Westminster School. Biographers wrote that he focused on forensics (a
natural extension of his grammar school prowess) and classical history. To train for the
law, Mansfield gained membership to Lincoln’s Inn in 1724, but delayed entrance until
later in the decade. For elevation to the bar, potential lawyers had to have a mixture of
self-discipline (they had to be willing to dedicate copious amounts of time to reading
law), oratorical ability, and patience. Being raised to the bar in eighteenth-century Britain
was not an automatic process of finishing one’s studies or even being adept at it; it was a
battle of attrition, where one had to wait their turn by gaining favor among patrons.
Because of Mansfield’s family situation, their Jacobite sympathies and his low birth
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order, the resources necessary for him to pursue his career were considerable. Mansfield
required more patronage just to endure this waiting game, and this time Lord Foley, a
notable Whig MP, provided it. Mansfield came to the bar in 1730. 58
Much like the experience of the public school, the real educational opportunities
during these crucial formative years were in the social aspects that an aspiring gentleman
like Mansfield cultivated. The value of Oxford was the opportunity to circulate in wider
intellectual society. In this milieu, the experiences fueled his desire for knowledge but,
more importantly, introduced him to leading social elites within and outside the political
realm. An oft quoted remark of Samuel Johnson, and repeated by his biographer James
Boswell, declared that Mansfield “drank champagne with the wits.” Boswell continued
with Johnson saying that lawyers in Mansfield’s time were less occupied with the science
of law (precedents) than the discussion of law.
One particular influence on Mansfield was his association with Alexander Pope.
Although the details about how the two men met or who introduced them remained an
open question, Pope befriended many people who either were acquainted with the
Jacobite members of Murray’s family or connected to Westminster school. 59
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All accounts of Mansfield’s life looked to Pope’s influence as a fundamental to
his development. The relationship developed into a classic protégé form, where the older
and urbane Pope cultivated Mansfield’s practical intellect by using his popularity to
introduce Mansfield to other thinkers young and old. Mansfield provided Pope a youthful
vitality and more importantly relevance and loyalty in a world Pope viewed as
increasingly politically myopic. Typically, historians characterized Pope within a
Jacobite/Tory ideology, primarily because of his intimate relationship with the Tory
leader Lord Bolingbroke. Pope’s unshakeable Catholicism also pointed to a natural
sympathy for Jacobitism. The trouble with this characterization was that Pope had many
acquaintances with prominent Whig thinkers as well. Traditional accounts reconciled this
through detailing the constant feuds that developed throughout Pope’s life – he was a
disingenuous friend who talked out both sides of his mouth.
Pope’s sympathies leaned toward Jacobite/Tory ideology, but he was in a similar
position with other such sympathizers, including Mansfield. Pope provided a ripe
environment for young intellectuals like Mansfield to discuss how to meld Tory
principles within the Whig governmental ideology. In a letter to Jonathan Swift, Pope
underlined a desire to remain “clear of all interest in either party” and that he was “no
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enemy to the present constitution.” Pope straddled the ideological fence much like
Mansfield displayed throughout his career, and the intercession of a “Popian” intellectual
society provided the discourse – both in the abstract means of gaining knowledge but also
the tangible mode of debate, persuasion, and resolution. In such a climate, Mansfield
perhaps received the answers to his dilemmas and formulated his personal ideology that
later governed his actions as a public figure. 60

The Unique Circumstances of Mansfield’s Entry to Political Power

The life of an aspiring lawyer was rather mundane. As a barrister, Mansfield’s
primary function was to present cases before courts. They accepted cases from solicitors,
the first tier of the legal process, and barristers and solicitors both strategized how to
present the case. In the courtroom, the barrister was the senior member because it was
through his privilege to address the court that the court considered the case. Barristers
were a small subset of practicing lawyers, and their strengths, as recognized by election
from their peers (in Mansfield’s case Lincoln’s Inn), were their knowledge of legal
precedent and oratorical skills. Mansfield had a strong reputation in both areas. However,
since barristers could not accept clients on their own, they had to wait for cases to
develop in lower proceedings before they exhibited these skills. Because of their
privilege, barristers were well known among the judges in the various courts throughout
the legal system: Chancery, King’s Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer, but also the
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House of Lords because it was the court of last resort. Barristers received the most
exposure to the topmost political elite, and received first consideration for judicial
vacancies (and the peerages that accompanied some of them) or for legal positions in the
House of Commons. Mansfield’s reputation was very strong among his legal peers and
political observers, and he was actually courted by several factions of both Whig and
Tory persuasions. Mansfield entered the House of Commons and became the King’s
Solicitor General in 1742. 61
The election of Mansfield into the House of Commons in 1742 came through the
intercession of the Whig statesman, the Duke of Newcastle. Mansfield’s seat at
Boroughbridge was a pocket borough of the Newcastle family. Mansfield offered
Newcastle the abilities of a strong, gifted advocate to deliver the message of the
government and to defend its actions legally. Newcastle offered Mansfield the
opportunity to gain political stature to advance in prestige as a lawyer. Newcastle was
also an Old Westminster, so he had natural faith in the abilities of the young man.
Mansfield had ambition for higher office and he had talents that Newcastle desired to
manage Parliament.
His election to Parliament in 1742 too came at a very critically fortuitous moment
in the history of Parliament in the eighteenth century. Before Mansfield won his seat in a
by-election at the end of November, Parliament faced great tumult because Robert
Walpole, who was the head of the Whig Oligarchy over the previous 21 years (Britons
still refer to him as the first de facto prime minister), resigned in February. Many younger
Whigs viewed Walpole as ill-equipped or uninterested in the martial management of the
British Empire. When Walpole came to prominence in Britain after the cessation of
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hostilities that surrounded the War of Spanish Succession (1710-1714), Europe had an
acceptable balance of power among the nations. In a climate of such stability, Walpole’s
strength in commercial knowledge served the interests of Britain well. In order to manage
this commercial empire, the expansion of the bureaucracy gave him sources of patronage
under which he solidified power. This control allowed Walpole to maneuver around the
political fallout following the decimation of the Tories.62
By the late 1730s, hostilities began to reopen with other European nations, as the
passage of time and activities of each European nation threatened the balance power
within Europe. With the series of wars loosely collected under the term the War for
Austrian Succession (1738-1748), Walpole appeared flat-footed, as he appeared
unwilling to conduct the war vigorously. In one decisively embarrassing situation for
Walpole, Admiral Vernon, a fierce critic of Walpole’s martial abilities, achieved a
stunning victory for the British Fleet in the Caribbean, despite Walpole’s opposition.
After a string of embarrassing defeats, Vernon’s victory was a redeeming moment.
Vernon became a national hero, and the stature of Walpole declined as his ineptness in
martial matters became more apparent. Vernon’s virtual rebuke of Walpole’s
administration opened the floodgates for repressed criticism against other aspects of his
domineering premiership. The showdown came over a vote of confidence in the House of
Commons following an investigation into an allegedly corrupted by-election result.
Walpole lost the motion and resigned. 63
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Walpole’s exit from the ministry allowed other factions to emerge and vie for
supremacy in Parliament. While the Whig Oligarchy faced no seriously direct challenge
from established Tories (especially buttressed later by the outbreak of another Jacobite
rebellion in 1745), Parliamentary power over roughly the next decade relied upon the
behavior of the Broadbottom. The Broadbottom was the means for smaller factions to
negotiate power and influence. The Broadbottom was the scene of the best and worst of
political life – the sensibility of compromise and the ignominy of political betrayal. Two
figures lorded over the dynamics of the Broadbottom, the Duke of Newcastle and his
brother Henry Pelham. They never enjoyed the dominance that Walpole wielded, but they
managed well, for the most part, the complexities of a Parliamentary system without a
major faction. The Pelham brothers were well suited to take the reins of a fractured
political system. Newcastle provided the stewardship of the nation expected from
powerful members of the House of Lords. He also provided the connections among the
landed gentry that in the eighteenth century were vital to acceptance of policy advanced
by the House of Commons. Henry Pelham was the veteran of the House of Commons.
Although usually in the shadow of his ennobled brother and Walpole, Henry Pelham
understood the value of good fiscal management of the nation. As a result, Henry sought
the position of First Lord of the Treasury instead of a position as a Secretary of State. The
Pelhams were the functional or titular heads of the Government for the majority of the
remaining years of the Whig Oligarchy. 64
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When Mansfield took his seat in Parliament at the end of November 1742 with the
title of Solicitor General (a position he held for another 12 years), he entered into a very
heady environment in the House of Commons. His experience in this phase of
Parliamentary government left important marks on his view about governance itself.
Newcastle lobbied Mansfield to enter Parliament to be the mouthpiece of the Pelhams’
interests, which for most of the period comprised the ministry. All accounts described
Mansfield as an apt representative of the Newcastle faction. However, Mansfield came to
Parliament around the same time as other ambitious politicians such as Henry Fox and
William Pitt. Mansfield and Pitt already had a notable past with each other since their
days at Oxford (oddly enough over Latin competitions). As the Broadbottom intensified
through time, Mansfield witnessed the horse trading that occurred. Loyalty and
consistency of policy were difficult conditions to maintain in the midst of this political
fragmentation. Over time, Mansfield became marginalized through his merely functional
position in the government.
Mansfield’s official positions as Solicitor General and later Attorney General (the
more senior position) also provided a challenge to his role in the House of Commons. In
both offices, Mansfield was not only consulted on legal matters within the House of
Commons, he was also consulted on legal matters by the monarch and the House of
Lords. As Attorney General, he was additionally responsible for Crown prosecutions of
criminals. The Attorney General was the representative of the Crown (and therefore the
Government) in all legal matters; the Solicitor Generals, much in the same capacity as
solicitors in the legal system, provided legal opinions and preparatory work, but they only
advised the Attorney General on a final course of action.
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In these capacities, both positions (especially Attorney General) seemingly
presented tremendous conflicts of interest between the executive and legislative functions
of government, with its added authority of law. As an officeholder available both to
Parliament and the King, this position provided semantic fodder in their institutional
disputes, especially significant in an eighteenth-century political environment coping
with the new order between monarch and Parliament. Even if the monarch and
Parliament were not at odds, the evolving position of the Cabinet as the effective
executive of the Government (thus taking the person of the monarch out of the situation)
required the solicitor and attorney generals to rule upon the legal boundaries of executive
action. As members of the government, their decisions often appeared as self-serving
justifications for the government to act however it wanted. How could it not look
otherwise? Nevertheless, Mansfield’s role in both legal administrative positions placed
him in a crucial position to influence policy and to witness intimately the operation of
government in a politically fluid period. With Broadbottom, Mansfield saw the law
applied conveniently and haphazardly, which challenged his belief that law had fixed
principles and applications, and was not mutable points to support self-serving
arguments. He fulfilled his duty, but his experiences reinforced his pursuit to use his
positions as necessary stepping stones in his ambition to rise above these petty politics,
and perhaps to bring them to an end. 65
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The Call to Power

Mansfield fulfilled well the expectations of his office in the first nine years of his
tenure. His job was to advise the Government of which he was a member. As a solicitor,
it was his duty to advance the cause of his clients. Most importantly though, Mansfield’s
function was to bolster the Government in the presentation of its program of which he
was quite successful. Between 1751 and his accession as Chief Justice of King’s Bench
in 1756, Mansfield faced three events that displayed his disinclination toward the game of
politics, but they also underlined his determination to conduct the work of politics. His
ultimate goal was to find a workable balance between the two.
When George II’s heir, Frederick Augustus died in 1751, many politicians were
relieved. George and Frederick had a contentious relationship, and it was public
knowledge that George preferred his younger son, the Duke of Cumberland, to be his heir
(Cumberland being a wildly (in)famous military leader, especially in the execution of the
Jacobite suppression). Frederick was also head of the Leicester House faction in
Parliament. As the leader of an anti-Government party, Frederick’s death provided a
moment of respite and political realignment, as that faction lost a tremendous amount of
traction and influence. The real trouble was that Frederick’s son, the future George III,
was still an infant at the time of his death, and the moment presented questions about
regency if George II died before George III was mature enough to rule. George II wanted
Cumberland to be regent, but Parliament worried about undue influence and a shadow
military dictatorship, so they clamored for the appointment of George III’s mother,
Augusta, the Princess Dowager, as natural regent. In a contentious situation where
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Parliament claimed authority to choose the regent but faced possible opposition from the
King, Mansfield managed to conduct the negotiations and steered the Regency Bill,
which made Augusta the regent with oversight by a board of commissioners (itself not
uncommon in English history), though the House of Commons. 66
The Regency Bill reflected the enduring push and pull between the executive and
legislative parts of British governance. Broadbottom showed that Parliament was a
broadly contentious place. His conduct of the Regency controversy provided some clues
about his views about British constitutionalism. The constitution provided no means to
conduct sovereignty with an incapacitated monarch (in this case, a monarch well below
the age of reason). Even though the Cabinet system offered a bridge, it was still too early
in its evolution to claim such privileges of sovereignty (although Cabinet conducted
executive power, it was still technically in association with the monarch’s desires). The
assignation of a regent was not a requirement of law; young George had the prerogative
to rule once his grandfather died, but the wisdom of such a circumstance was universally
criticized. Regency became a product of practical necessity not law, but Mansfield
vigorously argued that Parliament retained the privilege to regulate regency, in this case
Augusta, and the king relented. This episode marked an early moment in Mansfield’s
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support for Parliamentary supremacy, whose function was to set standards and
systematize government – notions that were major aspects of later Mansfieldism.
The second event surrounded the inquisition Mansfield faced in 1753 concerning
his purported toast to the Pretender. In the last chapter, we saw the deeper, social roots of
this controversy. Within the context of the current political atmosphere, the government
protected Mansfield, as no charges proceeded from the original inquest, because he was
an instrumental part of the government. The implications of the charges, though, worried
Mansfield that opponents would continue to use such means to undermine his career. For
a man whose career relied upon his reputation, Mansfield bristled merely at the idea of
answering the charges. Early in the proceedings, Mansfield threatened resignation from
the government if they required him to answer questions about the events. The rumors
never subsided about his purported Jacobitism, where Horace Walpole spoke for many
when he rhetorically asked, “Is there any account at Rome [the new location for the court
of the exiled Stuarts] that Mr. Stone and the Solicitor- General are still thought to be
more attached to Egypt than Hanover?” Mansfield’s career managed to remain on an
upward trajectory despite the accusations. The event left a noticeable stain on his political
trustworthiness, as opponents constantly referred to the Jacobite specter. 67
The death of Henry Pelham in March, 1754 brought Mansfield his first real test as
a politician. Since Pelham served as virtual prime minister since 1743, another power
vacuum emerged. Newcastle was a viable choice, but as a member of the House of Lords,
he still needed someone to be the leader of the House of Commons. George II was a bit
wary of Newcastle’s abilities to lead so he was inclined to search for other candidates to
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head the ministry. The three leading candidates were Mansfield, Henry Fox, and William
Pitt. All three were distinguished members of Commons, and each had the ability to be an
effective leader. The decision came down to personal desire and compatibility with
Newcastle. In this latter regard, Pitt was the least desirable, since he managed to alienate
practically all the factions within the House of Commons, and Newcastle personally
detested him. Fox was an able choice but George II disliked him greatly. Fox and
Newcastle were on good terms, but Fox wanted sole control of the ministry, which
Newcastle refused. Newcastle tasked Fox with the leadership of the House, but Fox
bucked against this subservient position. Despite their quarrel over issues, they remained
reserved allies in Parliament.
Mansfield’s fate was more obscured. If Mansfield’s biographers mentioned
anything about his possible appointment as prime minister, they cited his refusal as a
reflection of his desire to stay in the law and his disgust for politics, although they all
agree he had great potential as a leader. Walpole believed Mansfield was never a serious
contender because “Murray was a Scot, and too lately been the object of clamour on the
worst species of Scotch principles,” but there were more personal matters as well, “The
[Lord] Chancellor [Hardwicke] was already jealous of him; and both Fox and Pitt would
have concurred for his exclusion.” Walpole expressed some puzzlement over Mansfield’s
attitude about the position, which partially enlightens his biographers’ views about the
situation, “He was timid himself, and always waving what he was always courting.”
Walpole suggested that Mansfield wanted power whether as Prime Minister or Lord
Chancellor (the speaker of the House of Lords), but lacked the courage to accept it.
Instead, independent circumstances allowed Mansfield to take the office of Attorney
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General, which have him more authority in the government while advancing his legal
career. Newcastle ultimately ruled through surrogates. Fox and Pitt jockeyed for favor on
their own terms. Pitt especially became a dominant player in the government’s execution
of the Great War for Empire in the latter part of the decade – to the effect that many
commentators viewed him as prime minister, even though officially he never held the
position until 1766. 68
When Dudley Ryder died unexpectedly in 1756, the position of Chief Justice of
King’s Bench became vacant, and Mansfield negotiated hard for the position. The
judgeship provided the prestige in the law that Mansfield coveted, but more importantly,
it provided Mansfield a measure of political independence. Newcastle, through the
support of the Lord Chancellor, tried to block Mansfield’s appointment to the position,
because Newcastle believed he needed Mansfield within the government because the
escalation of the Great War for Empire into Europe weakened his position. Newcastle
offered several financial inducements to retain Mansfield. When that strategy failed, he
threatened to refuse the peerage that usually accompanied the promotion. In a final effort,
Newcastle lobbied Mansfield to take the Lord Chancellorship. The office was a judicial
position within the Court of Chancery, but the position was also the top seat in the House
of Lords. Over the course of months, Mansfield remained steadfast that he wanted the
position in King’s Bench with all due emoluments, and even petitioned the king to
intervene. As he told his nephew, Lord Rockingham, “But if I saw Him I would make it
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my Request to Him not to leave me.” He believed Rockingham held some sway with the
king, and he wanted Rockingham to approach George II with a clear mind:
[I] have stopped the D[uke] of N[ewcastle] from writing to you, because it would
lay you under the Difficulty of answering before you had fully considered the
Matter & was acquainted with all circumstances. It is a matter in which you must
judge for yourself… The Establishment is stopped till your Inclination is known.
Mansfield had to resort to family connections in the end to press his case, but he was
desperate to leave. Mansfield read the political situation in Parliament as ripe with
political turmoil, and he foresaw the rise of Pitt, which was detestable to both him and
Newcastle. Pitt too had little desire to work with Mansfield. The Lord Chancellorship
was an attractive offer, but its tenure was limited, and changed with the political winds.
The judicial appointment to King’s Bench and the accompanying peerage provided him
an escape from the growing tumult in the House of Commons because of the
government’s conduct of the war thus far, and it allowed him to remain an important
figure in British governance as a member of the House of Lords. Newcastle relented, and
in November, 1756, Mansfield received his position and peerage. 69
As chief justice, Mansfield became firmly rooted in all three aspects of
governance, executive, legislative, and judicial. The chief benefits of the chief justiceship
were tenure and independence (both fed off each other as well). His office was indefinite
depending on good behavior, and the convention of “good behavior” for a justice limited
such removals to great personal violations of the law or fatal breaches of the public trust.
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This protection allowed Mansfield a mode of political protection to profess his
views of policy. Mansfield sacrificed the guarantee that his views had a change to
become policy – even George III said of him that he had a lofty “opinion of his
superiority of abilitys over the rest of the world” – but he used his position in all three
governmental functions to push for a view of British governance that sought an orderly
(and definitive) construction of sovereignty. Mansfield understood that British
governance evolved from constitutional innovations, but he came to see how the
execution of sovereignty remained a hotly contested realm of debate. He saw British
sovereignty as a machine of intricate parts whose delicate configurations made the whole
structure work. “Regulus” later commented upon this Mansfieldian machinery:
The Constitution of Britain is founded on Law, but not the Government which
rises out of the Constitution, and crowns the noble fabric. That, in his idea [here
he references Tories in general, but he concentrated on Mansfield as an arch
Tory], is an air-built, self-depending structure, which, like the great globe, ‘selfbalanc’d on her center hangs’ or ranges lawless thro’ the great orb of
supremacy… without question or control. 70
Some parts were bigger than others, but this did not diminish their importance to the
structure. As a nation of growing imperial importance, Mansfield needed the government
to be a titanic machine because of the scope of responsibility to manage it. The Whigs
won the debate on the diffused structure of power into a multifunctional Parliament, but
the Tories had to win the debate on the need for dominant, centralized, but responsible
government. George III’s comment focused primarily on the aspect of “responsible”
government. Mansfield had a particular set of ideas about the operation of imperial
British governance, and he used his position in all three functions to advance his vision. 71
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The Comforts of the Judiciary

The Court of King’s Bench served a multifaceted role in the British judicial
system. Its primary function was to adjudicate cases where the King (and by extension
society) was a party to the case. The original mandate of the court was to correct all
breaches of the monarch’s peace. In this regard, King’s Bench was a criminal court.
However, the court was one of the three established courts of common law (the other two
being exchequer and common pleas), and so it presided over civil issues as well. In the
eighteenth century, the Chief Justice of King’s Bench was nominally the senior of all
branches of the common law courts because only the House of Lords (in which the Chief
Justice was one of the Law Lords who presented and explained cases before them) was
dominant over it. Its function was officially appellate; local magistrates typically heard
criminal cases and common pleas heard civil cases as a matter of original jurisdiction,
and then parties appealed to King’s Bench. However, King’s Bench maintained a reserve
power to sit as a court of original jurisdiction whenever it deemed the situation necessary.
By Mansfield’s tenure, King’s Bench was anchored to Westminster Hall, so only
Middlesex, the London borough where the court was located, was subject to the court’s
original jurisdiction. In practice, King’s Bench had the privilege to hear cases as a mode
of original jurisdiction through a legal fiction that, as subjects of the realm, all people
were residents of Middlesex (they were considered “hiding” in their home counties). The
need for such an innovation, and the major impetus of why Parliament consolidated the
common law courts in the nineteenth century, was that the common law courts were in
direct competition with each other for business. Judges received their salaries from the
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number of cases they heard and the courts were a form of job patronage that they
controlled. The competition also blurred the lines of judicial authority. While the
common law scope of King’s Bench limited it to cases involving the monarch’s peace,
convention stretched the definition to include suits between private parties. Even though
there was a Chief Justice of Common Pleas for example, King’s Bench poached cases
from their jurisdiction. Since the mandate of each court derived from different monarchs
through time, Parliament was not involved in the management of the court systems. This
arrangement irked Mansfield, and he embarked on a plan to consolidate the common law
courts, but never completed the process. 72
Mansfield desired placement on King’s Bench for two primary reasons. As the
adjudicative body of the King’s interest, Mansfield had the opportunity to be an official
for the whole of the British nation. Among Mansfield’s greatest legacies to law were his
positions on international trade and relations. Mansfield believed in a strong imperial
Great Britain, which relied as much on military strength as on economic power. Such a
system required sound and clear regulations that promoted trust and growth. The other
important aspect of King’s Bench was its rootedness in common law principles. Although
common law evolved from innovations based in the prerogative of the monarch, over
time the legitimacy of the law came from consistent application of it despite the changing
of the monarch – the law itself became a sort of majesty.
The law had to evolve, especially in the new conditions of imperial management
in the 1750s. The conduct of imperial commerce required the introduction of new
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instruments and processes by which to conduct the business of empire. In addition,
imperial commerce took the bulk of production and trade outside the physical borders of
the nation, especially to locations outside the realm. The traditional common law
appeared unable to adapt easily with the evolving conditions of imperial trade. Mansfield
wanted to remedy these shortcomings in the common law by trying to draw firm parallels
between established common law precedents and the related practices in the imperial
marketplace in order to create a continuity of justice. Mansfield certainly hoped
Parliament would act, but he used King’s Bench to strengthen the commercial law of
Britain in order to make it competitive throughout the imperial world.
Mansfield’s actions irked many opponents, because they argued he exceeded his
authority as a judge on King’s Bench. These opponents accused him of dangerously
blending law with equity. Much like the confusion over the numerous law courts,
common law competed with the law of equity. Equity allowed a measure of flexibility to
remain in the common law. Created as a means to allow the monarch some measure to
dispense with the letter of the law if the spirit was violated, it developed into a whole
legal system itself with the Lord Chancellor at its helm. Common law judges valuated
damages and required satisfaction through monetary compensation; equity chancellors
had the ability to issue injunctions, which regulated the behavior of individuals. Common
law judges followed precedent with sound interpretations; equity chancellors used some
personal discretion based upon the presented arguments. Equity courts were barred from
action if the common law provided a remedy, but if any party successfully argued that
their case was a novelty in the common law, then equity courts had jurisdiction. The
conditions presented by the modern imperial commercial world offered many instances
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where the common law provided no specific remedy. On many matters, common law and
equity faced competition as people sought redress from both courts to adjudicate their
disputes, but equity was technically supreme as the Lord Chancellor ranked above all
others judicial figures as the Speaker of the House of Lords (the court of last resort) and
representative of the King’s personal justice. 73
Although the Maxims of Equity provided some general guidelines over the scope
of chancellors’ deviations, this option seemingly reduced the value of the law, and equity
represented a real pathway for tyrannical abuse. In addition, the history and practice of
the position of Lord Chancellor pivoted on political fortunes. Chancellors rotated much
more frequently than other judicial offices. Although the position came with great power
and influence, it was subject to political forces that challenged the continuity of authority.
Therefore, Mansfield saw this discretion as a good principle misapplied through the
utilization of a separate court. Mansfield represented a judicial theory that responsible
judges with knowledge of the law could apply equitable principles into the common law
without the threat of tyranny. As a result, judges received more flexibility in their
remedies and they could provide minor innovations in the law to maintain the letter-spirit
balance. The political independence of the judges eliminated the political sources of
influence that affected many decisions. Mansfield never publicly pronounced his views in
quite this direct manner, but practitioners saw the ideology in action, and much of the
sources of praise and criticism of Mansfield’s career reflected views people had about
this aspect of his judicial authority. At the height of his power, critics forewarned:
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When Lord Mansfield has succeeded in his scheme of changing a Court of
Common Law to a Court of Equity, he will have it in his power to do injustice,
whenever he thinks proper. This, through a wicked purpose, is neither absurd nor
unattainable.
Yet as one defender noted later when Mansfield retired, “No judge ever held the balance
of justice and equity more even than Lord Mansfield and his resignation would certainly
be considered as a public calamity.” Mansfield never advanced a formal policy to join
law and equity courts, but as with the common law courts, Parliament completed the
union of law and equity in the late nineteenth century. 74

The Exposure of Justice to Political Scrutiny

Mansfield’s name appeared very often in newspapers through the brief synopses
of cases before the courts of law that filled their pages. In most instances, the report
contained nothing much more than the names of the parties, the issue in dispute, and the
outcome. If the case had some novelty in the law or society, some additional words
followed, especially if there was a memorable quote by someone in the proceedings.
Occasionally, court actions spurred more commentary, and pundits exchanged words
within the newspapers about the wider implications of the issues at stake.
In Mansfield’s career as a jurist, his interaction with John Wilkes and the
prosecution of the printers of the North Briton #45 (which Wilkes was the purported
author) thrust Mansfield into a rare spotlight for a judge. The case became a cause
célèbre, and it influenced how public opinion, especially the opposition (whether antigovernment or anti-Tory) factions, framed Mansfield for the rest of his career. The
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Wilkes controversy and the trials for newspaper printers served as a gripping tale about
the potential of tyrannical power, and criticisms of Mansfield abounded on the topics
themselves and the motives of his other actions as a public figure.
The North Briton newspaper followed the creation of a Government ministry
under John Stuart, the Earl of Bute in 1762. Bute came to power at a very volatile
moment within British government at the end of the Great War for Empire. Rifts opened
up in Cabinet on how to conclude the war properly, and the newly ascendant George III
took a much more hands-on approach than his father did. The king looked to his former
tutor and loyal supporter Bute as a good steward to conclude the war quickly and
favorably. Bute had no practical experience in politics, and opponents immediately
viewed him as a mere placeman for the king. Bute’s Scottish background exacerbated the
situation, and vociferous opposition exploded over the Jacobite qualities this ministry
engendered – a Scottish courtier set in place by the King to control Parliament. The North
Briton became a prime proponent of this viewpoint, and the paper saw its mission in
providing a “plain English” counter to the Government’s actions. 75
Mansfield was a target from the outset for the North Briton, not so much about his
Scottish background at first, but because “in former times, the King’s-Bench has inflicted
the most grievous punishments… on some who have stood forth the champions of their
country, and whose writings have been the honour of their age and nation.” Later, the
writers placed Mansfield within the great Scottish invasion as a fellow traveler of Bute to
institute a “Codex Buteanus, illustrated with the German commentaries of Count
Mansfeldt.” Mansfield, the supposed defender of Anglo-British law used foreign sources
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in his judgments to subvert the nation. The North Briton stood in opposition to the Bute
government, and printed weekly commentary on the actions of his government from a
“Country” perspective, and as an anti-Court, northern English voice, they naturally
distrusted both centralized government and Scotsmen. Tory/Jacobite terminology
combined both qualities, and this semantic union established a discernible Whig-Tory
distinction in public discourse (although within Parliament such distinctions remained
less clear). Under Bute’s administration, this “true Whig” faction felt squeezed from both
directions. Arms Designed for the People of England (c. 1762) provided an apt depiction
of this mentality. Two men, “An Irish, Middlesex Freeholder” and “A Scotch Peaceofficer”, erected a coat-of-arms displaying the tools of English subjugation – guns,
wooden shoes, and manacles. The cadre of officials in the “Lower Department,” Lords
Bute, Mansfield, Grafton, Bedford, and Holland, were among those responsible for the
current state of affairs. Behind the arms though were a gallows, rope, and axe. In the
description, the author “unfeignedly recommended to each of the worthy Company just
mentioned, according to the motto: Ense recidendum ne pars sincera trahaturim
medicabile vulnus.” It was a stern warning to Englishmen to defend their nation from the
vulgarities of perceived Scottish and Tory ideologies by cutting away the dead parts. 76
The North Briton and other oppositional sources were thorns in the side of the
government at a critical moment in the negotiations to end the Great War for Empire, and
the government used some methods at its disposal, mostly through the means by which
they issued printing licenses, to control the criticism. This was a limited strategy because
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Picture 9 Arms Designed for the People of England, c. 1762, Etching with engraving, Lewis
Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield appears with the group of ministers within the
arms. He is referred to as “A white Scotch Lawyer.”
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established printers operated as indirect parties to the publication – they were contracted
just to make the copies. Prosecution for seditious libel was also a possibility, but officials
had to proceed gingerly because of the chilling effects on the press. John Wilkes resorted
to writing anonymously in order to sidetrack the sedition and libel laws, but North Briton
was unique for avoiding the uses of asterisk and dashes to obscure the names of criticized
officials. It was a risky strategy, and it left little defense for Wilkes IF officials proved
authorship. Although officials knew he was the author within a few days of original
publishing of North Briton, the difficulty was in securing the proof needed to attain a
successful prosecution. Wilkes was a problematic target too because he was a Member of
Parliament, and as such, he was afforded a measure of immunity. The process of
developing this prosecution and quieting his supporters affected political discourse for
the next decade. 77
The dispute arose over the publishing of North Briton No. 45 in April, 1763. The
tract attacked the recent King’s Speech on the terms of the peace accords to end the Great
War for Empire as being too lenient on Spain and France and reflecting too neatly the
interests of the German states above those of Britain. Although Bute resigned a week
before the speech, North Briton saw his fingerprints throughout. North Briton aired the
convention that the King recited the speech prepared by the government, and so he
conducted his usual criticisms against his officials, but this time he also included the king
for not intervening at all against these actions. For Wilkes, the speech was an overt act of
royal negligence to his subjects. The government was clearly shaken, but the king was
angry as well, and he ordered the arrest of the authors.
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In a previous era, George’s sanction would have been sufficient to prosecute, but
in the post-Glorious Revolution era, the law had to work carefully. Since the specific
people involved with North Briton were officially unknown, the government crafted a
general warrant on the basis of “treasonable action.” Officials first arrested the publisher
and printer, George Kearsley and Ralph Balfe respectively, and through interrogation by
ministers, they named Wilkes as the author. Arresting Wilkes remained a problem
because he was an MP, and he challenged the general warrant itself and cited
Parliamentary privilege from arrest on the basis of the allegations. Wilkes summoned his
patrons and lawyers. They decided to apply for a writ of habeas corpus on the basis of
Wilkes’ challenges to the arrest, but they avoided taking the issue before the normal
venue of King’s Bench because they worried about Mansfield’s partiality in the matter.
Chief Justice Pratt of the Court of Common Pleas granted Wilkes the writ after two days
of delay due to Easter, but only on the basis of Parliamentary privilege, not the validity of
the general warrant. Within that period of delay, government agents ransacked Wilkes’
house and took away sacks full of documents, including notably a copy of his satire,
Essay on Woman. When Wilkes saw the condition of his home after his release, he filed
lawsuits against government ministers for robbery and the local magistrates for false
arrest. He appealed to the public throughout the period and he became an instant star as a
champion of liberty for the crowd. 78
Wilkes proceeded robustly following his victory. He became such a vocal critic of
the general warrant that he spurned any accommodation with the government to settle the
matter quietly. He printed an anthology of the original run of North Briton with
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additional notes and commentary. George III was still very angry with Wilkes, and
according to Grenville, Mansfield concurred with the king and added:
He should not declare it in public,… [but] according to his opinion, no man had
ever behaved so shamefully as Lord Chief Justice Pratt had done… [because] he
had denied to His Majesty that justice which every petty justice of the peace
would have given to a highwayman. 79
The dispute between both camps became entrenched: for officials, Wilkes was a radical
figure that sought to destroy the government; for Wilkes, his experience underlined the
very tyranny he railed about in North Briton. Both sides were steadfast in their pursuits to
achieve complete victory over the other, and each won important victories. The
government won votes in Parliament that declared North Briton, No. 45 a libel against the
King, and that libel was unprotected under Parliamentary privilege. Mansfield spoke for
the measure in the House of Lords, where he “carried away many of the Opposition.” 80
Wilkes won his civil cases against the local magistrates over the search of his house, but
more importantly he won the point on the illegality of the general warrant, and by
extension this excluded any evidence that pointed to him as the author of North Briton,
No. 45. However, Wilkes published the anthology that included the tract, so he remained
open to prosecution for authorship, and now was also liable for the publication of a libel.
In conjunction with the Bishop of Gloucester’s libel claim in the Essay on Woman, which
Wilkes published to deflect any connection to his authorship of it, Wilkes still had to
answer for all before King’s Bench. The Essay on Woman provided one additional severe
condition with it, its sexually suggestive content both textual and pictorial classified it as
pornographic, another form of breach of the public peace.81
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The House of Commons expelled Wilkes in January, 1764, and declared him the
author of North Briton, No. 45. Before the vote, Wilkes decided to resettle in France with
a clear understanding of his fate, and foreknowledge that his chances for acquittal in
King’s Bench against Mansfield were slim. Such assumptions proved correct for Wilkes
when on February 19, 1764, separate juries found him guilty in absentia for publishing
both North Briton, No. 45 and Essay on Woman.
The experience exposed two nagging criticisms about Mansfield’s judicial role.
Mansfield tailored the jury instructions so narrowly on the mere fact of publishing a libel,
which Wilkes clearly did, that he guaranteed a conviction. The more pernicious problem
for Mansfield was the issue of libel itself. No proceeding was ever conducted to prove
that the contents of either tract were an outright and malicious lie. In his instructions,
Mansfield told the jury that their decision could not take this into account because their
mandate was not to determine this question, only the fact of publishing the tract. After the
Wilkes trial, libel prosecutions seemingly became more frequent, as other printers came
before Mansfield over the reprinting of North Briton or other critical essays about the
government. Each time, the jury only considered the act of publishing, not the substance
of the text. As “A Lawyer” pointed out, “If the Jury did not mean him [Mr. Williams,
someone who republished North Briton, No. 45] guilty generally, they have, by their
verdict, nevertheless brought him in so.” As the decade progressed, the criticisms
continued, and by 1770 “Cauciticus” still attacked Mansfield for what he saw as an
unconstitutional view of libels:
According to the opinion of our present great Lawyer [Lord Mansfield], Truth,
published of the Servants of the Public, is as great a Libel as Falshood [sic.], and
consequently the people must not henceforward publish the Truth about their own
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Servants, let them be ever so much oppressed, injured, and cruelly treated by
them.
“A.B.” likened Mansfield’s seemingly zealous approach to libel prosecution as “the
insufferable doctrines and principles derived from the Star Chamber,” which was the
representation for legal tyranny within British history because it was a court where the
monarch was effectively judge and jury. Opponents coined a new mantra – “truth is the
greatest libel” – to describe Mansfield’s insidious use of law to obscure the truth from the
people and to protect the corrupted administration with which he was directly
connected. 82
Mansfield’s experiences with the libel cases added some tarnish to his career. One
observer later said his actions in the cases “detract[ed] greatly from the lustre of his
Lordship’s talents.” He had some defenders. In the aftermath of the Wilkes trial,
“Candor” attacked Mansfield’s critics as “unlearned Men” who had no understanding that
“the Law touching Libels was in the Court of King’s Bench the same before the
[Glorious] Revolution as it is now.” He praised Mansfield for his instructions, which he
called “a very masterly Discourse.” “Candor” was in the minority, though, and the
negative perceptions about Mansfield’s position on libels was so pervasive that Charles
James Fox arguably offered his famous Libel Act in the 1790s to fix Mansfield’s
innovation about the role of juries in libel prosecutions. At this moment, “W.W.” thought
the famous mantra was “freely handled; but his Lordship’s meaning seems to have been
misunderstood, or not dispassionately considered.” He proceeded to discuss that truth
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was only a defense in the primary suit against the tract. In Wilkes’ case, the House of
Commons already decided that the tract was a libel, so the jury had no prerogative to
decide otherwise. “W.W.” was 25 years too late, but he represented how serious an issue
the libel trials were to elements of the public, and how they viewed Mansfield’s actions
as an example of political tyranny. 83

Mansfield’s Continuing Saga with John Wilkes

With Wilkes absent throughout his trial, including his sentencing in May, 1764,
Mansfield declared Wilkes an outlaw. A declaration of outlawry had symbolic
significance in the eighteenth century. It literally meant that a subject was outside the
protection of British law. In earlier times, such a declaration practically instructed
subjects to execute an offender on sight, but in Mansfield’s time only the sheriff held this
responsibility. More injurious to Wilkes was that it negated all his lawsuits, as he was no
longer entitled to the use of the legal system. With Wilkes’ exile, Mansfield and other
ministers breathed a collective sigh of relief because Wilkes’ willful departure to France
took pressure off authorities who were left with the responsibility of imprisoning him.
Wilkes had a very vocal and loyal following. His spirit created a populist Whig
opposition that complicated the political scene in the early 1760s. It was an infant
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opposition, though, and Wilkes’ departure allowed for another period of political
respite. 84
Wilkes relied heavily on the patronage of others to live in France. As a man with
little independent wealth, Wilkes hoped to parlay his political influence, via publishing,
into a sustainable living. From France, this proved to be a difficult proposition, and with
mounting debt and other legal troubles through the 1760s, Wilkes made the difficult
choice to return to Britain in February, 1768. Under an assumed name, Wilkes attempted
to reestablish himself, but this proved difficult because his name was the source of his
popular identity. Wilkes made a calculation that the Government was not in a position to
detain him because the Government would not want to create public antipathy in the
midst of trouble with America, so he declared himself a candidate for Parliamentary byelection seats first in the City of London, which he lost, and then in Middlesex, which he
won. 85
In a further show of defiance, Wilkes willingly appeared before the Court of
King’s Bench to challenge his original conviction. He argued that Mansfield illegally
altered critical words in his original indictment, which also secured a more severe
punishment against him. If Wilkes’ argument was valid and successful, it would overturn
his outlawry. However, the basis of his argument was a scathing accusation against
Mansfield, because it challenged Mansfield’s judicial integrity. It also had the potential to
stir up apathy in the crowd, because such an alleged action reflected the arbitrary,
corrupted power that Wilkes’ publicly railed against. At issue was the substance of the
original indictment, which charged Wilkes with the purport of a libel. “Purport” allowed
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a degree of ambiguity to exist in the intention of the writer. In this regard, jurors had
some discretion to discuss Wilkes’ motivation. “Tenor” was the unquestioned intent of a
defendant to libel, which meant that the punishment was much harsher. Wilkes’
supporters believed Mansfield acted “a part very inconsistent with what has always been
supposed to be the duty of a judge, viz. that he should act as counsel for the defendant.”
Other critics were less harsh on Mansfield because the practice of altering records was
common, but they questioned the proximity of the alteration, where one observer noted
that although the alteration was legal “it was extremely cruel to Mr. Wilkes; for it was
contrived only the Evening before the Trials came on.” 86
Mansfield again had few public defenders of his action, but one notable
pamphleteer challenged “the fire of a mistaken multitude… [who] even dared him
[Mansfield] to enforce the laws against their idol.” He praised Mansfield for his fortitude
despite the invectives of the crowd. The pamphleteer analyzed Mansfield’s conduct in the
proceedings of Wilkes’ outlawry and determined that Mansfield acted most judiciously.
He admired that “no persuasions could bias him into severity, or threats intimidate him
into passive obedience” and declared that “the seat of justice is sacred, and, the judges
who preside there, ought ever to be treated with the utmost reverence and respect.”
Although the Wilkesite depiction of Mansfield was more prevalent at this time, this
pamphleteer demonstrated that Mansfield was respected by some for his unshakeable
dedication to Britain and her laws, and judging by the tenor of his words, Mansfieldism
was in an early stage of public development. 87
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The Attorney General called immediately for his arrest on the grounds of the
outlawry, and Wilkes’ lawyers wanted a grant of bail in anticipation of proceedings.
Mansfield was in a difficult spot. Wilkes’ popularity resurged after his return. Mansfield
wanted to avoid a showdown on Wilkes’ terms. Mansfield dug deep into his judicial
discretion to handle the situation. He effectively decided to treat the presentation as a
non-case. He berated the Attorney General for not preparing the proper writs to secure a
legal arrest, especially since Wilkes was in public electioneering throughout the month of
March, and he also refused to grant bail because Wilkes had no standing as an outlaw to
be in court and to expect satisfaction. His refusal to hear the bail request blocked
consideration of Wilkes’ appeal motion. Although Mansfield discussed the substance of
the motion in open court, he defused an immediate outcry through a nuanced application
of the law. 88
The Attorney General secured the proper writ for arrest the following day, but
decided to delay the actual arrest for five days. When Wilkes came into court the second
time, King’s Bench heard his objections to his conviction, and after a few hours debate,
he was not admitted to bail. Upon his transportation to King’s Bench prison, a mob of
protestors attacked the convoy and released Wilkes. Wilkes pleaded with them to allow
the authorities to imprison him, but they refused. When the fervor quieted down, Wilkes
slipped away and turned himself into the guards at the prison. Whatever Wilkes’ intention
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was for cooperation with the authorities, he became an instant populist political prisoner.
Demonstrations erupted throughout May while Wilkes awaited trial on his outlawry. 89
The imprisonment of Wilkes garnered much attention to his movement. A new
run of the North Briton and other similarly named publications became available, and all
vigorously attacked the administration and Mansfield particularly. North Briton, No. 50,
in particular, accused Mansfield for the rioting that occurred over Wilkes’ imprisonment.
While Mansfield had the ability to treat “Mr. Wilkes with that lenity and indulgence,
which the law authorizes, and which the circumstances of the time render indispensably
necessary,” they excoriated him for treating “him even with the rigour of the law…
agreeable to the old adage, summum jus, summa injuria [extreme right is extreme
injury].” Naturally, his supporters demanded a speedy process to adjudicate Wilkes, but
blamed Mansfield for slowing down the process to make Wilkes suffer in prison. Libel
prosecutions recommenced against publishers of the new set of pro-Wilkesite
publications, including one unsuccessful prosecution aimed against the Extraordinary
North Briton, No. 37 for a libel against Mansfield. 90
Mansfield scheduled the hearing concerning Wilkes’ outlawry for the beginning
of June, 1768. The strategy of seeking to appeal the original convictions to undercut the
outlawry charge was abandoned in favor of attacking the substance of the outlawry. His
lawyer, Serjeant Glyn, argued that the precedent for an outlawry on this matter was
extraordinary and that the procedure to procure it was faulty. Glyn also mentioned the
weight of public opinion against the imprisonment of Wilkes as a significant factor. The
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argument was not new and it was a giant reach, and Wilkes believed the chances of it
succeeding were slim. Mansfield’s decision ran through all the technicalities of the
appeal, and he rebutted most of the arguments. However, he seized upon two precedents.
The first was in the case of a murderer whose outlawry was overturned, finding that
outlawry was not absolutely tied to the heinousness of the crime committed. The other
was from convention prevailing since Queen Anne that justices had a duty to overturn
outlawries if any breach of the procedure occurred. In this manner, Mansfield discovered
structural semantic errors in the original notice of outlawry, so the omission of important
geographical words invalidated it. In short, Wilkes’ outlawry was overturned on a
technicality.
Speculation brewed surrounding mitigating factors that led Mansfield to the
decision, when such technicalities were usually overlooked. Although Mansfield and the
other justices on King’s Bench stated unequivocally that public dissatisfaction had no
influence upon their decisions, they all went to great lengths to discuss the matter.
Mansfield was quite defiant toward the crowd:
It is fit to take some Notice of the various Terrors being out; the numerous
Crowds which have attended and now attend in and about the Hall… and the
Tumults, in other Places, have shamefully insulted all Order and Government…
Give me Leave to take the Opportunity of this great and respectable Audience, to
let the whole World know, ALL SUCH Attempts are VAIN… The Constitution
does not allow Reasons of State to influence our Judgments: God forbid it should!
We must not regard Political Consequences; how formidable soever they might
be.
Mansfield referenced all the letters he received and all the pamphlets addressed to him on
the matter of Wilkes, and he acknowledged that he read them with an unimpassioned eye.
Walpole was less convinced about Mansfield’s stoic demeanor, and he told a fried that
the crowds “done breakfast still sooner and was there [at court] before them, and as the
113

judges stuffed out with dignity and lambskins are not absolute sprites, they had much ado
to glide through the crowd.” The Earl of Suffolk reported to Grenville that Mansfield had
a firm grasp upon the political challenges presented by Wilkes’ incarceration. What, then,
was the influence of these factors on Mansfield’s decision? At the very least, Mansfield’s
statement was a testament to his concern that the court had to appear officially as
unbiased and neutral. Mansfield had no intention to signal to Wilkes’ supporters that their
actions influenced his decision because it violated judicial independence. Suffolk’s
account demonstrated that Mansfield was well aware of possible political fallout in the
case, and he wanted to minimize it. However, Mansfield found a technicality to overturn
the outlawry, which provided some validity to Walpole’s point that the justices were well
aware of the crowd as well. The crowds were overjoyed, and by this time, the Wilkes
issue became known in continental Europe, where the Amsterdam Gazette praised
Mansfield’s decision for its “Equity and Impartiality, which have so attracted to him the
general Affection.” The overturning of Wilkes’ outlawry appeared to be a shrewd move
for Mansfield. 91
The following week, Wilkes was in court again for his appeal based upon
Mansfield’s alterations of his indictment. After arguments, Wilkes demanded an
immediate decision, but the court adjourned to discuss the matter. After a few days,
King’s Bench rejected the appeal and proceeded to complete the sentencing of Wilkes for
his libels, in which he received 22 months in prison and a £1000 fine. Wilkes accepted
his sentence, but as an elected Member of Parliament, he used his position to agitate his
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opponents. He offered a petition to the House of Commons to review “the whole of his
treatment” by the law, which they rejected. His also published the official orders of
engagement issued prior to the St. George’s Fields incident, which placed the officials in
a very bad position; “Lord Weymouth had let it be seen too clearly his desire to teach the
Londoners a lesson.” The Ministry bristled at this brash incitement of the people, and
moved for his expulsion from the House of Commons, which they acceded to February,
1769. Wilkes defiantly stood again as a candidate and won re-election. The House of
Commons immediately expelled him again, and awarded the seat to the runner-up, Henry
Luttrell. The expulsion was the climax of Wilkes’ popularity, and it spurred deeper
scrutiny of the government. Wilkes naturally appealed the decision of the House of
Commons to the House of Lords, who took until May, 1770 to make their decision.
William Pitt, by now Lord Chatham, officially brought the appeal to reinstate Wilkes to
his Middlesex seat. Mansfield provided the counterargument, which rested on the
premise that the House of Lords had no authority to intervene in membership issues in
the House of Commons. The Lords refused to grant Wilkes’ appeal. 92
The Wilkesite saga had a significant impact on the public perception of
Mansfield. Mansfield’s opponents published myriad tracts that attacked him for his
“prejudice… animosity… and hatred against the people of England.” They accused
Mansfield of speaking “a language from the Bench, which is destructive of the
constitution.” The greatest of these public opponents was the author Junius. 93
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Junius, Mansfield’s Enduring, Anonymous Nemesis

Junius was the intellectual behind Wilkesite ideology. Although the identity of
Junius remained a mystery, the consensus was that the author was someone intimately
tied with the government. The advantage of Junius was that he claimed to speak with the
voice of the London metropolitan political scene. Wilkes hailed from the political
periphery within Britain, and his eccentricities irked even the members of the
establishment who wanted to help him, notably Lord Temple. As an outsider, Wilkes was
a novelty. Junius spoke the language of the political elite, and whoever he was had little
desire to become personally publicized. Junius solidified the Wilkite intellectual
movement, and his scathing attacks on the members of the Government, most notably
Mansfield, remained imprinted on contemporary views of members of the government.
He desired to expose their tyrannical dispositions and to effect a change in ministry.
Although he had a dramatic flair for overgeneralizations, Junius’ letters served as a bible
for the movement, to the consternation of those in power. 94
Junius immediately laid an attack upon Mansfield in his first letter in January,
1769. He depicted Mansfield as a “ministerial judge,” who “prostitute[d] his dignity, and
betray[ed] the sanctity of his office, whenever an arbitrary point [was] to be carried for
the government.” These opinions of Mansfield extended beyond the words of Junius. In
Arms of Liberty and Slavery, the portraits of Wilkes and Mansfield faced each other in a
standoffish diametric. Wilkes’ portrait was adorned with positive imagery of the British
lion, the “liberty cap,” and laurel wreathes. Wilkes’ seconds, Temple and Glyn, were
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“always ready in a good cause.” Mansfield’s portrait in contrast had a serpent, chains,
and ugly thistle as its adornments. Lord Bute and Satan were his seconds, and their motto
was “justice sans pitie.” In Scots Triumph (see Picture 5), Wilkes watched helplessly
from his prison window as the evil ministers literally brought hell on earth to Britain;
Mansfield was among the various demons plotting against Wilksite Britain. Beyond the
direct context of Wilkes, Mansfield was the quintessential anti-judge. In The North Star
(see Picture 6), he practiced his dark arts before “The Altar of Baal,” where he prepared
to sacrifice “Rights of the Subject” and “Habeas Corpus” to create a dark cloud that
supported the corrupted junta of Lord Bute. In Scotch Amusements (see Picture 1),
Mansfield busily worked on the destruction of the liberty cap. With Britannia in Distress,
Mansfield wielded the dagger against Britannia to make her “lose more blood.” His
following statement, “petitions are rebellious,” reflected oppositional charges that
Mansfield denied the British the rights to challenge their government. 95
Junius intently scrutinized Mansfield, and he attempted to point out his every
perceived judicial and political indiscretion. Junius deeply disliked Mansfield’s assault on
the press:
When you invade the province of the jury, in matter of libel, you, in effect, attack
the liberty of the press… in some instances you have succeeded, because jurymen
are too often ignorant of their own rights, and too apt to be awed by the authority
of a chief justice. 96
Wilkes’ trial for libel was a foundational stone, but Junius insisted that Mansfield
continued to prosecute vigorously cases against political dissenters on trumped up
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Picture 10 Arms of Liberty and Slavery, Broadside, 1768, Etching, Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington, CT.
Mansfield is on right, squared-off with John Wilkes. John Bute and the Devil are Mansfield’s assistants.

Picture 11 Britannia in Distress, Engraved for the Oxford Magazine,
1770, Etching, Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield readies
a dagger to plunge into the weakened figure of Britannia. He says, “She must
lose more blood Petitions are rebellious.”
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notions of libel. William Bingley faced a Wilkesite ordeal of his own, coincidentally
commencing at the moment of Wilkes’ victory over his outlawry, for his publishing the
new edition of the North Briton. In June 1768, Bingley came before King’s Bench for
publishing the politically explosive North Briton, Nos. 50 and 51 (No. 50 addressed
Mansfield specifically concerning his treatment of Wilkes and his arrogant disconnection
from public opinion on the matter). Bingley languished in Newgate prison for two
months before Mansfield granted him bail.
When Bingley reappeared before King’s Bench the following term, the court
demanded answers about the author of the tract. Bingley refused out of principle and he
remained imprisoned over the better part of two years. Mansfield received many
entreaties to free Bingley, only doing so upon the recommendation of the Attorney
General, who said his time served for contempt was enough. The Attorney General
insisted on release over the initial rejections of Mansfield and the court. Junius’
publishers as well, John Almon and Henry Woodfall, faced trials before King’s Bench for
libel, and served notable time. Junius measured these responses against actions of
Mansfield where he showed much leniency, at least in terms of bail, to people who
committed much greater crimes than the printers. Surrounding these circumstances, the
only natural conclusion for observers like Junius was that Mansfield “and the foes of
freedom” utilized “diabolical tools of despotism, in their previous works and secret
machinations.” According to these pundits, Mansfield and his cohorts spearheaded a
systemic suppression of liberty. 97
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On the last point of inconsistent leniency, Junius decided to launch a massive
offensive against Mansfield in the public press. In October 1771, John Eyre stole “eleven
quires of writing paper.” Upon his apprehension, he had the materials on his person and
he provided no defense for his possession of them. The local alderman, functioning as a
justice of the peace, held him over for trials with no bail. When Eyre came before
Mansfield, Mansfield overturned the refusal of bail and released him. For Junius and
others, the situation was strange because the case seemed so cut and dry. The Middlesex
Journal or Chronicle of Liberty called Mansfield’s action “pitiful,” and Junius
characterized Mansfield’s ruling as “partial, sinister motives” after Junius disclosed that
through “the intercession of three of your countrymen, you have bailed a man, who, I
presume, is also a Scotchman.” Junius saw the Eyre case as an opportunity to “pull
Mansfield to the ground.” Junius sought to provide a severe blow to Mansfield’s
credibility in the public. 98
Junius issued a teaser piece on November 2, 1771, where he directly accused
Mansfield of willful ignorance of the law because similar suspects caught in Eyre’s
circumstances received no opportunity for bail. Over the next two months, Junius
prepared vigorously the strategy and the form of the salvo he would fire on Mansfield.
On January 21, 1772 in what became his second to last public statement, he launched his
offensive. Junius’ foremost goal was “to demand the attention of the legislature” about
Mansfield’s misapplication of the law. Junius set down in minute detail the case law on
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the matter of bail. He worked strenuously through each point of fact in the case. He
presented a compelling case that Mansfield had indeed willfully ignored the law. He even
accused Mansfield of collusion, because of the small amount of bail that was set, and
“invited and manifestly exhorted him [Eyre] to escape.” Even though Eyre honored his
bond, Junius condemned Mansfield for “a positive denial of justice to the nation.” Junius
believed he had exposed Mansfield, and he had to be removed from office. 99
Junius’ call for Mansfield’s removal was nothing new for the time. In the wake of
the Almon and Bingley cases, members of the House of Lords questioned Mansfield’s
methods in adjudicating the disputes, and the some MPs in the Commons called for, “a
Committee to be appointed to enquire into the administration of criminal justice, and the
proceedings of the Judges, especially as relating to the Power of Juries and the Liberty of
the Press.” Lords Chatham and Camden directly addressed their concerns on the floor of
the House of Lords. Mansfield steadfastly “refused to answer these questions, (saying he
would not answer interrogations).” Mansfield submitted a sealed statement to the House
of Lords (only members could access it) in December, 1770 which he said sufficiently
addressed the peers’ issues. Rumors soon began to circulate that a formal impeachment
was forthcoming in early 1771, and a widely dispersed joke asked, “Why is Lord
Mansfield like a cork screw? / Because he is full of twists.” In January 1771, Walpole
prepared for “a Mansfield-baiting,” but by late March 1771, Walpole conceded, “It
seems, Lord Camden, Lord Chatham, and the public, who seldom relinquish a promised
bear-baiting, have equally forgotten the pomp with which that spectacle was announced.”
Mansfield wriggled free, but Junius hoped to ensnare Mansfield again. The problem with
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his strategy, though, was the topic of Eyre’s bail was so trivial, and while Junius’ legal
reasoning was sound and arguably complete, it was too esoteric even for the reading
public. No massive push for Mansfield’s impeachment occurred after Junius’ letter, so his
valiant effort came to naught. 100
At the very least, Mansfield’s reputation among antiestablishment elements was
very weak by the early 1770s. His behavior as a chief justice strongly reeked of
arbitrariness, and the conflicts with the press confirmed these feelings. Mansfield
appeared very suspicious of the public press because it had the ability to undermine the
government through the agitation of the uninformed masses. Mansfield’s view of
government required stability, and maverick journalists hurt that cause. Mansfield
believed he had to curb their excesses of privilege because no institution, even the press,
had a natural right to undermine society. It was a patrician opinion from the view of a
public school boy, but the difference was that the political elite constituted a wider cross
section than it ever was before. Mansfield believed that access to power came to those
who learned the rules. For Mansfield, people like Wilkes were dangerous because they
had bold ideas for government, but lacked a politic means to establish it. Wilkes was an
outsider from day one. Wilkes’ schooling was a mixture of home and institutional
learning, but none at the great public schools. Wilkes’ political exponent was radical
Country Whiggism, which did not square with the balanced ideology of Court Whiggism
that Mansfield and his peers understood. 101
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The Melded Functions of British Governance

The judicial behavior of Mansfield was a sore spot for his opponents. Yet their
arguments against him usually contained a gesture to his relationship to the
administrative aspects of governance. For example, in commenting on Mansfield’s
speech on the appeal of Wilkes’ third expulsion from the House of Commons, “A
Gentleman of the Commission” postulated that Mansfield’s stolid silence on the matter
was because he “could not have opposed this particular measure, without disturbing the
general system, in which you are embarked; without greatly disconcerting, or even totally
demolishing, the present machinery of Political Administration, which, whatever you
may think of certain parts, you may deem it best to support the whole.” 102
These are kinder words than many people used, but the basic point was that
Mansfield had a wider function in the British government than his judicial
responsibilities, and the political considerations of the nation played a role in his actions.
“Mr. Stephen” saw Mansfield’s multifaceted governmental role as an absolute positive.
He praised Mansfield for his abilities as a judge, but his “critical accuracy in the
knowledge of the laws” made him “as a statesman… a perfect adept in the art of
governing.” In the eighteenth century, the inclusion of Mansfield within administrative
government was not unusual, but he became the epitome of the ramifications of this
inclusion. Walpole thought of Mansfield and Lord Hardwicke (the Lord Chancellor in the
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1750s) as “instances of the discrimination that ought to be made between the spirit of the
laws and the profession of them.” 103
To understand fully the crowd’s vitriol at Mansfield and their manifestation of
Mansfieldism, the other major ingredient to be considered, then, was his actual function
in administrative government. Unlike his legal background, the public was less privy to
specific actions of Mansfield within administrative governance, which permitted an aura
of intrigue and mystery to proliferate. This lack of direct scrutiny had a polarizing effect
on the public. His supporters claimed that he was a true independent voice among a sea
of partisan hacks, and his opponents painted him as the antichrist. Ample small clues
pointed to Mansfield as a significant member of the inner political elite in the critical
period surrounding the imperial crisis. The reality and perception of Mansfield’s
influence in general government both played into his symbolism for the crowd. 104
A week after Mansfield’s appointment as Chief Justice in 1756, he received an
invitation to join the Privy Council. As an institution, the Privy Council was the formal
body of the monarch’s advisors. The monarch had wide discretion on whom he made
councilors, but the majority of appointees came from the political elite. Appointment to
the Privy Council typically was for life, so the grand body was a collection of
dichotomous interests: old versus young, ins versus outs, and (loosely-defined) Whigs
versus Tories. While the Council had frequent meetings, the number of actual attendees
was scant. Nevertheless since the reign of Charles II, the push for a more inclusive
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council for day-to-day operations of the government became stronger. It was the eclectic
nature of the body that made practical use of this arrangement untenable, but monarchs
began to consult subsets of this larger council for more daily business. The Cabinet
evolved out of these conditions, and by melding governmental offices with position in the
Cabinet, effective policy now had an acceptable system for discussion, formation, and
execution. Cabinets proved too to be susceptible to nagging divisions, so the monarchs
began to consult a smaller subset of counselors on issues of state, which informed their
opinions on how to conduct Cabinet business and execute the remaining vestiges of their
perogative. Monarchs since 1688 played differing roles with their Cabinets, and opinions
varied about the scope of such interventions. The evolution of inner and outer cabinets
became another source of power competition within the British government. 105
Mansfield’s inclusion on the Privy Council gave him status and authority to
consult on governmental matters, and as a Chief Justice, he had more ability to represent
his personal positions on matters without direct political consequences. His position as
Chief Justice also provided a measure of justification to invite him into Cabinet. It was a
practical affair as well, because as Chief Justice, Mansfield bridged gaps in offices left
vacated by sudden deaths or resignations of their holders. In 1757, Mansfield acted as the
temporary Chancellor of the Exchequer. Mansfield also served as the Lord Chancellor
sporadically over his entire tenure as Chief Justice, some for notably protracted periods.
Before 1806, the inclusion of justices on the Cabinet was tolerated. Their expertise in the
law allowed the Cabinet to gauge their actions in relation to established law and legal
principles. The judges gave their opinions on whether the actions of government were
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safe from legal challenge. While a practical system on paper, the major criticism of the
system was that it challenged the perceived impartiality of judges in disputes. The central
concern was that the judge-in-consultation had a hand in the crafting of policy that would
come before them if challenged. The monarch had the privilege to consult the judges as
well on acceptable uses of their Crown prerogatives, and so this issue of preemptive
judicial decree had more significant and frequent effects on Crown-Parliament relations.
Judges understood the potential conflicts of interest, and Mansfield tried to maintain a
balance. The extent of his success had as much to do with policy as the people with
whom he associated. For some historians, Mansfield was a key figure in the
reconsideration of the propriety of judges in administrative government. 106
Although the Cabinet was a subset of the Privy Council and became by organic
development the functional executive of Britain, it suffered from bitter political divisions
that affected the execution of policy. Especially in an era when convention allowed the
monarch to exercise some prerogative, notably in the abilities to change ministries and to
dissolve Parliament, the monarch convened informally a further subset of inner, closer
councilors called the “conciliabulum.” The body in itself had no legal or constitutional
sanction, but it essentially became “a central committee, which enabled the inner ring of
ministers to exercise a general control of all policy.” Another name for this institution
was “the Closet,” and Mansfield received his invitation into this body in 1757. The
moment was very critical, because the poor execution of the Great War for Empire called
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for a change of direction. George II tasked Mansfield with the duty “to negotiate with Pitt
and the Duke of Newcastle.” The resulting ministry, where the Duke of Newcastle
returned as the titular head of the ministry but William Pitt was the effective prime
minister, satisfied few people and this Cabinet suffered from much political backbiting,
but it succeeded in facilitating a change in military strategy that saw Britain victorious in
the latter stages of the Great War for Empire. 107
Despite the common description of Mansfield as a political independent by most
observers and historians (arguably through his words and actions), George had few
qualms in asking Mansfield to solve his ministerial problem. For most of the decade,
Mansfield was the effective mouthpiece for the Pelham governments. Privately though,
Mansfield displayed a shrewd political acumen through the advice he gave his young
nephew, the Marquis of Rockingham (a future prime minister). In letter after letter,
Mansfield provided advice to Rockingham on how to ingratiate himself into the upper
strata of political power in Parliament. Even before Mansfield’s own elevation to the
peerage, “I do what I can to get you talked into high Reputation,” and that Mansfield saw
his duty in providing Rockingham “that career for which nature had favored you; or of
shortening and smoothing your Road.” He encouraged Rockingham “to figure in a larger
and nobler sphere” by looking beyond the regional interests of Yorkshire, and the
mundane administration of local political power and patronage. Rockingham fulfilled
Mansfield’s wishes for him to become a power player in Parliament, culminating in two
tenures as Prime Minister from 1765-1766 and a short-lived stint in 1782 after the end to
Lord North’s long premiership. More importantly than his two tenures, his faction, the
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Rockingham Whigs, remained a formidable force in British politics from the 1760s to the
1780s. 108

Mansfield and Cabinet Politics

Mansfield remained an important actor in the inner Cabinet for George II from
1758 until his death in 1760, where Lord Temple remarked to Grenville that “Mansfield’s
influence in the Closet was now increasing.” Because of the nature of the inner Cabinet,
the substance of this influence was private. After George II’s death, Mansfield lost much
influence as George III tried to work his own influence among the quarrelling
Parliamentary factions. George III disliked both Newcastle and Pitt and angled to place
his own supporters at the helm. Under the pretense of seeking an end to the hostilities of
the war, the king seized the opportunity to remove Pitt and Newcastle from the Cabinet in
mid-1762. Newcastle desired immediate peace, while Pitt wanted to continue the war
until absolute, total victory over their rivals. George III installed Lord Bute as Prime
Minister, and negotiations intensified to end the war. With Mansfield out of favor, his
attendance at Cabinet became sporadic, which angered the king very much, which he
called “the greatest mark of disrespect ever showed to my commands.” When he did
attend, he proved to have a firm grip on the international dimensions of the dispute and
provided apt recommendations on how to proceed. When the Bute ministry formed,
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Mansfield continued this role, but the criticisms against Bute, mostly centered on the
“Scottish” factor, mapped easily onto Mansfield, and so by chance, Mansfield became
engrossed in the public objections to Bute’s ministry, and he became a fixture to criticize
as well. 109
With the war coming to a settled end, the growing outcry against the Bute
ministry from within and outside Parliament brought an end to the ministry in April,
1763. Amid this frenzy, Pitt reasserted his authority within Cabinet, although Grenville
received the dubious honor from the King to form the ministry. Pitt aimed to defuse the
influence of Mansfield and Lord Holland, but the King refused to remove them from the
Cabinet. Mansfield sensed Pitt’s dissatisfaction and probably with his own distaste
toward his nemesis, Mansfield notified the king that “he came to take leave of him; that
he desired no more to be called to council, but should look upon himself as an
independent man, and take such a part in business as was consistent with his opinion.”
Mansfield wished the king luck with his affairs and stalked out of the Cabinet. Grenville
saw this as a ploy, and he sensed a continual specter of Mansfield within the operation of
the Cabinet “to keep the power in his own hands.” Although Mansfield was outside of the
Cabinet Council, he remained within the Closet, and this worried members of Grenville’s
administration. Oddly enough, Mansfield expressed disfavor over rumors about the
king’s intention to dissolve Grenville’s administration in favor of another one under Lord
Bute. 110
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Mansfield’s defense of Grenville’s administration had less to do with any
particular disagreement with the ministry than it had with a desire to maintain political
stability. Mansfield wrote to Grenville in 1767, “God knows what is to come next. One
factor for another, a Series of weak Administrations and perpetual strong Oppositions
will lead to destruction.” Mansfield craved the political stability that dominated during
most of his young life and career, because to him it was a period where serious,
consistent policy reigned against selfish, personal ambitions. Mansfield never disclosed
specific reasons for his departure from the Cabinet, but when he did so in 1765, the
political climate within British government was highly contentious. In that year, the
tenuous ministry of Grenville fell in favor of the radical attitudes of the first Rockingham
ministry, which itself was out of power within one year. Mansfield saw no future in this
political quagmire, even turning down the Lord Chancellorship several times, because the
power in that office compensated little for the potentially common short tenures due to
shifting political winds. George III was content to consult Mansfield in the Closet, and
Mansfield found solace in that role because it screened him from political accountability
and provided an environment for an honest exchange of ideas. Much of the aura about
Mansfield’s power emanated from these meetings with the King, and they cemented
Mansfield as a key power player among factions inside and outside of Parliament. The
public was right to still consider him an important player in administrative government
throughout the period. 111
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Mansfield became an infamous figure of power for the antiestablishment factions
within Britain. Walpole said that “between irregularities in his court, timidity, and want
of judgment, [he] has lowered himself to be the object of hatred to many, and of contempt
to everybody.” Mansfield had over 100 confirmed individual meetings with George III
between 1760 and 1780, but because of the personal nature of those meetings, very little
of the direct subject matter trickled out, and almost none of it to the public. These
circumstances added to the mystery and intrigue of Mansfield’s power and influence, and
many pundits claimed that Mansfield “has been concerned in all the politics of the
Cabinet, since the resignation of Lord Chatham [in 1768].” In 1775, the Middlesex
Journal and Evening Advertiser defined British government from their vantage point:
Lord Mansfield, at the King’s particular request, is, it is said, again of the efficient
cabinet council: strange as it may seem, there are four councils; the privy council,
which does nothing but matters of form; the cabinet council, which is another
cypher; the efficient cabinet council, which is an approach to efficiency; and the
sanctum sanctorum, in which only are Mr. Jenkinson, Sir Gilbert Eliot, and a
vibration between Lord Barrington and Lord Sandwich.
Mansfield was not in the core group in 1775, but the writer thought it was notable enough
to denote Mansfield’s position within the government. In 1778, the London Evening Post
reported that “the closet is monopolized totally, by Lord Mansfield and Mr. Jenkinson;
who, with Lord Bute, secretly direct and manage all the important concerns of this
country.” Because of this perceived secretive nature of Mansfield, opponents had an easy
and arguably justifiable opportunity to connect Mansfield to the political tumults that
dominated the 1760s and 1770s. Even if Mansfield believed he was outside the functional
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Cabinet, the public believed he was firmly inside of it, and they blamed him for the state
of the nation, which allowed others across the Atlantic Ocean to place equal blame upon
him for the state of the empire. 112
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CHAPTER 4
THE CLASH BETWEEN IMPERIAL THOUGHT AND IMPERIAL REALITY,
AND THE MANSFIELDIAN PANACEA
Mansfield was a central figure in the execution of imperial governance that
created and prolonged the crisis surrounding America. In his judicial, executive, and
legislative capacities, Mansfield expressed imperial perspectives that reflected his
ideological development and political experiences. Much like the exposition of his
political philosophy, Mansfield navigated through a critical period of uncertainty within
British imperial thought that allowed for much experimentation in general imperial
policy, but it also allowed Mansfield to influence the direction of policy. In his judicial
role, Mansfield championed commerce through the expansion of insurance and contract
privileges that unshackled capitalists to pursue maximum profits. The empire played a
large part in this pursuit, and he molded his beliefs of internal political organization to
accommodate a similar ordered vision for the entire empire.
In two famous decisions, Campbell v. Hall and Somerset v. Stewart, Mansfield
expounded his vision of the empire. Mansfield decided both cases in the early 1770s, in
the midst of the imperial crisis, and they both represented Mansfield’s position about
empire and authority. Both cases fed an evolving Mansfieldian thought concerning the
operation of large-scale polities, especially the British Empire. As displayed through his
actions as a legislator and executive, Mansfieldism stood as bedrock for managed
supremacy of Britain and her empire. Undeterred by political expediency and the ebbs
and flows of imperial life, Mansfield argued for a consistent, unflinching imperial policy
that maintained Britain as a chief force in the balance of power within Europe, and
mastery over her colonial possessions. When the locus of European disputes shifted to
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America, and required a reconceptualization of imperial governance, Mansfield thought
stronger, more direct management from London was essential to the success of the
nation. In the same vein as his political development, Mansfield’s imperial disposition
was a product of intellectual development and timely political circumstances.

Public Schools and the Education of Empire

The experience of public schools again played a tremendous role in the
development of Mansfield’s views. The concept of the imperial relationship easily
mapped onto the socially hierarchical structures that dominated the public schools. Both
the formal environment of the teacher-student relationship and the informally but
organically developing prefect-fagging system reflected a master-servant relationship.
The master provided inclusion into an exclusive world of privilege and protection from
exploitation by others in exchange for obedience and service. In the imperial relationship,
the metropole offered prosperity through inclusion in an overseas empire and protection
from domination by others in exchange for raw material extraction and exclusivity of
trade. Since public schools groomed their students for sociopolitical rule under the aegis
of “gentlemanly power,” the rising generation of politicians and civil servants had the
justified temerity to boast of their superiority at home and abroad. However, both the
formal and informal social structures of the public schools relied upon an acceptance of
this hierarchy. Under both systems, noncompliance made one a pariah, and mental and
physical punishments were common against deviants. When America ignited the imperial
crisis in the 1760s, Mansfield and others saw nothing wrong in the construction of the
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system. The problem was America’s deviance and misinterpretation of their position in
the relationship, not the nature of the sociopolitical order. The enduring issue throughout
the crisis was the magnitude of the necessary rebuke from the masters to maintain their
position in the imperial hierarchy. 113
Beyond the socially hierarchical structure of the public schools, the entire premise
of the public school had a tremendous influence on the conception of empire in the
eighteenth century. Because the public schools were essentially centers for the study of
Latin and Greek grammar, the means to present the lessons exposed the boys to copious
amounts of Roman history. As an example of the prototypical empire, the rise and fall of
the Roman Empire provided an apt case study in the structure and function of an
international (in relative terms of the ancient world) empire. In great detail, the strengths
and weaknesses unfolded before their eyes. Although the contexts of the text themselves
were not the object of the lessons, Westminster School seemingly piqued an interest in
history within their students. 114
In Mansfield’s case, he was an avid reader of history, and saw much value in
knowledge about the past to understand present international conditions. In letters to the
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young Duke of Portland in 1730, Mansfield provided a rudimentary syllabus for the
young duke to pursue his studies on history. He touted the necessity to understand the
four great empires of history: Assyrian, Persian, Greek, and Roman, as examples of
power, leadership, and comportment. He saw the contemporary European political
system as an outgrowth of the multifaceted “empire” that overthrew the Romans, and in a
later letter, he outlined a course of study to get the young duke up to speed about the
background of the contemporary European balance of power. His letters demonstrated a
man of broad reading, but he even conceded that “to know modern history thoroughly, a
man must make it the study of his life; indeed, it is a science of so vast an extent, that I
should much doubt, whether a thorough knowledge is within the reach of the greatest
abilities and most indefatigable application.” Mansfield instructed Portland to study the
histories of England and France particularly. English history was a given, but he saw the
French as a dangerous foil and he wanted the young duke to understand England’s
greatest enemy. In 1730, Mansfield had no reason to think he was bound for an
influential position in British politics, and much in the same vein as his nephews Lord
Rockingham and Lord Stormont, Mansfield assumed a duty to mold these young nobles
into proper statesmen, because their noble statuses guaranteed them positions in the
ruling elite. Nevertheless, Mansfield remained fixated on the French, and before the
advent of the imperial crisis, his positions on international affairs remained within a
French frame of reference. 115
Another way in which Westminster School displayed a notable inclination to
Roman history was through Edward Gibbon. An Old Westminster, Gibbon’s acclaimed
tomes, The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, described the decline of
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the Roman Empire as a mixture of loss of purpose and disconnection with the
administration of their empire. As the Romans became corrupted and complacent in the
wake of their domination of the known world, their internal politics and society
imploded. When they came to rely upon the peripheries to maintain order, those forces
betrayed them and invaded Rome itself. The Roman Empire provided a cautionary tale on
the pursuit and purpose of empire. As a mode of operation, the original empire provided
the accepted conception of empire, an “unequal confederation, with the expansive power
keeping the headship of any league to itself.” This situation derived from the massive
military diligence required to conquer the Mediterranean. The problem came in the
inability (or unwillingness, according to Gibbon) of Rome to maintain that martial
expenditure of authority, which left the entire empire susceptible to decline and defeat. 116
Intellectuals in Mansfield’s young life had to grapple with a basic dilemma. They
rejoiced that Britain was an emerging imperial power, but they worried about the means
to achieve imperial supremacy. Since roughly the second quarter of the seventeenth
century, Europe descended in a series of wars that amounted to gloriously demonstrative
pursuits to maintain a reasonable balance of power between the European states.
Although the initial disputes grew out of religious discord following the Reformation,
alliances eventually formed around parties with similar interests to curtail the power of
other European states. To achieve a decisive victory under these terms, great military
undertakings were necessary. This reality conflicted with traditional British wariness of
large military forces. Even in their recent past, monarchs such as Charles I and James II
used standing armies as protection against external foes, but they also used those soldiers
to limit the liberties of the subject. Under the legacy of the Glorious Revolution, Britons
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arguably eschewed militarism in favor of liberty. The basic question was whether a
nation could have a grand empire without the military component.
In early eighteenth-century Britain to Mansfield and his peers, the answer was a
resounding yes. The prevailing ideology cast Britain as an empire of trade. Through the
domination of commercial empire, the British believed they solved the conundrum
presented by the Roman Empire. Trade established marketplaces and the pursuit of profit
created a vested interest in the survival of empire. As long as the government protected
the liberty of the subject and their property from invaders, the peripheries had no
conceivably justified quarrel with their imperial metropole. The necessity for militarism
diminished to a flexible element to maintain maritime and territorial protection.
Domination of trade provided a new means to conduct international competition for
power. This approach promised the British a better Roman Empire with much more
stability and less risk. Although Gibbon wrote his study well into the eighteenth century
and the scope of his work arguably had nothing to do with current British imperial policy,
the British political elite educated in the public schools had the exposure to many of the
same documents that Gibbon had, thereby Rome provided a viable model to measure
their imperial aspirations. 117
The final influence of his classical education came in the form of worldliness.
After he received his degree from Oxford in 1730, Mansfield embarked on a tour of
France and Italy. Holliday portrayed Mansfield as “full of vigor, and determined to travel
into foreign parts.” He described Mansfield’s trip to Rome as a cathartic experience,
where Mansfield felt uplifted by the spirit of the great philosophers – Mansfield being
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associated with Cicero most widely. It was within this spirit that Holliday believed
Mansfield composed his two letters to the Duke of Portland. Campbell jettisoned the
dramatic flair and depicted Mansfield’s trip as a practical jaunt that “most promising
lawyers have taken.” On his journey, Mansfield circulated within political and literary
circles that Campbell believed provided great perspective for the young lawyer. Campbell
thought the trip made Mansfield a better liberal lawyer, meaning that he was very aware
of the legal, social, and politics developments in continental Europe. Although Mansfield
failed to provide an account for his journey, he became acquainted within European
sociopolitical circles that played a part in his influence upon foreign relations later in the
century. Especially in relation with France, Mansfield maintained contacts there
throughout his career. 118

Experiencing Empire, Learning the Law

At the age of 25, though, Mansfield was just another precocious professional
climber. He spurned early attempts to enter Parliament. He chose to focus on the legal
profession, but the business before the Court of Chancery was light. By the mid-1730s,
he litigated several high profile cases: Patterson v. Graham (concerning the residual
effects of the South Sea Bubble), Moncrieff v. Moncrieff (a familial dispute concerning
paternal allowance for an adult son), the suits against the disenfranchisement of the city
of Edinburg (for their execution of Captain Porteous following local riots), and Cibber v.
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Sloper (criminal conversation, the civil tort for adultery), to which many observers
attributed to his growing reputation. 119
Among these cases, Mansfield worked on one particular issue that had wide
implications for imperial authority, and was in many ways one of the most important
cases in colonial American history, Penn v. Lord Baltimore. Since 1685, the heirs of
William Penn and Lord Baltimore, proprietors of Pennsylvania and Maryland
respectively, fought constantly over the boundary between their colonies. They each
brandished their royal charters that contained as many ambiguities in the drawing of the
line. The status and layout of the future colony of Delaware which Penn received through
additional grants by King James II, contributed to the agitation. Penn and Baltimore first
submitted their claims directly to the monarch through the Privy Council, and in 1708,
Queen Anne confirmed the validity of Penn’s possessions. Marylanders believed that
Pennsylvanians used chicanery and misinformation to secure a favorable decision, and
the Baltimores refused to acquiesce. As time progressed, settler expansion within both
colonies made a resolution more necessary, because residents remained confused as to
whose laws they were accountable and who was responsible to protect them. After
another two decades of squabbling, the heirs reached an agreement in 1732 on a joint
plan to conduct a proper survey and draw the boundary lines under an equitable
framework to satisfy both sides’ interests. A bond of £5000 provided each colony an
incentive to complete the process. 120
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Pennsylvania’s commissioners arrived late to the predetermined meeting, and
Lord Baltimore, already dissatisfied with the agreement, demanded the assurance money
and declared the agreement null and void. The Penns sued and demanded specific
performance on what they viewed as an enforceable contract. Under English law at the
time, demands for specific performance were issues for the Court of Chancery, because
as a court of equity, they had the authority to compel parties to complete an action. Lord
Chancellor Hardwicke later said in his decision that specific performance was the only
viable option in the case because “no damages in an action of covenant could be at all
adequate to what is intended by the parties, and to the utility to arise from this agreement,
viz. the settling and fixing the boundaries in peace.” 121
As a barrister in the Court of Chancery, Mansfield took the case for the Penns.
From 1735 to 1750, the Penns and Baltimores litigated the case. In their reply to the
lawsuit, the Baltimores attempted to invalidate the agreement through every violation of
contract law: lack of capacity (Penn and Baltimore could not make such an agreement),
impracticability (the agreement directly affected too many people not subject to its
original promulgation), lack of consideration (without a discernible, physical exchange of
interests, the agreement was merely voluntary), unclean hands (the Penns withheld vital
information in the negotiations), impossibility (the 12-Mile Circle, a geographical
limitation in both charters drawing a 12 mile radial circle around New Castle, Delaware,
was unclear), and lack of jurisdiction (on two bases: first, some lands slated for exchange
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were royal trusts, under which only the monarch and council could convey; second,
Chancery could not execute the decision because the lands were in America).
In 1750, the parties conducted final arguments before Lord Chancellor
Hardwicke. Mansfield presented the case for the Penns, who won over every objection
raised by the Baltimores. Hardwicke worked through the technicalities of the contract,
and determined that it was a binding agreement with no issues about land conveyances.
On the issue of jurisdiction, Hardwicke agreed with Mansfield’s view of imperial legal
relations. Hardwicke declared that since the Penns and Baltimores spent the first 30 years
of the dispute confirming the validity of their charters before the monarch and Privy
Council, the decision of Queen Anne settled the question of the Crown’s definitions of
the charters.
The second point remained the lasting impact of the case for legal scholars. The
Baltimores leaned on an in rem argument that restricted the ability of the English Court
of Chancery to convey land in a realm outside its direct jurisdiction. The argument had
serious implications because in order to acquiesce Hardwicke had to acknowledge that
metropolitan authority had significant limitations. In order to counteract this argument,
Hardwicke declared that he had in personam jurisdiction over the parties. He declared
that since both parties were subjects of the monarch and both previously sought remedies
under those privileges, the jurisdiction of Chancery, as the court of the monarch’s
conscience, was natural, especially since the issue contained direct interests of the
monarch (the royal land trusts in Delaware) and only the Court of Chancery was a fair
forum to adjudicate disputes under those terms. Hardwicke added that since both parties
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had property within England, that provided enough security for obedience to his decision,
because he maintained the power to confiscate property for nonperformance.
Baltimore had the ability to appeal, but the court of last resort was the House of
Lords, and he saw no reason to pursue the issue further. Fighting continued over the
validity of the commissioners that each colony assigned to set the line, and it took another
decade-plus of squabbling before Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon created their iconic
line separating Pennsylvania and Maryland. As a dispute in Chancery, the case itself had
limited impact because of the discretionary nature of the court. However, the case served,
at the very least, as a bold representation to Mansfield of the problem of imperial
relations. The Baltimores’ challenge to jurisdiction was formidable, but Mansfield knew
the ramifications. Fortunately, Hardwicke found the means to uphold the jurisdiction of
the court, and the Baltimores’ refusal to pursue the case further signaled that both parties
accepted the decree. Although Mansfield never directly specified this case as an
influential example for his position on imperial authority, the great importance that
Hardwicke ascribed to the case clearly left a lasting mark on Mansfieldian ideology. 122
Mansfield maintained a deep interest in the Penn’s relationship to their colony. As
proprietors, the Penns received immunity from taxation on their estates. The Penn estates
were significant, and the lost revenue was a significant source of friction between the
proprietors and their colonial assembly. To make matter worse, the Penns were largely
absentee proprietors, so the estates were largely dormant; and they were non-Quakers.
For the Quakers in power, Penn’s children repudiated the goodness of their father. The
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Quaker oligarchy sparred with the Penns over taxation, and the fight dragged through the
1750s. The Penns had political allies, but their alliance centered more on their common
distaste for the Quaker oligarchy than agreement on the principle of taxation. As the
struggle came to a head in the early 1760s in the shadow of the imperial crisis, Benjamin
Franklin relayed a story that Mansfield encouraged the Penns to renounce the
proprietorship and relinquish power to the Crown, so that “we’ll soon make them feel the
Difference between a Proprietary and a Royal Government!” Franklin was astonished
that “so high an Officer of the Crown should speak in that Manner of Royal Government,
to intimidate the King’s Subjects from putting themselves more immediately under its
Care and Protection.” Franklin, after all, was engrossed in his own plan to wrench the
colony away from the Penns by advocating for royal government; however, the voters in
Pennsylvania rejected Franklin’s plans in 1764. Mansfield and Franklin crossed swords
directly when Pennsylvania’s plan to tax the proprietary estates came before the Privy
Council in 1765. From Franklin’s account, Mansfield appeared well-versed of the
taxation issue and its volatility within Pennsylvania. According to Franklin, Mansfield
pulled him aside to ask whether the plan was a veiled attempt to target unfairly the Penns
for severe taxation. Franklin assured Mansfield that the taxation scheme was not
predatory, so Mansfield allowed it to pass. In terms of Pennsylvania at least, Mansfield
displayed his adeptness even at local matters within the colonies. 123
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In a later speech before the House of Lords in 1775, Mansfield declared that
America “would endeavor to form herself into a separate and independent state” when
she “found herself of sufficient strength to contend with the mother country.” He
continued that American independence “has been the constant object… almost from her
earliest infancy.” Penn v. Lord Baltimore was not the absolute affirmation of Mansfield’s
later opinion, but Mansfield and Hardwicke had to respond carefully and properly to any
question of metropolitan authority. In 1750, relations with America were largely
amicable, and Penn provided no general indication of American dissatisfaction with the
imperial system. In many ways, British authorities dismissed Baltimore’s contention as a
technical ploy in an attempt to win his case. Over the next decade, though, America
proved to be a battleground for unforeseen reasons. The eventual imperial crisis extended
from a more traditional source –the Franco-British rivalry for power. 124

The Politics of International Balance of Power, and the Hefty Cost for Empire

When Mansfield entered Parliament in 1742, Britain was in the early stages of the
composite struggle known as the War of the Austrian Succession. The fighting began in
the late 1730s between Spain and Britain over trade interests in the Caribbean. Because
of the trading concessions granted by the Spanish to the British following the Treaty of
Utrecht in 1713, Britain sought to capitalize on those rights while the Spanish aimed to
protect their remaining interests. Robert Walpole and his Cabinet divided on how
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vigorously to proceed with warfare, which led to his downfall. When France entered the
struggle, the British had to respond. With the surprise invasion of Prussia into Silesia
following the succession of Maria Teresa to the Habsburg Empire, the balance of power
became highly critical in mainland Europe. While the inclination for the established
European powers was to maintain peace and to allow the peaceful succession of Maria
Teresa, the Prussians forced everyone’s hand. For Britain, the issue became mostly about
countering perceived French threats. A success for Prussia changed the power dynamic
among the German states, and Britain feared a French domination on the mainland.
George II had strong interests in these developments as he was also the Elector of
Hanover, and he wanted to commit British resources to the defense of his interests in
Germany. Many members of the Cabinet agreed, but the selling point for a wider
consensus was the French connection. In 1742, Britain and France went to war, which
changed the complexion of the entire struggle. Britain entered the struggle as an ally to
Maria Teresa under the pretense that she was the rightful heir and the invasion by the
Prussians was belligerent. Britain’s entry on the side of Austria proved decisive in saving
the Habsburg Empire.
The true focus of Britain’s involvement was to maintain the balance of power
among the German states. As the German states attempted to maintain the vestiges of the
Holy Roman Empire, the princes continued to elect a leader among all of them. Prussia
was an important but marginal power within the confederation. The relatively unique
geography of Prussia’s territory (as compared to other German states) promoted the
growth of the army that Frederick the Great deployed in the early 1740s, but the broad
dimensions of its borderlands suggested a necessary policy more aligned to peace than
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war. Frederick was an emergent figure, but even to the British in the 1740s, he himself
was not the biggest fear. Prevailing ideology in Europe at the time discouraged
expeditions for total domination of the continent. Officials throughout all countries saw
such an exercise plagued with fundamental problems from the cost of conquest to the
potential cost of maintenance.
No European power had the audacity to believe it could dominate Europe over a
long period of time. Frederick’s demands were rather small. The issue was indirect
domination, and the War of the Austrian Succession was a decisive moment to manage
power dynamics in Europe. The struggle for Britain became about the ability to counter
French monetary and martial power on the mainland. In the first instance, Britain had to
help struggling German states with subsidies of soldiers and money to counter French
pressures. George II solicited British support for his Hanoverian interests on this antiFrench sentiment, but the expenditure of British resources was a constant source of
agitation within the government. Mansfield became a chief defender for the subsidies as a
young Member of Parliament, even though he admitted he was not privy to governmental
information about the conduct of the war other than “what I have learned from public
gazettes, or from papers already laid before us [the House of Commons].” Nevertheless,
he continued:
The support of the House of Austria, and the increasing, or at least preserving as
entire as possible the power of that House, is a maxim that has been long held
sacred by all those potentates that are, or may be in danger from the over-grown
power of the House of Bourbon… that had it not been for the seasonable
interposition of this nation, the House of Austria would before this time have been
utterly abolished, and that of the House of Bourbon raised above control.”
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Mansfield arguably had a firm grasp on the events, and his statements were unabashed
expressions of his views about British imperial power and interests. 125
From the outset of British involvement on the continent, Mansfield had to defend
the Crown’s actions in myriad ways. In the early days of the troop subsidy, much
dissention grew among British officers and soldiers within the Hanoverian theater. The
recent negotiation over the Treaty of Worms at the end of 1743, which financially
committed Britain to further subsidies to the Maria Teresa and the king of Sardinia, also
exacerbated opponents within Britain. Led by William Pitt, the opposition embarked on a
debate to withdraw all the subsidies. Mansfield argued that such an immediate withdraw
of support was foolish. He accepted that dissention against the war effort was
widespread, but he cautioned against policy derived from such rash reaction. He saw the
big picture and he queried Parliament over “whether you would deprive the common
cause of so great strength as 22,000 men, without knowing it can be replaced.” Over the
course of the next few hours, he rose again and declared that Parliament was ill-equipped
to make determinations on the conduct of war. He defended the prerogative of the Crown,
“He alone is to judge and determine how and in what manner; with what forces… war is
to be carried on.” He expressed worry:
I should not be at all surprised to see a vulnerable member of this House, who
perhaps never was out of the island, nor ever saw an army or a squadron in his
life, rising up and gravely moving to address his majesty to order his army… to
engage the enemy, without knowing any thing of the situation or circumstances of
either.
He viewed Parliamentary deference in the conduct of war as essential to the defense of
British liberty and a balance to “our happy constitution.” After a long analysis of the
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king’s strategy, he denoted his approval because it kept the French preoccupied over a
threatened British invasion of France. A small British force combined with the
employment of foreign troops, under the current terms with German principalities,
required the French to expend many resources to protect France, which avoided any need
of the British to expend further limited and precious resources on a wider, riskier
strategy. Despite Mansfield’s rosy articulation of the monetary savings of this strategy,
the prosecution of the war remained very costly for the nation. 126
By 1744, the pressures of war costs became too much to ignore further, and
George Grenville offered a motion in the House of Commons to petition the king to cease
further military operation unless an alliance with Holland occurred. Mansfield unleashed
a furor against “the improper, loose, and inaccurate manner of wording” of the petition.
He saw the motion as a declaration of “our inabilities to the whole world.” He continued
to see France as a major threat, and with the expansion of the war into the mainland
North American colonies (also known as King George’s War), the king’s duty was clear
with respect to the execution of the war – to protect the empire. For Mansfield, the Dutch
requirement was another ill-fated proposal because it abdicated British sovereignty on her
ability to conduct the war in her best interests. In every instance of debate, Mansfield
referred to the fact that France was not dominating Europe as confirmation that vigorous
British action was necessary and beneficial, despite the sacrifices of the British nation.
Mansfield firmly believed that British honor was at stake, and continually worried that
once “you lose credit with your friends, you must be exposed to the resentment of our
enemies.” 127
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Mansfield’s statements indicated a general caution for him about an isolated Great
Britain in relation to the rest of Europe. Mansfield believed that Britain needed to remain
engaged in European affairs in order to balance French interests. In 1747, amidst the
closing phases of the war, Mansfield was a firm opponent of limiting British firms from
selling ship insurance to French merchants. Although he understood the anti-French
fervor of the bill, he again expressed a keen sense of the imperial big picture:
I see we are about to do what we have before often done upon like occasions: we
are going to make a regulation under popular pretences, which, in my opinion,
will ruin a very beneficial branch of trade we are now in possession of, I may say,
without a rival, and will transfer it to our greatest rival and most dangerous
enemy.
He furthered argued that this had devastating potential because it eliminated a lucrative
source of wealth for the British economy, and it actually promoted strife between nations
because it disrupted the sources of mutual trade and common cause. Under a general
imperial ideology of trade promotion, ethnic hatred was bad business. Mansfield saw
protectionist policies as detrimental to Britain itself. 128
Mansfield was not a war hawk, but he desired Britain to dominate the imperial
commercial battleground. In the 1740s, the means to achieve military dominance was
fantastical, so he firmly believed that Britain’s power was in its economic prowess. He
vigorously defended the King’s Speech that announced the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in
1748 that largely returned European interests to the conditions that existed before the
war. Mansfield challenged all detractors to the king’s peace:
Was not the destruction of the enemy’s commerce of great consequence to this
nation in particular, as well as to the war in general? Was not the protection of our
own commerce, by destroying the enemy’s privateers, of great consequence? In
both these have we not had great success during the whole course of the war…
the enemy were so sensible of it, that I am convinced it was what forced them to
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agree to reasonable terms of peace, notwithstanding their signal success upon the
continent of Europe. 129
The war taught great lessons too. In order to control French interests and their
insatiable desire to dominate, Britain had to maintain subsidies to select leaders on the
mainland. In two speeches concerning the continued subsidies to Bavaria and Saxony in
1751 and 1752 respectively, Mansfield reminded Parliament of the need to balance
unceasing French desires for dominance on the mainland, “The measure now under
consideration, is really a measure of æconomy; for surely it is not æconomy to save a
small sum, when the savings exposes us to the danger of an infinitely greater expence.”
He believed that from all angles, European dialog was essential to the success of Britain,
and reduced the potential for commercial-killing warfare. 130

The Imperial Value of America and the Establishment of “Blue-Water” Policy

In the 1750s, events within America changed the entire landscape. In 1754,
colonial French and British interests clashed in an armed struggle to control the Ohio
Valley. The ensuing war, traditionally termed the French and Indian War, grew out of the
new reality of the North America between competitive European powers. The silent
threat to imperial relations until the 1750s was the massive growth of the mainland
colonies through immigration and indigenous reproduction, the increasing value of raw
materials and colonial marketplaces to imperial economy, and competitive allegiances
with Native Americas. The unique characteristic of the French and Indian War was that it
involved a settlement dispute between factions from the elite imperial powers. French
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settlement of the Ohio Valley provoked a strong rebuke from local British officials, who
had themselves invested in the same land for future settlement, which escalated into
general international warfare. Mansfield recollected in 1775 to the House of Lords that
“the ministry were extremely unwilling to engage in a war on account of America,” but
the responses of the British and French within America through 1754 and 1755 spurred a
fiercer and wider slugfest. On the surface, the British and French conducted maneuvers to
deal with their localized interests in the Ohio Valley, but the reality in achieving those
ends required both nations to embark on wider martial expenditures. Mansfield expressed
the trepidation of the British ministry in speeches before the House of Commons in 1754
and 1755. In the first speech from November, 1754, Mansfield cautioned MPs from
clamoring for war because it had potentially isolating effects for the British. He
admonished MPs for saying “many things… which, if carried abroad, may do the nation
very great prejudice.” He worried about a recommencement of the inherent struggles
from the War of the Austrian Succession, and he believed that Britain had no value to
gain “to stand upon our own legs.” In a December 1755 motion to pursue the manning of
the Royal Navy, he argued that the French had no interest in a general war “because the
consequences may be, their being drove out of every thing they now possess in America.”
He lectured the Commons to remain calm and defeat the motion because the proposal
only pushed war where one did not exist. In this latter regard, he proved to be incorrect.
In a 1775 speech, he retrospectively added that “some circumstances had… intervened,
which have another turn to the disputes then subsisting.” French generals planned an
extensive campaign for early 1756 that included targets in the American and European
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theaters, which put a great scare into the British and forced them to declare general war
on France in May, 1756. 131
French aggression transformed Mansfield’s attitude about strategy. His general
views about the French remained consistent; if they pursued a bold course in America, it
was the duty of Britain to counter it. Mansfield’s change was in the rigor of the execution
of the war. The formal declaration of war sparked a renewed war in Europe that became
known as the Seven Years’ War. The course of this war featured the same general
battlegrounds of the previous War of the Austrian Succession, with the change that
Britain and Prussia now allied against France and Austria. The European theater of war
descended into its normal pattern of a balance-of-power struggle.
In the initial phase, the French martial success was great. They put tremendous
pressure on British military positions in America and appeared poised to execute a major
invasion of the British colonies. In Europe, the French seized British Mediterranean
outposts, and pinned British forces down in Hanover as a feint for invasion. Most
importantly, they exposed continual British flat-footedness which hampered British
efforts over the next year. The failures devastated the government, which precipitated
changes. The circumstances provided a ripe moment for Mansfield’s political power.
King George II felt compelled to invite William Pitt into the Cabinet via an appointment
as Secretary of State. Although the king gave the ministry to the Duke of Devonshire in
eminence of his office as First Lord of the Treasury, Pitt was the dominant figure within
the House of Commons. Practically concurrently, George II invited Mansfield to enter the
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Cabinet due to his recent elevations to the Chief Justiceship and the peerage. Pitt and
Mansfield had a documented history of contention, but they agreed on a common strategy
to recapture the initiative in the war. Their plan was to dismantle French economic
power. 132
The first step was to blockade French shipping. The idea was hardly novel, but the
ministry poured copious resources into the endeavor. The hope was to weaken French
resolve and ability to fight through a curtailment of their access to trade and supplies
from her colonies which in turn affected their ability to supply their deployed forces and
weakened their resolve. The initiative required high resource outlay by the British forces
not only in the execution of the primary blockade against France and French shipping,
but the control of secondary means of supply through neutral shipping. The latter
proposition provided a testy area of contention because European neutrals always
defended their right to trade even in time of war. In on particular circumstance, the Dutch
agreed to conduct trade between France and her colonies during the war. The British
ministry was furious, and they pointed to an Anglo-Dutch treaty that they argued limited
Dutch trading in some commodities solely to the British. However, because of a change
in sentiment within the Dutch government and the attractiveness of such a lucrative
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opportunity, the Dutch severed the treaty and conducted more trade with France. The
British were in a difficult position; the trade undermined the intended effects of their
blockade, but the alternative to seize these proxies had stronger implications within
observed international standard against the violation of neutral trading rights.
Mansfield and Lord Hardwicke (the Lord Chancellor) provided a legal argument
to counter the international law challenge, and their answer had tremendous influence on
British naval policy well past the next century – the Rule of 1756. Under the rule, the
British could legally seize ships of neutral entities if it contained enemy cargoes. The
rationale was that neutral countries had no right to conduct an action that amounted to aid
for an enemy combatant. In this particular instance, the Dutch could not contract to carry
French trade under a neutral flag to undermine the purpose of a blockade which was
established to deprive the enemy of trade in those goods. The argument was a stretch
under contemporary practice, but the limitations of international law allowed the British
to stretch the idea however they wanted, and the necessity of the moment arguably
required it. The Dutch never formally entered the war in retaliation, and British postwar
restitution to many Dutch ship owners smoothed relations (under normal circumstances,
ship takings during wartime effected no requirement for restitution). Yet the Rule of 1756
arguably established the precedent that neutral shipping rights were not absolute if certain
conditions were present. The policy was effective during the war, and began to show
effects on the French by 1758. In combination with other misfortunes befalling French
martial efforts, Britain faced a reversal of fortune. 133
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The second strategy was to execute the American theater of the war to its highest
degree. Under an expanded interpretation of the “blue-water policy,” victory in the
colonial sphere led to eventual victory in the European sphere. Pitt embarked on a
massive offensive strategy both in mainland America and the Caribbean. The key aspect
of the strategy was widespread smaller encounters aimed systemically to disrupt French
interests, and to alter their alliances with other nations, most notably with mainland
Native American tribes. A primary target was the capture of the entire North American
mainland colony of New France, which Mansfield admitted later was essential because
“if Canada was restored to France, it would have laid the foundation for future disputes,
and future wars: it would have been the source of endless contention between both
nations.” 134 Through 1758 and 1759, the British executed the strategy with few hiccups.
Even when the French attempted to refocus British attention onto Europe with a
threatened invasion of Britain, their effort failed. In 1760, the French began a withdrawal
from mainland North America.
Although Pitt and Mansfield agreed on a vigorous military strategy against the
French, their relationship remained strained. In many ways, George II brought Mansfield
into the Cabinet in order to balance the power of William Pitt, who the King
begrudgingly had to accept into Cabinet because of the tenuous political climate due to
the early poor execution of the Great War for Empire. When France demonstrated a
desire to cease hostilities in 1760, the Cabinet again wrestled over general strategy.
Within this climate, the division between Mansfield and Pitt rekindled. Pitt wanted to
inflict a killer blow against the other imperial powers and establish Britain as the primary
dominant power throughout the world. Through the “Annus Mirabilis of 1759,” Pitt
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believed the British demonstrated their absolute strength through the retreat of the French
in New France, and he remained poised to seize more territory. Pitt’s strategy was bold
and potentially devastating to the other countries of Europe, but the resources to conduct
the war were tight, and by 1760, the British hardly had the money to continue the war.
Mansfield and others in the Cabinet opposed Pitt because of the financial hardships, but
they also wanted Britain to do well in the negotiations. In one instance, Walpole
described an argument in Cabinet over how to refer to the expense of the war in the
annual King’s Speech:
The King’s speech to his council afforded matter of remark, and gave early
specimen of who was to be the confidential minister, and what measures were to
be pursued… It talked of a bloody and expensive war, and of obtaining an
honourable and lasting peace. Thus was it delivered: but Mr. Pitt went to Lord
Bute that evening, and after an altercation of three hours, prevailed that in the
printed copy the words should be be changed to an expensive but just and
necessary war; and that after the words honourable peace should be inserted, in
concert with our allies. Lord Mansfield and other counselled these palliatives too;
but it was two o’clock of the following afternoon before the King would yield to
the alteration. 135
In 1761, the biggest wild card remained Spain. The French exerted much pressure
on the Spanish to intervene in the war on their behalf, but the Spanish managed to
maintain a noncommittal stance. Spanish attitudes toward war turned when they began to
express worry over British conquests, which they believed threatened their imperial
position. In 1761, the Spanish government presented a list of grievances to the British;
most points addressed the need to maintain a stable balance of power within and outside
Europe. The Cabinet split practically down the middle as Pitt wanted to strike
preemptively against the Spanish, while Mansfield led a faction that sought a diplomatic
approach. Both sides agreed that acquiescence to the Spanish demands was a weak
135
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signal, but they divided on the how to physically proceed. Pitt pushed for preemptive
attacks against Spanish targets, while Mansfield questioned the practicality of prolonged
warfare. The Cabinet dithered, which led to the resignation of Pitt in late 1761. The
Cabinet eventually decided to declare war on Spain at the end of the year, and the Pittite
war apparatus secured the British more victories, notably at Havana. 136
The loss of Pitt damaged the administration both within the House of Commons
and the public. Newcastle, by this time an over-seasoned political veteran, lacked the
strength and ability to hold an administration together, and he resigned in May, 1762.
George III appointed Lord Bute as the new prime minister with express instructions to
settle the peace. Bute was a weak minister from the start. In public, Pitt’s influence
branded Bute as his absolute antithesis, and John Wilkes began his North Briton
newspaper under similar motivations. Bute’s Scottish background and his close, personal,
intimate association with George III supported oppositional views that he was a placeman
for the king to reestablish arbitrary power over Parliament and the people. The inclusion
of Mansfield in this Cabinet added more timber to the fire. As expressed later by Horace
Walpole, public worries about a “private junto,” with Bute and Mansfield at its helm,
remained a conspiratorial feature of public discourse. 137
Visual expositions of a Bute-Mansfield junto – and its potential ramifications for
the nation – appeared in public prints such as The Waistcoat. The artists corralled all of
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Picture 13 The Waistcoat, Printed for J. Almon, 1768, Etching with stipple engraving, Lewis
Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield, wearing his judicial wig, sits corralled with other
minister within Lord Bute’s “waistcoat,” while the trolley runs over Britannia.
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the prominent members of the political elite within Bute’s control. In The Hydra (see
Picture 2), a multi-headed beast composed of Bute, Mansfield, Grafton, and others battled
against Pitt, Earl Temple, and the Marquess of Rockingham over the body of Britannia.
The Political Cartoon for the Year 1775 Mansfield now held the reins of “Obstinacy” and
“Pride” to direct the royal carriage toward a giant chasm, while Bute distributed favors to
mollify any opposition over their trampling of “Constitution” and “Magna Charta.” 138
Newspapers added their unique flair to the alleged alliance between Mansfield
and Bute alliance, and the enduring detriments to English society, even after Bute
removal from the ministry. On writer later reflected upon George III’s motivations for
placing Bute and Mansfield in his first Cabinet, where he had total control in its
formation:
On the accession of his present Majesty, the young monarch was flattered with the
prospect with abolishing all party distinctions… Thus Lord Bute was loaded with
honours, and entrusted with power – because he was second Cousin to the
Pretender… Lord Mansfield was also made, not the ostensible, for he is deficient
of courage, but the Cabinet Minister – because he had a brother at Rome Tutor to
the old Pretender.
The London Evening Post cited Bute and Mansfield foremost in their list politicians who
“this unhappy kingdom was cursed with being governed by.” In a later story, the same
newspaper stated “the system of the Earl of Bute and Lord Mansfield is, that ALL
POWER shall center in the King.” From these statements, the Bute-Mansfield alliance
was the apotheosis of the regression of British government and the secret, internal
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Picture 14 The Political Cartoon for the Year 1775, Published in the Westminster Magazine, 1775, Etching and
engraving, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. Mansfield drives the carriage carrying George III and Lord Bute
toward the chasm.
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Scottish rebellion. Despite the public image, the reality of the Bute-Mansfield
relationship was markedly different. 139

The Debate over Postwar Colonial Policy

Within the Cabinet, Mansfield and Bute were hardly allies. Mansfield’s strategy
in the Bute Cabinet had frustrating aspects. Under Pitt, Mansfield mediated the hawkish
tendencies of Pitt against the dovish inclinations of Cabinet members like the Duke of
Bedford. Mansfield wanted a peace strongly favorable to Britain, but Pitt offered
expanded, economically debilitating war. Bedford prepared to give away all conquests,
which Mansfield was expressly against. Bute came to the helm after the outbreak of
official hostilities between Spain and England in 1761. Under Bute, Mansfield adopted a
soft-Pittite attitude, and demanded a vigorous execution of this phase of the war. This
position ran counter to George III’s mandate to Bute to end the war quickly, and the king
placed Mansfield an others into “a league” that sought to undermine the government.
Mansfield’s position on St. Lucia most irked the king, “Why else should he who is ever
on the mild side, take so bold a step as risking the peace for that island, if he did not think
that war is the best means to distress the new ministry.” Although the wars between
France and Spain had individual aspects, Mansfield saw both countries on the same axis,
and he demanded that any peace negotiations settle all aspects of the war, including the
Austro-Prussian disputes. He believed a comprehensive pact, later referred to as the
“Definitive Treaty” (today known as the Treaty of Paris), was the only logical means to
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settle the nagging scores between the European powers, especially after the British
achieved many stunning victories. He rejected hard-Pittite rhetoric to fight indefinitely
for absolute conquest, but he accepted the ideology that British might demonstrably
transcended that of all the other powers, and she could dictate the composition of the
postwar European colonial world. 140
According to Horace Walpole, Pitt placed much blame for the troubles
surrounding the Treaty of Paris squarely on Mansfield’s shoulders. Mansfield apparently
had his hand in many pies. It was an open secret that Mansfield plotted to remove Pitt at
the end of 1761, before war with Spain in order to promote peace. Walpole surmised that
Mansfield wanted more authority in the Cabinet. Since war broke out anyway and the
king selected Bute to lead the ministry, under Bute, Mansfield took practically the
opposite approach, even though Bute had a mandate to end war. Walpole cried blatant
hypocrisy, but Mansfield arguably followed his usual predilection to support war when
British interests were under direct threat. Besides, the sovereign committed to war with
Spain, so it was Mansfield’s duty to accept the circumstances and execute the war
vigorously. For Mansfield, his position remained consistent under the shifting
circumstances. 141
Bute eventually hammered out the deals necessary to create the Treaty of Paris.
Mansfield mostly stayed away from Cabinet during the critical period of negotiation in
the middle of 1762 for undisclosed reasons. Mansfield’s absence angered the king very
much, and he viewed it as a literal slap in the face. The king attacked Mansfield:
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I am provok’d to the greatest degree at having seen Ld Mansfield his language
was just as reported by my D. Friend, but added to that so much self sufficiency
concerning his own judgment, that I was glad when I got rid of him; he is but half
a man timidity and refinement make him unfit for the present turbulent scene, he I
am certain feels that, and therefore cries out against everything but moderation.
Mansfield’s had a wide reputation for his timidity and uneasiness with the responsibility
of governance, as Walpole was too glad to perpetuate into future generations. As early as
1754, when Mansfield was a candidate to lead the ministry after the death of Henry
Pelham, Walpole wrote then, “He was timid himself, and always waiving, what he was
always courting,” and during the height of the Great War for Empire, Walpole described
that Mansfield “liked… the reality [of despotism]: yet… [he] would have served the
cause of power, without sharing it,” and later in the aftermath of the Stamp Act, Walpole
twisted the knife further, “Lord Mansfield returned great weight in a Cabinet so formed
as to embrace boldly any arbitrary measures that he was always ready to suggest, and
always afraid to execute himself.” In this particular instance, Mansfield countenanced an
easy position to continue war within a publicly pro-war fervor and in support in the
Cabinet. For George III and Bute, although the British won stunning victories, the notion
that such victories allowed the British to dictate maximally beneficial terms onto the
other European powers was foolish. The treaty was an attempt at a balanced approach.
The British regained some strategic positions in the Mediterranean. In the New World,
Britain gained New France and Florida by providing the French with a choice over
retention of sugar islands. Spain received concessions via France for their ill-fated aid-inarms. 142
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Bute’s ministry floundered after the treaty. Mansfield was not the only member of
the Cabinet that had misgivings about his abilities. In what George III called “the league
of the Dukes,” Bute faced challenges from some of the most established politicians of the
time: Newcastle, Devonshire, Rockingham, Hardwicke, and Mansfield. A major reason
for the backlash was his outsider political status. His only experience in Parliament was
briefly as an elected Scottish peer from 1737-1741. Among the sea of hardened veterans
of the post-Robert Walpole age, Bute was cut from a different cloth. Compounding his
internal problems was a general public backlash against his government as represented by
John Wilkes. Unable to cope with the internal and external pressures against his ministry,
Bute resigned in April, 1763. It was a crucial moment, because the question of postwar
recovery was the foremost consideration. The chief consideration was the cost to
maintain the new empire. Although the British exited the Great War for Empire with a
sense of great pride, the sobering reality remained that France, Spain, Holland, and the
other European nations were hypercompetitive states. British conquests in North America
only reduced the likelihood of armed colonial conflict through the expulsion of French
interests there. Native Americans were still a viable and hungry force in the American
hinterlands, as evidenced from the series of wars collectively known as Pontiac’s
Rebellion from 1763-1764. British authorities developed a minor obsession with
fortifying the new conquests to protect British interests. 143
Before Bute resigned the ministry, George III and Bute decided that Britain
needed a permanent station of troops at home and throughout the empire. It was an
obvious idea for those concerned with the security of the colonies. The basic problem
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with the plan was that it was very expensive, and the debts incurred to fight the Great
War for Empire was one of the main reasons a settlement had to come when it did. The
issue of cost nagged the government throughout these immediate postwar years.
Nevertheless, they had an answer here as well. To combat cost, the proposal called for
retention of the normal complement of officers but a cut in the actual manpower of each
battalion. George and Bute wanted the army spread as much as possible throughout the
entire empire in order to respond quickly to developing threats, so their system allowed
the officer corps to establish a managerial network with a skeleton force. If trouble
brewed, the officers bolstered the fighting ranks through impressment. They reasoned
that much of the expense of armies came in moments of need for quick mobilization.
Everything had to develop practically from scratch every time a new threat emerged.
Under their system, the command structure was intact, and the cost of augmenting forces
was much cheaper than creating the system anew every time. The skeleton battalions
provided an immediate defense to hold on while authorities brought in additional
soldiers. Bute intended for each defensive sphere to pay for the support of their martial
complement separately, after an initial year where Parliament picked up the costs for
establishment.
The primary concern within Parliament was the establishment of a permanent
army. On one side were people like William Pitt who wanted a grand imperial army that
policed and protected the entire empire at all times. On the other side were those such as
Newcastle who aimed to reestablish the old empire that thrived on trade and little capital
expenditure to operate the empire. Bute’s plan largely, albeit limitedly, satisfied the
Pittites. Bute’s plan worried the old Walpolean Whigs. The question was not so much
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about the requirement to tax the colonies – almost everyone at the time had no qualms
about such taxation – but the prudence and necessity for any imperial deployment of
soldiers after the war. The cost of martial expenditure was a great consideration for them,
and they believed such expenditures had to remain at a workable minimum. These
Walpolean Whigs also saw continued mobilization as a major destabilizing factor that
encouraged future warfare and hurt trade. More importantly, these men were staunch
Whigs, and the scene of a grand imperial army conjured memories of the great arbitrary
monarchs of the previous century. They saw little positive benefits from allowing the
monarch such a massive force.
Mansfield fell largely into Newcastle’s corner. On one hand, it was a natural
choice for Mansfield because Newcastle was his great mentor, but Mansfield also winced
at a stronger plan when Pitt controlled the Cabinet during the war. In late 1760, Pitt
proposed to the Cabinet a permanent militia bill. At the time, the war appeared largely
over, as France withdrew from North America, but his proposal reflected his grand plan
of the time to fight the war until Britain dominated. Although Mansfield and Pitt agreed
on general ideology of the war, Mansfield rejected a move that unnecessarily provoked
further warfare. With others, he worked against the proposal, and all parties settled upon
a limited continuation of the militia until the declaration of peace. Newcastle criticized
Mansfield’s negotiations with Pitt, which also included an agreement for a military
campaign against the French island of Belleisle, and he accused Mansfield of trying “to
save his Chief Justice’s place” by acquiescing to Pitt. British victory at Belleisle proved
only to continue the war, which came to end much later than originally expected. With
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the general peace declared in 1763, Mansfield returned to his original anti-militaristic
position. 144
The unpopularity of Bute’s ministry eclipsed any effort to push the policy into full
implementation, and it displayed the opposition in the Cabinet to Bute himself. Bute’s
resignation in April, 1763 threw the political situation into limbo, as an irate George III
felt forced to choose a new ministry against his wishes. Bute recommended George
Grenville as his successor, and the king agreed. Grenville was a compromise candidate,
and he had a solid reputation within the political elite. He was the brother of the Earl of
Temple and the brother-in-law of William Pitt. He ascended the political ladder within
their shadows, but broke away from both toward the end of the Great War for Empire.
Nevertheless, he remained agreeable to the sentiments of the Pittites. Grenville also had a
well-known penchant for economy and an unshakeable dedication to policy. He drew
support from the other side of Bute’s opposition. Grenville was the epitome of
Mansfield’s vision for the perfect head of ministry, and Walpole later confirmed
Mansfield’s confidence:
Mr. Grenville was confessedly the ablest man of business in the House of
Commons, and though not popular, of great authority there from his spirit,
knowledge, and gravity of his character…This was well known to Lord
Mansfield, who had constantly aimed at the restitution of Grenville.
Grenville employed simple number crunching in his operation of the empire, and he
remained steadfast to make empire as affordably efficient as possible with the resources
at Britain’s disposal. Grenville was too rigid in this pursuit, though, and he increasingly
became undesirable as a prime minister. His style grated more people than it embraced,
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and his personality was one of the factors that fed the king’s growing distaste for him,
which led to his eventual dismissal. 145
Grenville entered the administration with a goal to economize the empire. He
wanted to settle the financial issues of the empire and return to a mode of general
prosperity. Events present from the outset of his administration limited his options. The
outbreak of Pontiac’s Rebellion in America in mid-1763 necessitated further martial
outlays of resources to quell the revolt. The rebellion confirmed the Bute/Pitt line of
thought that an army had to remain present on the ground in America to provide stability.
Although George III’s issuance of the Proclamation of 1763 in October aimed to
normalize relations with the Native Americans by barring settlement beyond the
Appalachian Mountains, it was a general measure to organize all newly acquired lands
from the Great War for Empire, and the terms were not indefinite. In the immediate case,
it probably avoided a general Indian alliance against the British, but fighting on the
frontier stretched into 1765.
The proclamation created strife among the Americans as well. Victory in the war
primed colonial elites to pursue land speculation in the expectation of settlement. The ban
devalued their investments and caused them to lose money. For frontier settlers as well,
the ban signaled a virtual abdication of authority and protection by British forces, which
they viewed as an indication that the British authorities cared more about Indian interests
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than theirs. Frontier warfare remained a constant security threat throughout the postwar
period. 146
Confronted with the real need for colonial forces, Grenville pursued the policy to
tax directly the colonies. Through the American Duties Act of 1764, Grenville adopted a
scheme to have the American colonists pay their share of colonial management and
defense. The act sought to combat problems of maladministration and enforcement of
established duties on American trade to recover lost revenues. It called for reporting
regulations about the quality and origin of products traded in the British Empire, and it
provided new sets of Navigation Acts to restrict the availability of foreign good in the
Empire. It also empowered vice-admiralty courts to hear cases concerning violations of
the law. Merchants bemoaned these changes because the costs of compliance were
arguably higher, and the proposed increase in enforcement of the law provided some
crimps in their trading practices. The act actually lowered the duty on sugar products, so
public opposition remained subdued. Grenville indicated some possibility for future
taxes, but he hoped compliance would solve many of the fiscal problems. Unfortunately
for him, these duties spurred vocal opposition to Parliament’s right to tax and regulate the
colonies. Promoted by middle and upper class figures, many themselves lawyers, this
opposition provided pointed constitutional arguments that challenged British authority. In
1764, their initial protests had little public resonance, but it morphed into the central
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philosophy of the anti-British movement during the imperial crisis as British authorities
pushed forward with their imperial commercial policy. 147

The Bases for Imperial Debate over Authority

The colonial counterarguments began to reach London in later 1764, and their
poignancy worried Grenville. He consulted Mansfield about the constitutionality of
Parliament’s action, which Mansfield affirmed. In his letter to Grenville, Mansfield
compared the situations of Canada (a conquered colony) and the established British
colonies. In the former case, Mansfield provided a measure of caution about wholesale
changes in the local laws of conquered lands, but he stated, “The fundamental maxims
are, that a country conquered keeps her own laws, ‘till the conqueror expressly gives
new.” He had a chance to express officially a slight variant of this opinion in the 1774
case of Campbell v. Hall. At issue in the case was the ability of the Crown, by its
prerogative enforced through the Privy Council, to impose a 4.5% duty on the island of
Grenada. Campbell argued that the tax was illegally imposed because it was done
arbitrarily without the consent of the people through their representatives. He sued the
collector, Hall. Mansfield sided with Campbell on very technical grounds. 148
In Campbell, the most importance factor for him was the promulgation of the
Proclamation of 1763. Mansfield stated that the terms of the proclamation normalized
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these territories into the British imperial system. As such, the colonists had the
protections of the British constitution, and since imperial convention allowed the colonies
to have measures of local authority, the Crown no longer had the ability to adjust those
laws unilaterally. On the surface, this confirmed colonial arguments throughout the
imperial crisis of rights to autonomy, but it really was a reflection of Mansfield’s
Whiggism on the issue of restricted royal prerogative. The Proclamation was the King’s
invitation, albeit forced, for conquered lands to enter the formal empire. Mansfield agreed
that the King had the privilege to make that ruling unilaterally, but the responsibility for
management of the Empire rested with Parliament, so his unilateral power ended after the
invitation. Mansfield’s penultimate sentence in his decision displayed his classic view
about authority in the empire, “It [the imposition of a future 4.5% duty] can only now be
done… by an Assembly of the Island, or by an Act of the Parliament of Great-Britain.”
Even though one of the arguments in the case was that Grenada had a recognized
assembly vested with limited authority, Mansfield denied that such an assembly had
absolute and unchallenged authority over the inhabitants of the island. He suggested that
Parliament had superseding powers. 149
In the same letter to Grenville, Mansfield was not as forceful with his argument
concerning the British settler colonies. He acknowledged that the these colonies carry
“with them such part of the laws of England as is adapted to, and proper for their
situation,” but he questioned whether the colonies had any right implicit in their charters
to tax themselves at all. In essence, he argued that the home country always retained the
right to tax and such impositions trumped colonial actions, even if the colonies were
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accustomed to utilizing the authority. Although he neglected at this point to state
explicitly the principle of Parliamentary supremacy, he directly questioned any legitimate
surprise among the colonists about the right of Parliament to legislate for the colonies:
Though the question certainly does not want this, or any other authority, yet it will
be a striking alteration to ignorant people, and an unanswerable argument ad
homines; and, therefore, I wish you would employ somebody to look with this
view into the origin of their power to tax themselves and raise money at all.
Mansfield had no reason to assert this specific principle because he thought it was
obvious in any logical conception of a colonial-metropolitan relationship. 150
Mansfield’s speech before the House of Lords in 1766 over the repeal of the
Stamp Act established clearly his fundamental position on Parliamentary supremacy. He
berated Parliament for its irrational (from his point of view) reaction to the American
troubles. He believed that Parliament had to maintain a united front against American
protests, and he viewed the squabbles over possible repeal as petty and dangerous to the
stability of the empire. He stated his position unequivocally, “That the British legislature,
as to the power of making laws, represents the whole British empire, and has authority to
bind every part and every subject without the least distinction, whether such subjects
have a right to vote or not, or whether the law binds places within the realm or not.”
Parliament disappointed Mansfield in 1766, and his warning that reversal on the matter
encouraged future challenges to authority (even with promulgation of the subsequent
Declaratory Act) proved very accurate. 151
Mansfield was an important figure in Parliament, but the multifaceted political
considerations to overturn the Stamp Act reflected the limitations of his influence.
Despite his failure in Parliament, his dedication to the principle contributed greatly to his
150
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best-known decision, Somerset v. Stewart. Despite varying transcription, all extended
accounts of the decision mentioned the following line, “The state of slavery is of such a
nature, that it is incapable of being introduced any reasons, moral or political; but only on
positive law, which preserves it’s force long after the reasons, occasion, and time itself
from when it was created.” In the decision, Mansfield refused to allow the slave laws of
Jamaica or Virginia to dictate the fate of Somerset within England, and he granted the
habeas corpus on the absence of such laws in England. Mansfield never stated that
Parliament could not pass such a law, and if they had, his decision signaled that Somerset
would have little protection. On the other hand, Mansfield also never stated that
Parliament, through legislation, could not overturn the acts of Jamaica or Virginia. The
mere fact that he decided on the case – essentially suspending Stewart’s forcible sale of
his slave overseas – represented a measure that Mansfield believed metropolitan authority
dominated over the empire. Mansfield’s decision limited the scope of ownership over
Somerset, so this case demonstrated that Mansfield’s perspective on metropolitan
imperial authority trumped even individual property rights, which arguably violated the
common law basis of his judicial mandate. 152
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Helped by Mansfield’s assurances, Grenville gained the confidence to move the
Stamp Act legislation forward. The American Duties Act of 1764 served more as a
nuisance for colonists, and although they growled about it, they easily circumvented it
through smuggling. The Stamp Act incensed the American public because it placed
duties on products and services that required the use of paper. Common and necessary
activities such as newspaper reading, card playing, and legal transactions came under the
charge, which affected daily life for the colonists. The stamp provided an easily
recognizable check on violations of the duties. Another provision required payers to remit
the taxes in British specie. Although this provision was common, the scarcity of specie
within the colonies hampered the ability of Americans to pay. Local communities
organized campaigns to boycott British goods and refusals to pay the duty, and gave the
protests a publically demonstrative outlet. The involvement of upper and middle class
intellectuals, many of them lawyers, provided legitimacy for the protests and the rhetoric
to combat the taxes. The complaints floored British authorities who believed they acted
entirely within their authority. Pressure from West Indian and mainland colonial lobbyists
and metropolitan merchants began to mount in Parliament, and combined with other
political circumstances, a new volatility emerged in British government. George III
dismissed Grenville in July, 1765 and replaced him with the young Marquess of
Rockingham. Rockingham began proceedings to repeal the Stamp Act. 153

legitimacy of colonial law in comparison to metropolitan authority, and this was supported better in the
records. Mansfield was so eager for Parliamentary action on the matter, that he even considered a private
bill before the body as a compromise for both parties, Middlesex Journal or Chronicle of Liberty, May 21,
1772.
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In a November, 1775 speech to the House of Lords, Mansfield stated, “I am sorry
the Stamp Act ever passed.” At the time, it was an obvious lament over the events that
transpired since 1763 in response to British taxation. He was adamant, though, that
Parliament and the nation had to uphold the greater issue of Parliamentary supremacy
against “the intrigues of a few factious and ambitious men” in America. Although
Mansfield spoke against the repeal of the Stamp Act, it actually ran against his views of a
commercial empire. Much like his speeches in Parliament in the 1750s over ship
insurance, Mansfield felt overregulation of commerce derived from myopic
considerations of immediate issues, but the distortions such policies caused had long-term
ramifications for the imperial economy. At the very least, he saw overregulation of the
empire as an invitation for affected groups to engage in smuggling. This not only reduced
trade with British merchants, but it also empowered British enemies, as the shift in supply
moved towards the Spanish, French, and Dutch, which encouraged imperial competition
and increased costs to defend the Empire. 154
Where was Mansfield, then, in the processes that led to the taxation policies?
Dissension within the Bute administration created an uneasy atmosphere with Mansfield.
Bute himself was a problem for Mansfield. He had no experience in government, and his
representative of the faction that pushed Bute out of office. Nevertheless, while George III had much
deference about who would lead a ministry, those ministries relied upon Parliamentary strength. By 1765,
Grenville’s strength evaporated, which leads to the question of why. As evidenced by Sosin and Andrew
O’Shaughnessy, colonial influence was greater than most historians have accepted. In his analysis,
O’Shaughnessy not only counted those MPs who came out of the West Indies, but also those who owned
land in the West Indies and their friends. This suggested a support base that could destabilize Parliamentary
support for a ministry. It also partially explained why Rockingham was brought in, because his political
faction was the most secure and they enjoyed the limited confidence of this loose grouping of colonially
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immediate ascendance as First Lord of the Treasury belied any qualification for that
important office. The appointment was within the purview of George III, so he had no
reason to object to the appointment, only to the wisdom behind it. Mansfield’s answer
was withdrawal from the Cabinet. George viewed it as insolence, but Mansfield sensed
the inevitable political carousel that dominated the remainder of the 1760s, which he was
powerless or unwilling to stop.
The king’s choice of Grenville to replace Bute was a begrudged compromise, and
he aimed to supplant Grenville with William Pitt as early as August, 1763. Pitt demanded
the removal of Mansfield and Lord Holland from the inner Cabinet on condition of any
formation of a ministry. The king naturally resisted these demands because Pitt misread
his desire to use the remnants of legitimate prerogative in the government. Pitt’s
domineering tone eventually lost him the premiership. In the midst of the negotiations
between Pitt and George, Mansfield “desired no more to be called to council, but should
look upon himself as an independent man, and take such a part in business as was
consistent with his opinions.” In his meeting with the king, Mansfield expressed a general
disgust with the Grenville administration than just the potential of a rendezvous with Pitt.
The Cabinet remained divided, and that quality hurt the chances of policy cohesion. 155
Mansfield personally disliked the policy of colonial taxation because of its anticommercial bases. He disliked Pitt’s militarily expansive policy for the empire because
the larger army invited more potential imperial warfare and its costs were staggering. The
budget issue crippled Mansfield’s vision. He was not a decisive man, and the more
prudent answer was withdrawal. This decision kept Mansfield out of the crucial
discussions that created the final form of the Stamp Act, and its successor the Townshend
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Duties. Mansfield’s derision towards these taxes was well known. In Parliament, he
described them as:
The most absurd measure[s] that could possibly be imagined, for all the purpose it
answered was, at one to throw the colonies into a ferment and ill-humor, and to
hurt the commerce of Britain, by furnishing the Americans with a temptation to
smuggle.
Mansfield was not against taxation entirely. He supported measures like Lord North’s
1773 Tea Act because:
It was much better calculated for giving it effect; as it at once destroyed the
temptation to smuggle, by reducing the duty from one shilling to threepence; for
who would risk his whole property against such a trifling duty?”
In other words, Mansfield supported the Tea Act because it established the principle of
Parliamentary supremacy and encouraged compliance through lower taxation. In all,
Mansfield viewed colonial taxation as ill-advised not illegal, so while the former aspect
was an issue for Cabinet and Parliamentary consideration, the latter aspect concerning
Parliament’s power was without question. 156

Mansfield on the Outside?

Mansfield bemoaned the prevalence of “weak Administrations and perpetual
strong Oppositions” that dominated politics in 1760s Britain. The various ministries since
the fall of Newcastle in 1762 – Bute, Grenville, Rockingham, Chatham (William Pitt),
and Grafton – departed from the oligarchic tendency that Mansfield believed was
paramount to stable government. Although the administrations of Robert Walpole and the
Pelhams had internal disputes, the near constancy of these men in the Treasury from 1721
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to 1762 provided the glue for stability. The myriad administrations of the 1760s brought
wild variations of policy, and the environment reflected strategies of personal ambition
more than coalition. George III, well-known for his rigidity, increasingly found the
politics of the 1760s frustrating. The bloodless rebellion against the Bute ministry was an
eye-opening experience for the king, and the episode guaranteed his continual
embroilment in political squabbles until the 1770s. 157
George III understood his limitation as a monarch, so he had no interest in forcing
issues, but he utilized his influence capriciously and his limitedly direct powers
strategically. As the ministerial carousel turned in the 1760s, the king made a fateful
decision to solicit advice outside the inner Cabinet. The circumstance itself was not
unusual, illegal, or unconstitutional, but over the course of the era of the imperial crisis, it
fueled speculations that this special group actually ran the country. The anxiety over
these arrangements came to an especial head when direct hostilities broke out against
America, because the Crown had special prerogative to conduct the war. Despite the
king’s distaste for Mansfield at the beginning of his reign, it became increasingly
apparent that George III and Mansfield had much in common as events unfolded. They
both desired a consistently strong Anglo-centric imperial policy, and they abhorred the
squabbles of daily politics within the government. Mansfield, in a later speech, largely
encapsulated their joint views on Parliamentary relations in the 1760:
I have been in Cabinets where the great struggle has not been to advance the
public interest; not by coalition and mutual assistance to strengthen the hands of
government; but by cabals, jealousy, and mutual distrust to thwart each others’
designs, and to circumvent each other, in order to obtain power and preeminence.
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Mansfield resigned the inner Cabinet in 1763 to escape this quagmire, but he became a
confidant of the king, and his influence resonated among the power elite in Westminster.
Foremost, Mansfield apparently served as a counterbalance to the poor influences of Lord
Bute “having inspired the King with general mistrust of everybody, and with ideas that
frequent changes of men, in order to break all parties, was the wisest plan of
Government.” Mansfield told Grenville that someone needed:
To put some spirit and activity into a weak insufficient system, which by low
degrees was bringing the kingdom to its ruin, and that if the remedy was delayed
‘till danger was actually at the door, it would be then too late to call out for
assistance.
Mansfield wanted to save the British government from itself, and he intimated he knew
the problems and solution. 158
Some members of the political elite expressed some worry over Mansfield’s
influence over time. Around November, 1764, Lord Sandwich “expressed great
uneasiness at Lord Mansfield so frequently going into the King’s closet,” and he
implored Grenville to intervene. Grenville brushed the warnings aside because “Lord
Mansfield seemed cordial in his support of the Government, and his… maxim was, in
these kind affairs, to live and let live.” During Chatham’s administration, Thomas
Whatley heard “there were strong symptoms of an inclination in the King to call upon
Lord Mansfield for his advice.” The extent of the advice was usually left to speculation,
but the mere fact that the king sought Mansfield was a significant factor for the political
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elite. So in the same vein as outsider groups like the Wilkesites, his influence aroused
intrigue and suspicion within government as well. 159
By 1770, eight years of political turmoil left Britain in a difficult position. British
finances remained perilously suboptimal, and this easily bore on two strains of policy
aimed to repair the situation. Colonial taxation settled into a sore issue for the Thirteen
Colonies, and the Townshend Duties, designed especially to assert the right of
Parliamentary taxation, signaled that Britain remained adamant in the principle of
Parliamentary supremacy. Diplomatically, Britain was in an isolated position with the
other European powers. Because these countries were desirous to limit the cost of foreign
relations, Britain increasingly became isolated within Europe. By the end of the 1760s,
France and Spain rebounded from their earlier humiliation in the Great War for Empire
and troubles in Eastern and Southern Europe dangerously signaled another outbreak of
war. In one particular instance in 1768, Mansfield allegedly admitted to a French minister
over dinner that “the English Ministry was too weak, and the nation too wise to support
them in a war for the sake of Corsica.” The balance of power in Europe was in a process
of shifting, and Britain appeared unwilling to commit the resources to control the
situation. It was a shift away from the Anglo-French axis of influence in Europe, and
suggested a new power dynamic in Europe that Britain was unprepared to deal with at
this time. 160
Within Britain, government opponents were aware of the difficulties, but they
blamed much of it on the ill-fated policies of the revolving ministries and their myopic
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visions. One visual example of their anger was in What May Be Doing Abroad/What Is
Doing at Home (1769). The artist depicted the leaders of Europe, Spain, France, Austria,
and Prussia, respectively, in a discussion over how to divide the British Empire among
themselves. In a bottom frame, the British ruling establishment, which according to the
artist included Mansfield, focused on minor issues mostly surrounding the Wilkes
controversies or other self-interests. A nervous King George watched pensively in the
background as he understood the consequences of his ministers’ ignorance. Britain,
France, and Spain engaged in minor skirmishes over later 1760s that always teetered
toward open warfare, and the unsettledness increased worries over imperial stability. At
the end of 1769, Parliament and the Crown appeared ready to institute a stable, consistent
policy. 161
The rise of the North Ministry in early 1770 achieved the coalition of parties that
Mansfield and others believed had to occur. North was the Chancellor of the Exchequer
in the preceding administration of the Duke of Grafton, but the growing unpopularity of
Grafton undermined his government. North aroused little personal controversy, and he
was a great manager of Commons business. He was a consensus candidate, and all but
the most ideologically committed among Chatham’s and Rockingham’s followers
supported North for some period over his decade-plus premiership. Unlike his
predecessors too, North enjoyed the confidence of George III. Over the decade of the
1770s, the king demanded that North remain in his position no matter how tough the
situation became. The king and Lord North shared a common view of British
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Picture 15 What May be Doing Abroad; What is Doing at Home, Designed and engraved for the Political Register,
1769, Etching, Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield, wearing his Scottish tam, sits in the bottom
frame among other ministers. His order of business is “Disqualification of Wilkes [from Parliament].”
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nationalism, and North’s nonabrasive manner worked well for the monarch. North was a
spokesman, not an idea man. He had firmness of purpose, but also knew when to
compromise. He stroked factional egos instead of dominating over them. In North,
Mansfield and George III found their perfect leader. Although Mansfield rebuffed the
king and North’s exhortations to accept officially the position of Lord Chancellor
(thereby becoming the leader of the House of Lords), Mansfield remained an important
source of advice for the administration.
This quality led many opponents to suggest frequently that Mansfield was the
“true Prime Minister,” and that North was just a proxy. The visual print, The Premier
(1772), displayed this mindset very clearly. North perched atop stilts to address the
crowds and mollified them with “Titles” and “Pensions” to accept his arbitrary policies.
The stilts aimed to ridicule North’s physical stature, but their control by Mansfield and
Bute depicted this trope that they were the true, clandestine power brokers. The trope
appeared valid because Mansfield’s behavior, especially when it came to political
matters, continually fed notions of secrecy and chicanery. When Lord North called a
committee to look into the management of the East India Company, one writer averred,
“Through the idea of a Secret Committee… Lord Mansfield undertook the matter; and all
that is required of Lord North, in this great affair, is, to execute what shall be given to
him in charge.” Another observer noted, “The King can take the opinion of Lord
Mansfield [and others]… in private, and their opinions appears in the royal dictates…
passing for the council, which best pleases his M[ajesty].” A third writer, who observed a
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pattern in the administration of honors, concluded that it “as a proof that Lord Mansfield
is now Prime Minister.” 162
His rejection of the Lord Chancellorship reflected his desire to remain outside the
publicity of politics. The Chancellorship was a judicial and political appointment, and the
tenure was a matter of political whim. Mansfield saw this quality as a challenge to his
political independence, and usurped his ability to provide sound and necessary advice to
whoever solicited his advice.
The Crown maintained one exclusive arena of legitimate control – foreign
relations – and no one in Parliament challenged the Crown’s right to conduct foreign
policy. The Cabinet contained offices that dealt with foreign affairs (the Secretaries of
State for the Northern and Southern Department), but their role was largely functionary.
These officeholders managed the daily diplomacy officially supported by the Crown.
Throughout the 1770s, foreign policy was central to the events of the imperial crisis
because the position and actions of Britain’s chief rivals: France, Spain, and Holland
impacted their response to American protests. American actions also relied upon foreign
intervention, especially as the War for Independence progressed. Britain had to reengage
with Europe after a decade of strife and solitude. France and Spain particularly were slyly
maneuvering to shift the European balance of power, and Russia gained a powerful
influence on Eastern Europe. The full Cabinet became involved in foreign affairs only
surrounding general warfare between nations because the Crown relied upon Parliament
to provide the funding for troops, subsidies, and negotiable concessions. Their activity
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Picture 16 The Premier Distributing the Loaves and Fishes to the Labourers in His Vineyard, May 9,
1772, Engraved for Town and Country Magazine, 1772, Etching, Lewis Walpole Library,
Farmington, CT. Mansfield supports the right stilt of Lord North.
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never precluded the Crown’s ability to conduct foreign policy singularly; Crown and
Cabinet interests typically collided only when the Crown pursued alternative plans to
facilitate European peace. In the 1770s, George III worked through the official channels
of diplomacy to navigate the imperial problems facing Britain, but he also employed a
group of men, which H.M. Scott referred to as a “secret du roi”, to conduct foreign
affairs independently of Cabinet (although some of the men were Cabinet officials).
Mansfield was an instrumental part of this group, and his main focus was French
relations. 163
At the outset of the 1770s, Europe faced a potential outbreak of general warfare
over Sweden. The tenuous position of their representative assemblies and their monarchy
centrally displayed the dynamics of a new east-west axial balance of power, essentially
Russia against France. Both axes had interests in the conduct of Swedish government,
and the swing of the pendulum between their internal factions, where each sided with
French or Russian interests, threatened war. Britain was in the middle because victory by
France or Russia hurt their power either way, so Britain mulled the choice between
aggrandizing France or supporting Russian designs for a consolidation of Northern
Europe. Initially, Russia seemed the natural ally because of the traditional hatred of
France, but steadily British officials saw more long-term problems with Russian
aggression, especially in Hanover. By 1772, the suggestion of an Anglo-French alliance
began to take hold. The negotiations were problematic because British strategy was
contradictory. Russian aggression threatened Swedish independence, and France pledged
protection, but unchecked French armament potentially threatened British interests.
Britain essentially had two negotiating entities: the King’s secret which aimed to secure a
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general alliance, and the Earl of Rochford, the Secretary of the Southern Department, and
Viscount Stormont, the ambassador to France and Mansfield’s nephew who both largely
took the traditional anti-French stance. The parties negotiated independent of each other,
and the lack of cohesion complicated circumstances, and talks stalled. When the Russians
resumed preparations to invade Sweden in 1773, a desperate Mansfield went to Paris
allegedly to conclude an alliance. The visit proved more cautionary than cooperative,
because British authorities maintained their anti-French sentiments. The talks foundered
because of lack of trust. The French knew the British could not accept their mobilization
to balance Russia, and they were ill-prepared to take on both Russia and Britain.
Fortunately, The Russians took the talk of a Franco-British alliance seriously, because
they disengaged their troops. An uneasy peace returned to Europe. 164
The Swedish episode reignited the suspicions between France and Britain, but
both appeared in favor of a détente rather than open warfare. When Louis XV died in
May, 1774, alarms rose in Britain about the state of the peace, and speculations raged
about whom Louis XVI intended to conduct policy. The major fear was the return of the
infamous César Gabriel de Choiseul as the chief of foreign affairs because of his wellknown anti-British opinions. Louis eventually settled upon the Comte de Vergennes in
July, which provided a large measure of immediate relief within the government, but a
public frenzy continued through the fall. When Mansfield departed for Paris in
September, speculation ran wild over the purpose of the trip. All reports centered on his
visit with Lord Stormont. The most benign reports viewed the trip as wholly recreational
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and private. The fieriest accounts declared that Mansfield had to mend an “affair of
honor” between Stormont and the Duc de Orleans to advert general warfare. As the
month progressed, new speculations arose that Mansfield was on a fact-finding mission
about Franco-Spanish intentions in America, settling Anglo-Portuguese or AustroHanoverian interests, or on “some particular Matters… which could not be committed to
the Care of any other Person.” Walpole read the circumstances of the period, and he
rhetorically asked himself, “Who can doubt but Lord Mansfield went to endeavour to
persuade the French Court not to interfere in our differences with America?” Whatever
the reason, Mansfield met with several French officials and even Louis XVI, and he left
an indelible impression on them, as “no English nobleman has made such a grand
appearance at Paris for many years.” The French socialite, Madame du Deffand,
entertained Mansfield during his trip and expressed great compliments of Mansfield to
her friend Horace Walpole, “J’ai eu ce soir jusqu’à onze heures les Milords Stormont et
Mansfield; ce dernier me plait, et l’autre ne me déplaît pas” In the American press, the
conclusion of Mansfield’s mission was so “compleat a manner, that we may expect to
remain in tranquility with France some years.” The newspapers heralded Mansfield’s
return from France, and one report suggested that Mansfield bore important information
for the king, “Business… so very private in Nature, that not one of the other great
Officers of State is admitted into the Closet with them.” 165
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As the seriousness of the imperial crisis deepened for Britain and the threat of
rebellion in America grew, Mansfield remained dedicated to keeping Spain and France
out of the conflict. One major achievement of British foreign policy in the 1770s was to
disconnect Spain and France from the “Family Compact” established during the Seven
Years’ War. Internally, the pact was on the decline as Spain bristled against the
assertiveness of France. Britain also appeared very conciliatory with the Spanish,
especially over the Falklands affair of 1770-71, which created strong diplomatic ties
between the Spanish ambassador to Britain, Prince Masserano, and members of the
government. Mansfield had “a most cordial friendships [sic.]” with Masserano “in
consequence of which, frequent interviews are interchanged between those two
respectable and noble characters.” They met frequently during the early stages of the War
for Independence, where observers said of their meetings, “If one may judge from
Appearances, something more than ordinary is on the Tapis, for their Conferences are
long and frequent.” Mansfield led a faction within the government to oppose any direct
provocation against Spain or France in relation to the American crisis. Mansfield was
able to reassure Masserano continuously that Britain had no interest in a general war, and
only sought to quell the rebellion in America and to prohibit the French from disrupting
peace in Europe. This strategy required the government to convince France to cease their
naval buildup. Speculation arose again in March, 1775 that Mansfield intended to join
Stormont in Paris to negotiate with France, but the trip never transpired. Mansfield
prevailed in Cabinet through 1776 and 1777 to continue negotiations with France to
commentaries on Mansfield’s mission to Paris. In addition, five news stories heralded the return of
Mansfield from Paris between October 6 and 17. The first American mention of Mansfield’s trip appeared
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George III.
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remain out of the American war, and to provide no provocation for the French to
intervene. A plan emerged to encourage disarmament of all European parties to
demonstrate peace, but the intention was wholly idealistic. France showed no signs of
disarmament, and Britain had to continue to respond. 166
Two events in 1777 fatally harmed any chance for peace. Anglo-Spanish relations
began to falter in the latter half of 1777 as Masserano’s health problems became too
serious for him to continue as ambassador. The establishment of new relations took too
much time and never fully recovered, and the breakdown in relations pushed Spain and
France closer. Mansfield lost his key ally at this critical moment. The other was
Burgoyne’s defeat at Saratoga in December, 1777, because it increased the probability
that the French would enter the war. In January, 1778, Mansfield embarked on another
trip to France. On the ninth, newspapers reported that Mansfield notified the Government
that the French provided assurances to remain out of the Anglo-American conflict. The
assurances turned out to be a ruse, and France recognized America in February. Arthur
Lee reported that Mansfield frantically lobbied Parliament to create “an immediate
coalition of parties, to prevent the great impending danger to the nation, from an alliance
between the House of Bourbon and the Americans, which he said he had good
information was on the point of being concluded.” Mansfield miscalculated, and war with
France was now essential to the survival of the Empire. 167 The extended poem, The
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Watch, An Ode, began to circulate through London society shortly after the declaration of
war with France. One section was particularly scathing about Mansfield’s role in the
proceedings:
M---f---d has been to France to catch / Intelligence, brings Home a Watch; / His
Lordship’s sadly out. / Where selfish Principles prevail, / Negotiations ever fail, /
And Blunders never cease; / This Politician wou’d do right / Across th’ Atlantic
to take Flight, / And Bring Us Home a Peace. / Instead of that, to jeer our
Blindness, / We gain a Token of French Kindness; - / To make the Jest complete,
/ On Gallic Faith We all rely, / Seal’d with a Toy, which G------ might buy / As
cheap in Cockspur-Street. 168
Walpole reinforced a general view of Mansfield’s apparent failure:
I know not what Lord Mansfield’s reflections are when he his sagacious journey
to Paris to convince the French cabinet that it was against their interest to protect
the Americans, and his famous passage of the Rubicon. I should be sorry to feel
what he ought to feel even on the score of folly, - indeed defendit numerus; and
all that may be left to us few, may be to meet him, torva tuentes like the ghost of
Dido. 169
American newspapers taunted the British ambassador to France about the FrancoAmerican alliance, “To the honour of lord Stormont, (or rather of his tutor lord
Mansfield) he hath negotiated America into the hands of France.” These articles also
denoted a sense that Mansfield was a rogue force within British government:
Although his majesty, in his message to parliament declared that he had given
orders to his embassador [sic.] to quit the court of France, yet lord Stormont
waited the instructions of his uncle, Lord Mansfield, before he obeyed the
commands of his sovereign. 170
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At the very least from these accounts, the conclusion of the Franco-American alliance
displayed the weaknesses inherent in the process by which the British conducted foreign
policy. Mansfield was apparently part of the king’s secret, so perhaps he had a mandate
to negotiate with France beyond the king’s public position. In the House of Lords debates
following the alliance, the Earl of Shelburne provided his judgment about what
happened:
His lordship took occasion to throw out some severe remarks, applicable, he said,
to a certain law lord (Mansfield)… If judges could with safety turn state Quixotes,
and from motives of vanity, and the hopes of aggrandizing their names, indulge
themselves in mad schemes and absurd projects, till finding the ruin of their
country to be in prospect, in consequence of their politics, they thought it
necessary to slip their necks out of the collar, and retire to their courts, he should
be one to say, that the Act which rendered the judges no longer dependent on the
crown… was the most pernicious and fatal to the essential interests of the people
that ever passed this country. 171
Shelburne was not attacking the principle that judges deserved judicial independence, but
he expressed the problem with judges like Mansfield, whose judicial independence
allowed him the access to power and influence, but shielded him from remuneration
when he failed. Shelburne declared his position on Mansfield’s motivation, but if
Mansfield was a rogue negotiator, then he believed that he had the ability and
connections in France to pull off the deal.

Mansfieldism as the Counter-Philosophy of a Revolution

Mansfield’s participation in negotiations with France represented only a small
part of his activity surrounding the War for Independence. Mansfield became a central
figure in the execution of the War for Independence on both sides of the Atlantic, and the
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excesses of the rhetoric of empire. His 1766 speech against the repeal of the Stamp Act
identified him as a staunch proponent of Parliamentary supremacy, but reaction was
muted at that time because the Americans and their supporters achieved victory over the
tax, and the general sentiment was that Parliament learned a valuable lesson. The
concurrent passage of the Declaratory Act never held the meaning for the Americans as it
did for members of Parliament except Mansfield, and he bristled at that strategy because
he always viewed repeal of the Stamp Act under the mantra, “When the supreme power
abdicates, the government is dissolved.” Mansfield saw the repeal of the Stamp Act as
Parliament abdicating its authority to the colonized. Although the Declaratory Act stated
that Parliament maintained the right to legislate for the colonies, Mansfield understood
that the Stamp Act set a precedent. Its repeal demonstrated to Mansfield that colonial
policy hinged on acceptance by the colonists. He felt that if Parliament bent on an
unpopular but necessary policy as the Stamp Act, they lacked the stomach to practice
ultimate sovereignty. Under these conditions, Mansfield’s conclusion was that
Parliamentary authority died with repeal. Despite this dire mindset, Mansfield actively
continued to work toward the absolute establishment of Parliamentary supremacy through
any means necessary. 172
Until news of the skirmishes at Lexington and Concord in 1775, Mansfield
frequently maintained that the troubles in America stemmed from nefarious factions that
aimed to “raise jealousies and alienate the affections of his Majesty’s subjects in America
from his government here.” In his mind, Mansfield heeded the warning of the
seventeenth-century writer, Josiah Child, that Britain had to check the power of the
American colonies “wherein OLD ENGLAND suffers diminution by the growth of those
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colonies settled in New England.” Mansfield saw the organizers of the protests as
opportunistic men who wanted to aggrandize their power through the ejection of British
governance, and he remained convinced that American independence was only a dream
where their reality was “at last end in a state of subjection to some foreign power.”
Mansfield wanted to avoid laying blame on the past for a lack of control, but he felt the
empire reached a critical point of authority in relation to the Stamp Act. He remained
steadfast in support of any action of Parliament against the Americans to maintain the
principle of supremacy, whether or not he actually supported the policy. It became
immaterial whether Mansfield was the actual author of any reviled colonial legislation;
his recognized influence in government tainted the whole process. 173
Confirmed especially after news of the Wilkesite saga trickled across the Atlantic,
Americans similarly viewed Mansfield as a shadowy and dangerous force in the
government, whose power was potentially and fatally unchecked. When the Americans
screamed about injustice in the face of British taxation and later martial coercion, the
great common law judge always sided with Parliament. He became the personification of
corrupted empire, and among the most ideological patriots, Mansfield proved the validity
of their movement against British prerogative.
The fundamental problem between London and the colonies was that they
developed different ideas of acceptable imperial operation. As a classic British Whig,
Mansfield believed in the power settlement of 1688. That conflict was over the power of
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the monarch relative to Parliament. Nothing in that settlement conferred power away
from the central seat of power. The Union of 1707 further encouraged the notion that
London was the primary seat of power. The American colonists ultimately claimed a
tyranny that Mansfield and his peers could not understand, that metropolitan power
although composed of a parliament, but situated over the vastness of the Atlantic Ocean,
was potentially tyrannical.
In 1775, Mansfield revealingly summarized the American imperial viewpoint “as
Scotland stood towards England, previous to the Treaty of Union.” His quote highlighted
Mansfield’s incapacity to understand an American argument of extended protofederalism,
under which the Empire had to recognize a sharing of power, and with clear delineations
of authority between the metropole and colonies. Extended protofederalism aimed to
fulfill in the empire the representational promises of the Glorious Revolution through the
limitation of power and influence by a self-interested and arbitrary entity (in their view,
Parliament). “Tribunus” summarized the American perspective in the imperial crisis:
The people, Sir, know and feel that they are ill-governed; that is, not governed by
the laws, which they see every day perverted or transgressed; and it requires more
eloquence and subtlety then the Duke of Grafton or Lord Mansfield can exert to
persuade them of the contrary.
Mansfield’s quote, along with his other actions and speeches, revealed unwillingness for
him to accept any colonial authority at all. If Mansfield recognized any idea of
federalism, it was the Parliament of Great Britain, which formed through English and
Scottish joint decision in 1707. For Mansfield, the Americans claimed privileges of status
they never held. The colonies were always dominions, so any analogy Americans could
draw through the Act of Union derived from a flawed premise. Charles Carroll disagreed
strongly:
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Not all the eloquence of Mansfield can persuade us that Englishmen by leaving
their country to settle in these parts thereby lose the privileges of Englishmen &
the benefit of the common Law: By the Law the most favourable to liberty we
claim the invaluable privilege.
During a debate in the House of Lords, Mansfield defined the meaning of the phrase
“well disposed” that appeared in the 1775 Conciliatory Resolution as “a disposition in
any province, town, or district, to return to their allegiance, and recognize the supreme
legislative authority of this country.” Mansfield’s view of the Glorious Revolution was a
movement to solidify Parliament’s supremacy over the governance of all English (after
1707, British) dominions. The Americans had to cease acting as though they were more
than colonies. 174
Mansfield always denied that he was directly involved with any drafting of
potential legislation. Any public denials usually followed from pointed criticisms by his
colleagues on the floor of the House of Lords. When Mansfield believed that the Earl of
Shelburne suggested him as “the author of the present dangerous measures… and of that
despotic system which has governed our councils for some years past,” he replied, “Since
the time alluded to in this debate [1765, the year when he left the inner Cabinet], I have
had no concern or participation whatever in his Majesty’s councils.” The Duke of Grafton
presumed of Mansfield:
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[He] has had a chief hand in directing and advising the present measures [against
America] from their commencement, by his personal influence, though not called
by his office to a participation of this species of power.
Mansfield deflected this general accusation, “I never could have conceived, that I should
have been called upon to explain or defend a Bill [the Conciliatory Resolution], which I
do assure your lordships, I never saw nor was consulted upon, till it was debated.”
Grafton was not alone in his depiction. The New York Journal called Lord Mansfield “the
secret adviser” of “that celebrated Junto” under Lord North. North Briton stated that the
government “knew the secret power of Lord Mansfield in the cabinet, and his
connections and dealings without.” Mansfield perhaps was only an advisor, but he
seemed instrumental to the execution of imperial policy. 175
The nature of the Closet provided a great shield to nature and content of that
advice. In many ways, Mansfield was quite comfortable with the Closet. Since the British
cast many of their actions during the imperial crisis within legal rights, Mansfield
provided the legitimacy for those actions. In this way, Mansfield acted within his
acceptable purview, but it also included him in the bulk of policy. Mansfield also felt he
was doing a more efficient service for the administration. The Attorney and Solicitor
Generals both supplied advice to monarch and Parliament about the legality of their
actions, but they were positions susceptible to the political whims. As Chief Justice,
Mansfield redirected his sense of duty to the nation, and he believed his advice was more
honest and above the fray of political partisanship and negative ramifications. Hugh
Williamson condemned Mansfield’s reconceptualization of his role:
Yet when we sought for the person who, deaf to the cries of justice, callous to the
feelings of humanity, could think of paving the way to arbitrary domination, by
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shedding the blood of thousands, we durst not say to the first judge of the
kingdom, ‘thou art the man.’
In the heat of the imperial crisis, Mansfield saw his role as vital to the survival of the
Empire, which appeared suspiciously overzealous to his opponents, and appeared
disingenuous in his public disavowals of administrative connection. Both sides had a
point. Mansfield gave solid advice when called upon for the maintenance of the Empire
as he understood it, but the administration always had the option to reject it. On balance
though, North sought Mansfield’s agreement on many policies, and his approval provided
the confidence for North to pursue his policy initiative, especially in regards to America.
In essence, Walpole hit the bull’s-eye when he observed, “Lord Mansfield… was
consulted and gave advice, and especially was deep in the plan of the American war.” 176
Power was at the center of the dispute, but the debate was philosophical for most
of the period before 1774. Mansfield heard about the protests from America, and he
watched British politicians squirm over the pressure. He never was hugely in favor of
American taxation because it drove them to illicit activities, but he could not join the
throngs of other politicians who discarded the policies when it was politically expedient.
Even Lord North on the commencement of his administration introduced legislation to
rescind all the duties of the Townshend Acts except those on tea. Mansfield’s reluctance
to take officially the seals of office for the Lord Chancellorship probably stemmed from
this early retreat by the North administration. If North shrank away from strong imperial
policy on the basis of colonial opposition, then he questioned the ministry’s dedication to
the imperial vision. The tea concession was a toothless gesture of conciliation because the
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tea levy was the most lucrative aspect of the taxes. While it also theoretically maintained
the principle of Parliamentary supremacy, the colonists retained the option to abstain
from the market through boycott or smuggling. In contrast to his feelings about the Stamp
and Townshend Acts, Mansfield was enamored with the idea behind the Tea Act of 1773.
By actually lowering the price of tea despite the applied tax, the idea appeared very
commercial-friendly. In a later speech to the House of Lords, he viewed the Tea Act as
the perfect means to establish the principle of Parliamentary supremacy, while
discouraging colonists from circumventing the tax through smuggling. The volatility of
Europeans affairs that reemerged around this same time also added a sense that the
colonists should not support Britain’s potential enemies. By eliminating the desire for
smuggled goods, Mansfield believed that policy could contain the common exponents of
smuggling without martial or administrative expenditures to pursue smugglers. 177
Mansfield assumed the colonists would act solely in their economic self-interest,
and purchase tea in mass quantities, thereby inadvertently submitting to the principle. He
miscalculated again, and the colonies exploded in more protests. Beyond the typical
strategies of boycott and intimidation of tax collectors, colonial radicals planned on
barring the tea ships from actually landing in ports or discharging their cargoes. They
were a bolder protests, and actions surely to ruffle the feathers of the administration. The
most notable (or notorious, from the metropolitan perspective) event, the Boston Tea
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Party of December, 1773, involved the actual destruction of the cargoes. It was an overt
act of severe defiance.
As news reached Britain in early 1774, the Government believed it had to act. In
this context, Mansfield made a fiery speech to the House of Lords that marked him as a
severe and dangerous enemy to the cause of America. Although the actual text of the
speech was not recorded, Mansfield hearkened to his beloved Roman history and
declared that the Americans, through their actions, “had now passed the Rubicon.”
Mansfield drew his line against American defiance, and this particular line became a
symbol to the Americans and their British supporters of Mansfield’s unrelenting drive to
silence and crush American opposition. The reactionary legislation, collectively known in
America as the Intolerable Acts, aimed to punish severely and deter any further
comparable actions by the Americans. Mansfield advocated the Boston Port Act in the
House of Lords, and entered into a heated exchange with Lord Camden over the severity
of it. The act closed the port of Boston until the city repaid the value of the destroyed tea.
The act was a bold rebuke, but Parliament had to match the severity of the crowd action,
and Mansfield believed foremost in the principle of sovereignty. The Americans certainly
felt differently, and John Dickinson’s concluded that “Great-Britain has been led into the
Rubicon” by men like Mansfield in the administration, where “we consider the hostilities
already practiced, as the maneuvers of a ministerial war.” 178
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Picture 17 The Able Doctor, or, America Swallowing the Bitter Draught, Printed for J. Baldwin, 1774, Etching and
engraving, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. Mansfield restrains the hands of the native American in order to
allow Lord North to pour forcibly tea down her throat.
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Another provision of the Intolerable Acts was the Quebec Act. Although the
Quebec Act attracted ire against Mansfield within Britain because of his suspected
authorship, Americans focused their anger on the law itself and blamed the entirety of
Parliament. The act enlarged the boundaries of Quebec into western areas claimed by
other colonies, which reignited land speculator concerns. More problematically, the act
removed Protestant monopolies on office holding, lifted bans on the practice of Roman
Catholicism, and denied the establishment of an elected assembly in the reconstructed
territory. The act sought to balance the need for formal British governance over a
population that was largely French. With the American crisis beginning to overheat, the
British desired to avoid more colonial strife. While the act had no direct bearing on the
Thirteen Colonies, the contents of the act philosophically scared them. They had some
supporters in Parliament such as Lord Camden, who argued for its repeal. Among
Camden’s many issues with the bill, he chose to utilize Mansfield’s decision in Campbell
v. Hall to attack the bill:
He animadverted on the doctrine said to have been delivered by lord Mansfield…
that in all accessions of territory to the crown, the king is constitutionally
entrusted, and required to extend to his new subjects, the law of England, and the
benefit of a constitution similar to that of our own country – that he can give no
less than those rights and privileges which by the common law, as well as the Act
of Settlement, are declared to be “the birthright of every British subject.”
In reply, Mansfield “rose to defend the general principles of the Bill, and to reply to the
objections urged by those who were in favour of repeal.” Yet the substance of his reply
appeared very prevaricating:
His lordship, though he did not directly own the sentiments imputed to him,
containing certain doctrines in law and politics, said to have been maintained by
him in giving judgment in the cause of Campbell against the Receiver General of
Grenada, relative to the 4 ½ per cent. duties claimed by the King on the exported
produce of that island, virtually proved, nevertheless, that the sentiments were not
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without foundation, because he endeavored to defend every single proposition
they contained.
Another account reportedly quoted him as saying, “That it would be highly imprudent to
repeal the present Quebec Bill, unless something better was instituted; for it was an old
maxim, that a bad constitution was better than none.” Camden was unrelenting in his
rebuttal:
Whereas the learned lord was now obliged to confess, contrary to his former
opinion, that a king of England could not in any circumstances, or coming in
under any title, exercise an arbitrary power, or reign over any of the subjects of
the British empire in a despotic manner, against the spirit of the constitution.
Mansfield decided Campbell in 1774, in the same year as the Quebec Act, but his answer
to Lord Camden displayed a measure that he understood the two circumstances to be
distinct. The only difference between them was that in Campbell, the issue was the levy
of a tax onto Grenada directly by the Crown through the Privy Council, and the Quebec
Act was an act of Parliament that instructed the Crown to act. Since Mansfield said he
intended to defend the substance of the act, the only conclusion was that Mansfield
envisioned two methods of executive power, and Camden unfairly classed the Quebec
Act within a traditional view of executive power – that all laws emanated from the
monarch – instead of a new view where Parliament legitimized all executive power
through their legislative processes. 179
In some ways, American critics believed this act displayed the depths of British
ignorance to their own constitution. The tolerance of Catholicism was problematic.
Opponents dusted off the old arguments against popery and arbitrary government. The
denial of the elected assembly confirmed these views, and they bolstered concerns that
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Britain desired to establish a similar domination over all their colonies. According to the
Americans, the British government now violated its own core values. 180

The Fire of Mansfield’s Conviction

Over the course of 1774, news continued to reach London about fierce protests
against British authority. Mansfield cared little about any singular event of protest; he
was upset at their entire basis, in their vein of challenging the legitimate right of
Parliament to rule. As the colonists became more violent, Mansfield lost more sympathy
with their cause. By dramatic coincidence, the arrival of Thomas Hutchinson in England
at the end of June, 1774 played a part in Mandfield’s perception of American events.
Hutchinson traveled to England to escape the mass violence precipitated by recent British
policy. When Thomas Gage received his orders to take control of civil government in
Massachusetts, Hutchinson had no reason to remain there. 181 For Mansfield, Hutchinson
was a representative victim of the violent, irrational, and radical fervor of the Boston
crowd – the type of crowd that had to be controlled. Hutchinson was off the boat in
Devon only about a week before Mansfield requested a visit. In their first encounter
together, Hutchinson learned that Mansfield stopped the Cabinet from issuing warrants
for the arrests of colonial agitators. He was a conciliator at heart, but by 1774, he began
to reach a breaking point. In one speech, an exacerbated Mansfield lamented that actions
of the colonists “reduced [the administration] to the alternative of adopting coercive
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measures.” Mansfield commended Hutchinson for his perseverance as Governor in a tight
situation with “no assurance from the Miny, their councils being fluctuating and
undetermined.” He assured Hutchison, though, that “they are at last determined, and they
are now gone too far to recede; and at all events the supremacy of P[arliament] will be
maintained.” Hutchinson never wrote at length about the substance of conversation
between himself and Mansfield, but Hutchinson was a common dinner guest at
Mansfield’s manorial home, Kenwood. Certainly Hutchinson provided nothing that
alleviated Mansfield’s growing frustration with the colonists. At the moment that the
Continental Congress prepared to meet in late 1774, Dartmouth told Hutchinson that
Mansfield “was fully of the opinion that proceedings in Massachusetts Bay were
treasonable.” News of the proceedings of the Continental Congress served only to
frustrate Mansfield more. By February, 1775, Mansfield, in a speech witnessed by
Hutchinson, stated that accommodation was impossible to achieve, and that the colonists,
through their actions, overtly rejected British governance and were effectively in
rebellion. He quoted his predecessor, Chief Justice Holt, “That evidence of an overt act of
one species of treason was sufficient proof of an overt act of another species of treason.”
For Mansfield, the Americans condemned themselves.182
Mansfield delivered a blistering speech, and it provided little doubt about
Mansfield’s view of the situation. Much of the speech consisted of old talking points
about American contraventions of Parliamentary supremacy. The underlying current of
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the speech was the heavy emphasis upon the terms rebellion and treason. Opponents
carelessly bandied these words previously to criticize American attitudes, but these words
were very serious accusations that carried fatal consequences, as Mansfield the jurist
knew well. Suppression of rebellion and prosecutions of treason represented the absolute
expression of sovereign authority. According to accounts of Mansfield’s February, 1775
speech, he carefully laid out evidence to prove a state of rebellion in the American
colonies. He was the natural spokesman, because his legal eminence openly justified all
options for the North administration in dealing with America, including the use of martial
force. Mansfield was not a mere mouthpiece for policy:
Lord Mansfield is the author, adviser, and instigator of the arbitrary measures
against America.. and this country will have the mournful honour of being the last
sacrifice to the Idol of Despotism, under the auspices of a Scottish High Priest.
During the previous December, North prepared plans to conduct war within America
which “receiv’d his approbation,” and other reports circulated that North “daily
consulted” Mansfield and the Speaker of the House of Commons, Fletcher Norton, “in
regard to the proceedings of the Americans.” Although Mansfield was a man who
preferred negotiation and consensus, a vital principle was at stake, and he was determined
to win. With Mansfield’s approval, North moved to permit Thomas Gage to disarm the
rebels. The skirmishes known as Lexington and Concord occurred out of this order, and it
confirmed Mansfield’s viewpoint about the American’s true intentions in the struggle, to
overthrow British governance. 183
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Picture 18 The State Blacksmiths Forging Fetters for the Americans, Printed for G. Allen, 1776,
Etching and engraving, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. Mansfield, in center, is the
blacksmith actively creating the chain to enslave America.
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Mansfield became a focal point for the execution of war policy. Opponents
portrayed him as a man possessed in his pursuit to dominate the Americans. Mansfield
aided this characterization greatly, and in turn inadvertently displayed himself as a great
public villain during the war, especially through one particular speech in the House of
Lords in December, 1775. The debate was on the American Prohibitory Bill, which
aimed to end all economic intercourse between America and Britain. Mansfield defended
the merits and necessity of the bill in context of open hostilities with America, and he
deflected criticism away from provisions that legalized ship seizures made before
promulgation as standard practice. In this regard, Mansfield made an expectedly
competent speech on the bill. Amid criticism voiced by Rockingham from Bristol
merchants that condemned the actions of the government, Mansfield launched into a
counterargument that aimed to justify the righteousness of the Government’s war policy
against America. He expressed frustration at those who continually called the American
actions against British authority justified. He rhetorically posited, “Are we to rest
inactive, with our arms folded, till they shall think proper to begin the attack, and gain
strength to do it with effect?” Mansfield publically drew his line in the sand, and said
with lethal effect a statement that followed him throughout the rest of the American
crisis:
We are now in such a situation, that we must either fight or be pursued. What a
Swedish general said to his men… just at the eve of a battle, is extremely
applicable to us at present: Pointing to the enemy, who were matching down to
engage them, said he, ‘My lads, you see those men, yonder; if you do not kill
them, they will kill you.’ If we do not, my Lords, get the better of America,
America will get the better of us.
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Picture 19 The Closet, Bute invt.; Germaine ext.; Mansfield sculpt, Published by I. Williams, 1778,
Aquatint, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. Mansfield is among the king’s Cabinet in the upper right
corner. He says, “Kill them or they will kill you.”
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Opponents conflated his past statements with this quote, and the result was a view of the
essence of the corruption of justice. “Domitian” criticized Mansfield and stated his view
of what the reality of the situation was:
Mansfield says for England, and his word is stronger than acts of Parliament,
There is your enemy – don’t parley with him – put him instantly to death… why
there was no great disposition then to kill one another – but there was a
Mansfield who stood by, and made them do it at last.
The Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser referred to Mansfield’s policy toward America
as a “Killing Plan.” Whatever the intention of Mansfield’s speech, Mansfield contributed
to the spirit of the Revolution by providing it a great villain. 184
The speech came at a critical moment in the crisis. North offered a conciliation
plan in February, 1775 that was roundly rejected by Congress, and the Olive Branch
Petition received a similar fate in Parliament. According to some sources, Mansfield
apparently was “most studiously employed” in crafting a settlement with the Americans.
Lord Drummond, during his alleged backchannel peace overture in late 1775, presented
credentials that suggested Lords North and Mansfield sent him on the mission. Mansfield
typically favored conciliation, so this made sense in the early stages of the conflict.
However, Mansfield increasingly became frustrated with conciliation. In a March, 1776
speech, he firmly declared, “America has rebelled; America is in arms… even if they
were willing to cease hostilities, they are not.” When Lord Chatham later offered a
conciliation plan after the Americans issued the Declaration of Independence, he rejected
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the idea and reinforced the negative public attitudes about him, “They must feel the
superiority of your arms, before they will listen to you.” 185
Mansfield’s harsh position deepened mistrust from the Americans. “Regulus”
believed that “conciliation is fraudulently held out as a trap to ensnare her [America].”
Another account declared, “First remove Lord Mansfield, and the tools of Lord Bute, and
then, and not till then, America and England will believe the Court are truly desirous of
peace.” Even John Adams saw great difficulty in any peace “while the Lords Bute,
Mansfield and North are his [George III] Confidents and Councillors.” Mansfield’s words
affected Adams so greatly, that later in his autobiography, he described his immediate
reaction to the Battles of Lexington and Concord in Mansfield’s terms, “[The events]
convinced me that the Die was case, the Rubicon passed, and as Lord Mansfield
expressed it in Parliament, if We did not Defend ourselves they would kill Us.” 186
Opponents could now place the blame for the brutality of the war squarely on
Mansfield’s shoulders. All the components of Mansfield’s background and personality,
his Scottish background, his supposed Jacobitism and latent Toryism, and his reclusive
manner, long believed to contribute to the policy, were all now confirmed through his
own words. More importantly, the progression of this “excreted doctrine” led to the
imperial crisis, and was ultimately Mansfield’s fault. “Regulus” wrote that “until He and
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Picture 20 The Scotch Butchery, Boston, 1775. 1775, Etching, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. Mansfield is
listed, with Lord Bute, as “Superintendents of the Butchery from the two great Slaughter Houses.”
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his Countrymen had first deluded and perverted the executive power of the State… the
Colonies were in the utmost harmony with the Mother Country.” By citing “his
Countrymen,” Lord Bute returned to the active umbrae of British governance. The
American crisis solidified the pairing of Mansfield and Bute as “infamous minions” to
destroy American claims of British rights. One sarcastic writer saw some value in the
Mansfield-Bute alliance because Americans “intend to erect two noble statues to Lord
Bute and Lord Mansfield from a principle of gratitude; for to their pride and politics, they
owe their liberty and independency.” A more serious observer noted, “When this country
comes to feel the unhappy effects of the civil war with America, it is hoped they will not
forget the Scots and Tory authors of it.” 187
A grand conspiracy against Great Britain was never in Mansfield’s train of
thought. He believed in the Empire, because it made Britain a great nation in the world.
He foremost believed in a commercial empire, and viewed strife as necessary but a
hopefully avoidable hazard. Empire required a strong international front, but it needed
strength within British apparatus as well. The Glorious Revolution established the
pathway toward a rudimentary republican government in Britain, which settled the major
disputes between Crown and Parliament of the seventeenth century, but done mostly
through devastating martial expenditure in men and resources. Mansfield was part of the
generation of the Act of Union, which sought to discard competition within the common
realm in favor of consolidation and cooperation. Mansfield’s position stressed cohesion
and subjugation to government policy – not out of wild Jacobite notions of despotism, but
out of need to focus on external enemies, namely the other European powers. Mansfield
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Picture 21 Bunkers Hill, or, The Blessed Effects of Family Quarrels, c. 1775. Etching, Lewis
Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield is perched on a cloud with Lord Bute and Lord North
while they watch America (in native dress) fight Britannia.
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always preferred peace, because war was bad for business, and he believed that over time
Britain would excel and become stronger. Barring peace, Mansfield sought the jugular
because anything diminished the prestige of the nation.
The American crisis angered Mansfield, and it extended beyond basic arguments
of ingratitude. Mansfield bristled at American’s constitutional arguments fundamentally
because they had the audacity to tell the metropole what their constitution meant, and
they argued for self-interest over the needs of the entire realm. Mansfield’s most negative
reactions always stemmed from situations where he saw partisan interests aligned against
his impression of what was best for Britain. His original willful retreat from the political
apparatus in the early 1760s was a reaction to this, and he opted for political solitude.
Fortunately for him, George III changed his attitude toward him, and amid the political
carousel of the late 1760s, Mansfield became closer to a monarch who wanted an equally
strong, consistent, and dominant British policy. Mansfield’s central view of law and
politics revolved around a sense of duty and conviction for the British nation. The various
political factions claimed a desire for these qualities too, but their conviction appeared
wobbly in the face of personal ambition, factionalism, and, at least to Mansfield,
irrational public pressure.
Mansfield’s judicial position and his status within the Closet offered him
everything he wanted. He served a monarch who always preserved a desire to be a
meaningful part of government. His predecessors had to walk a very tight line in this
respect due to their German backgrounds, but the monarch, who professed, “I glory in the
name of Englishman,” believed he had a legitimate role in government because he too
believed in aggrandizing Britain. In Mansfield, he found a fundamental Whig who agreed
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that the monarch had a meaningful place in the apparatus. Parliament was still supreme,
and neither man wanted to circumvent that final axiom of modern British
constitutionalism. Their hope was only to find a minister willing to remain true to policy
no matter how difficult the road to maintain it was, and Lord North fulfilled that role.
The colonial reaction to the Stamp Act was unnerving, but any acquiescence to
their pressure was suicidal for Mansfield’s view of the empire. North offered conviction
on policy because he was not an idea man; he codified ideas. His strength was in the
passage and maintenance of policy in the House of Commons (Mansfield and others
indirectly handled it in the House of Lords). Mansfield was probably very honest, that he
never directly authored any of the policies, but Mansfield’s fingerprints were all over
policy. His self-serving detachment from policy derived from his view of the nature of
his role: he provided the advice and ideas, but it was up to others to decide what actually
happened. The vocal opposition, especially from the Americans, never accepted that
defense from Mansfield, especially where his direct actions and rhetoric flourishes
followed closely to the tenor of general policy. Mansfield was a central figure in the
direction of events surrounding the imperial crisis even as strictly an advisor, and
although the public on both sides of the Atlantic unfairly misconstrued his intentions,
what consistency British policy had in the era largely derived from his urgency.
Unfortunately for Mansfield, elements of the British public were now going to join their
American brethren in rebuking Mansfield’s view of British governance.
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CHAPTER 5
THE PUBLIC REBUKE OF MANSFIELD AND THE ULTIMATE
ARTICULATION OF MANSFIELDISM
On Friday, June 2, 1780, a potential revolution began on the streets of London.
Unhappy with passage of a Catholic Relief Act of 1778, which provided legal relief to
Catholic Britons, a crowd of 40,000 people assembled on St. George’s Fields and
proceeded to divide into four groups for extended demonstrations down the main streets
of London toward Whitehall. The crowd hailed Lord George Gordon, a boisterous yet
somewhat enigmatic member of the House of Commons, as their titular leader. Gordon
was not a stranger to this particular protest for he had led similar demonstrations in
Scotland the year before. When the crowds arrived at Parliament, Gordon presented a
petition of his “Protestant Association” for the Commons to consider. The petition
demanded the repeal of this an unwanted law that in people’s minds tolerated popery, a
concept anathema in British discourse since the Glorious Revolution. The Commons,
angry over this display perpetrated by Gordon, refused to consider the motion. Gordon
continued to press the point, and they rejected the petition 192-6.
Meanwhile, the crowd became increasingly hostile as they perceived a lack of
progress on their demand combined with the heat of the day. The continuous appearance
of Gordon on the steps contributed to their anxiousness, as he proclaimed that the
Commons drew closer to voting on repeal – a repeal that never came. The frustration of
the crowd boiled over as members of the Lords and Commons began to arrive to
Parliament in their capacious carriages. The crowd accosted several members, including
Lord Mansfield. They tore at wigs and capes to sully the dignity of these men’s social
position. Some members experienced corporeal injury of a “merciless and unmanly
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severity,” which might suggest that the crowd attacked them with primal rage. Members
began to filter into Parliament with the scars of their ordeals, while others abandoned
their approach to Parliament when they saw the crowd. Toward mid-afternoon, the crowd
lunged into the lobbies of both Houses, and threatened a breach of the chamber doors of
each House. Fortunately, guards arrived at the critical moment to stem this tide, and the
crowds began to disperse.
Many in the crowd only ceded the grounds of Parliament. The protestors
splintered into different groups that began to demonstrate at other areas around London.
These demonstrations quickly deteriorated as crowds began to attack Catholic chapels
attached to foreign embassies. By late evening, they succeeded in demolishing two of
them and setting their contents ablaze in bonfires. Soon afterwards, the public rage
appeared to subside. The immediate reports of the day’s proceedings focused upon the
overzealously religious nature of the protests. Newspapers portrayed Gordon as a wellintentioned crusader whose demonstration naturally slipped out of his control due to the
sheer number of assembled people. At that moment, it seemed implausible that the
protests would reignite, and the relative quietness of the weekend which followed
confirmed these feelings. Even though the events of June 2 shocked many observers, the
crowd would continue to surprise in the coming week. 188
The mantra of the Gordon Riots, its familiar chant of “No Popery,” spoke to the
crowd in myriad ways. In its immediate context, the chant proceeded from opposition to a
Catholic relief law. The idea that a British government enacted such a concession seemed
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a momentous turn of policy in a proudly Protestant nation. The entire post-1688
sociopolitical order solidified around the notion that Catholicism was foreign to the
definition of modern Englishness (and after the 1707 Union, Britishness). Another set of
meanings attached to popery; those fears included absolute monarchy, the tyranny of
arbitrary power, and the absence of vox populi. For the protestors, a Catholic relief act
derived from a government happily disconnected from the British people and whose
operation provided authorities with loyal soldiers for a repressive regime (one of the
reasons for the bill was to expand eligibility for army service to fight in America). In
general, popery was the essence of anti-Britishness, which the British people struggled to
defend from threats throughout the eighteenth century. 189
Amid the reportage of the riots on June 3, several newspapers included the
following excerpt that underscored a key additional context for the riots, one which had
resonance for Mansfield particularly:
The English have now received another great Obligation from the highly favored
Scotch; we have owed the present war with America, and the Efforts of the
Ministry to reform publick Liberty, and reconcile it to the Sentiments of a Court,
to the Tory Part of that Nation, and we are now to thank the other Half, namely,
the Scotch Presbyterians, for a religious Reformation. The English are merely
passive, willing to hold their Liberty and their Religion as Scotland shall direct,
and how they will directly ultimately, is still to be conjectured; one Half of the
favourite Nation support the Cause of the Papists, as Enemies to Liberty, while
the other Half denounce Vengeance against the Catholicks, and are not only
Enemies to the Devil, the Pope, and the Pretender, but the Bishops and Church
Steeples. 190
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Picture 22 Argus, Published by W. Renegal, 1780, Hand-colored etching, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Mansfield witnesses the theft of George III’s crown, while he sleeps. Mansfield tells Lord Bute, “Wear it yourself my
Laird.”
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Perceptions of the tyranny within government rested upon the existence of Scots
in the government, because only Scots viewed tyranny as legitimate government. In
Mansfield’s case, this quotation presaged many eventual perceptions of Mansfieldism.
His actual power and influence in government over decades made him a chief target of
the rioters. The rioters perceived the problems of the entire British Empire in 1780 as the
fault of Mansfield and people like him – mostly Scottish ethnics but also arrogant
members of the political elite.

Mansfield and Religious Tolerance

The protestors were not entirely irrational for focusing upon Mansfield in their
cause because he had a reputation for religious toleration. In 1767, Mansfield gave a
memorable speech in the House of Lords in the matter of Corporation of London v.
Evans. The issue of the case was a law which required citizens to stand for election as
sheriff if chosen by the Lord Mayor, under penalty of £400. If the elected sheriff refused
to serve his term, then the penalty increased to £600. However, the Corporation Act
excluded religious dissenters from serving in offices such as sheriff, unless they took
communion annually in the Anglican Church, which many refused to do. London’s law
never made an exception for the requirements of the Corporation Act, so dissenters were
constantly subjected to the penalties of the law, when they naturally declined to serve in
office. These dissenters refused to pay the fine “apprehending they could not be obliged,
by law, to fine for not serving in office to which they were, by law, uneligible.” London
authorities proceeded to bring suits of debt against these dissenters for nonpayment, so
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Evans’ case was an appeal on one of these actions of debt. In his defense, Evans argued
that the Act of Toleration superseded the Corporation Act, and this condition allowed him
to serve in office and avoid the penalty. Mansfeld rendered his opinion to his fellow
peers:
My lords… the common law of England, which is only common reason and
usage, knows of now prosecution for mere opinions: for atheism, blasphemy, and
reviling the Christian religion, there have been instances of persons prosecuted
and punished upon the common law; but bare non-conformity is no sin by the
common law: and all positive laws inflicting any pains or penalties for nonconformity… are repealed by the Act of Toleration… This by-law, by which the
dissenters are to be reduced to this wretched dilemma, is a by-law of the city, a
local corporation, contrary to an act of parliament, which is the law of the land…
Now if it could be supposed the city have a power of making such a by-law, it
would entirely subvert the Toleration Act.
Mansfield’s speech was not a glaring endorsement for the dissenters, but he became a
figure that was sympathetic to their plight. A widely circulated anecdote spoke of a trial
against a suspected Catholic priest. While the chief witness testified that he saw the
person perform the Mass, Mansfield asked him how he knew the defendant’s actions
were a Mass. The witness was dumbfounded, so Mansfield instructed the jury that they
could only find the man guilty if they were sure the defendant performed a Mass. Since
the jury had no idea what constituted the Catholic Mass, the man was freed. In one
account of this story, the editor included the comment, “What a happiness to meet with so
wise a judge! But it is an unfortunate circumstance, when a judge is obliged to be wiser
and more humane than the law.” 191
Other observers were not as joyful about Mansfield’s apparent toleration. When
Parliament passed the Quebec Act in 1774, “most people attribute[d] the Quebec bill to
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Lord Mansfield; they say, only his hand and his heart were capable of forming it.”
Horace Walpole provided some illumination as to the connection people made between
this law and Mansfield; he stated that the act contained Mansfield’s “arbitrary principles,
[that] took away decision by juries.” Another pundit advanced his theory:
The Intentions of the Administration with regard to America are now apparent.
The Bill they have brought in, called the Quebec Bill, is to enlarge that Province
so as to take in half America, to establish in it the Roman Catholic Religion…
Lord Mansfield will have at length the Pleasure of triumphing over what he so
much hates, the Trial by Jury. The first West Wind may blow this arbitrary
System over to this country, when once it is established in that.
The Quebec Bill was equally intolerable to some in Britain as their counterparts in
America, and they perceived Mansfield to be a main catalyst for the policy. 192
The crowd accosted Mansfield on the first day because he was a major
representative of a government which seemingly violated the first rule of Britishness:
anti-Catholicism. George Gordon promised repeal of the act, but Parliament refused to
acquiesce. The disappointment was clear, and Gordon aroused their sentiments that
Britain was in a dreadful state. Even if Gordon’s rhetoric about the threat of Catholic
relief to the state of Britain was hyperbolic, the demonstrators and other discontented
observers saw other sources for their anger. In this volatile environment, Gordon
unleashed an incubated distemper that existed throughout the British Empire since the
beginning of the imperial crisis. Mansfield’s contributions to the state of affairs were
well-known, if not with accuracy, by the public in 1780, and he ultimately paid a hefty
price for the public articulation of Mansfieldism in British governance.

The Anti-Mansfieldian Backlash
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Saturday, June 3 served as a respite for the crowd. The severe action of the crowd
the night before took officials by surprise. In their attempts to quell the violence, some
arrests were made. On this day, a regiment of soldiers escorted thirteen prisoners for
arraignment before local justices of the peace. Along the route, “a vast concourse of
people” watched this procession of the apprehended perhaps much in the same spirit of
martyrdom that preceded Jesus’ death on the cross, especially since rumor spread that
many of the accused were merely spectators. The JPs committed twelve of them to
Clerkenwell Prison and granted the remaining one bail. The authorities, especially the
government minister responsible for order in London, Lord Stormont (himself the
nephew of Lord Mansfield), felt a sense of guarded relief that the meager punishment of
these individuals provided the typical ceremony of deterrence for any remaining rabble
rousers among the crowd. As groups assembled near the most damaged areas from the
night before, Lord Stormont put local magistrates on alert to contain any escalation
toward further rioting. He positioned regiments near foreign embassies of Catholic
countries in order to avoid repeat looting of their chapels, and gave the magistrates the
power to deploy the soldiers if necessary. When a crowd began to assemble in the
evening, rumors began to run rampant about their intentions. The magistrates found
themselves between Scylla and Charybdis because their duty to maintain order required
finesse to avoid overzealousness, which potentially led to provocation of the crowd and
personal targeting for retribution. Fortunately in the short run, Stormont’s guarded relief
seemed well founded. 193
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Sunday began relatively benignly with another amassed crowd within Moorfields,
a largely Catholic area located within the City of London. The crowd managed minor
mischief on the Catholic chapel, as they broke its windows. At noon, the gathering began
to disperse, which provided a bit of respite as the local authorities still remained unsure
how to deal with the crowd. They continued to hope that the demonstrations would
subside. However, their hopes were shattered later in the afternoon, as the crowds
returned. This time, the rioters gutted the chapel and burned its contents. Other houses
within its direct vicinity faced the same wrath. Lacking orders to actively suppress the
mob, armed regiments simply attempted to contain the disorder to the general area.
Unintentionally, this cordon prevented a timely intervention by a fire company to prevent
the total destruction of the chapel, which resulted in “nothing but the bare walls.” At this
point, conflicting stories appeared about the general effects on the population at large
within London. On one hand, the limited focus of the crowd on Catholic targets made the
spectacle of the protestors a novel curiosity. Since most Londoners were not Catholic,
there was little worry that the violence would escalate. On the other hand, reports began
to circulate that discontent, ancillary to the specific tenor of the original protests, was
growing. As a result, random people began to wear the blue cockade, the symbol of the
Protestant Association, as a means of protection. Criticisms against the Lord Mayor
that they did, I look to the English Marxist historians for their characterization on the ceremonial uses of
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abounded, and his cautious approach in dealing with the crowds increasingly proved to be
ineffective in the least or promotional in the extreme. As the night wound down,
ambiguity again reigned in London over the ultimate intentions, extent, and severity of
the crowd’s actions. For ministers such as Lord Stormont, the situation reached a
breaking point. 194
Quirkily fittingly, June 5 was the celebration of the King’s Birthday. Under
normal circumstances, this day was a secular holiday. It served as a means to celebrate
the nation through the visage of its monarch. Public demonstrations and parades were
common. Within the context of the events of the past few days, officials were unsure
what to expect during the day. In many ways, the occasion, as a celebration essentially of
Britishness, encouraged deep feelings of Protestantism, as it was an essential marker of
that identity. The Hanoverians were the epitome of the extent by which Britain stretched
to find suitable Protestant heirs to the throne after the death of Queen Anne in 1714. This
sentiment easily fed into the substance of the public’s outcry since Friday’s
demonstration by the Protestant Association against the Catholic Relief Act. The question
for authorities and officials was whether public demonstrations would be celebratory or
destructive.
As a reaction to this unease, Lord Mansfield received entreaties to accept private
prosecutions over alleged harassments from the past weekend, but he refused to hear
them. Also, as an indulgence in the spirit of the holiday, the government provided
rewards for information about destructors of the Catholic chapels at the Bavarian and
Sardinian embassies. Arrests ensued, as the authorities received information against
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alleged perpetrators. Many ended up in Newgate Prison, where they awaited hearings
before the Court of King’s Bench (of which Lord Mansfield was the Chief Justice). The
prisoners apprehended from Saturday had their arraignment, and all but three were
released – the three were held for trial for Thursday, June 15. Even though officials
hoped that this minor crackdown and leniency would deter further demonstrations, the
crowds that amassed on this day almost eclipsed those from Friday. They proceeded to
pelt the armed escort of the three prisoners with mud and insults. Another group arrived
again at Moorfields to recommence their attacks from the day before, but this time with
much more ferocity. After a report in the press released the names of witnesses against
suspected rioters, they and their houses too became targets of the crowd’s ire. Sir George
Saville, an alleged author of the derided Catholic Relief Act, had his house attacked and
some contents burned, but he avoided complete destruction when a regiment of soldiers
arrived. Rumors began to run rampant that the houses of non-Catholic MPs, such as
Edmund Burke who was personally accosted in the street, were further targets for the
rioters. Through the remainder of the evening, requests for detachments of soldiers to
protect the homes of politicians seemed continuous. Even the Protestant Association
began to distance itself from the general outbreak of hostilities that existed since Friday.
In a public notice, they implored “true Protestants… to shew their attachment to their best
interest by a legal and peaceable Deportment,” and blamed this rowdy crowds for
hijacking Parliament from dealing properly with the Catholic Relief Act. 195
While the events of Monday surprised local authorities with the expanded threat
of the crowd, Tuesday, June 6 displayed the spectacular zenith of the crowd’s action.
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Holcroft referred to this day as “that period of desolation and destruction, when every
man began to tremble, not only for the safety of the city, but for the constitution, for the
kingdom, for property liberty and life, for every thing that is dear to society, or to
Englishmen.” On this day, a reckoning occurred from the crowd that struck at the heart of
the nature of authority in Britain. Although the nation avoided the widespread
revolutionary action that would befall France in a decade’s time, this day displayed the
vitriol of the crowd toward those who were in charge, and these politicians’ alleged
ignorance to their reciprocal duty to the people. 196
The scope of the rioting shifted on June 6. London authorities remained on high
alert on this day, but the rioting became so widespread that the regiments had to choose
particular locations to protect; in the morning they chose the Tower of London,
Parliament, and St. James’ Palace (the official residence of the Sovereign). The calls for
more general action by the armed forces grew louder throughout the day as beleaguered
local magistrates finally admitted that they could no longer guarantee peace. Stormont
looked to Lord Amherst, the Commander-in-Chief of the forces, to create plans to quell
the riots completely, but on the advice of the Attorney General, Philip Yorke, troops
could not contain a breach of the public peace without specific direction from the local
magistrates. The magistrates found their discretion limited by a law of George III’s greatgrandfather, the Riot Act.
The Riot Act itself was rather straightforward; it was designed for the magistrate
to read publically to unruly crowds that warned them of the consequences of prolonged
riotous behavior, which included the use of military forces. In practice, the Riot Act was
a more farcical exponent of the performance of authority in eighteenth-century Britain. It
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relied upon the logic that in exchange for authoritative restraint via the armed forces, the
people received fair warning that their actions were repressible and they were given time
to disperse. In instances when the magistrates read the act, the crowds ignored them. The
act also did not lessen the pressure that magistrates felt about coercive authority, and
because the magistrate had to deliver the speech in public amidst the crowd, they became
an instant target for the crowd. Logic dictated that the act gave the crowd fair warning for
suppression; reality questioned the extent of legitimate crowd control. 197
With little show of direct force, the crowd was undeterred in their actions. By
evening, crowds amassed throughout the city and began to attack the prisons and the
houses of prominent members of the government. The biggest penal coup for the crowd
was the attack on Newgate Prison. As the holding place of those arrested during the riot,
the crowd targeted the prison to release their falsely imprisoned brethren. A crowd
approached the guardhouse and demanded the release of prisoners. Upon the obligatory
“no” expected of the guards, the crowd began to attack the structure, where they broke
windows and set fires. In all, they released about 300 prisoners – a mixture of debtors and
felons. In the end, they destroyed the entire edifice. Bridewell Prison was next, and
although physical destruction was initiated, the crowd was able to secure the release of
more prisoners without total destruction of the prison. When the crowd arrived at the
final prison, New, the guards quickly acceded to the demands for prisoner releases. Under
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a banner of justice, the crowd achieved a significant victory over a perceived injurious
government. 198
Meanwhile, other factions of the crowd began to attack houses of prominent
members of the government. Lord Justice Hyde had his house attacked early in the
evening. Lord Stormont, North, and Thurlow had their homes encircled and exteriorly
damaged. All summoned guards that effectively neutralized any further destruction. The
signature house attack of the evening came with the home of Lord Mansfield in
Bloomsbury Square. The attack occurred almost concurrently with the attack on Newgate
Prison, which as a bitter stroke of irony, Newgate was the primary prison for King’s
Bench prisoners. The events surrounding the attack on Mansfield’s home marked two
symbolic turning points in the riots.
Although rumors abounded for days that Mansfield was a target for the crowd,
Mansfield chose not to allow troops to occupy his property as he believed it only
encouraged violence. Even as the crowd approached his house, Mansfield remained
steadfast that the crowds posed no threat to him. When the crowd finally crashed through
the front door, Mansfield and his family fled out the back door. The protestors were
relentless in the level of destruction, and observers noted the severity of the mob’s
actions. The event served as a sobering moment for observers about the conduct of the
protestors.
As the destruction of Mansfield’s home was near completion, a regiment of
guards finally arrived to disperse the crowd. In the heat of the moment, the soldiers fired
upon the protestors, and they killed several of them. In many ways, this one event
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changed the entire strategy for the local authorities. The king issued a proclamation that
granted the army a large measure of authority to secure the peace as necessary. Such
edicts hardly compensated for the day’s destruction, nor brought an immediate end to the
riots. However, the crowd crossed a vital line on June 6, and Mansfield was a major
target of the crowd’s anger. 199
On first glance, the day following the burning of Mansfield’s home delivered
much of the same vigor and destruction. The crowd became so emboldened that they
began to force entry indiscriminately into any home or shop they desired. “Armed with
iron bludgeons torn from the railings of Lord Mansfield’s house,” the rioters transformed
from novel sights to feared rabble for London observers. Although elements of the crowd
still proclaimed the mantra of “No Popery,” they proceeded to extort money or snatch
property from the richer elements in London society. They feared that any hint of
noncompliance encouraged swift and severe retribution; London came under siege to
their insurrection. 200
While civil authorities began to rely upon the military to reestablish law and
order, June 7th served as a transition day for their effective mobilization. The majority of
the potential troops had to come from county militia units, because the international
expansion of the American Revolution committed regular troops to those purposes, and
the disorder around London limited the availability of viable and willing recruits. The
time required to amass and transport these militia troops delayed effective suppression of
the rioting. Strategic placement of available troops remained the active policy, which
gave the impression that confusion and chaos ruled the streets of London. The blue
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cockade itself became the center of contention. Since the commencement of the rioting,
civilians wore the blue cockade to deflect crowd attention, but the perceived abuse of the
symbol prompted the king to instruct the military to arrest anyone wearing it. The symbol
now presented a dilemma, and Londoners had to choose against which element they
feared more: the crowd or the state. The Protestant Association agreed that a “set of
miscreants” hijacked the symbol “to screen themselves from the detestation and
punishment due to their enormous crimes.” They disowned the symbol, and released their
adherents from the duty of wearing it. George III initially decided against a general
declaration of martial law, but he suspended the Riot Act in order to give the present
troops the ability to disperse crowds immediately. The strategy had mixed results. 201
Potential threats against other members of the government existed throughout the
day. Rumors persisted as well that one element of the crowd desired to attack Mansfield’s
stately estate, Caen Wood. Lord Amherst deployed troops based on the creditability and
notability of potential targets, which Caen Wood was forthrightly granted. Nevertheless,
the threats to institutions of state became more problematic for the authorities, so troops
had to stay within close proximity to Inner London to respond flexibly to the crowd. This
selective strategy led to the harassment of the middling ranks in London society by the
crowd, and reports of widespread looting and robbery persisted throughout the day. Most
shopkeepers closed their businesses and fashioned blue flags to hang outside their shops.
The crowds reappeared at the prisons, and sought to release any remaining prisoners. At
Newgate, the crowd burned down the remaining buildings left standing since the day
before, but the soldiers managed to apprehend around 100 rioters. At a Privy Council
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meeting early in the evening, the King took the decision to declare a limited state of
martial law. 202
This declaration failed to deter the crowd, and they proceeded to attack and
destroy completely the King’s Bench and Fleet prisons in heaping blazes that illuminated
the night sky. It was at this point that the objects of ire from the crowd shifted from the
prisons to other institutions. Spanning the gamut from mundane to significant, the crowd
began to target symbols of financial infrastructure. Relatively on the minor side,
Blackfriars Bridge, with its detested but albeit relatively small toll, saw its tollhouses
destroyed by the mob. On the major side, rumors surfaced that the Treasury, Waterworks,
the royal palaces, and the Bank of England were the next targets for the rioters. Of the
four, the rumors materialized for the Bank of England. By evening, more troops entered
the city, so engagements between the crowd and soldiers increased, and the soldiers
executed rioters throughout the city. At the prisons and Blackfriars Bridge, the crowd
succeeded in destruction but with a considerable price within their numbers. Undeterred,
the crowd attempted their assault on the Bank of England just before midnight. George
Gordon appealed to the crowd to withdraw, but they continued to destroy the institution.
The military forces, one detachment led coincidentally by the old agitator John Wilkes,
repelled the attacks at every push from the rioters. After an hour, the Governor of the
Bank informed Lord Stormont that they were confident that the worst part of the attack
was over. The Governor’s sentiments served as a presage to the entire event. Holcroft
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concluded his narrative of the effective riot with this day. By morning, the military had
enough personnel to adequately patrol the city, and they began the process of quelling
remaining pockets of violence. Isolated incidents continued through the following
week. 203
The attack on the Bank of England became a potent symbol of the evolved
illegitimacy of the London riots. Although the vitriol of the crowd intensified throughout
the rioting and had an effect on changing attitudes about it, the action against the Bank
and the other threats to financial infrastructure were something grossly abhorrent to
observers. Holcroft bristled at the potential calamity if “half the mischief the Mob
threatened been effected.” Holcroft viewed the attacks on these institutions as an attack
on the empire itself. He accepted that “the universal destruction of the prisons was a vast
project; but such one as was not altogether improbable to be a favourite scheme with a
lawless rabble.” He saw the attack on the Bank as something much more deeply sinister.
In this regard, he was not alone. In the immediate reportage of the events of June 7th,
newspapers began to circulate stories that the severity of the riots was the result of
clandestine designs of French and American agents. Sources plied the papers with reports
that “several Louis d’ors, and guineas were found in the pockets of the prisoners who
were taken yesterday.” Other stories had a “man of mean appearance” offering endless
liquor to compliant crowds, only to pay for it in guineas instead of the large roll of
banknotes he had in his pocket. Rumors of a preemptive dispatch between the French
court and the Ambassador to Holland that referenced London’s destruction gave
conspiracy an air of authenticity. The events were “a deep plot” against Great Britain, and
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foreign agents, “assisted by seditious conspirators of our own country,” subverted the
legitimately British expression of grievances by George Gordon in order to foment a
“universal rebellion.” 204
The mass influx of soldiers into London after June 8, 1780 allowed the city to
return to some semblance of peace and stability. Over the next few weeks, London began
a cleansing process to return the city to normalcy. In that process, authorities arrested
suspected ringleaders, notably George Gordon. Londoners also sifted through the
physical and emotional debris of the rioting. The pain was palpable, and public attitudes
rebuked the actions of the mob. The burning of Mansfield’s house provided a very
shocking moment in the action of the crowd. An immediate, post-riot assessment stated
that “the burning and destroying the house of Lord Mansfield… is that which must stamp
the most indelible infamy and reproach upon this devoted and unhappy country.” Other
condemnations followed in the newspapers. In one report, a correspondent ascertained
that a crowd of 100 sat outside Mansfield’s house during the attack, but only about 20
actually partook in the destruction, “most of them Boys.” The correspondent then
surmised, “ought not these Hundred Men… to blush when they confess that such an
outrage was committed… without the least Opposition or Attempt to prevent it?” Another
repeated commentary was starkly vivid:
The destruction of Lord Mansfield’s house may be considered as a public loss; the
literary world at least will deem it an irreparable one, when they are told, that 300
manuscript volumes of notes, and other valuable professional papers of this great
law luminary, collected with unremitting assiduity, and written with his own
hand, were they sacrificed to the fury of an ungovernable mob!”
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The poet, William Cowper, added, “Their pages mangled, burnt and torn, / The loss was
his alone; / But ages yet to come shall mourn / The burning of his own.” This public
sympathy was a marked change from typical references to Mansfield before the riots.
Over the next month, the newspapers reported daily on the trials of suspected rioters,
including the testimonies about the destruction. Those tried for the burning of
Mansfield’s house received particular attention. Of the nine people directly referenced in
the newspapers, three received sentences of death: John Gray, Charles Kent, and Letitia
Holland. Gray and Kent met their fate, while George III commuted Holland’s sentence.
No public outcry emanated against these actions, with the sole exception that Lord
Loughborough received some criticism for his perceivably biased instructions to the jury
in one of the trials – he suggested that the attack on Mansfield’s house was premeditated.
Mansfield buoyed public sentiment by refusing compensation from the government for
his lost property, including an offer to purchase the library of William Beauclark as a
suitable replacement for his own. 205
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American responses to Mansfield’s loss were less sympathetic. The general
sentiment united around the conception that Mansfield’s fate was karmic. Ben Franklin
expressed the idea best, “As he has been an eminent Promoter of the American war, and
it is not amiss that those who have approved the Burning our poor Peoples Houses and
Towns should taste a little of the Effects of fire themselves.” Edmund Jennings was much
harsher, “I am rejoiced, that the Author of the Quebec Law has been noticed, altho not
sufficiently for the public the Coward has had his fright.” John Adams compared
Mansfield’s misfortune to the attack upon Thomas Hutchinson’s house in 1765, although
he acknowledged that “Lord Mansfield’s House underwent a worse fate than his.” In
“Letters from a Distinguished American, Number 9,” Adams described the attack on
Mansfield’s house as “vengeance.” For Adams, the Gordon Riots had a deeper
significance because his noted rival, Thomas Hutchinson, died at its commencement. He
connected Mansfield and Hutchinson not only because of this common experience or
even their well-known acquaintance, but because both exacerbated “Symptoms of deep
distress and misery, among the lower Classes of People.” Even well after the news
reached America about the riots and even Gordon’s trial, American “news men” toasted
“with three huzzahs… Everything lord Mansfield deserves.” The Gordon Riots appeared
to the Americans as a stern rebuke of the perceived decline of the empire. The costs of
continued war in resources and manpower were a strain on opportunity within Britain.
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The lack of decisive success for the British in America entrenched the idea of American
independence abroad. In both circumstances, Mansfield represented the whole policy that
was the imperial crisis, and the burning of his house served as a fitting comeuppance on
both sides of the Atlantic. 206
As London recovered, the House of Lords debated the causes of the Gordon
Riots. Over the course of the entire debate, Mansfield became the voice for the view that
the riots were “a systematic plan to destroy the constitution and overturn the
government.” Mansfield viewed the tumults as treason, and he defended the use of
martial force to subdue the rioters. He criticized London citizens for neglecting to control
the rioters sooner, and he argued that citizens legally had the duty to intervene to prevent
any felonies, especially in the absence of authority. He rejected notions that Gordon’s
original protest was a benign petition to push for the repeal of the Catholic Relief Act. He
questioned Gordon’s motivation to arrive at Parliament with throngs of protestors, if he
simply wanted Parliament to debate his bill. He aimed to undercut even further those who
allowed the rioters some justification in their action as an expression of their rights. He
said flatly:
Making insurrections, in order to redress grievances, real or pretended, is levying
war against the King, though they have no design against his person; because they
invade his prerogative by attempting to do that by private authority which he by
his office is bound to do.
Even in the wake of the Gordon Riots, Mansfield maintained his view of authority in the
empire. Mansfield defined treason broadly; the threat posed by Gordon’s protest was
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against the nation itself. Although Mansfield meant not to diminish the importance of the
corporeal body of the king, Mansfield was more concerned with the insurrection against
the general sovereignty of the empire. This general sovereignty existed beyond the body
of the king, and was the essence of the nation. Through Mansfield’s articulation of
treason, he inadvertently presented Mansfieldism as a view of governmental sovereignty
not reliant upon the physical body of the king. 207
In this moment, Lord Camden, a major opponent of Mansfield, provided no
criticism of Mansfield’s speech, and other members of the House of Lords silently
assented to it. “An Enemy of Chicane” worried that the present circumstances granted
Mansfield “the authority of a royal edict.” The argument had some credence, as localities
openly discussed resolutions to arm local citizens in case of internal insurrection. David
Williams believed that Mansfield used his misfortune as an opportunity to deflect his
contributions to the crowd’s anger and to continue his clandestine war against the British
constitution:
He then impressed on their minds the strongest detestation of the late outrages, by
a banditti calling itself a Protestant Association: having been a sufferer himself,
from an apparent wantonness in their cruelty; and speaking in a resigned tone,
every word sunk deeply, and gave him full possession of the hearts of the
hearers… He dwelt on all the perils of our situation, except those which were
obvious and impending; and men being more governed by imagination than
reason, he artfully supposed they might be made to distrust the ground they
walked upon from imaginary dangers, sooner than suspect those measures which
they might see gradually encircling and annihilating their enjoyments. In this
shadowy region of multiplied doubts, apprehensions and mischiefs, he introduced
the military power in the garb of beneficent and necessary divinity… so that by
this art of transmutation, the army, having received the royal touch, and thereby
endowed with civil qualities, may be received into the very bosom of the
Constitution… This is the sophistry of modern eloquence!
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Opponents worried about the extreme ramifications of Mansfield’s rhetoric, which
suggested that any public outcry against the government warranted armed retribution, and
the possible effects this had on public discourse and British rights. Unfortunately for
them, Mansfield believed too his view upheld the sanctity of the post-Glorious
Revolution governmental settlement. 208
This supportive fervor subsided over the course of the next few months, and
Mansfield once again became a villain as the trial of George Gordon loomed. Early odds
stated that Mansfield “will have more delicacy and discretion than to preside over the
trial of a noble prisoner.” Gordon maintained wide support following the riots and his
supporters protested any trial against him. Even those unaligned with Gordon felt that the
government aimed to scapegoat him for the violence. Mansfield held fast, and proceeded
as the primary judge in his trial. Walpole wrote that Mansfield’s inclusion virtually
guaranteed a conviction against Gordon because of his political inclination and personal
animosity for the destruction of his home. Mansfield seemingly confirmed the suspicions
in his jury instructions. Mansfield appeared very zealous to convict George Gordon.
Largely following the rhetoric of his June, 1780 speech in the House of Lords, Mansfield
laid the idea of “constructive treason” upon the table for consideration. Although no
evidence linked Gordon to overt treasonable acts, Mansfield argued that his actions
encouraged a wider disruption of the peace. The jury was unconvinced, and they
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acquitted Gordon of treason. Pundits criticized Mansfield for willful omissions in his
summation to the jury, and Gordon reportedly stated in court, “Then, my Lord, give me
leave to say the judges should act as counsel for the prisoner.” Some commentators tried
to tie Mansfield’s behavior to the infirmary of his age (he was now 76 years old), but
Mansfield’s behavior was unsurprising to a public well acquainted with his approach to
governing. 209

The Implications of the Gordon Riots for Mansfield’s Reputation and Mansfieldism

The Gordon Riots occurred at the crucial point where public sentiment began to
largely move away from support for the war. French intervention in the war buoyed
American resolve, and as more years ticked away from the Declaration of Independence,
the likelihood of a full reconciliation came to seem more illusory to the public. French
inclusion also represented a more serious situation because the fate of the entire Empire
arguably was in jeopardy. At the time of the riots, North’s administration was a shade
over a decade old, and their policies led to America becoming a perceived circus, to the
detriment of Britain. A vocal opposition wanted a rebirth of Britain. 210
The personal attack on Mansfield’s house also had deep significance. House
attacks were a common demonstration of the crowd’s severest form of anger. Although
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Picture 23 The Last Stake, Design’d by Stuart; Murray delint; Junto fect, Published for J. Almon, 1779, Etching
and engraving, Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield helps Lord Bute contain the yoke of a bucking
British bull around the “Last Stake.”
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the contexts that surrounded house attacks were mired in riotous actions, the tenacious
effort required to destroy completely a house signaled “an expressive form of planned
symbolic violence that called attention to the fact that the victim was no longer acting in a
morally responsible way.” To portions of the crowd at least, Mansfield represented a
rotten element in society. Even though it was widely circulated that Mansfield was the
author of the dreaded Quebec Bill that the Protestant Association abhorred, the seemingly
systemic turn in the crowd’s actions against prominent members of the government
marked a more general fury and call for crowd retribution. 211
Beyond the Catholic targets of the crowd, the narrative sources of the Gordon
Riots remarked upon particular ire focused on a few people. In many ways, these people
– especially Mansfield – represented the full spectrum of sovereign power: legislative,
judicial, and executive power. Although the degree to which these figures exercised those
functions varied greatly, the structure of British government throughout the eighteenth
century blurred the lines between these functions. Under these terms, certain individuals
were spotlights for the government, and ultimately they had some accountability whether
directly or circumscribed by the crowd. In the latter instance, the crowd’s action derived
from perceptions of Mansfield as a key, despotic figure in government. The crowd likely
overemphasized Mansfield’s power in the government, but he was a product of the
ambiguous nature of a British government still coping with its own identity since the
Glorious Revolution, socially and politically, but also the Industrial Revolution, socially
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Picture 24 Chatham’s Ghost, or, A Peep into Futurity, Published by W. Wells, 1780, Etching and engraving,
Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington, CT. Mansfield and his discredited colleagues are led to a cliff named “Chaos.”
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and economically, that “modernized” the British Isles. Mansfield’s life ran in tandem
with these initial transitions. A mostly quiet clash between traditionalism and innovation
influenced Mansfield particularly and society generally throughout the eighteenth
century. The outcome coalesced to create the figure of Mansfield that became a symbolic
target of the crowd during the rioting of June 1780. Horace Walpole marveled that with
all the violence, “it is incredible that so few houses and buildings in comparison are in
ashes.” The burning of Mansfield’s home was a bold move by the crowd. Mansfieldism
was a creation of both his personal pursuits and the perceptions cast upon the execution
of those pursuits. 212
The empire was in crisis in 1780 because of the events unfolding surrounding
America. The expansion of the American issue into an international conflict after the
entry of the French in 1778 brought much significance to the British at home. The
potential of French invasion allowed a general uneasiness to descend on the British
people. This was nothing new for war with France was commonplace in eighteenthcentury Great Britain. Equally important was the status of the empire. Since 1763, the
British reveled in their ascendancy in the imperial battleground over the other powers.
Through victory in the Great War for Empire, the British saw their empire from a
changed perspective, and they embarked on a new method of imperial governance that
trumpeted their superiority both to their enemies but also their colonial subjects through
vigorous management of their empire. America challenged their approach, and embarked
upon a long and indirect process toward independence that required the British to defend
this superiority. The American issue highlighted divisions among the British political
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elite that always existed, but the magnitude of their complaints intensified the effects of
those divisions. The inconsistent answers provided by successive British ministries fed
American ambitions, and encouraged their obstinacy, but Mansfield provided the
continuity. His continued presence lent verisimilitude to what Bernard Bailyn called the
“conspiracy against liberty.” 213
The French joined when the Americans proved their mettle against a seemingly
stronger opponent. In 1780 from the British perspective, the American Revolution was at
a crossroads. By that time, the war with America was five years old, and the inability to
conclude it favorably led to the entrance of the French which complicated matters.
Unpopularity descended on the government in their conduct of the war, aided by the
constancy of the administration of Lord North since 1770, who took the country into the
struggle, but whose policy now seemed stale in the least sense to downright fatal in the
severe sense. However, the British were not quitters, and the desire to assert their
superiority buoyed their anger at home. French entry introduced an anti-Catholic element
into the struggle, and the crowd in 1780 precipitated in the Gordon Riots a selfexamination of British politics and society. In their estimation, their government seemed
very similar to their hated enemy, and American arguments against imperial power
appeared more valid than ever. Holcroft and others, through their characterization of the
Gordon Riots, expressed the dominant sentiment within Britain: the present
administration was contemptible and required censure, but the structure of British
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government itself was fundamentally good and beneficial to the greatness of Britain and
her Empire. Mansfield and his friends faced a political sunset, and a new order had to
emerge. This dissociation of the men who ran the empire from the actual structure of the
empire gave Mansfieldism life in post-Revolutionary American political discourse. 214
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CHAPTER 6
MANSFIELDISM REBRANDED FOR THE SAKE OF A YOUNG NATION

The Gordon Riots failed to bring an immediate end to the ministry, which
managed to endure into 1781. The surrender of Cornwallis’ army at Yorktown in
October, 1781 finally broke the ministry, and the opposition gained momentum for a
change in government. A reckoning had to occur, but the actual process of change was
less satisfying to opponents, and the ultimate price was the loss of America. In February,
1782, North lost a vote of confidence in the House of Commons to continue the war in
America, and it opened the floodgates for opposition to destabilize the government.
The opposition united on a general policy to pursue peace with America, although
they differed on the terms of peace and other reforms they advocated. North resigned in
the middle of March to the chagrin of King George III, who now had the frustrating job
of choosing a new ministry. Parliament was in a highly factious state, reminiscent of the
1760s. Lord Rockingham controlled one of the largest factions, but he was detested by
George III. Rockingham represented a favroable viewpoint toward American
independence specifically and Parliamentary reform generally. The king sought other
potential leaders, notably Lord Shelburne, but the balance of power showed that any
potential ministry needed the support of Rockingham. A begrudging king asked
Rockingham to form a ministry in late March, 1782, but he took control over the
composition of Cabinet, which allowed him to control the opposition through factional
skirmishes. The Cabinet immediately complied. The king gave Shelburne the position of
Foreign Secretary, and charged him with negotiations among all the warring powers.
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Shelburne was cool to the idea of absolute independence, and he clashed with members
of the Cabinet, such as Charles James Fox, who was totally committed to American
independence. Each faction also sought to debate their individual forms of political or
economic reforms. Such disputes made the ministry anemic and rudderless.
Rockingham’s poor health added to the difficulties, and his unexpected death in July,
1782 returned the government to square one. 215
When Fox learned that the Cabinet refused to commit to total American
independence and in reaction to the death of Rockingham, he resigned from the Cabinet.
These two events paved the way for Shelburne to assume office. Facing the same factious
difficulties that plagued Rockingham’s administration, Shelburne maneuvered to
dominate Cabinet, but this strategy created tensions among the other anti-Northite parties
(North’s friends were already hostile), and contributed to his eventual downfall in early
1783. Nevertheless, Shelburne succeeded in drawing up settlement terms with the
Americans. He exploited a growing rift in Franco-American relations (and by extension,
divisions within the American peace delegation) to broker a peace that granted American
independence but maintained British occupation of Canada. The proposed treaty was
arguably a triumph, but it directly led to downfall of Shelburne. When he presented the
terms to Parliament, they rejected it. The rejection was a reflection more of antiShelburne sentiment within Parliament than the actual terms, since the ensuing
administration of the Duke of Portland (the titular head of the Fox-North Coalition)
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offered the same terms, which Parliament now accepted. Disliked immediately by George
III and increasingly the public, this Ministry lasted only eight months. 216
The political tumults allowed Mansfield a graceful exit from the political scene.
Some pundits publically declared the war his policy, and British defeat at Yorktown
complimented conveniently the anti-government background of the Gordon Riots. An
emboldened opposition cracked the delicate balance Mansfield sought in Parliament, and
he was in no position ideologically nor physically to fight longer. Mansfield had no place
in the final, formal negotiations of the war, but many sources suggested that he remained
in the shadows of power and influence. In an indirect sense, Mansfield was at least
perceived to be an important player in the political events of the peace.
Francis Dana wrote to John Adams that speculation swirled around Mansfield’s
trip to France in December, 1781. He believed that either Mansfield now “stepped forth
as the Harbinger of Peace” or in the face of the defeat of Cornwallis’ army “taught him to
dread consequences fatal to his person and connections and to fly from them.” The press
too had speculations that Mansfield was part of direct negotiations. Sources reported in
early January, 1782 that he “went to Lord Stormont’s house, where several of the
Ministers had a conference with his Lordship.” At the time Stormont was the Secretary
for the Northern Department, which gave him responsibility for foreign affairs among the
Protestant European nations. With war declared on Holland since 1780, general peace
negotiations with the belligerent nations were potential topics of discussion. Stormont
was also the former ambassador to France, and in tandem with Mansfield’s supposed
French connections, Anglo-French relations were a plausible topic as well. However, the
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reports remained vague on the subject matter of their meeting, and adding only that later
“he went to his chambers in Serjeant’s Inn, where he did a great deal of business.” 217
A few days before this meeting, Mansfield had a widely-reported encounter with
the captured American diplomat, Henry Laurens. Laurens was the primary American
diplomat to the Netherlands. In September, 1780, the British captured Laurens off
Newfoundland while in transit to Europe. They seized his papers, and they allegedly
discovered a copy of an unofficial draft treaty between America and the Netherlands that
secured a $10 million loan from the Dutch in exchange for future trade preferences. The
British authorities viewed the documents as proof of Dutch treachery against British
interests, and the event provided convenient justification for Britain to declare war upon
them. For his part, Laurens became a guest in the Tower of London, charged with high
treason.
Awaiting trial, Laurens’ health deteriorated, and friends pleaded for his release.
Laurens spent over a year in the Tower, before he appeared before Mansfield on
December 31, 1781. Mansfield asked Laurens if he wished to enter into a recognizance
for an appearance before King’s Bench during Easter Term. Laurens and his associates
accepted the offer, so Laurens was freed. Laurens noted of their meeting, “Lord M was
very condescending & inquired kindly of my health, & when I attempted to rise on
crutches, he instructed me to sit.” Public accounts of the meeting said Laurens made a
patriotic declaration:
Here Mr. Laurens took an opportunity to declare, that he looked upon himself not
as belonging to this country, and that he owed no allegiance to it, nor was he
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subject to any other country than to the free and independent States of North
America.
Laurens’ release led some pundits to question the government’s sudden change in attitude
toward him. Speculations ran rampant that Laurens was part of the articles of capitulation
between Washington and Cornwallis, and Laurens was a potential part of a prisoner
exchange. Other sources believed Laurens was a potential negotiating party for the
United States since the defeat at Yorktown changed the scope of the war. Under both
circumstances, it was a shrewd act for Mansfield that perhaps derived from a desire to
show British goodwill to influence future negotiations. Although unspecified,
Mansfield’s meeting with Stormont and the other ministers most likely addressed his
bailing of Laurens, by which Mansfield presented his reasons or discussed the next steps
in their negotiation strategy. Mansfield’s subsequent dinner invitations to Laurens
indicated some measure that Mansfield found Laurens an important figure at this moment
in Anglo-American relations. Laurens later wrote in his diary about these dinners, and he
noted more the substance of discussions he had with several British politicians. Laurens
thought that most of the people to whom he spoke desired peace between Britain and
America, but they viewed the Franco-American alliance as a major barrier. 218
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Public observers continued to perceive that Mansfield was a key player in the
orderly decline of the North ministry. Two weeks before the first vote of no confidence,
reports circulated that Mansfield was the chief architect behind a proposed Rockingham
ministry. The plan “embraces three heads, men-measures- and constitution… he also
agrees to a contractor’s bill.” In what became the sine qua non of British political
discourse over the next two years (and in some regards over the next five decades),
Mansfield’s plan called for a true coalition of parties, the immediate end to the war with
America and their independence, and electoral reform that shifted voting power away
from some of the rotten boroughs “to ten towns, which have lately arisen, such as
Sheffield, Birmingham, Manchester, &c, to elect 20 members, and to add 40 other
members to counties, to be elected in proportion to the number of freeholders.” One final
provision of the plan called for Fletcher Norton to succeed Mansfield as Chief Justice
upon his immediate retirement. 219
Considering the circumstances, the plan reflected Mansfield’s view of British
governance. His coalition of parties was an attempt to give all major factions a voice in
governmental policy. The second part reflected his sense that Britain had to return to a
commercial perspective, and the price of America was now too high to sacrifice for
continued war or lost trade. The third aspect was purely ideological. In Mansfield’s
experience, the reality of the rotten boroughs caused men to focus more on personal
ambition and favor with their overseers than sound policy for a greater Britain. In what
became the clarion call for Whig Parliamentary reform going forward, this call for
abolition of the rotten boroughs aimed to make the House of Commons more reflective of
219
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voter demographics and interests. The contractor’s bill was a Whig reform to sever direct
financial relationships between MPs and the sovereign. Their aim with this legislation
was to complete, in their minds, the original intention of the Glorious Revolution, which
was to reduce the participation of the monarch in daily governance. The bill disqualified
MPs from sitting in Parliament if they accepted royal patronage. Mansfield was a wellknown opponent of the bill because he viewed it as a violation of the king’s lawful
prerogative, but this was one of the prices for compromise, and he had to abandon his
opposition. 220
The legitimacy of these reports had some suspect qualities. When the North
ministry fell toward the end of February, 1782, Mansfield neglected to relinquish his seat
on King’s Bench. This persistent longevity on the bench became the central complaint
against Mansfield until his formal resignation in 1788. As Mansfield’s deteriorating
health became publicly notable – mostly through his long absences from court sessions
and his sightings at health spas –speculation abounded about his imminent resignation or
sudden death. One print, The Wonders of Westminster Hall, used a report of a seemingly
serious, but ultimately benign incident during a King’s Bench session to criticize
Mansfield’s longevity on the bench. In April, 1785 during a session of the court, a
cleaning woman mistakenly dislodged a skylight from its moorings, which caused it to
crash into the floor below. Fearing that the building may collapse, Mansfield ordered an
evacuation. The artist displayed a farcical scene of panicky lawyers tumbling over each
other to escape the impending doom. The final stanza of the affixed poem addressed the
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Picture 26 The Wonders of Westminster Hall, or, Courts of Law without a Covering, and Lawyers’ Fears without
Foundation, Causes without an Issue, and an Issue without a Cause, Published by Woodman and Mutlow, 1785.
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artist’s wit toward Mansfield, “However strange, ‘tis strictly true / That thus a simple
Wench / Did – (what no other Power could do) – / Drive Mansfield from the Bench!” 221
Mansfield’s stubbornness regarding retirement appeared to stem from his
acrimonious relationship with the Prime Minister (from December, 1783), William Pitt
(the Younger). Pitt favored Lloyd Kenyon as Mansfield’s successor, but Mansfield had a
personal dislike for the young upstart. He favored one of his junior, associate justices,
Francis Buller. Mansfield resolved to hold onto his position as long as possible. The
public began to take notice, with several commentators criticizing Mansfield’s position.
One critic viewed Mansfield’s action as a constitutional crisis, as “the Constitution
requires TWELVE Judges.” Another report stated, “The nationality of the Scotch… very
honourably refuses all support to the present conduct of Lord Mansfield.” Mansfield
hoped that Buller’s adept handling of King’s Bench business due to his health absences
would change Pitt’s attitude, but he was wrong. Pitt was equally adamant, and after a
string of misfortunes left the Court of King’s Bench with only on active member,
Mansfield acquiesced and resigned in June, 1788. 222
Beyond the bench in the era from 1782-1788, Mansfield remained a largely
inconspicuous part of political life. Directly, he accepted the role of interim Speaker of
the House of Lords in April, 1783. As part of the change of ministry under the Duke of
Portland (the Fox-North Coalition), Mansfield’s function was merely nominal. The
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ministry removed Lord Thurlow as Lord Chancellor, and instead of naming a new one,
they chose to keep the Chancellorship under commission. Mansfield’s duty was strictly to
conduct daily business in the House of Lords. When the coalition fell at the end of 1783
in favor of Pitt the Younger’s ministry, Mansfield relinquished the Speakership, citing a
desire to depart from the ensuing political mess. It was only a symbolic gesture, because
Pitt intended to return Thurlow to the Lord Chancellorship anyway. One notable action
during his tenure as Speaker speculated that “there are considerable bets depending that it
[the Definitive Treaty also known as the Treaty of Paris] will never be signed, unless
Lord Mansfield or the Lord Chancellor take the trouble of settling the discord of the
harmonical mansion, and put the squeaking and capering States in tune.” 223
Around this time, John Adams had an interesting encounter with Mansfield.
When Adams arrived to watch the opening of Parliament in November, 1783, Mansfield
sent Black Rod, the official usher of the House of Lords, to find “Mr. Adams, Lord
Mansfield’s friend” to escort him to a prime seat for the proceedings. A companion of
Adams remarked on this situation where Mansfield sought Adams, and believed it “was
one of the finest finishings in the picture of American independence.” Adams never
reported any follow-up encounter with Mansfield. 224
Other observers remained unconvinced of Mansfield’s political exit. As Adams
began his tenure as the official ambassador to Britain in 1785, Arthur Lee believed his
London contact, Paul Wentworth, was the emissary of Mansfield, who maintained a
strong relationship with George III. The king, however, was deeply enamored with Pitt,
so this blunted any potential influence by Mansfield. The last publically reported meeting
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between Mansfield and the king occurred on May 12, 1785. By this time also Mansfield’s
ailing health was constant news, and it was well known that Pitt and Mansfield had
significant disagreements on policy. In a playful irony, newspapers reported that “Lord
Mansfield for the first time since his majesty came to the throne, gave his voice and vote
against the Crown.” Pitt’s ministry effectively ended Mansfield’s political career, and
after his arguably overdue resignation from King’s Bench in 1788, Mansfield largely
disappeared from the newspapers until his death in 1793. 225
Mansfield’s retirement began a slow cleansing of his publicly perceived character.
The evolution began in the middle of his retirement in 1790. A reporter praised his career
and said he could “close his life with the consolation of having done much good, and
with the certainty that though he may have erred… none of his errors will be entailed to
posterity.” 226 In the American experience, this sentiment was an especial foreshadowing,
as Mansfieldian thought became an important aspect of antebellum American social,
political, and economic development. His lasting influence emanated from his judicial
career. Directly, his opinions in commercial law became the authoritative precedents in
the development of early American capitalism. His Somerset decision became the legal
justification for the abolitionist cause, although advocates misinterpreted or misperceived
the extent of his decision. Indirectly, the substance of these decisions advanced an
ideology of law and authority that became a bulwark of American constitutional
development, in favor of greater consolidation and nationalization of government. His
influences were not free from controversy or debate, but Mansfield increasingly became a
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figure by which to measure the validity of governmental action. Mansfield became a
redeemed figure on both sides of the Atlantic, and his political sins, which arguably
caused the American Revolution, became a mere footnote against his legal standing and
constitutional validation.

American Confidence in the Common Law and Mansfield’s Inconspicuous Redemption

The adulation of Mansfield was not preordained, however. His position on libel
remained arguably a black stain on his legacy. Even though the laws of the time on both
sides of the Atlantic offered no absolute guarantee to freedom of speech or press,
Mansfield’s constant pronouncements that judges alone determined whether purported
tracts were libels irked many observers. Beginning with John Wilkes and through the
prosecution of Henry Woodfall (the publisher of the Junius letters), Mansfield always
appeared ready to censure any public objection to governmental actions. In Mansfield’s
waning days, his name appeared in British newspapers frequently as Parliament debated
laws to fix this perceived problem. With Fox’s Libel Bill in 1792, Parliament determined
that juries had the ability to consider both the fact of publishing and the fact of
defamation. 227
Americans too had similar worries. Although the construction of the First
Amendment in the Bill of Rights derived from many sources (partially the mythologizing
of John Peter Zenger’s trial), some commentators pointed to Mansfield as a reason why
even the original Constitution needed a freedom of press clause. In a public letter to
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James Wilson, a writer focused upon the proposed text of Article III which allowed for
the Supreme Court to hear all cases where the United States was a party, and the power of
the judges were to determine both law and fact. He urged the newspapers “to publish
Lord Mansfield’s conduct in the king against Woodfall; [so] that the publick mind may
be properly warned of the consequences of agreeing to a constitution, which provides no
security for the freedom of the press.” “Cincinnatus” went further by equating Wilson
with Mansfield. He was unconvinced by Wilson’s promise that “there is no reason to
suspect so popular a privilege will be neglected.” “Cincinnatus” likened Wilson to “the
wolf in the stable… when he was persuading them to trust him as their protector, and to
dismiss the guardian dogs.” The writers had a point, although only in hindsight:
He [Alexander Addison] joined other Federalist jurists such as James Wilson in
trying to distinguish his vision of defamation law from the Orthodox Whig
position of Sir William Blackstone and Lord Mansfield, English authorities
identified in American legal culture with an absolutist defense of “Court”
politicians. Rejecting the Blackstonian principles of the “greater the truth the
greater the libel” and of a limited role for jurors in defamation prosecutions,
Addison labored to justify criminal libel prosecutions [such at the Sedition Act of
1798] as consistent with constitutional guarantees of free expression and
consistent with wise, republican policy-making. 228
These writers projected a hardline position on freedom of the press. Much like Wilkes
and Junius’ strongest acolytes two decades before this in Britain, these constitutional
opponents wanted no limitations on the press. Mansfield was their harsh reality, and they
were unwilling to accept any unwritten promises of governmental restraint. 229
The inclusion of freedom of the press into the Bill of Rights in 1791 aimed to
allay the fears of these critics, but its ambiguous language provided little in the way of
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actual structural comfort. Basic views largely remained consistent on both sides of the
Atlantic throughout Mansfield’s life; prior restraint by the government was strongly
detested, but writers and publishers had to exercise their privileges responsibly. Unlike
Britain, America never adopted a Libel Bill to control prosecutions for libel. Americans
believed naturally that juries had the power to determine the question of defamation,
where it derived from the mythology of the Zenger trial from 1734. Although the case
was famous for its declaration that truth was an absolute defense against libel, in practice
no state enacted such a standard. His acquittal by a jury was an important lasting impact,
because it confirmed the traditional view that “a jury [was]… the only defence that
human wisdom could devise, against tyranny and oppression,” but this practice too was
inconsistent between the states. The reviled 1798 Sedition Act contained a clause which
stated, “The jury that shall try the cause, shall have the right to determine the law and the
fact, under the direction of the court,” but this was largely because Alexander Hamilton
was a firm believer in this principle. The First Amendment provided no consistency about
the definition of freedom of the press, and since most applications were local, states
retained much deference to apply their own standards to the definition of libel. 230
Libel was one branch of the larger debate about institutional basis for justice
within the nation. In one regard, the debate raged over the basis for the common law
within America. This struggle pitted America against its former colonial master and later
between the states and the national government. Another issue was the source of
adjudication itself; the classic competition between equitable justice, common law, and
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civil law, which played into issues about balance of power within state and national
governments. Mansfield became an ideological symbol within the debate after
independence, and it contributed to his redeemed legacy.
The ideology of common law arrived on American shores with the first colonists
in 1607. It provided a sense of legal stability in a perceptively chaotic atmosphere. It was
also a little slice of the old world; something that elevated the colonists from their NativeAmerican neighbors. The common law contained two fundamental aspects that made it
very attractive to colonials. Foremost, the common law was the law of property. In
conditions where colonials increasingly viewed property rights as natural, the common
law was their savior. Many of the earliest settlers in America, notably the New
Englanders, regarded the common law highly as a means to limit the power and influence
of the monarch, which was arguably why they left England in the first place. In
consequence too, common law bred a constitutional ideology that placed the law above
all men, including the king. This elevation of the common law as its own sort of majesty
coalesced later into the general protests against British power in the imperial crisis. The
other important aspect of the common law was its adaptability to local conditions.
Although the strength of the common law rested upon its similar applicability over time,
useful innovations adjusted the execution of doctrines and procedures to local conditions.
In this intrepid period, the colonists had to first create their version of common law. To
complete this task, they had to rely upon some English precedent, but they rested their
innovations on common law’s big brother – equity. 231
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The rationality of equity better fit the legal realities of early settlement. Equity
represented pure justice – disputants presented their cases before a dispassionate arbiter
whose expectation was to decide the case in the fairest possible way. Equity justice had
the authority to stray from the common law if need be, but it could not discard it
completely. In the period of early settlement, the colonists had a rudimentary sense of
English common law, but they needed the flexibility to adapt the law to their
surroundings. After conditions stabilized, colonists created their own common laws from
their experiences. The other attractive quality of equity in the early phase of the colonial
period was that its dispensers required no background in case law. Virtually none of the
English settlers in America were trained lawyers, so the idea of equity legitimized the
legal authority of those who technically had no training in the law. Communities
bestowed their trust upon selected people to execute proper justice. Common law in early
America was a work in progress, and colonists embraced the maxims of equity much
better than their English counterparts. They embraced legal reform that aimed to
streamline the judicial system away from the English system where law was a
jurisdictional competition between different courts.
Two major conditions challenged this legal system. Many of the original colonies
of British North America began as charter colonies, which connected them ostensibly to
the English (later British) imperial government, but granted them a large measure of selfautonomy, as long as their laws were not repugnant to English laws. When the Crown
began to establish colonies under its own prerogative and appointed governors, this
condition challenged the authority of internal colonial government. Equitable ideology
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inspired colonial elites to use the courts as forums for constitutional debate to challenge
the authority of these governors, and when the imperial crisis erupted, some colonial
lawyers used equitable language to challenge the authority of Parliament. 232
The other change came through the development of colonial common law
systems. Common law was always more attractive then equity law because the former
promoted stability over time than constant innovation. As the colonies matured, they
achieved enough stability through experience to create indigenous common law systems.
A functional common system required the recognition of a distinctive lawyer class that
understood the intricacies of their respective colonial legal systems. Proper common law
adjudication had an accepted form and process in the English tradition, and by the middle
of the eighteenth century, a large group of colonials became well acquainted with the
processes of English common law, through either education in Britain or apprenticeships
at home, and they began to align their colonial legal systems closer to traditional British
common practice. From this moment, colonial legal systems had to grapple with the
opposing qualities of equity and common law – the former with its flexibility and the
latter with its rigidity. Colonial experimented with a concept of law that tried to find
some accommodation between both without a resort to two separate legal systems, and
many colonies on the eve of the American Revolution allowed their common law courts
to use equitable remedies to adjudicate disputes if such resort provided the better
outcome. This seemingly evenhanded approach had potential problems and some key
critics. 233
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Mansfield’s judicial career was a major contributor to reactions about the
relationship between law and equity. The English legal system was less apt for legal
reform because the multitudinous sources of legal relief existed over a longer period of
time; each court system in England derived its authority from the Crown and each rested
upon this legitimacy to act; and each court system composed of justices who had vested
interests in their positions, and were very jealous about their power and authority.
Mansfield became unique in this period because he became well known for his
propensity to approach the common law with an equitable lens. Many of his greatest
judicial decisions in the commercial law involved his ability to adapt principles of settled
common law to the modern realities of the imperial business world. One observer noted
Mansfield’s “celebrity as an able and upright distributor of justice, it is evident, had
reached the extremest verge of Europe” after he received praise from a group of Turkish
merchants. James Allen Park looked at his “admirable improvements which you have
made to that branch of the law… your labours in this respect… would be sufficient to
render your Lordship immortal in a country, whose grandeur is founded on commerce,”
in a work on the law of marine insurance that was widely printed in Britain and America.
The Boston Courier later referred to him as the “grandfather of modern commercial law.”
Mansfield contended that the common law needed modernization as the locus of
economics shifted from local, internal feudalism to imperial, external mercantile realities.
He believed the common law could adjust without wholesale reconstruction by
Parliament, because the process to reform formally the British common law system to
this extent was seemingly difficult, and it arguably made the British less competitive.
Vocal critics of Mansfield’s approach to the law in this manner usually derived from his
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treatment of defendants in libel cases, where they accused him of wholesale abandonment
of common law on the matter. However, the logic of Mansfield’s changes and his
longevity on the bench allowed him a degree of authority within the legal profession. 234
Mansfield also had an important part in the development of legal education. A
major authority in American legal education from roughly 1760-1850 was William
Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England. Before the rise of the modern
American law school method, aspiring lawyers learned the law much like Mansfield had
done – some collegiate training supplemented by indirect learning in a lawyers’ society
(such as the Inns of Court in London) or apprenticeship under a practicing lawyer. The
system had its faults because foremost it lacked consistency, but it also largely failed to
teach aspiring lawyers anything about the law. Blackstone’s Commentaries came to allay
fundamentally these deficiencies in legal education. In situations where young upcoming
apprentice-lawyers toiled over the mundane paperwork of law for their patrons,
Blackstone became virtually a one-stop shop for immersion in the common law. 235
Mansfield and Blackstone were deeply acquainted with each other, as the former
was keenly interested in the latter’s career. Mansfield originally recommended
Blackstone for the Regius Professorship in the Civil Law at Oxford, but upon the Duke of
Newcastle’s choice of Herbert Jenner, Mansfield urged Blackstone to continue informal
lecturing at Oxford. This advice laid the groundwork for Blackstone’s appointment as the
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first Vinerian Professor of English Law at Oxford, and Blackstone’s appointment granted
him the time and opportunity to develop the lectures that became the foundation for his
famous Commentaries. He also served briefly as an associate justice in King’s Bench in
1770 before transferring to Common Pleas. Although Mansfield and Blackstone had one
major disagreement while jointly on King’s Bench over an issue of “future use” of
property (Mansfield advocated an updated restatement while Blackstone and other
justices favored the old application), the Commentaries were highly receptive of
Mansfieldian innovations in common law. John Adams provided an apt connection
between Mansfield and his contribution to legal education, “The long career of Lord
Mansfield, his investigations and Decisions, the great Number [of] modern Reporters in
his time… have greatly facilitated the Acquisition of it [legal knowledge?].” The
Commentaries allowed for the easy distillation of a disembodied legal Mansfield who
transcended the life and career of the corporeal Mansfield. 236
Amid the fervor of the Revolution, when the patriots seemingly rejected all things
British, most Revolutionary leaders were not so radical in their attitudes toward the
common law. They viewed the common law as a useful tool to maintain structural
familiarity in the states. The implicit promise of common law – its timeless roots and
careful evolution – provided some confidence amid the quasi-chaotic condition of the
young nation. Each state also favored its own brand of the common law, so it served as a
measure of identity among the states in a period of high suspicion, especially during the
Confederation period. All the former colonies eventually continued to honor the common
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law in their states, but they adopted changes in substance and procedure that allowed
them to create the common law anew in their respective states, and many tried to truncate
English sources of legal influence after the beginning of the independence. However, “the
ape of Lord Mansfield” remained a powerful authority in the young nation, and it opened
the door for British influence to continue politically and legally after independence. 237

The Mansfieldian Character of the Federalist Party

In a young nation trying to navigate the travails of the international marketplace,
the Federalist Party became a strong proponent of pro-market measures to achieve
success in a difficult international marketplace. Led by Alexander Hamilton, Federalists
saw a world “in which foreign restrictions persisted, and in which American demand for
foreign manufactures was constant and increasing while foreign demand for American
products was fluctuating and unstable.” Hamilton wanted a stronger central government
to facilitate the needs and protections for a burgeoning economy. While in government,
the Federalists modeled their administrations along the lines of British ministries. The
development of the American cabinet system to assist the executive was not stipulated in
the Constitution, but Federalists borrowed the British idea to utilize a close cluster of
hand-picked officials to direct policy. When the Federalists held a strong majority in
Congress during Washington’s two administrations, the Cabinet enjoyed the privileges of
policy formation that was the mainstay of the British system. The common law also,
especially Mansfield’s innovations, helped this goal too by keeping legal issues within
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the provenance of the courts. This containment further shielded the common law from the
populist political winds. This avoidance was a cornerstone of Mansfieldian thought
generally, as Mansfield continually worried about the interference of the public on the
execution of necessary policy. Ultimately, the attraction of Mansfieldian common law
was its acceptance of many different forms of contract and transactions that promoted the
expansion of business. The attraction of Mansfieldian thought was proven economic and
political success when national government ran efficiently through a small group of
ideologically committed, virtuous men. 238
The Federalist vision also developed in a more general atmosphere where
Americans had to learn nationalism. Demonstration of virtue was one matter, but
educating virtue was equally important. Linda Kerber’s “republican motherhood” was a
major source of this education, as mothers instructed their children, primarily their sons,
in the nuances of proper public virtue and patriotism toward the idea of America. Beyond
the home, writers began to pen educational tracts which aimed to engrain this early
nationalism through pertinent examples. One particular writer, Caleb Bingham, authored
an anthology of speeches, verses, and other writings that he believed encapsulated the
proper values Americans should hold. His textbook, The Columbian Orator, became a
standard source for education in early American nationalism. Bingham’s work brought
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Mansfield directly to the attention of his readers, and inadvertently made him a reference
point in the creation of American nationalism. 239
Bingham chose to include Mansfield’s speech before the House of Lords in 1770
in favor of a “Bill for Preventing Delays of Justice, by Reason of Privilege of
Parliament.” Bingham’s excerpt contained many attractive quotes for any aspiring,
politically virtuous person:
The law, then, ought to be equally open to all. Any exemption to particular men,
or particular ranks of men, is, in a free and commercial country, a solecism of the
grossest nature.
But upon no principle of liberal legislation whatever, can my servant have a title
to set his creditors at defiance, while for forty shillings only, the honest tradesman
may be torn from his family, and locked up in jail.
It has been said by a noble lord on my left hand, that I likewise am running the
race of popularity. If the noble lord means by popularity, that applause bestowed
by after-ages on good and virtuous actions, I have long been struggling in that
race. But if he mean that mushroom popularity, which is raised without merit, and
lost without a crime, he much mistakes in his opinion.
Those who have forgone that pleasing adviser, and given up their mind to be the
slave of every popular impulse, I sincerely pity. I pity them still more, if their
vanity leads them to mistake the shouts of a mob for the trumpet of fame.
True liberty, in my opinion, can only exist when justice is equally administered to
all; to the king, and to the beggar. Where is the justice, then, or where is the law
that protects a member of parliament more than any other man from the
punishment due to his crimes?
On the surface, these quotes suggested that Mansfield was a bold crusader for the
perfectly equal society. He attacked the privileges of social, economic, and political elites
in these few excerpts, and Mansfield’s words reinforced Bingham’s Jeffersonian
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leanings, so he included Mansfield among a collection of great liberal thinkers. However,
his use of Mansfield in this text was very interesting considering that Mansfield’s
political and intellectual foe, William Pitt, had seven entries in the volume. How could
Bingham place Mansfield and Pitt within an agreeable paradigm? The primary answer
was that Bingham cherry-picked the quote and took it way out of context. Mansfield’s
support for limitations on Parliamentary privilege grew out of his encounter with John
Wilkes. Wilkes attempted to assert his privilege throughout his trials to avoid
prosecution, and Mansfield’s quotes demonstrated the extent of his anger towards Wilkes
in their abuse of the principle. To reinforce the point that Wilkes was Mansfield’s frame
of reference on this issue, Mansfield’s discursive speech about popularity was a direct
knock against Wilkes and his movement:
I very well remember, and many of your lordships may remember, that not long
ago the popular cry was for the extension of the [Parliamentary] privilege; and so
far did they carry it at the time, that it was said that the privilege protected
members even in criminal actions. Nay, such was the power of popular prejudices
over weak minds, that the very decisions of some of the courts were tinctured
with that doctrine.
Mansfield had no one in mind more than Wilkes and his followers with this quote. In
1770, the Wilkes issue was still a common topic. Bingham appeared to miss this context
entirely, and included Mansfield’s speech in an anthology dedicated to virtuous
nationalism, which was ironic considering Mansfield’s political reputation during his
career. Nevertheless, Bingham’s clear mischaracterization of the context of Mansfield’s
words provided a pathway for redemption within American. David Blight’s assertion that
Frederick Douglass was a strong admirer of the book opened up the possibility that
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Mansfield became popular in the abolitionist movement because post-Revolutionary
generations viewed him more favorably due to their whitewashed exposure to him. 240
Virtually no Federalists directly attributed their belief in the party’s values to
Mansfield – in many ways Federalist ideas and policy derived from many different
national and local interests. However, their general view of government certainly
paralleled Mansfieldian principles. The crucial battle over the meaning and operation of
the Constitution displayed their affinity for this mindset. The basis of sovereignty within
American federalism was a fundamental argument in the Convention. The argument over
a supremacy clause and the means to enforce it invoked heated discussions in the
chamber. Federalists defined supremacy literally; the national government had to have
unquestioned power to do whatever was necessary to bring prosperity to the United
States. They wanted to demonstrate primarily to the British and French that America was
a stable, viable, and competitive nation. The Federalists actively sought to have the
Constitution create a distinctive American nation-state. The Federalists understood that
America was a diverse nation with myriad views. In the Confederation decade, they
argued that this diversity of views tore society apart as the states were in
“hypercompetition” with one another over scare sources of immediate wealth following
the War for Independence. France and Britain took advantage of America under these
conditions, and Federalists feared a backslide toward international dependence. With the
Constitution, Federalists proposed the idea of a composite state in the same vein as the
formation of Britain. Americans had to disperse with their internal jealousies and
traditional mutual mistrust to work together for the national, common good. In order to
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achieve this, Federalists demanded particular powers for the national government, mainly
the powers to compel taxation, active and constant control of the national defense, and a
monopoly on all economic regulation outside state borders. For Federalists, the national
government was the only appropriate vehicle to assert American political and economic
presence in the world. 241
The Federalists achieved a supremacy clause in the Constitution to assert the
authority of a national government, but no discernible mechanism to enforce it or a
guarantee to support it. Since many Federalists viewed the Confederation years as the
excessive meddling of popular politics in government, under the Constitutional system,
they largely wanted to shield the government from social pressures. The Constitution
initially created a huge challenge to this desired demarcation. The 1793 case of Chisholm
v. Georgia presented a unique dilemma for Federalists. Chisholm sued the state of
Georgia for unpaid debts from the Revolutionary War, as executor of the estate of Robert
Farquhar. Georgia’s legislature claimed sovereign immunity, so Chisholm took the case
to the United States Circuit Court in Georgia. Georgia’s legal representatives, the
Attorney and Solicitor Generals, appeared for the arguments, but they took a curious
stance. They argued for dismissal of the suit on the basis of sovereign immunity, but they
want to be careful not to admit that the court had jurisdiction. Riding circuit, James
Iredell dismissed jurisdiction, not on the basis of Georgia’s assertions, but on the basis of
the Judiciary Act of 1789, which granted the Supreme Court original jurisdiction in cases
where a state was a party. Chisholm took his case to the highest court.
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Georgia provided only a written statement to the Court that again asserted its
sovereign immunity. Georgia’s unwillingness to fight the case allowed Chisolm’s lawyer,
Edmund Randolph (at the time also the Attorney General of the United States) an open
forum to confirm the power of the Court to hear the full case. The justices invited any
member of the Federal Bar in the courtroom to argue against Randolph, but no one
budged, and the Court granted jurisdiction in the case. The Federalist Justices (Chief)
John Jay and James Wilson were able to assert the supremacy of the national judiciary
and also the composite concept of America: the individual states were not immune to
equal responsibility under the Constitution.
However, the principle that the federal government had a duty to adjudicate any
dispute or complaint between individuals and their government potentially opened the
floodgates for all types of suits. The feared result was that government would ground to a
halt because people would abuse the system. The Federalist James Iredell was the lone
dissenter in the case, and he cited Mansfield’s decision in Macbeath v. Haldimand to
shield Georgia from suits by private citizens. In Macbeath, the plaintiff attempted to
collect debts from the British government based upon the actions of the Lieutenant
Governor of Quebec acting under his official capacity. Mansfield entertained the notion
that a subject could hold the king personally accountable in actions of debt, but that in
1786, the king no longer had absolute authority over the government’s expenditures. He
decision became a useful means for Iredell to claim sovereign immunity even in a
republic:
Since the [Glorious] Revolution, with respect to the expenditure of public
money… the supplies have been appropriated by parliament to particular
purposes; and now whoever advances money for the public service trusts to the
faith of parliament.
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Iredell viewed sovereignty historically: kings needed sovereignty to justify their supreme
power over their subject. Mansfield extended sovereign rights to Parliament under the
terms of the political realignment due to the Glorious Revolution. Iredell believed that the
American Revolutionary movement placed sovereignty within the people, but he
accepted that sovereignty had to emanate from a tangible source, namely legislatures,
who were the duly elected expressions of the people’s will. In Iredell’s estimation, courts
had to defer to legislatures unless abuses were clearly serious and had to be addressed.
The legislatures required the authority to act confidently. Iredell’s opinion lost the day,
but the practically lightning passage of the Eleventh Amendment by 1795 signaled that at
the very least, legislative bodies agreed with Mansfieldian thought when it suited their
direct needs. 242
John Adams was the quintessential Mansfieldian Federalist. He was a man of
broad learning, and was fascinated with history and philosophy, much like Mansfield. He
trained in the law at the height of the “Anglicanization” of the Massachusetts bench and
bar. The deep immersion of potential lawyers in British law and constitutionalism
engendered a general respect for the entire system. Young upstarts like Adams used their
training to systemize the legal system in Massachusetts, and free it from the domination
of increasingly ignorant and arbitrary judges. When the imperial crisis began, Adams and
his peers became torn between their respect for the British system and their scorn for the
clear abuses of 1760s British policy toward America. Adams straddled the fence for as
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long as possible, because he was equally worried about the popular, and in his view
irrational, radicalism of the Boston crowds against British authority. His full conversion
to the independence viewpoint came only after he accepted that the British were adamant
in their unconstitutional exercise of authority. Once Adams settled on the Patriot position,
he became a steadfast supporter of American independence. Much like Mansfield’s
position about the use of martial force in imperial relations, Adams became the
Revolutionary zealot only after all other windows of accommodation closed.
With victory secured against the British after the Battle of Yorktown, Adams
tempered his radicalism against the British as they negotiated a general peace. Adams
maintained a deep respect for the British system – notoriously so for his political
opponents in the 1790s and beyond. He was never a social revolutionary, so he had no
qualms in embracing the thought that the Revolution was a movement to reset the balance
of, a virtuous system of “mixed” government. His observations (albeit from across the
Atlantic) of the Confederation years confirmed his deep suspicions that too much
democracy created more problems than it fixed. As ambassador to Britain, he grew to
understand the basis of their political and social system, and the stability it provided for
that nation. The proletarian excesses and violence of the French Revolution only further
deepened his feelings that the British had the right model for a successful nation. When
he returned to the United States, he was steadfastly committed to the Federalists’
principles that aimed to pull the nation back from its democratic excesses. In his
Presidency and Vice-Presidency, he fashioned a British “Court persuasion” on the
government. Adams and his fellow Federalists largely took the role of the British Tories
in early American government. The Revolution championed republicanism, but the
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virtuous few had the duty to promote an American nationalism that channeled democratic
republicanism into a national program that pursued national, common interests. Adams
and his cohort believed that they were the good officials that the British system
required. 243
These Federalists had to soften their direct admiration of Mansfield though.
Public memory was still familiar with the political Mansfield of the Revolutionary era.
Mansfield had to stay in the shadows of their rhetoric specifically because his public
career was so controversial to Americans. Mansfield himself also provided some
ambiguities for the Federalists. Not coincidentally, the wordy John Adams best
expressed this love-hate quality when he wrote in his autobiography, “When in the study
and practice of the law, my admiration of the learning, talents and eloquence of
Mansfield had been constantly increasing, though some of his opinions I could not
approve. His politics in American affairs I had always detested.” In a letter to his son
Charles, John punctuated this conflicting mentality, “You do well to admire Lord
Mansfield, yet you must be upon your guard and not always adopt his Ideas.” Mansfield
was a perfect model for the nuts and bolts of an exemplary leader. Adams’ quotes
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acknowledged that Mansfield was emulative… except for his actions in relation to the
American Revolution – no small thing for an Adams! Mansfield never directly entered
Federalist vocabulary because Federalists had to balance the desire they had for
Mansfieldian order and example against their anger over his wanton and unjustified
rejection of American arguments during the imperial crisis. Mansfield’s disregard for
what these Americans viewed as clear violations of British law and constitutionalism
allowed them to place him within the cadre of bad officials, but they had to humanize
him to do so. Mansfield the individual had the personal weaknesses of every man –
Mansfield chose “the Side of Power” in the end – but Mansfieldism, although unspoken,
was a virtuous path if conducted by the right people. 244

Thomas Jefferson’s Republican Challenge to Mansfieldian Federalism

While John Adams and other Federalists had to temper their Mansfieldian
admiration, Thomas Jefferson and his Republican allies had no scruples to sound an
alarm about creeping Mansfieldism in American politics and law.
The corporeal Mansfield offered very little for Jefferson in terms of ideas or
authority. Although they both pursued an educational program rooted in the Classics,
they differed on much of everything else. Jefferson pursued a legal education, but the law
was not his source of income; he did not need it to be. This lack of career dependency
allowed Jefferson to view the common law much differently than his peers. As a studious
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student, Jefferson was well-versed in the case law, but his liberation allowed him to
challenge the substance and reporting of the case law instead of blindly adhering to it. He
questioned the hierarchical nature of the common law system that ended with the Court
of King’s Bench. He studied the evolution of the court, and became highly dissatisfied
with the intellectual gymnastics that permitted King’s Bench to be the precedential
common law court within the British system. He worried about the concentrated and
largely unchallenged power over the law that the chief justice of that court wielded over
everything, and the potential of tyranny was very real for him. Mansfield was the
actualization of those fears for Jefferson. 245
Jefferson came from a patriarchal plutocracy. Foremost, Virginia was a slave
society, which had rigid rules that managed the master-slave relationships. Slavery
provided the backbone of wealth that supported the lavish lifestyles of Virginia’s
gentlemen. Women and children lived under the iron grips of their husbands and fathers.
The Virginian elite had an inflated sense of their own greatness, and although Jefferson
frequently criticized their excesses, he was not absolutely immune to imbibing in the
privileges of his standing. This hierarchical structure had its problems though. Although
Virginia elites demonstrated a high degree of solidarity to outsiders, internal conditions
dictated a measure of stratification even among the elites. Wealth remained the primary
ingress to the high society, and depended little on whether one was properly suited to be a
gentleman. These divides manifested into a reality where Virginia was essentially a
collection of many smaller aristocracies. The House of Burgesses essentially became the
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forum by which these plutocrats debated power and privilege. Virginia was a society
deeply respectful of the concept of hierarchy (virtue was a bonus), but her people were
also sensitive to the issues of representation, power, and influence. Jefferson was torn as
well because he understood a need for hierarchy, but he also championed broader-based
republicanism as a means to control those hierarchies, because the plutocrats seldom
ruled virtuously. 246
Jefferson came to the Second Continental Congress with some affinity toward
Whiggish radicalism. The British violated the basic trust of the Americans through their
policies, and their assertion of supremacy was abhorrent in an evolving Jeffersonian
republican mindset. Jefferson was philosophically the more radical than John Adams,
although Adams was initially more vocal about independence. Jefferson grew to dislike
everything that the British represented, and viewed their system as morally bankrupt. His
Declaration of Independence was more than just an indictment of the men in the British
system, but a bold expression that the British system was unredeemable because the
nature of their imperial system was fundamentally hierarchical, and ultimately
unresponsive and unrepresentative to the real needs of Americans. 247
Jefferson’s experience as a foreign official after the War for Independence only
strengthened his Anglophobia. In postwar diplomacy between Britain and the United
States, Jefferson bristled at the condescension of the British establishment, which he
believed still regarded America as under their control. The continual difficulties that
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Adams had in securing commercial treaties with the British confirmed these beliefs.
Jefferson found enough solace in 1780s France to alter dramatically his feelings about the
meaning of the Revolution. Foremost, the political atmosphere of 1780s France presented
a sharp contrast with Britain. The French appeared very modern in their attitudes about
the changing world. With the rise of the French Revolution in 1789, Jefferson saw a
fulfillment of everything he thought the American Revolution ought to be. He
romanticized the French Revolution, and regarded its concentrated assault on the
repressive aristocracy as a just and necessary thing to do. Jefferson harbored misgivings
about popular sovereignty as a member of the elite class, but he was more forgiving about
popular dissent – government could easily push people to the brink with tyranny.
Jefferson was deeply enamored with the French, and he remained dedicated to the idea
that she was America’s natural ally. 248
When Jefferson retuned to the United State to serve in George Washington’s
Cabinet, he became alarmed at the elitist tone which dominated from within. Jefferson
believed that Hamilton aimed to deliver the government into the hands of the financial
elite and other moneyed interests. In Hamilton’s plans for debt consolidation and
especially the Bank of the United States, he saw no brilliant economic strategy to save the
country but a sinister plan to deny the essence of the American Revolution – the idea of
popular sovereignty. He viewed the Federalists as reactionaries who inflated events like
Shays’ Rebellion into justifications to scale back the political and social gains made since
independence. He tried to control their influence from within the administration, but the
Cabinet’s decision to choose neutrality over solidarity in the wake of the French
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Revolution, coupled with his distaste for the terms of Jay’s Treaty with the British,
Jefferson resigned from the Cabinet. He led the opposition formally remembered as the
Democratic-Republicans to battle the aristocratically-minded Federalists. Jefferson
contested two presidential elections against John Adams, his old friend but current
political enemy. Adams won the first round mostly through his personal prestige and
political experience. Jefferson took the second round handily on the heels of a much
better organized faction, buoyed by the disastrous Alien and Sedition Acts passed during
Adams’ administration. They confirmed all of the Jeffersonian warnings about the
intentions of the Federalists, and the party never politically recovered. Jefferson and
Adams loosely rekindled their friendship in their later years, but both remained
committed to their established positions. Both believed that virtue was an important
component to leadership, but Adams believed only a dedicated aristocracy could deliver,
while Jefferson had more faith in the people to control their own excesses, given the right
tools and circumstances. 249
Mansfield and Mansfieldism posed a direct threat to Jefferson and his worldview.
In a technical sense, Jefferson’s opinion of Mansfield stemmed from the former’s
preference for the civil law. Jefferson learned about the nuances of civil law through his
studies in Roman history. He had no desire to emulate the Romans specifically, but their
idea of civil law provided a useful escape from the aristocratically-dominated common
law. The essence of civil law was its almost absolute control by the legislature. Judicial
discretion was very limited within civil law, and innovation came through the will of the
people than by the clever pleadings of lawyers or wild-eyed pronouncements of judges.
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For Jefferson, common law was dangerously and continually outdated. Civil law
judicature allowed the law to update continuously with changing times. 250
However, he understood that common law was wildly popular among his peers,
and it offered a mode of continuity for the states. If anything, he wanted the common law
to become more American. He lobbied for equity courts because he believed that was
where the identity of a uniquely American legal system would form. In his 1785 letter to
Mazzei, he expressed astonishment as he saw many states eliminated their equity courts.
This was not a sudden development for many of the states, because as colonies, their
courts frequently blended law and equity for their convenience. Jefferson believed that if
the beauty of common law was its cognizance of local circumstances, the scale of the
adjustment came through experimentation in equity courts and later systemic review by
legislators, who hopefully ultimately incorporated its findings into common law.
Jefferson understood that chancery law placed a large amount of discretion in the hands
of the chancellor, but he accepted that both English and Virginian political and legal
systems provided adequate limits on the power of the chancellor through protocol
(including jury sittings on questions of fact) and writs of error. Jefferson saw no
unlimited mandate for the chancellor because “nine tenths of our legal contestations are
perfectly remedied by the Common law.” For the other tenth, Jefferson saw the role of
the chancellor when:
the same case is presented so often that the Chancellor can seize certain leading
features which submit it to a general description, and shew that it is a proper
object for the application of some moral rule, here a new class of cases formed,
and brought within the regular relief of the court of Chancery, which thus
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continues the administration of justice progressive almost in equal pace with the
progress of commerce and refinement of morality. 251
After chancery jurisprudence fine-tuned the new mode of adjudication, the legislature
reviewed it and decided whether to standardize the innovation into the common law
system. For Jefferson, this systemic and compartmentalized operation of the judicial
system “render[ed] property and liberty more or less secured in a country where that
security is infinitely valued.” The blending of law and equity placed more discretion in
the hands of judges, whose duty was to uphold the law. Mansfield became Jefferson’s
model for this problem. 252
Mansfield’s judicial example of using equitable remedies to “update” common
law practice worried him. As he warned his friend Philip Mazzei in 1785, “Relieve the
judges from the rigour of text law, and permit them, with praetorian discretion, to wander
into its equity, and the legal system becomes incertain.” He saw the consolidation of law
and equity into single courts as “a monster whose existence should not be suffered one
moment in a free country.” A judge with both sets of powers had wide latitude to decide
arbitrarily on any case that came before him. When combined with other protections that
isolated judges from sociopolitical pressures such as life tenure, Jefferson envisioned a
class of very powerful and unaccountable judges who had total command over the law.
Mansfield was Jefferson’s revolutionary who introduced these changes to legal
philosophy, and his “clearest head and most seducing eloquence” convinced lawyers
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throughout the Anglo-American world that equity law “is a chaos, irreducible to a
system, insusceptible of fixed rules, and incapable of definition or explanation.” Jefferson
blamed many things for Mansfield’s influence, and he had supporters who plied him with
reasons. His cousin, John Garland Jefferson, said that “Mansfield must have had an
undue influence on the minds of the other judges… for what he laid down, the rest
concured in without hesitation, or argument.” A friend believed this deference by the
other judges created an impenetrable aura around Mansfield to the point that “it is much
to be apprehended that his celebrity in decisions of property will contribute to sanction
his heretical opinions concerning civil liberty.” 253
In an 1826 letter to James Madison, Jefferson displayed an understanding that, for
him, Mansfieldism was a pervasive problem in American law and politics. He pinned the
greatest blame on Blackstone’s Commentaries, and described it as “honied
Mansfieldism,” which “became the Student’s Handbook, from that moment that
Profession (the Nursery of our Congress) began to slide into toryism, and nearly all the
young brood of lawyers now are of that hue.” In an attempt to ridicule Mansfield’s
influence on early American institutional development, he inadvertently supplied the best
means to describe the continuity between pre and post-colonial America. The problem for
Jefferson was that Mansfield’s reach extended beyond the Federalist/DemocraticRepublican divide, and Mansfield’s equitable view of the common law was not repulsive
to people already accustomed to blending the two modes, and who believed that enough
virtue existed in the system to combat tyranny. Jefferson wanted to combat the influence
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of Mansfield in politics and law. The substance of this letter to James Madison concerned
the choice of a professor of law at the University of Virginia. He wanted the University to
revive a legal tradition rooted in old-style British Whiggism, and whose graduates
“carried it’s doctrines home with them to their several states, and have leavened thus the
whole mass.” Jefferson wanted a professor trained through the classical liberal arts. He
wanted this person to understand the deeper traditions of the law through the exegesis of
the history of politics and government. He did not want a common law zombie, but one
who deconstructed the common law for its deeper background and impact. Jefferson’s
educational push was too late in his life, and although he chose his supposedly idyllic
instructor in John Tayloe Lomax, he never saw that his grand redesign of American legal
education went unfulfilled – even Lomax used Blackstone in his teaching. His grand
educational redesign was a last attempt to lead Americans towards a better form of
independence – one certainly less rooted in British ideas of law and politics. He saw
independence as a moment for Americans to create political and legal systems within
their own visage. His ideal vision was for the system to reflect a greater affinity for a
Roman civil law tradition. For a person who outwardly supported republicanism and
educated in the classics, civil law was the best exponent of that tradition because it vested
in legislatures the authority to define both the law and its method of adjudication, and
under these terms, Jefferson displayed his own strain of Mansfieldism. 254

The Mansfieldian Influence in American Constitutional Law
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Jefferson’s targeted Mansfield’s general influence in American constitutionalism.
Already in 1788 he had written to a friend, “I hold it essential in America to forbid that
any English decision should ever be cited in a court, which has happened since the
accession of Ld. Mansfield to the bench.” When the New Hampshire Gazette reported on
a proposed law in Georgia “prohibiting the reading of English authorities in Courts of
Law,” it applauded the idea that “the ape of Lord Mansfield would no longer cut himself
with the tools of his master.” This principle was problematic because it required states to
eliminate common law precedent even from the period when the states were still colonies
of the empire. Jefferson justified the principle in another letter through the argument that
since the Declaration of Independence was an indictment of the actions of George III,
Americans were welcome to disregard anything enacted during his reign, even though
Mansfield ascended four years prior to his reign. 255
Jefferson was not alone in his worries about Mansfieldian influences. In his
concurring opinion in Irvine v. Sims’ Lessee, James Iredell, a North Carolina Federalist,
wrote, “I totally reject all modern cases introduced by Lord Mansfield, and supported by
some other judges.” The case provided a rare moment when law and equity relief came in
conflict. Sims purchased a land warrant in 1779, which reserved him primary preference
to buy a particular parcel of land (in this case Montour’s Island, on the border between
Pennsylvania and Virginia) after a land survey. Meanwhile, Virginia and Pennsylvania
agreed to settle their border dispute, which put Montour’s Island under the jurisdiction of
Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania legislature then granted Montour’s Island to Irvine as
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compensation for his service during the war. Sims filed a suit of ejectment to nullify
Irvine’s claim, even though he was not yet in full possession of the property. Irvine held a
right to the land under common law, but Sims’ right was only an equitable one. The
Court determined that although Sims’ only had an equitable right to the land, they
allowed him to take full possession because Virginia granted him the warrant well before
Pennsylvania issued Irvine his title. The Court essentially used an equitable remedy to
solve a common law dispute, which Iredell saw as a Mansfieldian violation. Although he
concurred that Sims probably deserved the right to the property, he wanted to make the
situation very clear that the Court had to use a Mansfieldian approach to adjudication in
this case, but that the Court had to be very careful not to normalize this practice. 256
To Jefferson and Iredell, American jurists had to limit their reliance upon
Mansfield because Mansfield appeared to break every rule in the book. His decisions
seemed fair, but Jefferson and Iredell were equally concerned about the means of a
decision, because Jefferson especially understood, in his observations of his Federalist
opponents, that authorities could use flexibility in law in the name of fairness as a tool
toward tyranny. Mansfield’s symbol as a jurist who blended law and equity seemingly
allowed judges great latitude to decide cases in their view of what they thought was
fairest, even if it violated the law. In this regard, Mansfieldism was a challenge to the
Revolution itself. Ultimately, Iredell lost the battle. Robinson v. Campbell (1818)
established British-inspired common law as an acceptable legal authority in American
courts. Justice Thomas Todd wrote for the court:
The court, therefore think, that to effectuate the purposes of the legislature, the
remedies in courts of the United States, are to be, at common law or in equity, not
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according to the practice of state courts, but according to the principles of
common law and equity, as distinguished and defined in that country from which
we derive our knowledge of those principles.
The pronouncement was not a blanket acceptance of Mansfieldian innovations in the
common law, but it acknowledged that British common law was an important source in
American jurisprudence. Mansfield, to Jefferson’s chagrin, was a major part of that
link. 257
This perceived judicial taint also crept into the muted Mansfieldism of the
Federalists. Although the Federalists held direct national power for only a short period of
time, their party persuasion disintegrated through “distrust of the people and their ideal of
government by the wise, the rich, and the good… the Federalists demonstrated that the
shortest way to political oblivion was to tell the people ‘truth’ that they did not want to
hear.” With political offices slowly dissipating, the fate of Federalism became tied to the
federal judiciary. At a moment when the fundamental boundaries of American federalism
were debatable, the long-term Federalist support for centralized national government
survived under the long tenures of John Marshall and his protégé, Joseph Story, on the
Supreme Court. These men paved the way for the advancement of national government
supremacy under the Constitution, and their judicial justifications reflected Mansfieldian
views on the substance and power of government. 258
Marshall relied upon Mansfield’s articulation of the scope of mandamus in his
famous decision of Marbury v. Madison. He underscored the point that Marbury had a
vested right in the delivery of his commission, and mandamus was the correct remedy to
satisfy Marbury’s complaint. From this perspective, Marshall appeared to rule totally in
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favor of Marbury, except that he faced the potential abrogation of his decision by the
current President, Thomas Jefferson, a political foe and the leader of the DemocraticRepublican movement that swept the Federalists out of power. Marshall had to assert
judicial authority, but he had to avoid a confrontation with Jefferson. His decision was to
invalidate the section of the Judiciary Act of 1789 that extended the Court’s original
jurisdiction to cover writs of mandamus. In his decision, he expended much time
defending Marbury’s right to his judicial commission, but he ultimately declared that
Marbury had no standing in the Supreme Court to bring the action, so all those legal
rights to the commission were moot. 259
On the surface, Marshall appeared very anti-Mansfieldian because he challenged
the notion of Congressional supremacy through his invocation of judicial review.
However, Marshall tapped into a deeper tradition in English history about statutory
“repugnance” to a constitution. Marshall, like most Federalists, had a deep respect for
Congress and their role in government. His point was not to diminish the power of the
legislative branch in favor of the judicial branch, but he was interested in giving the
judiciary a role in governance. In many ways, Marshall’s formulation of judicial review
mimicked the British structure. As the court of last resort, the House of Lords relied upon
the advice and counsel of the law lords (Mansfield, as Chief Justice of King’s Bench, was
a law lord himself) to decide cases within that body. These law lords had much eminence,
and their unity or dissent on cases usually decided the outcome. In this regard, Marshall’s
famous line, “It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say
what the law is. Those who apply the rule to particular cases, must of necessity expound
and interpret that rule,” fulfilled this condition, and allowed justices a more direct place
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in operation of the national government. This principle itself was not Mansfieldian, but
Marshall’s construal of judicial review had Mansfieldian fingerprints. If the American
innovation over the British was the establishment of a written constitution, then Marshall
reflected the Mansfieldian tenets for clear, discernible laws and decisions of
inconsistency and repugnance left to the most impartial (or politically protected) officials
within government, the judges. 260
Marbury was arguably a seminal case in the articulation of the concept of checks
and balances within American national governance, especially in the relationship
between the judiciary and legislative and executive branches. A bigger debate in Early
Republic America was the nature and boundaries of federalism, the system of dual
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sovereignty between the national government and the individual states. The Constitution
contained a supremacy clause which appeared to provide a definitive answer in favor of
the national government, but it was also a national government of limited, enumerated
powers. This contradiction opened the door for debate over the nature of this supremacy
and potential control of national power by other entities, namely the states. Negative
reactions to the Alien and Sedition Acts in 1798-1799 led to the issuance of the Kentucky
and Virginia Resolutions, which offered the idea of nullification as a necessary means for
states to hold the national government constitutionally accountable. The New England
states offered a similar argument (which included hinting toward secession) in their
protests of the War of 1812 as an exercise of unnecessary national aggression in the
interests of only part of the nation. In both cases, fortuitous events (the election of 1800
and the end of the war, respectively) muted the direct arguments, but the debate over the
relationship between state and national power remained an important theme throughout
the period.
One institution epitomized the debate, the Bank of the United States. Proposed by
Alexander Hamilton in 1790 as an efficient means to promote economic growth through
debt repayment and structural stability, it appeared to be the panacea for the economic
woes which afflicted the country since the Revolution and Confederation periods. He
convinced Congress to grant a twenty-year charter to the bank against heavy opposition
from Jefferson and others who saw the bank as a screen for plutocratic interests. They
also stated constitutional objections to the bank as outside a reasonable interpretation of
national power. The bank irked Jefferson’s Democratic-Republicans on two major fronts:
general distrust for banks because they often were the scourge of oppressed farmers
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through their seemingly eternal subjugation to moneyed elites, and also the prestige of the
Bank undermined the viability of state-chartered banks and by extension challenged state
power. The Bank was a despised entity in Jeffersonian circles, but Hamilton’s success in
getting the twenty-year charter protected the Bank from dissolution after the Revolution
of 1800 brought the Democratic-Republicans into power. 261
Individual states attempted to control state branches of the Bank through taxation.
The situation presented the classic problem of American federalism because these
branches existed within individual states’ borders. Nothing in the Constitution explicitly
exempted federal interests from state powers. Since the Bank was too a private entity, the
argument lent itself that the states had the ability to tax all such entities within their
borders. In the first decade of the nineteenth century, Georgia was one state that enacted
such taxes, and the state seized silver assets of the Bank when they naturally resisted.
When the managers of the Bank sued Georgia state officials in federal court, the trial
judge dismissed the suit because of lack of jurisdiction, which was a default victory for
state officials. The main reason was that this branch of the Bank was entirely within
Georgia’s boundaries, so Georgia had the exclusive right to regulate. The Bank appealed
on the basis that the charter for the Bank was granted by federal law, and as such, it was a
federal matter of which they deserved protection from state regulation. When The Bank of
the United States v. Deveaux, et al. came before the Supreme Court in 1809, Marshall
was in another similar quandary as in Marbury. He agreed naturally with the Bank’s
argument that they were exempt from state taxation, especially when juxtaposed with his
decision in McCulloch v. Maryland in 1819:
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That the power to tax involves the power to destroy; that the power to destroy
may defeat and render useless the power to create; that there is a plain
repugnance, in conferring on one government a power to control the constitutional
measures of another, which other, with respect to those very measures, is declared
to be supreme over that which exerts the control. 262
The problem in 1809 was that although Jefferson already relinquished the Presidency (the
decision was issued on March 15), his successor was James Madison, who was a
lukewarm opponent of the Bank. Another consideration was that the charter of the Bank
was set to expire in 1811, and the current conditions within Congress suggested that a recharter was highly unlikely. Marshall could issue a sweeping decision to uphold the
supremacy of federal law along the line of McCulloch, but he faced a potential challenge
to the Court’s authority because of the political characteristics of such a decision.
Fortunately for Marshall, the premise of the case offered an opportunity for Marshall to
assert national power but avoid the deeper topical controversy. Since the technical
dispute before the court was the summary dismissal of the suit for lack of federal
jurisdiction because of no discernible “federal question,” he decided to remand the case
to the original trial court on the basis that the Bank had the right to sue based upon
diversity jurisdiction. This decision relied upon a two-pronged approach. 263
Marshall had to structure corporations as virtual people, who had vested rights to
occupy and inhabit land as any other real person. In these regards, he relied heavily upon
Mansfield’s decision in Rex v. Gardner, where Mansfield declared that corporations were
equally subject to local poor rates as though they were real inhabitants. Marshall
extended the decision to allow for corporations to have the ability to adjudicate on behalf
of their property. Alone, this argument still allowed Georgia’s courts to adjudicate the
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case entirely because the competing entities, whether virtual (the corporation) or real (the
state’s officials), were Georgian citizens. Marshall’s twist was that he acknowledged that
corporations were collectives of real people with vested interests in the success of their
ventures. These real people diversified the parties in the dispute – in this case, the Bank’s
managers were citizens of Pennsylvania. This approach also allowed him to limit the
magnitude of “citizenship” possessed by a corporation. Under these terms, the federal
court system had the right to adjudicate under diversity jurisdiction and not under the
more argumentative ideas that the federal charter of the Bank gave it an exclusive ability
to adjudicate within the federal court system, or create a legal fiction that corporations
were in themselves citizens, which he found no specific or implied grant in the
Constitution. Because Marshall avoided a grandiose pronouncement on the underlying
issue of the case – the boundaries of federal power – Marshall avoided a constitutional
showdown. 264
Deveaux paved the way for McCulloch a decade later through its own sacrifice.
The remand guaranteed that the case languished in the federal court system for the next
few years, and Congress’ failure to re-charter the entire Bank made the issue moot. The
Bank received a second life after 1816 through the confluence of younger influences in
Congress disconnected from aging Jeffersonian ideology and the stronger impact of
western interests in Congress that were less afraid of (or in more need of) national
economic prowess. McCulloch arose when old hardliners used the taxation strategy again
to attack the Bank. In 1819, Marshall believed he was in better political position to settle
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the underlying question, which he did to lasting effect. As a result, Deveaux became
obscured in the federalist saga, but its influence on a legal articulation of corporate
personhood made it an important legacy. 265
A facet of corporate personhood reemerged in the case of Trustees of Dartmouth
College v. Woodward. Although traditionally remembered as a “contracts clause” case,
the nature of the case involved the colonial charter of Dartmouth College by the British
Crown and the ability of the post-Revolutionary government of New Hampshire to
amend or replace the charter at will. The issue of the sanctity of contract had personal
qualities that Marshall appeared to want to uphold. In the particular circumstances, the
trustees of the college removed the sitting president in 1816. The move angered members
of the state government which spurred them to recast Dartmouth’s charter as a public
grant from the private grant it enjoyed since the colonial era. This allowed the state
government to reappoint the removed president. The trustees sued the Secretary of State
for New Hampshire and retained their alum, Daniel Webster, as their advocate. Mansfield
was a definitive source for much of Webster’s arguments to the Supreme Court about the
solidity of the College’s colonial charter.
Webster relied upon Mansfield’s decision in St. John’s College, Cambridge v.
Todington (1757). In this case, Mansfield articulated colleges as eleemosynary
corporations. Under this terminology, colleges were “creatures of their founder, and he
alone has a right to prescribe the regulations according to which his charity [the
eleemosynary aspect] shall be applied.” The founder could designate others in the
management of the entity (visitors), who, without specified restrictions, assumed all the
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privileges of the founder – this designation essentially allowed the founder to continue
his authority in perpetuity. In this case, a dispute arose between a benefactor to St. John’s
College and a designated visitor of the College, the Bishop of Ely. The benefactor wanted
to limit the jurisdiction of the visitor over the fellowships he added to the College, which
the Bishop challenged. Mansfield ruled that since the original charter contained no
provision for a benefactor to limit the power of the visitor, the benefactor had no ability
to place such a restriction without the consent of the visitor. Webster likened Dartmouth’s
position in this light, and since the trustees were the designated successors of the founder,
then only by their consent was the charter amendable. 266
Webster buttressed this argument with Mansfield’s decision in Rex v. Cambridge
Vice-Chancellor (1765). This case involved a disputed election for High Steward of the
University. One of the questions was the validity of the election process, which pitted an
older, established mode of election (established in 1524) against a change instituted by
Queen Elizabeth I for the election of vice chancellors. The University continued to use
the traditional standard in their elections of the high stewards, but with the disputed
elections, a faction argued that the changes instituted by Queen Elizabeth should have
been the standard used anyway. Mansfield upheld the traditional standard, “A corporation
already existing [is] not obliged to accept a new charter in toto, and to receive either all or
none of it: they may act partly under it, and partly under their old charter or prescription.”
Again, Webster’s argument was that the trustees had to consent to changes in their
charter, even if altered by the actual sovereign. New Hampshire contended that as the
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post-colonial sovereign they had the ability to reissue charters. Mansfield’s decision in
this case provided Webster a counterargument. Mansfield stated that “there was no
intention to alter and overturn their [Cambridge’s] ancient constitution” when Elizabeth
issued the new rules, so the former charter should continue unhindered. Webster
countered that New Hampshire continued to allow Dartmouth to operate under the old
charter since the Revolution, so it was too late to changes the rules now.
Marshall ultimately agreed totally with Webster, and his decision flowed from
two fronts. First, he believed in the solemnity of contracts, and the Constitution was quite
clear on the inability of government to impede the right to contract. Second, Dartmouth
was a link to the past, and it reflected a Federalist trope that America’s relationship with
Britain was not entirely negative. Like most Federalists, he respected the less contentious
aspects of America’s relationship to their old colonial master, and the institution of
Dartmouth deserved some right to carry on in their traditional manner. He never
expounded any absolute personhood rights for corporations themselves in this decision,
but Dartmouth was like many “small clubs owned by a few gentry” in localized areas that
he had no trouble expressing definitive rights of incorporation (much in the same vein of
the legal foundations of towns and cities in Britain and colonial America). Deveaux
displayed his uneasiness with extending corporate rights broadly because of the
increasing use of incorporation in commerce. Inadvertently, Marshall provided the basis
in Deveaux and Dartmouth to allow the Taney Court of the 1840s to declare formally that
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corporations themselves have limited personhood with many rights and privileges based
on their incorporating charters. 267
These cases drew from unique American circumstances, and Mansfield’s
precedents were not critically crucial to their final outcomes. The primary interest for
Marshall in these three cases was that Mansfield was an eminent jurist respected by many
in his legal audience. Marshall’s decision in all three cases sought clear, specific lines of
authority that ultimately limited the power of the states in favor of national cohesion.
Mansfieldian precedents provided neat and favorable justifications to Federalist’s general
political and economic ideology. Marshall faced some trouble because he had to act
within the boundaries of a document which acknowledged jurisdictional lines between
the states and national government. However, those lines were more blurred than solid,
and much like Mansfield (especially in cases like Campbell v. Hall and Somerset v.
Stewart), Marshall had to pick his battles over where to push supremacy. Especially in his
famous decision in Barron v. Baltimore (1833), Marshall had to defer to accepted views
that the Bill of Rights limited only the actions of the national government; the states had a
right to maintain their own constitutions. Both Marshall and Mansfield deferred to the
local interests only through convention. The major difference was that Mansfield
believed Parliamentary supremacy overrode local interests and deferred to their
(in)action; Marshall had a written document which directly prevented these incursions of
authority – arguably directly related to American disagreement with Parliamentary
supremacy. Marshall had to walk a fine line, so Mansfieldian ideology provided a
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blueprint for him to act boldly but strategically to avoid challenges to judicial power
while fulfilling Federalist ideology. 268
In 1825, John Adams wrote to John Marshall, “It is the pride of my life that I have
given to this nation a Chief Justice equal to Coke or Hale, Holt or Mansfield.” Upon
Marshall’s death in July, 1835, writers denoted connections between Mansfield and
Marshall. The Spectator reprinted a character sketch of Marshall from the Norfolk
Beacon:
Candor, however, demands the confession that the principles settled by Judge
Marshall in several cases are liable, in the estimate of many statesmen, to be a
charge similar in essence to that which has been successfully alleged against Lord
Mansfield, but it should also be stated, that, until within a few years past, the
decisions of the Judge seemed to have been ratified by the great body of the
American people.
Joseph Story’s eulogy of Marshall echoed this comparison:
The life of Lord Mansfield was one of the longest and most splendid in the
judicial history of England. That of the Chief Justice [Marshall] was longer, and
may fairly rival it in the variety of its labors, in the glory of achievements, and in
its rapid advancement of the science of jurisprudence.
These quotes demonstrated that Marshall’s Federalists innovations were deemed worthy
of American admiration. As for Mansfield, the positive connections with Marshall
signaled a developing redemption of Mansfield within the American mind. 269
In 1852, Daniel Webster wrote:
Littleton, Coke, Plowden, what are they? How their learning fades away and
becomes obsolete, when Holt and Somers, and Mansfield arise, catching
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themselves, and infusing all around them, the influences and the knowledge
which commerce had shed upon the world! 270
This quote exemplified that divide between the generations in America at that time.
Jefferson and Adams were a part of the first generation of post-independence Americans
who experienced colonial rule, and the direct confrontation between Britain and America.
In many ways, Americans fought against personalities who were at the helm of imperial
power. The institutions were very desirable, and Americans selectively molded those
institutions in their frameworks of governance. The problem was Mansfield and other
British leaders: people whom the Americans saw as tyrants, and those whom they
witnessed corrupt those useful institutions. The Jefferson-Adams axis measured
redemption of those figures. For Jefferson, Mansfield was an everlastingly contemptible
figure; for Adams, Mansfield was a brilliant and insightful man – the product of a great
tradition, who made one fatal mistake. They had the battle scars of independence, and
Mansfield was a key source of that strife, so invocation of his name required much
caution.
Webster represented the second generation of independent Americans. They
developed in conditions where Americans struggled for relevance in a world still
controlled by the great European empires. A generation of independence lent this new
generation some indigenous experience to consider for its future. Britain was an enviable
economic competitor but increasingly socially and culturally alien. A British legacy
lingered in the American mindset, but Americans began to recast their inheritances within
their democratic republican image. An American exceptionalism emerged which looked
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generally to the Revolution as a genesis than the sum of its discursive development. They
were less worried about the effects of “mystic chords of memory” because British
institutions became American institutions through the surgery of American revolutionary
idealism. America demonstrated elements of postcolonialism, where they looked to
Britain as a general model, but Americans’ pursuit of something better allowed them to
reengineer those forms into something they believed were genuinely unique.
In this environment, Mansfield had a chance for redemption. History was not
rewritten, but over time Mansfield became less associated with his contributions to the
American Revolution. His legal contributions became more palatable and desirable when
disconnected from his political legacy. The slavery issue became the primary concern of
the next generation, and within that debate, Mansfield transformed into an absolute
authority about how the country should proceed in the face of slavery. In many ways, the
abolitionist movement, which came to embrace Mansfield strongly because of his
supposed condemnation of slavery in the Somerset case, also inadvertently advocated
Mansfieldian ideas of governance in their advocacy for Congress to control the existence
of slavery in the country. Mansfieldism was recast. 271
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CHAPTER 7
THE REDEMPTION OF MANSFIELD, THE REDEMPTION OF A NATION

A major factor in Mansfieldian transformation was the prevalence of another
issue that dominated attention in the second generation: the politics of slavery. As the
second generation began to take the reins of power in the 1820s, slavery was a much
more entrenched institution in American society. Largely facilitated by the cotton gin,
upstarts moved westward to establish a lucrative stake in the cotton industry. As in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, expansions of slavery typically went hand in hand
with imperial or commercial expansion. Beneficiaries believed they contributed to human
progress, but the American Revolution cast a different perspective on this mentality. The
profits of slavery complicated the deep dilemma that slavery presented to American
identity since the Revolution. As a struggle philosophically rooted in universal and
natural rights, the point of the Revolution was to secure the blessings of liberty to all
Americans. Under these terms, all men were created equal and had the right to pursue
their interests. Yet, property rights were part and parcel of the “pursuit of happiness,” and
the protection of personal property from the actions of arbitrary government was a main
motivator in the struggle against Britain.
With slavery, these seemingly parallel pursuits diverged for many people. Many
others asked how a nation predicated upon equality can enslave a group of its people, but
then too, how can the government justify the seizure of slaves (property) in order to end
the institution? Slavery was a major influence in the articulation of dual sovereignty
government under both the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution – it allowed
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each state to do what they thought was best for its people, while working together for a
common national goal. However, as states continued to choose sides on the slavery
question and their dedication to the justice of their opposing positions on slavery slowly
hardened, the states remained constantly suspicious about the other’s motivations in
every action that either had a tangential effect on slavery (Southern position) or thinly
promoted the continuance of slavery (Northern position). Internationally, antislavery
movements also began to gain traction as liberal ideologies swept through the Atlantic
world. Promoted through the American, French, and Latin American Revolutions most
demonstrably, principles concerning the equality of mankind became viable ideologies
with formidable force. The first generation was the progenitor of these ideological shifts,
and they had to compromise over the ideological extent of their rhetoric. The second
generation represented hardened stances. The compromises of the first generation
strained under the weight and repercussions of unforeseen expansionism (physically and
emotionally). 272
Mansfield’s 1772 Somerset decision served as a prototype and a microcosm of the
(desired) debates about the social and legal status of slavery. Born and adjudicated under
the auspices of the imperial crisis, Mansfield’s decision to allow Somerset to remain in
England against the wishes of his owner was a testament in his dedication to the principle
metropolitan (Parliamentary) imperial supremacy. Mansfield could not allow Somerset to
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leave Britain involuntarily against British law because it would set a dangerous precedent
of weakened metropolitan authority at the exact moment that he and his cohorts in British
government demanded obedience from the colonies. Within the decision, Mansfield’s
inflection about the peculiar nature of slavery was a means to avoid the problem of
general property rights. Although colonial slave laws and codes denoted the special
circumstances of slave propertyholding, they also served to regulate the interactions of all
people within their society, with slaves receiving the harshest limitations on their
movement and behavior. Slave laws “shared important cultural underpinnings that
justified bondage,” but they also “developed in piecemeal fashion, in multiple places, and
in diverse types of legislation.” Slavery was almost universally accepted before the
American Revolution, but the magnitude of its control fluctuated location by location.
When confronted with the slave Somerset in his courtroom, Mansfield had to characterize
his status along the more familiar English mindset of villeinage to situate his decision.
Therefore, colonial slave laws had no consideration in his courtroom, especially when the
circumstances of the action occurred entirely within Britain. His subsequent reference to
positive law signaled that Parliament reserved the power to regulate an imperial slaves
system, but because Parliament failed to provide guidance on the matter, he remained
bound to apply the law narrowly within English jurisdiction. To be accurate, Mansfield’s
decision only forbade the forced transportation of Somerset back to the colonies; it did
not alter his status as property. Somerset’s freedom came indirectly, because his master
returned home without him, and Mansfield reserved to Somerset’s master the ability to
sue any person who subsequently procured Somerset’s services. 273
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Parliament had no intention to act on the matter, especially as the West Indian
interest maintained ties directly and indirectly in Parliament. If Mansfield had any urge to
issue a broader opinion, repudiation by the House of Lords on appeal was possible. Even
if Parliament wanted to act, any action restricting the movement of slaves or dictating the
laws of slavery carried a strong probability that the West Indian colonies would protest
the legislation. In the imperial volatility of the early 1770s, metropolitan authorities had
great interest to avoid promoting sympathy within the Empire for America’s
complaints. 274
Nevertheless, Somerset appeared to be a notable moment in the Anglo-American
antislavery movement. Despite Mansfield’s intentions in his decision, the mere fact that
Somerset avoided transportation was a notable achievement. In the immediate aftermath,
celebrations erupted throughout London, and antislavery advocates like Granville Sharp
became major actors on the international stage. Sharp and others’ efforts over the next six
decades aimed to erode the influence of slave interests in Parliament by building public
consciousness and pressure against the evils of slavery in the British Empire. Their
success was the abolition of the slave trade in 1807 followed by the abolition of slavery
throughout the Empire by the end of the 1830s. Sharp’s influence crossed the Atlantic
Ocean to America, through contacts such as the Quaker Anthony Benezet. The second
generation came to power at the very moment when the British government frequently
and actively discussed the fate of slavery in their Empire and the worldwide abolition
movement was a viable political force. As a result, the stakes over the issue of slavery
were hardened between the supporters of the institution, who saw their livelihood and
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rights challenged, and the opponents of slavery, who felt they were morally and socially
justified to stand their ground with little reservation. 275
The circumstances of judicial convention at the time of Somerset allowed
Mansfield’s decision to become a seminal object in the burgeoning antislavery
movement. Unlike modern practice in many jurisdictions, judicial opinions were not a
matter of public documentation. Justices read their individual opinions in court by rank,
but no opinion served as the “official” decision – all that mattered was the vote among
the justices to determine an outcome. Reportage of decisions came from observers who
transcribed their best recollection of the events in court. For some cases, public interest
encouraged newspapers to send correspondents to observe the events. In most cases, the
reporter was a legal chronicler who hoped to compile legal encyclopedias and casebooks
for lawyers to reference – after all the strength of the common law relied upon its
adherence to past decisions. The major consequence of this democratic approach to legal
reporting was that the public received differing accounts of judicial decisions.
Mansfield’s decision in Somerset represented perhaps the quintessential symbol of a legal
problem (or political opportunity) within this system.
Mansfield appeared keenly aware of the misrepresentation of his decision. When
the case of Rex v. Inhabitants of Thomas Ditton came before him, he took an opportunity
to clarify his position in Somerset. The case involved Charlotte Howe, a slave purchased
in America and brought to England, where she dutifully served her master and his wife.
When both died suddenly, she was cut-off from her support, so she applied for relief
275
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under the Poor Laws. She was denied relief, which she appealed before Mansfield. He
denied her privilege to seek relief under the Poor Laws because only wage earners had
access to the relief. As a slave, she was disqualified from consideration. Mansfield was
quite blunt in his treatment of Howe:
To become intitled under this positive law, a person must bring himself under the
description given by that law. His colour, or his being born a slave, or his having
become such, will not affect the question; but the statute requires a hiring, and
there is none here. There is nothing in it.
He then proceeded to clarify his position on Somerset:
The determination in the case of Somerset goes no farther than that a master
cannot take a servant of this description out of the kingdom by force; for the
moment a man lands in this country he becomes so far possessed of liberty, under
what engagement soever he lands, as to be perfectly free from arbitrary
imprisonment of his person.
Mansfield was not an anti-slavery advocate, and his aim in Somerset was not to end
slavery even within England. From this perspective, Mansfield’s issue in Somerset was
over an argument that colonial laws, which allowed masters to transport forcibly their
human property wherever they wanted, demanded obedience by the metropole to return
slaves. Mansfield was not willing to countenance that position, but he was equally
unwilling to use his judicial capacity to assert a general imperial rule on the matter
because that was Parliament’s responsibility, which he was keen to point out in his
decision. Despite his clarification, Somerset continued to have a life of its own. 276
Somerset was unique at the time because the pleadings occurred over several
terms. This circumstance provided ample opportunities for public commentary on the
proceedings and possible entreaties to the justices towards certain results. A letter in the
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London Evening Post asked Mansfield, “Are not all men born equal by the laws of
nature… why then should a shade of complexion, which is the accident of climate, alter
so established a rule?” The writer continued to condemn slavery as contrary to “the laws
of Christianity, civilization, or even common humanity.” “Emlius” attacked Mansfield
directly for his delay in the decision, and attributed it to Mansfield’s cowardice to act
boldly. He pointed to Mansfield’s urgencies during the trial for the parties to come to a
private agreement to settle the dispute or to petition Parliament for redress. He pointedly
condemned Mansfield:
A Chief Justice of England tell a Man who complains to him, that the Laws of
England are violated in his Person; that he will procrastinate that Justice which he
is sworn to execute impartially, because it may be inconvenient to the Defendant
to be restrained from acting illegally! 277
If “Emlius” worried that Mansfield was too favorable to Stewart’s position, a widely
distributed pamphlet, Considerations on the Negroe Cause, believed Mansfield was on
the precipice to issue a wide-ranging opinion that potentially challenged the status of
slavery throughout the Empire. “A West Indian” argued that slavery was a unique
condition in the common law of England, and so the proper channel of authority,
Parliament, should clarify the rules about the status of slavery throughout the Empire.
Until then, “A West Indian” urged Mansfield to “let slavery, so far as property is such in
Negroes, be held in America; let the importation of them be prohibited to this country.”
He wanted a dispassionate Mansfield who viewed the situation in terms of property rights
rather than the emotionalism pushed by the antislavery advocates. These articles
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displayed the immediate range of sentiments in the public surrounding Somerset’s case,
and they guaranteed that his decision was much weightier than Mansfield intended. 278
Mansfield knew the question was significant, and his decision found narrow
grounds to justify Somerset’s release without a greater proclamation about the slavery
issue. Mansfield threw the onus onto Stewart to maintain his ownership of Somerset
within England, which he was unwilling to pursue. The dilemma of these circumstances
was that elements of the public yearned for an answer, and this influenced how they
processed Mansfield’s decision. In this environment, the text of Mansfield’s decision
became crucial to people’s perceptions.
Two elements quickly took root; a conflict-of-laws philosophy and a moral
ideology. If Mansfield dreaded having to rule in favor of Somerset, as one newspaper
report stated in May, 1772, it was on the technical grounds of conflict of laws (that laws
in one part of the Empire could not bind another). In his letter, “Emlius” pointed several
times to Mansfield’s cowardice to adjudicate the dispute justly. If Mansfield had any
trepidation, it was not about the effects on the institution of slavery itself; it was the
repercussions of an acknowledgement of a conflict of laws in the moment of the imperial
crisis. This reluctance was very apparent in his decision, and his resort to citations of
positive law was a call to Parliament to act on the matter. Parliament’s continual inaction
created an aura that Mansfield’s decision advocated an idea that automatic freedom came
upon entering a jurisdiction which banned slavery. The moral ideology proceeded from
Mansfield’s alleged use of the term “odious” to describe the institution of slavery. This
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inflection allowed antislavery supporters to disentangle logically the immediate result (no
direct abolition of slavery) from the spirit of the decision (that slavery was a great evil),
and it was this latter spirit which buoyed abolitionists in their cause – Mansfield was a
great legal mind who abrogated the institution of slavery. 279
The myriad forms of immediate reportage of Mansfield’s decision provided the
foundations for the varied interpretations of the decision. Bingley’s Journal produced an
extensive account of the decision, and it had the earmarks of an authoritative source in
tone and substance. The account was heavy on the technical basis for the decision, but it
omitted any mention of slavery as an “odious institution.” The London Evening Post
produced a similarly authoritative text, and it reiterated the technical side of the
argument. The difference between the two accounts came through the exposition of the
technical argument:
Immemorial usage preserves the memory of positive law long after all traces of
the occasion, reason, authority, and time of its introduction, are lost; and in a case
so odious as the condition of slaves must be taken strictly, the power claimed by
this return was never in use here.
Middlesex Journal or Chronicle of Liberty added a special twist to the moral argument
when it stated, “He [Mansfield] said, that every slave brought into this country ought to
be free, and that no master had a right to sell them here.” The account was brief and
mentioned nothing about the technical aspects of the decision. The Morning Chronicle
and London Advertiser was another summary report of the case, but it stuck closely with
the actual circumstances of the case, “that the cause which the master had shewn for
imprisoning the Black, was not sufficient to justify him for doing so.” The story
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mentioned nothing attributed either to the philosophical or moral ideologies, and in many
ways probably reflected closest to Mansfield’s intention with the decision. Each
newspaper had a particular audience they attempted to inform, which likely affected the
way that they proceeded to report on the event. 280
Extended accounts of the decision, whether in magazines or legal reporters,
served very little to clarify the situation, but they served to “inform” the transatlantic
public about the proceedings in this slave case. The most widely accepted court reporter
in this case was Capel Lofft, but Jerome Nadelhaft questioned whether Lofft injected
unfairly the word “odious” into Mansfield’s mouth in his official account to reflect his
own anti-slavery convictions, and to give the case more weight than it deserved. David
Brion Davis contended that many alternative, non-legal sources managed to account for
the proceedings without the any mention of slavery as an “odious” institution. James
Oldham provided a systemic comparison of various accounts of the decision, and
determined that Lofft’s was as accurate as most sources. For him, the reference to
“odious” was much less important than Mansfield’s assertion that slavery was sustainable
only through positive law. All these historians wrote with the benefit of hindsight about
the outcomes of the anti-slavery movement, so they have the materials to prove the
influences of Somerset and Mansfield’s motivation to issue it. Perhaps this debate
confirmed William Wiecek’s contention that the debate over a correct text was spurious
since “there were after all, really two Somerset opinions: Mansfield’s actual words,
whatever they were… and the ‘abolitionists’ Somerset.’” Mansfield (or probably more
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accurately, Mansfield’s decision) became an anti-slavery presage through the public’s
selective absorption of the information, whether he liked it or not. 281

Mansfield’s Decision, Mansfieldism, and the Issue of Slavery in Antebellum America

With the many variants of the decision and the selective use, Mansfield’s
Somerset decision took a life of its own. Equipped with the decision and the authority of
Mansfield’s name, abolitionists believed they possessed the ultimate trump card
concerning the legal basis of slavery. As the American abolition movement began a slow
transformation into a mainstream, politically formidable force in the 1820s, Mansfield’s
decision served as their departure point. Somerset was first mentioned in the Senate by
Rufus King during the debates surrounding the Missouri Controversy in 1819. King
referred to the idea commonly attached to Somerset that “the air of England was too pure
for slavery to breath in.” King was a primary opponent of the spread of slavery, and
Missouri’s application for statehood presented King with an opportunity to press this
agenda. King came from New York, which was a font, like the other Mid-Atlantic States,
of an emergently strong antislavery movement because of their closer proximity to actual
slavery than other fellow “Northerners.” These states struggled mightily with the
dilemma that slavery presented in post-Revolutionary America – a societal dedication to
“all men are created equal” and/or property rights. These States managed to grapple with
the problem through the introduction of gradual manumission within their jurisdictions,
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but they remained concerned about the spread of slavery. King, a stalwart Federalist, led
the “restrictionist” cause – Missouri could have slavery as long as state officials provided
a meaningful roadmap to its eventual decline and abolition. King and his followers
wanted an outright ban on the extension of slavery to current and future territories, but
Congress neither had the will nor arguably the power to enact this directly. The
Compromise allowed for Missouri to maintain their absolute right to control the
institution of slavery within its borders, but the restrictionists achieved the famous
Compromise line, which limited the future expansion of slavery into the Louisiana
Territory. 282
Mansfield’s construction of Somerset worked well with a proto-Free-Soil
ideology that countered a formidable “Slave Power” bloc that mobilized around
controversies such as the Missouri Crisis. “Free soil” ideology used Mansfield’s decision
to assert the notion that physical movement across hardened lines from slave to “free”
territories automatically bestowed emancipation upon slaves. King was also an old
Federalist, and the motivation behind his restrictionist strategy was to assert a form of
Mansfieldian Federalism that called on national control of the expansion of slavery. The
Missouri controversy thus loosely mirrored the issues that Mansfield faced in Somerset.
Faced with the challenge that slavery was prevalent in only portions of a constructed
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whole (the British Empire versus the United States), ultimate authority had to rest in a
central authority to regulate these conditions when necessary. Mansfield, in his judicial
capacity, made a plea to Parliament, which they ignored for a long time. King was in a
legislative position to enact the exact type of regulation that Mansfield originally wanted
out of Parliament. King’s invocation of the purity of England’s air was a paean towards
America’s view of its own liberality, and how slavery was a fundamental challenge to
American ideology. William Smith, a South Carolinian senator, recognized King’s
strategy, and agreed with him that “England was the great champion of civil liberty,” but
he pointed to “their West India Islands; they are as full of African slaves as they can
hold.” 283
The Compromise aimed to appease both sides as the famous line set boundaries
for the expansion of slavery. Both sides ultimately were not satisfied. The growth of “free
soil” ideology became the basis for uncompromising attitudes of later radical
abolitionists. Their refusal to accede to any existence of slavery made them
uncompromising as new facets of the slavery debate arose. However, western and eastern
slaveholders found some solidarity through their common interest in the protection of the
institution, so slavery traversed the hard boundary of the Appalachian Mountains to
create a solid pro-slavery bloc. As the radical abolitionists vigorously engaged in their
protests, these slaveholders became more united in their opposition to further restraints
on the expansion of slavery without major concessions to force anti-slavery to accept the
right of slavery to exist in the United States. Mansfield himself became intertwined in
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this debate, where he provided ideological ammunition and thus contributed to the
omnipresence of slavery with American political discourse over the coming decades. 284
Rufus King was a politician of the first generation, so the authority he assigns to
Mansfield’s Somerset decision was very surprising. Yet the 1820s served as a ripe
moment for a transformation in the public perception of Mansfield, as many of the old
guard of the first generation passed away. Mansfield’s philosophical nemesis, Thomas
Jefferson, died in 1826 along with Mansfield’s quiet admirer, John Adams. King too died
in 1827. Circumstantially yet fittingly, 1827 was also the year the first African-American
owned newspaper appeared in America, Freedom’s Journal. In the November 30th
edition, it excerpted Prince Hoare’s Memoirs of Granville Sharp, “The ever memorable
result of this trial established the following axiom, as soon as any slave sets his foot on
English ground, he becomes free. A sentence to be engraved for ever on our hearts.” In a
situation where the new generation of politicians was more comfortable with
Mansfieldian influences in their institutional thought, this association with the slavery
question redefined and reinvigorated his place in African American as well as American
discourse. 285
The influence was not instantaneously evident, as Freedom’s Journal and its
sympathizers remained on the fringes of mainstream political discourse. The emergence
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of radical abolitionism by the later 1830s pushed Americans to choose sides in the
slavery debate through its unrelenting attacks on slavery and the institutions that
protected it. Led by advocates like William Lloyd Garrison, this brand of abolitionism
took total emancipation as their baseline demand. Through his publication, The Liberator,
and others like it, the cause of abolition gained public attention. The passion of the
radical abolitions had few limitations; they were willing to criticize the Constitution and
attack the very union of the states. The radical abolitionists employed Mansfieldism in
their clarion call that “slavery was illegal in the states, and that therefore the power of the
federal government should be used to extirpate it there.” They were not zealots or
anarchists, and they hoped that they could ultimately save the soul of the country through
the proper execution of American governing institutions. For them, Somerset served the
purpose of delegitimizing the institution of slavery in the Anglo-American tradition.
Mansfield was not essential to their movement, but his decision allowed these advocates
to stress that their movement was not alien to the fabric of American constitutionalism.
They wanted to present slavery as the unnatural element in the nation, but also to suggest
the unflattering idea that Britain was a more avant garde nation on the issue of slavery.
As the historian, Van Gosse, pointed out
Solidarity with African Americans became an effective, safe way to remind the
fractious Americans of British power. Further, it suggested that the Revolution
was no revolution at all, but merely a misguided colonial secession.
With British abolition, abolitionists were more emboldened to press their case,
and reestablish the original principles of the nation at independence. All this made
Mansfield’s decision importantly relevant to the abolitionist cause, where a third
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generation of politicians in the late 1840s and 1850s pursued abolitionism with less
regard for established protocol about a proper discourse on the slave question. 286
These activists cast Mansfield (at least through his decision in Somerset) as an
intrepid crusader against an inhumane system. The Liberator praised Mansfield’s
decision “upon a moral principle… [that] the law of nature and of God is the law of
liberty.” The author followed this by offering the decision some influence in the attitude
“that the institution of slavery was supremely odious to all the signers of the Declaration
of Independence, and the people whom they represented.” Certainly, the statement
contained hyperbole, but the author played on the close proximity between the two events
and their seemingly similar invocations of natural rights (Somerset was 1772, and the
Declaration of Independence was 1776). The 1846 New England Anti-Slavery
Convention reiterated this proximity argument when it agreed, “Resolved. That as
Granville Sharpe, in 1772, but three years before out revolution, and but seventeen before
our Constitution was adopted, did obtain the liberation of the slave, Somerset, by the
judgment of Lord Mansfield,” which they used to further resolve, “That as the present
government is, and many of the past administrations of the government have been,
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slaveholders, they have by various expedients endeavored to change the principles of our
Constitution, to make use of it for the purpose of enslaving their brother man, according
to the law.” Their tactic aimed to elevate Mansfield’s decision as the baseline principle
about slavery, and they cast the Declaration and Constitution as extensions of
Mansfield’s principle. The problem for these abolitionists was that the Mansfieldian
principle about slavery was callously subverted by slaveholders. 287
Mansfield’s decision made one notable appearance in Garrison’s paper following
the decision of the Massachusetts Supreme Court in the case Commonwealth v. Aves,
which the historian Paul Finkelman called the moment that “Massachusetts Adopts
Somerset.” Beyond this moniker, Aves was one of the first reported cases that addressed
comity and slavery outside the confines of the fugitive slave clause, and it demonstrated
the problem that slavery posed in a country that contained both slave and free states. In
this case, a slave Med was brought willingly to Massachusetts from Louisiana. An
antislavery group learned of her presence, and encouraged her to petition for a writ of
habeas corpus to release her from the restraints of her master, because slavery was
technically outlawed in the state. Although Med was not a fugitive slave, the court had to
grapple with the issue of comity because whose law should apply in Med’s case. Comity
encouraged Massachusetts to apply Louisiana’s standard because Med’s master only
intended to remain in Massachusetts for a short time, and Massachusetts had no authority
to apply its law against the master and free her slave – essentially a seizure of property.
The justices understood they were in the Mansfieldian dilemma. If they were to acquiesce
to Aves, they had to concede that slave laws applied everywhere at all times, and this
weakened the notion that any state could actually outlaw slavery. If they agreed with
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Med, then they essentially denied the courtesy of comity, which challenged the peaceful
relations between the American states, and was arguably unconstitutional.
The court decided to apply the terms of Mansfield’s Somerset decision. Their
rationale was that they took Mansfield’s decision literally – slavery could only exist
under local law. Since Massachusetts had no slavery, then Med deserved the protection of
Massachusetts law, but the court technically avoided a direct declaration of Med’s
freedom, because such an action arguably challenged the notion of comity between the
states. The court admitted that their ruling had no effect upon legitimate fugitive slaves,
as federal law controlled that, and they conceded that masters could “pass through” the
state with their slaves without worry of hindrance. Nevertheless, the Massachusetts
decision made comity an important part of the general debate, and it granted another
means for Mansfield (or at least his decision) to have a major impact on American legal
and political development. 288
Aves was a state matter, though, so its applicability beyond Massachusetts
remained within the purview of judges within each individual state, but the fact that a
court established Mansfield’s decision provided some legitimacy that judges in other
states could rely upon the decision if similar suits came before them. Federal courts rarely
heard suits about slavery and comity because “the use of federal courts by masters in
transit would have been costly, difficult, and perhaps futile.” Before 1850, states
individually handled the movement of everyone in their boundaries. Although the states
had provisions to grant short-term outsiders a measure of immunity from the slavery
laws, these niceties remained provisional, and the states could change them at will. Since
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Congress deferred to the states and refused to draft rules on comity – and after the
Missouri Controversy, there was sufficient understanding to believe that any attempt by
Congress to regulate comity urged a fierce fight in Congress – access to the federal court
system to adjudicate these disputes was minimal, but some cases trickled through. 289
The case of Polydore v. Prince involved a claim of battery by a sea captain on a
black passenger on his ship. When the ship landed in Maine, the passenger attempted to
sue the captain for his poor treatment, but the captain contended that the passenger was a
slave, and therefore had no standing to take him to court. Ashure Ware, the district court
judge, allowed the suit to proceed on the basis that the laws of Guadeloupe, which
allowed slavery and was the point of departure for the ship, could not apply in the United
States. Ware declared, invoking a solemnity over Mansfield’s decision:
But whatever cause is to be ascribed this change in the common law of England,
if change it was, it has since that time been considered settled law, that a slave on
being introduced into England becomes free. And the law as it was then declared
by Lord Mansfield, is believed to be generally adopted by the non-slaveholding
states, in this country… If the owner voluntarily brings his slave into the state, the
case does not come within the provisions of the law [fugitive slave clause], and he
becomes free.
Ware deflected any questions about the applicability of Polydore’s enslavement
according to Guadeloupe’s laws, and avoided any examination of the Polydore’s status
had he landed in a pro-slavery state. He contended that the geographical location of his
court controlled his decision, and as Somerset established slavery was an entirely local
matter, and court had no place in that regulation. The important aspects of Ware’s
decision was that he believed that slavery was not an eternal part of the Anglo-American
constitutional tradition, but also Mansfield’s Somerset decision was no longer a source of
debate, but a settled matter. Joseph Story echoed this similar thought when he declared in
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his Prigg v. Pennsylvania decision that Somerset established the principle that the
recovery of legally-transported slaves “is a matter of comity, not as a matter of
international right.” He declared that Pennsylvania had no power to enact a statute which
directly hindered the capture and transport of fugitive slaves, but he also admitted that the
Court had no authority to compel Pennsylvania officials to participate actively in the
pursuit of runaways. This case differed from the others in that Prigg an actual provision
of the Constitution, the fugitive slave clause, was at dispute. Nevertheless, the
accommodation that Story and others found for Mansfield’s decision, in tandem with the
public pressures of abolitionists who established the decision as their mantra, promised
only more strife between the ideological sides. 290
The slave question entered its endgame in the aftermath of the annexation of
Texas and the Mexican-American War through the acquisition of much of the current
American Southwest. The vast expanse physically complicated the delicate balance
struck by the Missouri Compromise. Much of the land gained through the war technically
came below the Compromise line, and proslavery upstarts eyed the potential land
windfall. Under the terms of annexation, Congress agreed to allow Texas to enter the
Union as a full state, but its pre-established slave society caused alarm among stringent
Congressional abolitionists as its admission disrupted the delicate balance politically.
They became determined to protect the rest of the acquired land from slavery, and even
before the war was over, David Wilmont offered his famous proviso that aimed to
prevent slavery from extending into these territories acquired from Mexico. Wilmont
unleashed a stiff proslavery resistance, who saw this moment as their last stand to secure
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their property rights and liberty to pursue their happiness. The backlash had to push
against Mansfield. 291
The Wilmont Proviso reopened the question about whether (or how) Congress
could regulate slavery. Under these terms, Mansfield provided another precedent for
them to consider: Campbell v. Hall. In an 1850 speech before the House, Congressman
William Sackett of New York cited Mansfield’s decision in Campbell v. Hall as authority
to permit Congress to end slavery in Texas. He argued that since Texas came into the
Union as part of the conquest against Mexico, Congress had the authority to alter any
laws they saw fit, notably in this case their existing slavery laws. The argument derived
from the established abolitionist viewpoint that Congress had the authority within itself to
deny the extension of slavery into the territories; the boldness of Sackett’s argument was
that in the particular case of Texas and the circumstances of its entry into the Union,
Congress also had the authority to end slavery there too, even though it was part of their
original law. The strategy had one major flaw: it was predicated upon Congress actually
passing the law, which the political composition of Congress made almost impossible. As
one respondent said of Campbell v. Hall, “I do not dispute the authority of this case… the
principle is, that the existing laws remain in force until they are abrogated.” Campbell
was a secondary weapon in the abolitionist’s arsenal, but it extended the Mansfieldian
influence on the cause. Under these terms, abolitionists conflated Somerset and Campbell
under a common cope; the institution of slavery was not natural, and Congress had the
duty and authority to limit its presence in the country. 292
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Criticisms now abounded against the abolitionists’ usage of Mansfield to defend
their cause. A commentator out of Charleston declared that Somerset had no authority in
America because it advocated an unconstitutional position: noncompliance with the
fugitive slave clause. He bemoaned, “We have seen State after State legislating with a
view to avoid the act of Congress in regard to fugitive slaves, and prevent its interference
with such legislation.” Legal critics cited Mansfield’s references to the institution of
slavery in Somerset as obiter dictum, personal viewpoints of Mansfield that had no direct
bearing on the holding in the case and therefore had no precedential validity.
Congressman Robert Toombs of Georgia hearkened to this argument and added that
Mansfield’s decision protected slavery wherever it was legal at the time. He turned the
abolitionist argument on its head through Somerset, “Emancipation, where it has taken
place, has been effected in every instance but one by express prohibition.” Under his
terms, prohibition was the artificial quality and was a direct result of the government
restricting property rights. National Era reproduced a quotation of Congressman Thomas
Bayly of Virginia that limited the Somerset decision to a dispute “upon the want of a
remedy.” Bayly defended the common law basis of slavery because “we all know that
slavery was introduced into the British colonies of America, in the absence of a
statute.” 293
Representative James Stewart of Maryland later echoed these sentiments in a
House speech, where he proceeded to argue that Somerset actually protected the
institution of slavery because of the requirement of positive law, which gave added
authority to slavery through the rule of law. Senator Lewis Cass of Michigan, a champion
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for the concept of popular sovereignty as a means to settle the question of the legal
expansion of slavery into territories, attacked the notion that Congress had absolute
authority over territories through Mansfield’s decision in Campbell. In the context of the
debate over the Wilmont Proviso, he characterized Wilmont’s argument, that Congress
had the authority to limit the spread of slavery into the territories, as
deductions… made with as much coolness as Lord Mansfield could have
exhibited, had he been called on to decide the validity of the Boston Port
Bill, or of the act which declared ‘the His Majesty in Parliament of right
had the power to bend the people of those colonies by statutes in all cases
whatsoever.
It was a classic criticism of Mansfieldism, and it aimed to recreate an image that
Mansfield was not a glorious champion of liberty and freedom, but instead a symbol of
the repressive government which denied Americans their rights to liberty and happiness.
Cass meant to embarrass those abolitionists who continued to honor Mansfield and to
support his decision with ignorant disregard for who the real Mansfield was and what his
decision actually meant. 294
Abolitionist adulation of Mansfield had limits as well. In a National Era article
entitled “Money vs. Humanity, No. 2,” the author criticized Mansfield for a lack of
decisiveness in his Somerset decision because he “had not stopped to inquire whether any
statute or constitution had made one of God’s creatures into a thing.” He deemphasized
the boldness of Mansfield’s decision, and placed it into a typical paradigm where judges
ruled “in accordance with their own debased perceptions of justice, derived from the
practical rapacity of the age.” In a recounting of the Somerset case, The Liberator
cautioned readers not to overemphasize the authority of Somerset on slavery. It looked to
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Lord Stowell’s analysis of Mansfield’s decision, where Stowall characterized the
decision as narrow and intentionally incomplete. These criticisms and reservations
exhibited the attractively powerful aspects of the Somerset decision in its effects on
slavery. The case had its limitations, and they were fairly portrayed by the critics. In
many ways, Somerset was as much myth as reality. The power laid in the fact that the
myth was so pervasive, that commentators began to address, analyze, and even defuse
Mansfield’s influence. 295
Mansfieldian rhetoric about slavery through Somerset and the wider debate about
slavery in America collided fiercely in Dred Scott v. Sanford in 1857. The circumstances
of Dred Scott attempted to test the notion whether slaves’ travel to “free” territory within
the United States vested them with an immutable freedom. Abolitionists toyed with this
aspect of Somerset, because both cases dealt with the legal fates of escorted slaves.
Mansfield’s decision prevented the forced transportation of Somerset from the “free
state” of England to the slave “slave state” of Jamaica. However, Mansfield’s decision
remained stubbornly silent on any lasting impact or wider implications of his decision, as
Lord Stowall pointed out. Nevertheless, a writer in Frederick Douglass’ Paper best
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encapsulated the attitude about the concept of automatic freedom, “That the moment a
slave crosses the bloody line that made him chattel, his chains fall, and he stands up in
the spirit of British law ‘redeemed, regenerated, disenthralled.’” The Constitution
provided a seemingly clear rebuke of this idea through its inclusion of a fugitive slave
clause – the requirement that states must return runaway slaves. In Dred Scott this hurdle
was nonexistent because Scott’s master, John Emerson, willingly moved him to “free”
territory where they lived for some time. Scott married while in free territory, and the
couple bore a daughter who remained technically free throughout the proceedings.
However, Scott and his wife continued to serve Emerson and his wife even after their
return to “slave” territory. When John Emerson died, Scott offered in 1846 to purchase
his and his wife’s freedom, which Emerson’s wife (the beneficiary of his estate)
refused. 296
Scott sued in Missouri courts for his freedom. Initially, the courts found in favor
of Scott, because many “slave” states frequently recognized the basic Somerset principle,
reinforced by the American case Butler v. Hopper, that a master’s voluntary
transportation of his slaves into free territory created the seedlings for automatic
manumission, whose claims grew stronger the longer the owner remained in the free
territory. Mrs. Emerson was persistent to keep her slaves, and she appealed the case to the
Missouri Supreme Court. When they decided the case in 1852, the Missouri Supreme
Court reflected over the severe tensions that the slave question brought to the nation.
Citing the growing chasm between free and slave states on slavery in general and the
boundaries of the Fugitive Slave Law particularly, in what Justice Scott saw as free
“States… possessed with a dark and fell spirit in relation to slavery, whose gratification is
296
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sought in pursuit of measures, whose inevitable consequence must be the overthrow and
destruction of our government,” the court effectively cancelled longstanding precedent
within slave states that allowed slaves to claim freedom on the basis of extended stay in
free territory some time during their life. For this court, the Somerset-inspired rhetoric
about automatic manumission used by abolitionists became borderline treasonable, and
they had to abandon what they saw as a courtesy to the few slaves who found themselves
in that position in the defense of the institution. 297
The Scotts were well supported by abolitionist sympathizers. When Mrs. Emerson
transferred control of the Scotts to her brother, John Sanford, their supporters encouraged
them to sue for their freedom in federal court based upon diversity jurisdiction – John
Sanford was a citizen of New York. Over the middle years of the 1850s, the case wound
its way through the federal court system and landed in 1856 before the Supreme Court.
By this time, all facets of government came to deadlocks on how to reconcile the status of
slavery within America. The case had seemingly wide implications, and even Presidentelect Buchanan had deep hope that an effective handling of the case by the Supreme
Court would provide the ultimate answer to the status of slavery within America, and
calm nerves. The pressure was on the Court, and Chief Justice Roger Taney contemplated
the repercussions of his decision, as it had strong ramifications for the legitimacy of the
court. His decision applied the text of the Constitution while affirming the authority of
the Court to interpret the meaning of the document.
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He denied the Scotts’ right to sue for freedom by virtue of diversity jurisdiction
because they could never possess the definition of national citizenship (if such a thing
actually existed at the time) that gave them the privilege to sue in federal court. He also
denied Congress’ ability to restrict the expansion of slavery in the territories, effectively
nullifying the Missouri Compromise. 298
Taney never referred to Mansfield throughout his decision, but the case was
notable for the extensive opinions issued by the other judges. In this regard Mansfield’s
name was widely used. In his concurrence, Justice Nelson pointed to the glaring omission
in Mansfield’s decision about Somerset’s status if he ever chose to leave England, so
Somerset provided no relevant insight to the case. Justice Campbell used Mansfield to
demonstrate that his decision only challenged slavery in places where its practice was
prohibited by law. He looked to the Constitution’s accommodation of slavery as a blanket
acceptance of the institution, which gave it validity and viability against any argument of
its odiousness to American values. In contrast, Justice McLean in his dissent declared
Mansfield’s decision in Somerset “a sufficient answer to all objections… that it was
pronounced before the Revolution, and that it was considered by this court as the highest
authority.” McLean also criticized his colleagues as disingenuous for using Lord
Stowall’s critiques of Mansfield’s decision as evidence of its falsity when Stowall applied
the Mansfieldian standard, only adding the caveat that the protection of English laws
lifted upon willful departure from England. 299
In the end, Taney dealt with the Constitutional mechanics of the case; his
colleagues debated the legal philosophy of the case. In this manner, Mansfield was a
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major component of that debate. The rebuke of Congressional power over slavery had
Mansfieldian resonances. If Mansfield meant to settle the law of slavery on the basis of
positive law, and his imperial ideology permitted Parliament to regulate slavery if it
chose, Taney and the concurring justices sought to derail any possible Mansfieldian
argument that suggested Congress had the ability to regulate slavery. To approve
Congressional power in any capacity, Taney risked totally subverting the entire original
basis of American federalism. “Slave Power” arguably had the Constitution on their side,
and it provided basic protections for slavery. Taney had no desire to allow the Court to
reinterpret the Constitution to that extent; he essentially drew a line of limitation on
Marshall’s jurisprudence. 300
The decision vindicated pundits who argued for a narrow reading of Somerset.
Senator Judah Benjamin of Louisiana called Mansfield’s decision “judicial legislation”
and that it “subverted the common law of England.” He further claimed that Mansfield
“was driven to the decision by the paramount power which is now perverting the
principles, and obscuring the judgment of the people of the North.” Antislavery advocacy
was a valiant cause, but it elided over the more important condition of property rights.
The Charleston Mercury praised Benjamin’s speech for its “great eloquence and power,”
and in particular the story focused on the “necessity for him to vindicate the legality of
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the decision made by the Supreme Court in the case of Dred Scott.” It also repeated
Benjamin’s assertion that Mansfield’s decision was the deviation which “yielded to the
prevailing anti-slavery fanaticism.” F.A.P. writing under the title, “Who are the Pirates?,”
likened Mansfield to the infamous English judge George Jeffreys, and said his decision in
Somerset “palpably violated the law, and outraged every British Colony, when he yielded
to the popular clamor.” He attacked abolitionists who called the slave owners criminals,
and used Mansfield as their shield to vindicate their sordid ideology. Dred Scott provided
effective reinforcement against Mansfieldian arguments, especially concerning Somerset
rhetoric. 301
Dred Scott discouraged few abolitionists from continuing their fight. Under the
title “A Refutation of Taney’s Sophistry,” the Albany Evening Journal reprinted Justice
McLean’s dissent in Dred Scott verbatim, which included his citations to Mansfield. At a
“Dred Scott Meeting” held in the Capitol building, George Patterson said “Mansfield
pronounced a judgment which has forever settled the point in common law, that Slavery
has no immunities beyond the bounds of the State that creates it.” One writer attacked
Senator Benjamin’s theory about the motivation for Mansfield’s decision:
Thus it will be seen that the only difference between Mr. Benjamin and the rest of
the world on this particular and fundamental point is, that mankind in general
have believed that Lord Mansfield declared and established the common law on
the question, while Mr. Benjamin holds that he subverted it. 302
On the eve of the Civil War, The Liberator hoped for a quick end to Taney’s tenure as
Chief Justice so “we may get a decision that would do honor to Lord Holt or Lord
Mansfield.” The piece paid respect to Granville Sharp’s efforts, and admitted that he even
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“subdued Lord Mansfield” to the just cause of abolition. Toward the end of the war, The
Liberator reprinted Congressman Josiah Grinnell’s (of Iowa) speech in support of
proposed 13th Amendment to the Constitution. In it, he declared that he “would rather see
slavery wiped out here by a legal decision, and announced by a chief justice – our Lord
Mansfield, I trust – on the great principles of justice, rather than by the tardy action of the
States.” The abolition movement redeemed Mansfield in the eyes of Americans. 303
Mansfield certainly was not the strongest component to the struggle that became
the Civil War. However, Americans increasing willingness to acknowledge Mansfield as
a strong ideological influence in the slavery debate contributed to a reappraisal of
Mansfield’s historical esteem. In reply to the ceremonies around the now renowned
Gettysburg Address, one critic likened Edward Everett’s opening speech (directly before
Lincoln’s iconic speech) as reminiscent of Lord Mansfield. He argued that Everett’s
words reminded him of Mansfield’s famous “kill them or they will kill us” remark during
the Revolution. The author questioned Lincoln’s intentions toward the Confederacy with
acts such as the Emancipation Proclamation, which he likened to the American
Prohibitory Bill passed on the eve of the Revolution. The difference in 1863 was that
American attitudes saw Mansfield more along the lines of the abolitionists’ construction
than his pro-imperial, tyrannical persona from the Revolutionary era. The latter view was
antiquated, and the point of the Civil War was to affirm the advantages of American
Unionism. By discarding the debate over slavery, American now could embark on a
common mission to project their energies outward to become a great nation in the world.
All this should sound familiar; this was the essence of Mansfieldian thought about the
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British Empire. The Union that developed out of the Civil War fulfilled Mansfieldian
notions about governance. If viewed through the prism and development of the 14th
Amendment passed in 1868, the supremacy of the national government became
unquestioned. Its first clause became the source of the expansion of national power
through the intercession of the Supreme Court. The Second Industrial Revolution of the
late nineteenth century integrated the country economically, which eventually led to the
growth of Congressional power first and later Presidential power to regulate the entire
American machine. Although Mansfield’s direct influence on the development of the
American system faded over time, Americans largely advocated a nation that reflected
the very structure of imperial order and governance, which Mansfield represented in the
imperial crisis. Mansfieldism primarily required unity and cohesion to work; the Civil
War led to the break from a national viewpoint of “a united states” to “the United States,”
and arguably the country never looked back with regret. 304
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION: MANSFIELDISM AS CONTINUITY

How should we understand Mansfieldism? Mansfieldism was the confluence of
Mansfield’s career and others’ reactions to it. Mansfield had to surmount high obstacles
in order to become an important member of British government and society. He began as
a minor son, born to Scottish low noblemen. His family had good connections, but some
of those connections, especially those with the deposed Stuart dynasty, were problematic
in a nation trying to move beyond that family. Mansfield was a Scot, and in an
environment where Scotsmen and Englishmen had to learn to trust each other more,
Mansfield had to learn to adapt. Unionism was initially a difficult proposition, but he
learned that working together toward a common goal was much better than trying to fight
alone. His ethnicity and family were chips on his shoulder, but he overcame them through
a scrupulous dedication to the idea of unity under the terms of Protestantism, profit,
imperialism, and majesty.
He proved to be a good learner, displayed through his successes in school and
university and his quick elevation to law practice. These experiences initiated Mansfield
into the political world. He took a fixed seat in Parliament to become the tool of the
political elite to maintain their power and control over the monarch primarily, but
increasingly over all of the British Empire, as they became more accustomed to being in
charge. He served his political masters well with fiery oratory and sound political and
legal device, but he yearned for more independence.
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George II granted him his independence through concurrent elevation as Chief
Justice of King’s Bench and a seat in the House of Lords. In both roles, Mansfield
became a champion for the British Empire and its power and prestige around the world.
In the pursuit of these qualities, Mansfield drew the attention of opponents who were not
entirely convinced that Mansfield intended the serve the good of the British Empire. They
attacked him publically for his seemingly tyrannical ideas and rigid adherence to the idea
of Parliamentary supremacy. They called him a Tory, one who favored the rule and
domination by the British monarch. His relationship with the king and his almost
fanatical drive to punish anyone who criticized the government fed the perception that he
was a Tory.
However, he believed himself to be a dedicated Whig, or one who favored the
power of Parliament in the realm. This was the intention of the Glorious Revolution,
which the British increasingly viewed as the fountainhead of their rights and divine
heritage. Mansfield was an active member of government. Beyond his judicial capacity,
he served in the Cabinet, where he viewed himself as a magnanimous crusader for sound
and efficient policy that trumpeted Britain’s great values. He was a vocal member of both
the House of Commons and the House of Lords over his entire career. He had a
reputation as a fiery orator, but he was also known for his abilities to get deals done in the
shadows. He maintained contacts throughout Europe, which allowed him to be a steward
of British interests among the other great powers.
As an imperial crisis developed, this position placed Mansfield into the crosshairs
of angry colonials who grew tired of domination from across the Atlantic Ocean. They
severed their ties from the nation after a long and arduous war for independence. The loss
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of America was a blow to Mansfield and his vision, and his part in the events, combined
with pent-up frustration by other Britons, arguably led to a tumultuous series of riots
which resulted in the burning of his house, and signaled his decline as a public figure.
Meanwhile, the Americans who spent blood and sweat in trying to break from
Mansfield’s vision of empire had their own challenges ahead of them as they now had the
responsibility to rule themselves. They had their colonial experience, and they had smart,
savvy people to lead them. Their first attempt at government proved to be wrought with
weakness and internal strife. Their replacement government promised much more
through an intricate plan to share and balance power not only among the old colonies but
within the national government itself. Trouble arose when two primary ideologies arose
on how to operate this new government, and what the balance between state and national
government was.
In this environment, Mansfield became a means to debate the function of the new
government. Both factions craved economic success for the nation, but they differed on
the means. The Federalists favored a strong national, cohesive government that would
have the power to institute the policy and plans to bring industrial wealth to the nation.
Most Federalists looked to Britain as their model, and they wanted to admire Mansfield,
but in order to do this, they had to cleanse the Mansfield that opposed their demands for
independence. They easily achieved this by embracing the judicial Mansfield, where they
used his precedents to establish the streamlined, efficient American government that they
desired. In the disconnection of the judicial Mansfield, the Federalists willingly forgot the
political and social underpinnings of Mansfield’s rhetoric; they cared only about the
result.
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Their opponents, the Democratic-Republicans, had no qualms to remind the
young nation constantly about the dangers of creeping Mansfieldism in their society.
What did they define as Mansfieldism? The concentration of power in the hands of a
small political elite. They worried about the repercussions of a strong national
government, which they viewed no differently than British Parliament. They also worried
about the judiciary, whose membership was dominated by their political foes, and who
used their power and judicial independence to gain for their party a political ascendancy
that was directly denied to them by the people – as they viewed Mansfield’s career.
Unfortunately for the Democratic-Republicans’ leader, Thomas Jefferson, the Federalist’s
hold came through selective domination of certain sectors of society, whose talents and
skills were useful to subvert the true meaning of the American Revolution.
This true meaning of the Revolution provoked another dilemma in the American
mindset: the place of slavery. On one hand, the Revolution promised liberty and equality
– the pursuit for a better tomorrow on one’s own terms. However, this also required a
dedication to property rights, which was the source of that individual wealth.
Unfortunately in this period, some people were property. The two qualities were
compatible most of the time, but the institution of slavery made them unbearable at odds.
Mansfield provided some insight on the topic, but it was plagued by problems when he
issued it, and its potential ramifications only served to exacerbate the divisions more.
When he issued Somerset, the imperial crisis was at a critical stage, and while he deferred
to Parliament to address the issue, the inherent problem of the politics of slavery
occluded any ability for them to intervene. They thrust the problem back to him, and he
issued a narrow decision that was the antithesis of his wishes, because of the limitations
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of judicial power. His decision caused more problems than it helped, although not
immediately apparent until later. His decision acknowledged the institution of slavery and
the rights of owners to defend their property in men, but because Britain herself had not
institution of slavery in its law, Mansfield was unwilling to allow the colonial slave laws
to govern his hand, so he allowed Somerset the option to stay in England.
When the slavery debate deepened in America as a new group of political
activists fundamentally challenged slavery, each side’s evolving stubbornness ensured
that slavery would tear the nation apart. For the abolitionists, Mansfield largely became
their legal authority to fight the evil institution, and they pleas for Congress to take the
lead in the abolition of slavery eerily followed the rationale of Mansfield’s rhetoric of
Parliamentary supremacy. They cared little for those loose connections though, because
slavery was an “odious institution” that deserved annihilation. The American political
system and the constitutionalism that it relied upon tried to find a way to accommodate
all, but both sides became set on the destruction of the other.
The showdown came first in the Constitutional Convention, but the political
conditions favored more compromise than principle, one way or the other. The next
showdown came in the Missouri Controversy, but the politicians again chose compromise
over settlement. By the 1850s, the divide was at the boiling point, and while politicians
made another attempt toward compromise, they debated Mansfield’s key precedent, but
the stakes were too high for each side to back down. The Dred Scott case aimed to
alleviate the tension, but its decision favored a composite solution to slavery when
cohesion seemed to work in other facets of American society.
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The Civil War was the final showdown, and the principles of the Union echoed
the arguments that Mansfield and the British made a century beforehand. President
Lincoln seized the reins of power to execute a war strategy to save the Union. Both the
Union and Confederacy had to mobilize a cohesive strategy to win, but the structural
ideology of the Confederacy ultimately was its undoing – they were only willing to fight
for a limited set of common goals, otherwise they wanted to be left alone. The Union that
formed in the wake of the Civil War promoted uncompromising unity. The Union
ultimately pushed for the end of slavery because that was what drove the nation apart.
After slavery, Americans still had differences – like the Scots and the English – but they
were minor compared to the mission they wanted to bring to the world. Over the next
century and a half, the Americans came to prominence in the world through their
common push to spread American goods and values around the world – how
Mansfieldian.
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